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2*
A B S T R A C T
The first part of the work gives a survey of the 
andarz hooks extant in Pahlavi. The texts are arranged 
according to whether they are attributed to a likely or 
legendary author or are anonymous* The sixth hook of the 
Denkart, the largest collection of andarz* is dealt with 
separately* The discussion contains in each case, 
besides details of bibliographical interest* remarks 
on the character and structure of the text and notes 
on its relationship to other andarz compositions* 
Philological notes are included on difficult passages*
The last sections of the first part deal with some 
general problems of the andarz literature; and an 
attempt is made to distinguish types of books and to 
comment on various stylistic devices used in these 
books* The question of the midrashic technique is 
discussed in some detail*
The second part is devoted to analyzing the 
religious system of thought reflected in the andarz 
books, and particularly in Dk vi. This is done partly 
by examining the use of terms in different contexts*
The main subjects discussed are; the various 
associations connected with the notion of wisdom; some 
techniques of instruction; the concepts of faith and
religion; the complex of ideas centred round the 
term * spirit1; the various ways of righteousness and 
the ideas connected with sin; the attitude to this world 
the concept of poverty and the poor; the idea of the 
measure; the reward in afterlife* the notion of xwarr* 
the problem of fate and free will* The probable 
existence of esoteric doctrines in Sasanian Iran is also 
considered*
4*
Part One
SURVEY OP THE ANDARZ BOOKS EXTANT 
IN PAHLAVI*
1. Introductoiy.
There are ahout 25 andarz pieces extant in Pahlavi* 
They vary considerably in length, from a few lines in 
the case of some to a volume of some bulk in the case 
of Dk vi; they also show certain variation in style 
and method of composition as well as in subject matter•
It is proposed to treat the individual pieces separately 
at first, arranged, for convenience, by their supposed 
author (if they are attributed to one)* It will be more 
possible to assess afterwards the general characteristics 
and the variations which can be noticed in these books*
W6-
BeforeKproceedia*s, however, to discuss the
individual andarz books some previous work done in this
field ought to be mentioned* A description of all works
extant in Pahlavi and Pazand, which is still indispensable
is contained in the contribution of E* W* West to the
1Grundriss der iranischen Philologle : much useful material 
although little concerning andarz books directly, is also 
given in his introductions to the volumes translated by
2him in the Sacred Books of the East series. A recent
work of similar nature, which brings the bibliographical
data up to the date of its publication, is the book by
J* C# Tavadia,^ Some other general books contain
references to our subject-matter, but their value for
h
the study of the andarz books is limited*
The question of late Zoroastrian ethics, which is 
connected with that of the andarz books, has also received 
some attention. The first serious study of the subject 
was made by L*-C* Casartelli, La philosouhie religieuse
c
du mazd&isme sous les Sassanides* Paris-Bonn-London, 188U*
The subject is also treated, though more superficially,
by A. V* W* Jackson, first in his article on the Iranian
religion in the G-IPh*, and later, with some additions,
7in his volume of Zoroastrian studies*1 A small book
devoted to the subject of ethics was written by M. A*
8Buch. A summary review of the andarz literature and
Q
its ideas was made by A* Christensen, An important 
contribution to the study of the historical questions 
involved, as well as for the understanding of the 
structure of the lists of virtues and vices in the andarz 
books, was made by J* -P. de Menasce in his book on the 
Denkart.1^ Some instructive remarks on the subject are
made by R* C. Zaehner in his recent synthesis of
11Zoroastrianism, and the results achieved so far
are summarised with characteristic lucidity by J*
Duchesne-Guillemin in his general book on the Iranian 
12religion*
The Pahlavi andarz literature has aroused special 
interest from the point of view of its influence on 
the corresponding adab literature in Islam* One of the 
early studies done on this subject is by Inostrantsev,
IX
first published in Russian ^ and later translated into 
English**1'^  A number of studies have been devoted to 
Islamic compositions of the type of 4a mirror for princes', 
(ffttrstenspiegel) which are closely related to the andarz 
genre. That this is a rewarding line of inquiry not only 
from the point of view of the history of Arabic and 
Persian literature but also for the better understanding
of Sasanian literature and mores can be seen from the
1*5 16studies of G. Richter, ^ P. Gabrieli, and the recent
— 17works by Muhammad Muhammadi. 1 Much as it may have 
been desirable to study these questions from the point 
of view of what remains from the andarz literature in
s
Pahlavi, it has seemed best in the present work to try and * 
■understand the Pahlavi andarz books in their own terms*
Only one Arabic text has been fairly consistently utilized
in the discussion of the topics of the andarz
'to  COt'V.t^i'K
literature, as it has been shown/at least one direct 
translation of a work extant in Pahlavi, as well as a
number of identifiable fragments from other works* The
— —. — 18 
text is the Jawidan xirad by Miskawayh, the
relationship of which to the Pahlavi texts was first
19established by Professor Henning* ^
The Pahlavi andarz literature was preceded by a 
similar Avestan genre of literature; all that remains
of that are a few summaries contained in the eighth book
—  20 21 of the Denkart, and some sections in the ninth book*
These have only occasionally been referred to in the
discussions which follow in Part Two of this work* A
thorough investigation of Dk ix, which must be based on
a new edition of the text, is a task by itself*
2# The andarz texts*
Three of the independent andarz treatises which hear 
an attribution to an author are obviously apocryphal: 
chapter 195 of Dk. iii which is attributed to Zoroaster, 
chapter 197* attributed to his disciple Sen, and Andarz 
i Qgnar I danag. attributed to the sage AoSnar* The 
other andarz texts bear the names of persons of Sasanian 
or later time, and could be considered as possible authors.
sur vi
The largest number of/andarz writings is attributed 
to Adurbad i Mahraspandan, the sage who lived under Sapur 
II in the fourth century A.D* His son, ZarduSt, may be the 
one who is intended by the attribution of Cidag andarz 
I poryotkegan to ZarduSt# There is, however, no evidence 
for this attribution in the body of the text# The grandson 
of Adurbad i Mahraspandan, Adurbad i Zardu&tan, also has 
a short text which bears his name#
The celebrated Sasanian king, Xusro I Kawadan, has 
two collections of sayings attributed to him# His not 
less famous counsellor, Wuzurgmihr, has a fairly large 
collection of sayings# The same period, the sixth 
century A.D., was also the time when the priest Baxt-afr^d 
lived; some short sayings are attributed to him.
For the ninth century A.D# there is only one short 
text attributed to Adurfarnbag T Farroxzadah#
a. Texts attributed to Adurbad 1 Mahraspandan.
Five pieces of andarz are attributed to Adurbad, 
three of them are included in the collection of texts 
published by Jamasp-Asana; one forms a chapter of Dk.iii, 
and mother one forms the final chapter of the Rivayat 
which precedes the Dadistan i Denig.
—  —  —  —  1 ' 
i. Andarz I Adurbad 31 Mahraspandan (AdMah).
This collection of sayings is presented as the 
words spoken by Adurbad son of Mahraspand to his son 
ZarduSt. The opening words set out the supposed 
circumstances in which the text was composed;
This too is manifest; Adurbad had no son of his 
body (?) born to him. He then put his trust in the 
gods, and not long time had passed when a son was born
to Adurbad. Beeause_of the healthy character of
ZarduSt, son of Spitama, he called him ZarduSt. He 
said; 'Rise up, my son, that I may teach you 
education*, (PhlT. 58 para. 1).
o
The formula, 'This too is manifest* may indicate 
that this collection originally formed part of some 
larger text, though it may also be due to the convention 
to begin almost any traditional story by these words#
The Arabic text given in Miskawayh*s Jawidan xirad
—  —  ^
as the words spoken by Adurbad to his son,*' contains a
considerable number of sayings which are the same as those 
given here, some of which have already been pointed out
by Henning.^, Although the relationship of Miskawayh*s
text to AdMah is undeniable, it is clear that the
composition of the text, and the phrasing of some of the
corresponding sayings, and particularly the order of the
sayings are totally different. In examining the other
pieces attributed to Adurbad we shall have occasion to
see that they often use a common stock of sayings: it
seems therefore likely that a number of different
redactions of admonitions attributed to Adurbad and
deriving from a common source were in current use# It
may therefore be assumed that the Arabic piece in
Miskawayh is not a corrupted edition and translation of
AdMah, but a translation of a different, shorter Version
of sayings attributed to Adurbad# This version may have
existed in Pahlavi side by side with AdMah#, and^need not
be the outcome of the latter*s translation into Arabic#
Certain considerations make the assumption of another
Pahlavi source more acceptable than that of an Arabic
editor*s meddling with the text: Misk. contains sayings
which are not preserved at all in AdMah; to explain them
on the basis of an Arabic redaction we would have to
assume that the redactor used two Pahlavi originals,
AdMah and another,text, which he combined together# Ihe 
assumption of a Pahlavi version where the same mixture
12
occurred seems simpler, especially if we take into 
account the fact that in Middle Persian the andarz 
collections were, no doubt, current at first in oral 
transmission for a fairly long period# It is much 
easier for a number of completely different versions 
to be formed in conditions of oral transmission than 
in a scribal tradition, where though a text can become 
corrupt, it is not so likely to have the order of 
sentences totally upset# In effect, apart from the 
muddle in the order of sayings, as compared with AdMah, 
there is no evidence of corrupt text in the Arabic
redaction and, consequently,^its Pahlavi Vorlage#
To establish the relationship between the Arabic 
text of the admonitions of Adurbad and our Pahlavi 
text the following list of correspondences will perhaps 
be helpful:
Misk 26.3-7 PhlT 63f. §71-80
m
2 6 .1 1 -1 3
2 6 .1 5
2 6 .1 5 -2 7 .1
2 7 .1 - 2
2 7 .2 - 3
2 7 .U -6
27.5
2 7 .1 0 -1 2
61+ I 85
59 ? 11; 11+9 f  US—1+9
58 §3 
60 § 22
60 f 28-30 
59f.§17-21
60f. § 3U 
65 S 89
13.
27.12-14 
27.14-15 
27*16-17 
28*6ff.
60 3 22
61 § 40
68 §113-114 
145 § 13
It may be noticed that Misk* 26*15 corresponds 
more closely to the text of WazAd (PhlT 149 §48-49) than
only in WazAd* It is, of course, possible to assume that 
WazAd was one of the sources- for the Vorlage of Misk, but 
it seems more likely that both the Vorlage of Misk and the 
compiler of WazAd used an Adurbad text which was related 
to, but not identical with, AdMah*
The collection of andarz in AdMah has a number of 
features which distinguish it from similar compilations*
It contains a long passage which gives advice on what to 
do on each of the thirty days of the month (§119-148)*
This may have been an independent composition which was 
incorporated into the present text* The fact that the 
Arabic version of Misk does not contain this portion cannot, 
however, be used as evidence (even were we to assume that
Misk based on AdMah), since the omission of such a 
passage, which is based on the Zoroastrian calendar, might 
be expected of an Islamic translator*
Another point which characterizes AdMah is the
to that of AdMah,^ and that 28*6ff. has an equivalent
"4 !»«.
relative abundance of similes. The wealth of this 
world is compared to a bird which flies from one branch 
to another and does not settle permanently on any tree 
(§89)*^ A man while his parents are alive is like a 
lion in the forest, afterwards he is like a widowed woman 
(§90). A wise man is like a fertile piece of land (§91)*
A violent man who talks without restraint is like fire 
which falls in a forest and burns everything (§93)* An 
old enemy is like a black snake, an old friend is like 
old wine 100-101)♦ Men are like a water-skin full of 
air (§117)* or like a suckling babe (§118).
Sayings like: 'When you know well many spells of 
snakes, still do not stretch your hand hastily to a snake 
lest it bite you and you die immediately9 (§113)*^ and 
the one that follows, which is a warning not to go
Q
hastily into violent water, even if one can swim well, 
are of course also meant to be taken as similes of a
01aM
sort: they are examples of how one shaH distrust all
the dangers of this world.
Some of the prominent themes in this collection are:
the transience of the things of this world and the
9 10importance of wisdom;-7 moderation in anger and mirth,
e a t i n g , l a u g h i n g , ^  punishing*^ and drinking wine.^ 
Not to be overmuch joyed at a good thing or too distressed
15.
at a bad thing. Not to worry about things which have
passed. It is necessary to speak with deliberation,
17especially when one wants to use sharp words*
There is great respect for wise men; they ought to 
he sought out for advice and taken as a husband to one's
■JO TQ
daughter* Respect is enjoined for the old, for men
PO P lin authority, and for one's parents. One ought to avoid
22association with bad people.
Advice concerning women includes not to tell them 
secrets; to 4educate' them and the children.
Concerning marriages to seek a wife lor oneself by oneself
26 27to seek a bashful wife and a young one; ' an old man
should avoid marrying a young woman, and a young man an 
28old woman. One ought to have the expenses ready before 
marriage2^ and not to deceive other people's wives.
Other advice concerns business matters: to invest
■^l
in land, vines and water, where the capital is safe^ ; to 
take loans only from friends and relatives,,^ and in any
"to ■j* ^
case not lend to, or borrow from, a man of bad nature. ^
One is enjoined not to wager anything for a thing 
which is self-evident;"^ not to start a quarrel^ and not
to be the antagonist of a scribe.3° one ought not to hurt
■^ 7 “38people by words or otherwise', not to smite people, not
16.
to quarrel in a banquet,^ not to be wilful towards
any one ^  and not to answer back.^* A curious saying
ho
advises not to be in the heavy part of the battle.
As could be expected, truthfulness is enjoined.
Religious injunctions are not numerous: to be diligent
/ —  —  v IijLl
and dedicated (jan-abspar) in the matter of the gods,
jhc
to bless the gods and keep one's heart in joy ^ and to 
remember always the soul.^
17.
ii* Wazag ecand i Adurbad 1 Mahr asp and an« (WazAd)
The text purports to he 'some words spoken by 
Adurbad son of to the people of the world at
the time of his passing away* (^l)«
The problem arises, however, with regard to this 
text whether it is an original composition or a 
compilation of s ayings culled from various other sources. 
WazAd presents this question because of the considerable 
number of sayings which it shares in common with a number 
of other texts, particularly PN. The corresponding 
sentences can be set up in the following list:
§ i of* DkM 216.3-4 (Ad Dk). 
cf. DkM 216.1-2 (Ad Dk). 
cf. DkM 216.6-7 (Ad Dk). 
cf. DkM 216.5-6 (Ad Dk). 
cf. DkM 216.4-5 (Ad Dk). 
PhlT 46 §35 (PN)
PhlT 71 §149 (AdMah);
3
5
11
16
19
21f
150 §60f. (WazAd).
23
26-32
39
PhlT 46 §35 (PN)
Dk vi. A.5
PhlT 56 §5 (AdMah);
AdPriv §25 (p.199.1-4);
Dk vi. 2.
PhlT 59 §16 (AdMah);
59
66
69
Misk 26.19 
Misk 76.15-17.
PhlT b7 §Ul-U2 (PN) 
PhlT 1+7 § U-3 (PN)
70-73
75
76f
59 ^16 (AdMah).
PhlT k7t. § (PN)
PhlT U6 §36 (PN).
PhlT 50 §55-57 (PN), cf. also
DkM 216.9-10 (Ad Dk). 
PhlT 88 §17 (AW).
An examination of the correspondences between WazAd 
and PN shows that there must be direct literary dependence 
of the one text on the other* The long sequences of 
WazAd ^>69-73 and §76-77 are identical in the two texts, 
and this cannot be due merely to a common oral, or even 
written, source: it seems almost certainly due to the
one text borrowing from the other* It is possible to 
establish that PN was the borrower by a number of 
considerations: a saying identical with WazAd £66 is
reproduced in PN (PhlT h7$ k-2) and is introduced by the 
phrase padig guft ested 4It has been said concerning it',
which marks the saying as a quotation* A comparison of
_  r  r
WazAd §19 and &23 t# the corresponding saying in PN shows
19.
that if there is direct borrowing it must he from the
liftformer to the latter* Other marks of borrowing by 
PN from WazAd are the fact that a word correctly written 
in WaZAd §69 is erroneously spelt in PN &nd that the
sequence in WazAd §76"77 is the=3S^quence shortened in 
PN §55*57 by the omission of the last member.
The sayings which have identical counterparts in
texts other than PN show to what extent the attribution
of sayings to one author, in this case Adurbad, is
consistent# The correspondences are with AdMah, AdDk, or
with Dk vi.A.5* which is also attributed to Adurbad* The
only exception is a few words in ^77 which have a
counterpart in AW, but here it is more a question of an
identical turn of phrase than of borrowing on either
side. ^59 corresponds to a saying in Misk 76*15-17* which
Sooffers a different version of it* The text in Misk is 
anonymous* It is possible that WazAd quotes from the 
Pahlavi text which served as a source for the translation 
given in Misk 76* The saying in MazAd is introduced by 
the words: ed ray ce *for this reason that’, which may
here be an indication of a quotation, especially as this 
is brought in as an extra dictum after another one on the 
same subject in §58, both justifying the injunction of
5^7.
A survey of the themes around which most of the 
sayings in this collection centre will show that the 
difference between this andarz composition and AdMah 
is quite'marked, though both texts are attributed to the 
same author and even show marks of common literary origin 
(or possibly of dependence through borrowing). Against 
the predominantly secular and worldly preoccupation of 
AdMah the strongly religious attitude of WazAd is striking 
There are practically no admonitions which have no 
religious significance; there are hardly any instances 
of pragmatic advice, a type which is so common in Admah.
Purely religious expressions and injunctions are here
*51numerous: not to doubt the gods even in misfortune;
to have only a single desire, and not to let oneself be
torn between the desire of the body and that of the
52 55soul; not to be too merry or depressed,"  not to amass
5hfortune except righteousness. To avoid vices like 
maliciousness, self-love, enmity to the good, irascibility 
greediness, calumny, lie, 4lest your body become 
ill-famed and your soul wicked*,*^ and to confess sins 
to the chief s. ^
There are other expressions which show the religious 
preoccupation of WazAd. 'Look at the mortal body and at 
the soul and do good deeds; for the soul exists and not
the body, the spiritual world exists, and not the 
material w o r l d P i e c e s  of adyice, such as to eat
in right measure, are justified by the words '(for one
>sot 4^ . _ _ v — \ 58
who does^so) is a destroyer of the spirit* (menog-wisob)»
and similar phrases lend religious colouring to most
other sayings#
One ought not to mete out evil to the wicked but
59also not to associate with them.  ^ Vengefulness has to
be suppressed.^0 Hospitality is emphasized;^1 one ought
62not to scoff^other people, and not to speak without
65 6hbenefit. D One ought to be truthful in pleading, and not
65to break an oath.
The value of consultation the good and going to
the fire-temple is stressed.66 The religious injunctions
concerning the eating of the flesh of cattle and sheep 
67is mentioned. ' One is advised to marry relatives so as
68to keep the lineage* To the religious field belongs
69also the command to till the land. *
Of more worldly character is the advice to distrust
70women and not to tell them secrets.1 One ought to sit
7 Iwhere one is seated.
22.
  ~?0_
iii. PRiv 62: Andarz i Adurbad I Mahraspandan (AdPRiv).
This andarz treatise occurs at the end of the Rivayat 
which precedes the Dadistan i Denig.
Unlike the other compositions attributed to Adurbad 
i Mahraspandan it does not purport to be a text originally 
said by Adurbad.: Adurbad delivers it as an andarz which
he himself had heard from his master Mihr-Ohrmazd, who in 
his turn had got it from Adurag.*^ This latter person is 
also mentioned as an authority in ZWT vi.10.
The text opens with a short introductory story of 
an unnamed disciple who asks Adurbad to give him 
instruction (frahang)» to which Adurbad replies by giving the 
general precepts: 'Be without doubt concerning the gods,
hold truthfully righteous thought, speech and action, do 
not think, speak or do any sin whatsoever; (then) you will 
ahlaw* (PRiv 19U*l-3), The disciple answers: 'I am
not perfect in that which the erbad has said, but give me 
particular instruction so that I may do it and become 
a h l a w * H e r e  Adurbad begins his instruction which 
consists of a list of 22 virtues'^ followed by an 
explanation of each.
In structure and contents this andarz resembles the
much shorter saying Dk vi* 23* which contains only five
terms and definitions* The use of the terms is, however,
76close enough to assist in the reading of words in PRiv*
The attribution of the text to Adurbad gains some strength
from the fact that at least one saying here parallels one
— 77in AdMah and WazAd*1 1
The general character of the text is again, like 
Wazad, religious rather than worldly* The advice is 
pietistic, and the style is reminiscent of Dk vi. Apart 
from a number of correspondences, which have been noted 
elsewhere, it shares with Dk vi the technique of midrashic 
interpretation**^ An example from AdPRiv is:
'Patience (baristihih) is thisjone for whom the 
load of the soul is incumbent upon the body (ke bar 
i ruwan o tan abayed)* When hardship comes upon 
him, and he is able to push it over to someone else, 
he does not push it, but accepts patience upon 
himself*• (PRiv p. 198* 12-199«1)*^
The somewhat strange definition of patience by reference 
to the load of the soul is explicable by the desire to 
explain the word, as it were, etymologically, or rather 
midrashically*
iv. Denkart iii, 199: The ten precepts of Adurbad
80
son,of Mahraspand and other orthodox sages (Ad Dk)*
This andarz forms part of four similar chapters in 
the third book of the Dk devoted to the precepts of various 
great masters of religion.
The attribution to Adurbad seems confirmed from a 
series of correspondences to WazAd* Although the sayings 
do not have always the same wording, their kinship is 
unmistakable. A synopsis of these parallel sayings 
presents the following picture:
§1 PhlT 1UU §3
2 PhlT Ukh §1
.'3 PhlT lh6 §16
k PhlT 1U5 §11
5 PhlT lkk£. § 5
6 PhlT lU5f. §13ff.
7 PhlT 153 §75 (not a close correspondence)
8 cf. Dk vi.291«
9 cf* Dk vi.26J+*
10 Dk vi.131*
The differences in wording between the admonitions of 
AdDk and WazAd are in some cases so marked that the
conclusion is inevitable that AdDk, though based on 
a collection attributed to Adurbad, is not based on 
WazAd. The addition of fother righteous orthodox sages'
(ane-z pOryotkeSah i ahlaw) in the title of this andarz 
is justified by the fact that the last three admonitions 
are found not in collections attributed to Adurbad but in 
Dk vi#, with no name of author#
As no edition or translation of the text exist, as
far as I know, apart from Sanjana's, a short summary of
the contents of the admomitions is here given:
1# Do not keep sinful vengeance in your mind#
2* Do not amass wealth greedily so that want may not
81come upon you#
3* Receive guests well, so that you may be well received
in the next world#
U# Take a wife from your own seed so that your family
h
may proceed truthful#
5* Plead truthfully in court either as claimant or as
a,
respondent so that you may be saved better in the- lavj£ 
6# Abstain from killing cattle and sheep unlawfully for
by that you will have harsh reckoning#
827* Do not hold this world as a principle*
8# Leave the things of this world to the gods and be free
from doubt in the matter of the gods, then the world
26.
will become y o u r s D o  the things of the spiritual 
world for yourselves by yourselves,
9# [Put the demons out of your b o d i e s f o r  if they
are not in your bodies they are not in the whole world, 
and make the gods to dwell in your bodies, for when 
they dwell in your bodies they dwell in the whole 
world,
10, Put in order such and such a place in such and such 
a person, yourselves, then you will have put in order 
the whole world.
27.
— — 85v* Adurbad*& saying on the 25 divisions of the world.
This short text establishes that there are twenty-
five parts in this world, which can he arranged in five
categories: fate, action, habit, substance and heritage,
86each of which controls five parts«
b. ZarduSt i Adurbadan and his son,
_ — — — — — — — 1
vi. Pand namag i ZarduSt or Pidag andarz i poryotkeSan (PN)»
The attribution of the text to Zardust, son of Adimbad, 
seems late* The text itself only relates itself to the
pory otke&ah, a word which is explained in Pahlavi as fradom-
— — 2
daniSnan ‘those who have the earliest knowledge*• The idea
that ZarduSt was the author of 1his text may have been based
on the realization that this collection owes so much to
—  3that of Zardu&t's father, WazAd, as we have already seen*
Apart from the passages borrowed by PN from WazAd there is
a short passage which corresponds to £>k vi*l (cf. PhlT 45 *|27)*
There is probably no direct dependence of either version on
the other, as the structure of the saying is different in the
two sources.**
In contrast to most other andarz texts, this 
collection has a well-defined general structure and is not 
spread over many scattered themes. This is due to 
the fact that it is strictly religious in character, and 
may have been designed to serve as an instruction book for 
the young in religious matters.
It begins, in effect, with a sort of catechism: a
group- of questions which every one upon reaching the age of
C, orr C.C t
fifteen ought to know the^answers to. The answers to the
questions form a short summary of the fundamentals of 
the Zoroastrian religion* The section containing these 
answers is introduced hy the following words, which have not 
yet been properly translated:
Nun wizidar i cim dast abar nihadan hamedonih i 
warrawiSn miyancigiha* Pad rah i xrad be abe-gumaniha 
sazed dahistan ku *•• (PhlT U2.1-3)*
R
'Now the discerner of wisdom ought to indicate"^ the
— — 6 manner of belief like a miyancig -judge* One
7ought to know without doubt by way of wisdom1 the 
following.* * * *9
The 'catechism*is followed by a short section which 
enumerates the five most important things: profession of
faith in the religion, setting up a family, agriculture, 
tending flocls and dividing the day into three equal parts 
for study, work and rest with recreation*
After this the central part of the treatise is taken 
up by a series of paragraphs which introduce various essential 
religious themes by the words pad en abegumah bud an 'To be 
free from doubt concerning this*. These include the doctrine 
of the two ways (PhlT* U3§9-11)> the tenet of the two 
antagonistic principles (l|3f* §12-14), the resurrection and 
the need to associate with the good (Wi- £ 15-22), acceptance
30.
Q
of the religion, and the belief in gods and demons
q
inhabiting the body*
The duty to perform the ritual1C) and to give 
religious instruction is stressed Miscellaneous
sayings concerning sin and good deeds, reward, not to 
honour the wicked and to pursue the path of wisdom follow*
The sun calls to men three times a day (U8 ^ 47-51). The 
text ends with an eschatological section which is concluded 
with a few final admonitions* A translation of the last 
sayings is offered here, as they have presented difficulties 
owing to the corruption of the text:
Do not abandon the respect of the soul because of 
the body, do not forget the transience of the things 
of this world because of the respect any one* Do 
not desire that thing because of which your body will 
come to punishment and your soul to torment, but 
desire that thing;' whose fruit is everlasting joy* 
Being joyful is [from] a doer of good, 
the doing of good is from diligence,
i -i
the birth of [diligence] is from ^perception, 
for ^perception is from seeking,
seeking is from awareness, having awareness is from 
the knowledge of the spirit; a possessor of knowledge
is that faculty by which that which is, was and 
is
will be^known, the teacher of the management of the 
new creation, the arranger of things: all that
ought to be done, the wisher of benefit to all in both 
settings of the two worlds* (PhlT. 30 §56-59)*12
—  —  —  — 13vii. Adurbad i ZarduStan* ^
To this sage, the grandson of Adurbad i Mahraspandan,
only a short andarz piece is attributed in PhlT 81f*,
as the second part of a text without a title. Apart from
this he has to his credit two sayings in Dk vi.l>.8, D.9*
On the person of Adurbad we have the somewhat obscure text
in Dk iii, where Adurbad i Zardu&tan is said to have
shown Ho that Lord Yazdegerd son of Sapur, the king of
kings, the consideration (ogmarign) in the religion
through wise dumbness (? tu§t-maniinih) ^  and also
15through the picture which is very clear*9
Three sayings make up the andarz of Adurbad son of
ZarduSt in PhlT* 81f. The first one enumerates the virtues
of each of the three positions in life: being wealthy, poor
and a rulei** The second saying consists of a string of
phrases in which a positive action is commended and a
negative one rejected. Some of them are based on a pun:
4To eat with an intimate friend is good, not to !,eat,! an .
16oath*; H o  give part of one*s possession is good, not
17to give false evidence*• ' The third saying consists of a 
number of phrases built on the model of 4one who consults 
(the wise) is not deluded*, tone who is helped by the gods 
is saved from all evil*.
c• Xusro i Kawadan and other authors of liis period*
The most celebrated Sasanian king was Xusro, and he is
■ike
alsoj,one the" imsiot- ^ epular-au-thor& to whom andarz sayings
were^attributed. A very large number of sayings attributed 
to him exist in the Islamic literature, but only two 
collections survive in Pahlavi#
viii. Andarz I Xusro i Kawadan ftXus),
This collection purports to contain the words spoken 
by the king on his death bed: 1 when his time was completed (!)
(ka)rpurr-gah bud) he said in admonition to the people of the 
world before his living soul was separated from the body*
(PhlT, 55*3-5)# Appropriately enough, the theme of this short 
composition is dominated by the thought of -the impending 
death. The first words of the king are:
'When this living soul will be separated from my
body, lift me [from] this bed and carry me to the
2place of rest and lay me on the place of rest, 
and raise your voices over the people of the world
(saying):.... 9 (PhlT 55*5-8).^
There follows a call to perform good deeds strengthened 
by reflections on the transience of man.
The next section also contains pioiis injunctions
concluded by a remembrance of the final judgment,^ The next
section emphasizes the triviality of this world as against the 
5next. The treatise is concluded with a section odSV self-inquiry.
3*t-
ix. Dk. iii chapter 201: the ten admonitions of Xusro
—  6the king: of kings son of Kawad._____________________
£he text is corrupt and in many places obscure, and 
hears no resemblance to the other Xusro text preserved in 
Pahlavi.
A paraphrase of some of the admonitions is: to think
of the Good Religion by the essential being, to speak the
truth by knowledge, to do acts of generosity diseriminately
— — 7(No* 2); to abolish from Eran-sahr the teaching and action'
of the heretics (No. if.); to follow the teachings of the
i
sacred word of religion according to what is being taught 
and done by the disciples of Adurbad son of Mahraspand (No. 5)5 
not to stop from the provinces of Eran hospitality to 
righteous people, good care to the bounteous fire and the 
purification of waters (No* 6); to increase through perfect 
effort the religion, knowledge, essential being and giving 
thought to it (?), to give generously to people of stable 
character and to guard against the evil of heretics (No. 7); 
to increase the worship and performance of the actions of the 
gods in full measure in the provinces of Eran, and banishing 
from them the antagonistic demonic idolatry and apostasy
o
(No. 8); to devote ourselves body and soul to this our 
religion in propagating and advocating it (No. 9)* help your 
kinsmen by giving them power and wealth and bear enmity 
against those foreign to you (No. 10)*^
35*
x* Ayadgar I Wuzurgmihr (AW)*^0
This composition, attributed to the famous
sage Wuzurgmihr i Buxtagan, is the andarz treatise which
has best survived the vicissitude of the times# It is
preserved not only in the Pahlavi original but also in a
11fairly close Arabic version, preserved in Misk. , and
—  —  12
also in verse form, in Persian as part of the Sahnama# 
Apart from these two old versions there exist many late 
editions and paraphrases of this text in Arabic and 
Persian#^
The opening section states that it was written 
by Wuzurgmihr at the command of Xusro the King of Kings 
for the instruction of those 'who, by accepting the 
[decree of] those above, have been created in a well- 
fashihned and worthy manner’# The treatise was deposited 
according to this opening section in the royal treasury#
The next section is devoted to showing the futility 
and transience of the things of this world, and this 
is followed by an exposition of the main tenets of the 
religion in the form of questions and answers# Among 
other things this part of the treatise contains a 
list of the worst demons created by Ahriman to mislead
36
man, and the faculties of wisdom and virtue which were 
created by Ohrmazd to counter the demons#
OSiere follows a long section which consists of 
questions concerning the abstract notions which qualify 
for various superlative adjectives like fT/Vhich is the 
best nature?*, 'Which habit is best?* etc# These 
questions form the greatest bulk of the collection#
The composition has a definite structure and it is 
clear that it was written as a single literary piece# 
The main tenor of the book is pious though not quite of 
the type of priestly piety encountered in PH*
37.
xi. The sayings of Baxt-afrid*"^
Baxt-afrld, a commentator and sage from the time 
of Xusro i Kawadan,1^ has two sayings attributed to him 
quoted together in the first part of a collection 
without title in PfalT# Several other sayings by the same 
author are preserved in Dk vi*A*U and E*22* The second 
of the sayings in PhlT can in fact be regarded as a 
variant on the saying recorded in Dk vi*E*22d#
'He said this too: If all the people in this world
assemble together, they will not be able to overpower
me, for when I take with one hand and give with the
16other the victory remains with me** (PhlT 81#3-6).
The saying in E.22d* uses for the same idea the simile of 
pulling a rope#
All the sayings ascribed to Baxt-afrid are marked 
by an individual style: there is a tendency to use sharp
rhetorical effects, as in the first saying in PhlT 
('There is no man who is more powerfiil^ than I am, 
except for one who is more contented than I*, PhlT 81#2-3); 
and especially to use seemingly paradoxical statements, 
which have a near^mystical quality, as in the majority 
of sayings in Dk vi#E*22#
This •author is a fairly well known personality of 
the., ninth century... He was one of the compilers of the
Denkart and flourished as head of the Zoroastrian community
• ' ! 2 
circa 815-835•= ’ Assaying which hears the name of
i£durf axnibag in Dk vi. D.10 may he ascribed to him, t^ough
it may also he due to his Sasanian namesake# .
The short tx^ eatise is concerned with.wisdom and ,
has poetic form. The second part of the text uses the
simile ‘of agricultural work*-,
xi i i *, Weh~ sad. 1 F arrox-pex^o z,. ^
The date of this sage is not known; his attributes 
here are * the speaker of truth,' having wise words* (fast—
The text is intexempted by 
the loss of a folio iii the manuscx^ipt ME... The first section, 
of the text, before the interruption, is exclusively devoted - 
to themes connected with wisdom* *’I have experienced: 
wisdom is the best spirit,., everything in the activity of 
this World has-been distributed by wisdom* (PhlT 73*7~8);; 
the appeal to his own experience occurs also on p and
sex>ves to.show the .unity of both parts, despite the- gap in. 
the manuscripts*^ • . -
Here are other examples of sayings on wisdom and 
the wise: 'There are two who have pleasure from their own
action, one is a discerning person and one is a foolish 
person; the discerning one because of the wisdom which 
he has, and the foolish one because of the awareness which 
is not in his body* (PhlT 73*9-12). 'There are two 
discerning wise men who are capable authorities; an 
authority of wisdom when he has no property, and a capable 
man of religion when he is not haughty* (PhlT 73*12-lU)#^
A short section is concerned with fate:
'he is diligent with*## and amasses good deeds, 
and does not turn away from performing his duty; 
he is resigned to fate#
He has no confidence in himself, 
and is discontent with the slightest sin; 
he does not boast (even) of the highest power, 
and does not exploit the power of other people*
He does not consider sloth to be due to fate but to
Q
action, and is diligent and discerning in benefit, 
confident and well-meaning with regard to fate*#^
The man described in these lines (which seem, incident­
ally, to possess certain rhythmic qualities), is obviously 
one who should serve as an example#
4o#
The next section is a hymn to wisdom.^ It is 
followed "by a long discourse on the transience of this 
world and the inevitability of death and judgment#
The text as given by Jamasp-Asana in PhlT is 
particularly unreliable# Most of the correct readings 
are to be found among the variants#
e. Fseudepigraphic andarz*
■While it is possible that some of the works so far 
discussed are spuriously attributed, there is no doubt
that the three works included in this section cannot be
\
the creations of the authors whose name they bear*
1xiv. The ten admonitions of Zoroaster*
CL
This chapter of Dk iii opens series of eight 
chapters, of which four give ten admonitions of one of 
the great figures of the Zoroastrian religion and the other 
four give the opposite teachings of one of the great 
heretics or opponents of the religion* It is appropriate 
that the series should begin with Zoroaster himself*
The text of this chapter is in some places corrupt, but the 
general sense is clear enough* A summary of the injunctions 
is:
1. To have faith in the Creator Ohrmazd and the earthly 
lord, the protector of the creation*
2* To have faith in the root of righteousness of the Good 
Religion*
3* To establish (winarisn) in the world lordship, mastership 
and chieftainship and the law of religion (oxih ud 
xwadayih ud radih ud den-dad(i- stan) so that the creatures 
may thrive.
U* Not to do evil to any man whatsoever.
U2*
5* To correct one's character so as to banish (pazdigih)
the demons from one's body and to let the gods come into 
it*
6* To do the righteous thing which one knows and to enquire 
about that which one does not know for the effectiveness 
of the corrected character (karigih I wirastag xem ray)* 
7# To separate from the wicked in all acts of wickedness
and to associate with the good in goodness so as to
achieve purity from sin and adornment by good deeds*
8* To accomplish the xwetoj^das so that the demons may 
have more fear from one and that the blessing of the 
righteous may dwell more in one's body (we£ samih I 
dewan azi§ ud we& mehman i dahman afrin pad tan ray)*
9* To keep a true authority in religion so as to be
pure from sin and to have a wide avenue of approach to
the reward of good deeds*
10* To perform the worship and ritual of the Creator 
Ohrmazd and the Amahraspands and the other gods in 
one's thought so as to gain gratitude for that which 
has come and be worthy of the new goodness*
*-1-3.
— 2xv. The ten admonitions of the righteous Sen.
This is the second set of Zoroastrian admonitions 
in Dk iii, and it is ascribed to Zoroaster's disciple, 
Sen*^ The text here presents many more difficulties of 
understanding than that of the chapter of Zoroaster's 
andarz* It is almost exclusively concerned with praising 
the law*
A rough summary only of the contents of these 
admonitions is possible:
1* To smite back lawfully one who smites unlawfully and
make him repay*
2* To return to its rightful owners a thing unlawfully
taken*
3. To choose (war doSidan) a judge who knows the law and
a witness who is truthful, discerning and applying the 
Good Religion*
*4-. To enlarge and develop more firmly the law relating
to Dad as a chief and protection over that of Hadha 
mahthra and Gatha, for through it the purity of the 
Good Religion is achieved*^- 
5# To enlarge more firmly the pillar of lordship, the
enclosing wall (pargah) of the world*
6* The command of the rulers ought to be purely lawful,
and their law the religion of the Mazdaeans, and they
7.
8. 
9*
10.
kk.
c
ought to abstain from demonic (?) law*
Religious lordship according to the law is even 
above the lord and ruler of the world; the lord 
himself is the most humble servant in the law* 
Even those of bad religion praise the greatness 
and wonder of the law of the Mazdaean religion. 
The root of the law is from the Creator in order 
to reject lack of law and to smite the attack.
The law will ultimately vanquish all lack of law 
and oppression*
U5.
xvi. Andarz i O&nar i danag (Osnar)•
The attribution of this text to Osnar the wise is 
an obvious case of spurious authorship• The name of
"7 A
O&nar' seems to have been confused with that of Hosang,
who has an andarz collection attributed to him in
9Arabic translation. That collection has some vague 
affinity with the Pahlavi composition of OSnar; it does 
not share any passages with OSnar, but it consists 
largely of the same type of sayings which are built round 
various numerals.*^
The literary frame for the andarz of O&nar is the
sentence: 'The disciple asked the wise O&nar, **Tell
me a word in education for every utterance from one to a 
11 —thousand'**. 0§nar proceeds to answer the question, 
although he never reaches as far as a thousand, which 
should be taken here to be merely an extravagant term 
for a * large number, many*. The composition does, however, 
concentrate, at least in the first part, on the use of 
numbers. It begins with sayings the first word of which 
is ewag, 'one*, proceeding to do, 'two* and further until 
'six* ( § Ul), where there is a lacuna in the 
manuscripts. If the HoSang text of Misk can be relied 
upon, some sayings there are based on the number 
'eight*
46*
There follows, in the latter part of the hook, a 
miscellany of sayings, introduced hy questions from the 
disciple.
The first virtue, according to the beginning of the 
andarz, is wisdom ( f 2). A theme which occupies a number 
of passages in 0§nar is poverty: on the whole it is a
thing to be avoided#**"^ The main concern of the text is with 
lay, pragmatic matters, but the theme of the transience of 
the things of this world and the need to avoid excess of 
wealth; »s tils*
*Much wealth is harmful to every person, for 
because of excess (one is) outside the measure9 
(0§nar SU).1^
Towards the end of the book there is a passage written in 
the usual pietistic style:
*He (sc. the wise man) said this too: The dearest
things and persons of people diminish every day; 
one who is not diligent in that which deserves 
most thanks should not regard himself alive through 
the benefit of this world* (oSnar 55)*^
There follows a passage in praise of the pious man:
*Happy is the person who has given great praise 
of the gods for the ritual, satisfaction, protection, 
and upholding, and whose hope is for Ohrmazd the 
Lord and the greatest spirits, the Amahraspands, 
and all the good spirits. The arrangement of both
this world and the next is manifest from him.
We, people, ought to he diligent in giving sweet 
praise, and in reckoning the gratitude towards 
Ohrmazd the Lord and the Amahraspands and all 
good >spirits* (ibid. ).^
Anonymous andarz texts, 
xvii# Andarziha i pe&enigan I (APe§ l)v
A short mnemonic composition giving a list of things 
each of which is 'best* in its own c lass# As most of the 
sentences end with weh it has rhyme-like quality# The 
syntax is notable: each sentence has a subject compounded
of two notions connected by an izafat, the relationship 
between which is that of apposition; e#g#
xwastag i tan-drustih weh *wealth which is health is
best*;
frazand i ahlayih weh ' children, i#e* righteousness,
is best*;
brad i husrawih weh 'brother, i#e# good fame, is best*. 
%7 should be read: dost i ruwan i xwes weh; rayenidar 1 
gahanig [wehl 'friend, i.e# one*s own soul, is best; 
the governor, i.e# the one who follows the Gatha, [is 
best]*•
xviii# Andarziha 1 Pesenigan II (APe& 11)^
The text begins with a few injunctions after which 
comes a short section of self-inquiry followed by a few 
sentences on the last judgment:
'Por this world is but like a one-day inn, whereas 
in the other world it is necessary to be eternally,
h9.
and one gives account of good deeds and sins. He whose 
good deeds are more numerous than his sins, Sros-ahlay 
takes his hand and leads him to Paradise; he whose sins 
are more numerous than his good deeds the demon Wizar§ 
takes his hand and leads him to hell* When they cry, 
(the demons) will not have mercy, and when they raise 
their voices, (the demons) will not listen5 (PhlT 
39.17-U0.3, §5-8).3
There is a semblance of a rhyme in the text: §1-5 have
infinitives at the end of phrases, §6-8 has verbs ending
with -ed, and §8 has verbs with -end at the end of the two
phrases* The rhyme does not seem to have been planned, but 
o| asso ttAnc-C 
the effect^may be conscious*
xix. Andarziha T pesenigan III (APeS III).^
This is a short composition which consists of a 
series of sentences, all ending with the words ne dared, 
which state the hardships caused by the lack of various 
things like wisdom, a wife, offspring etc* The point of 
the piece is the last sentence: *0f all these it is
* worst for him who does not have a soul5*^
xx* Andarziha i pesenigan IV (APes IV).^
The tone of this short piece is much more pessimistic 
than that of the previous ones. .Here too there is semblance
of* rhyme "by the presence of the word nest at the end of all 
phrases; the construction of all the sentences is simple:
'x. ray y. nest* 'To x. there is no y.*
The point of the piece is again at the end: 'Of all
these it is worst for him who dies and the Lord is 
dissatisfied with him; all those with whom the Lord is
*7
dissatisfied have no place in the resplendent paradise*.
— — — — — — — g
xxi. Andarz i danagan o Mazdesnan (Dan).
Hie text begins with a brief enumeration of the main 
ritual and ethical duties of the Zoroastrian during the day, 
and this is followed by a reminder of the final judgment 
and the transience of man. Man, according to §U, is like 
a tree:
'The corpse of men is like a tree: when they plant it
and it grows and increases and develops, they break it
9
up, cut it, pile it up, put it on fire, and the fire 
burns and consumes, and the righteous wind scatters it 
in the world; afterwards, except for the man who 
planted it, no one else knows even whether it ever was 
or not"’10 (PhlT 52 §4).
There follow some admonitions: one who amasses fortune
for charity is laudable, and one ought not to break an oath 
with relatives, friends and people of different religion.
Two Avestan quotations with Fahlavi commentary follow.
The text is concluded with a long poetic composition,
11
the second part of which was treated by W. B. Henning*
It deals with the subject which is so popular with writers 
of andarz: the futility and transience of this world.
The first part of this section is transcribed here, arranged 
with some hesitation, by a proposed division of lines. 
Although there is no obvious external mark that these 
phrases were intended as poetry, as there is in the 
latter part, the roughly equal number of stresses and 
the rhythm of the lines suggest that it was#
1. wuzurg ummed i kirbag ray win ah ma kuned,
pad juwanih wistaxw ma bawed, mardoman oSomandah,
2. ce was Rasan I pad aburnayih az getig
be widard heiid, wane ud apaydag bud hend.
3# bud i der saman pattayist be pas-iz frazam 
wida&t, wane ud apaydag budan abayast.
4# be nun eh kunem i ciS I fraSkerdig abayed.
der zaman pattayed ud ne wiSobed.
5# tan hangar ku-m widired kar i getig, 
han i gramig mazog kalbud barend,
6. pad gyag framoSen anoh anayad be nihend,
roz pad roz framo^entar ud anayadtar bawed.
(bud I abar paykarend ud dron ne yazend. )
7* ud man ke ruwan hem ud stayiSnomand,
az to tan mustomand ud garzi&nig bawem*
(PhlT 53f. §13-16)
1* 'For the great hope of good deeds do mot commit sins, 
not
he^confident as regards youth, mortal men;
2. for many people departed from this world in their 
youth, vanished and disappeared.
3* Some survived for a long time, but then finally passed 
away, they had to vanish and disappear, 
h* But now I shall do this, which is necessary for the 
Renovation, which lasts for a long time and does not 
decay.
5. Consider yourself: uThe work of this world escapes 
me, they will carry that dear and delicate body;
6. They will lay it forgotten in the place, there
unremembered, day by day it will become more forgotten 
and less remembered. (Sometimes they quarrel over
it and do not sacrifice the dron ritual.)
7# X, who am the soul and am praiseworthy, carry complaint
and lamentation over you, the bodyu*.
Some obvious difficulties in the arrangement of the lines 
raise the doubt whether the assumption of a poetical 
composition is right. Most lines offer themselves for a 
division into two parts of five stresses each, but in lines
53.
2 and 3 the division is not so natural# Line 6 seems 
to contain a gloss, which looks out of style even without 
the assumption of poetic lines* The first half of line 
7 is somewhat too short#
•— IPxxii• Radih kardan*••
This is a short didactic piece, which looks like a
chant consisting of short phrases all ending with
infinitive verbs# The emphasis is on religious duties#
- 13xxiii* Kirhag kardan ray### ^
A short didactic text which is characterized by the 
fact that every phrase, after a few introductory sentences, 
points out the essential feature of some virtue or 
desirable thing# All sentences thus have the structure: 
han X. ne pad X. abayed daStan ke ••#
The first part is concerned with defining religious 
concepts, the second part is devoted to terms of social 
and family life.
xxiv. Andarz i dastwaran o wehdenan# ^
Although the title of this text in PhlT begins with 
the word andarz, ^  it is not in effect written in the 
style of the andarz texts, and its contents too do not 
conform to the convention of this type of books. It is
It is rather a short treatise in the form of questions 
and answers dealing with ritual problems. It therefore 
clearly belongs to the type of books represented by some 
parts of the Rivayat literature or Sayast ne Bayast.
l6xxv* Abar 5 xem i ahronan ud 10 andarz ...
From the fact that this text is found in various 
traditional selections of texts, it seems that it was 
one of the most popular Pahlavi books.
The text sets out 4.the five characters of priests and 
the ten admonitions to which all the admonitions of the 
religion are connected5.
The five characters are: To be free from sin.
To have right thoughts, speech and action discriminately. 
To keep religious authority, like a chief who is taught
1 o
by the knowledge of religion and teaches truthfully.
To worship the gods by the correct wording and ritual.
To accomplish one's dutjr, fight the adversary and adhere 
to the profession of the religion.
The admonitions are: (1) to behave in a manner
pre&r ve
deserving good fame so as to k oq]» the good name of one's 
ruler, teacher, chief and father.
(2) Wo avoid bad fame so as to bad name from
one9s superiors•
(3) Not to report things in the name of one’s teacher which 
one has not heard from him.
(4) To tell worthy people generously things one has
learnt from one’s teacher so as not to deprive the
19righteous of the manifestation of their name.
(5) To give lawful reward and punishment.
(6) To keep the way of the good open to one’s house so as
20to make the symbol of righteousness dwell in one’s house.
(7) Not to be vengeful towards good people and not to
persist in lack of repentance from sin, so as not to make
21the demons grow in one’s mind without awareness.
(8) To banish vengeance from one’s mind and repent 
swiftly of sin.
(9) To know the progression and retrogression of religion:
in the former, to hold religion in front and to seek affairs
through it, in the latter, when adversity comes to religion,
22to retrieve it and to hold the body as a shield*
(10) To be an obedient listener to one’s lord, chief and 
authority in religion*
It is clear from the above summary that the admonitions 
have a similar structure to that of the chapters containing 
the ten admonitions in Denkart iii* It also seems certain 
that the admonitions are addressed to priests. This is 
evident not only from the title and from the fact that
the characters are those attributed to the ideal priest, 
but also from the nature of the admonitions themselves, 
which deal with people who are engaged with learning and 
who have to give punishment etc.
xxvi. Darug i hunsandih^
This short text is included here chiefly because of
its subject matter, although in structure it is not
strictly an andarz text. It is somewhat whimsical in
character, giving a recipe for a medicine to achieve
contentment by the use of various abstract components,
such as 'If I do not do this, what shall I do?’, 'From
to-day until to-morrow it may become better’* The
phrasing of the text seems to suggest a conscious, and
2k
perhaps ironical, use of magical conventions*
— — 25xxvii. Abar xem ud xrad i farrox mard
This text, although not gnomic in structure, is a 
treatise on themes which are prominent in the andarz 
books* Its language is not easy, and its style is 
baffling at places. Bartholomae’s Judgment of its age 
is: 'Es ist ein ganz eigenttlmliches Sttick. Die merkwlirdige
Fabel vom Wildesel und LBwen I63*18ff. mag hdherem Alters 
sein, aber das G-anze macht auf; mich den Eindruck eines
spMten Erzeugnisses mit manieriertem, wenig klarem 
Stil’.26
The style seems constrained perhaps because most of the
text is to be read as a poem* The arrangement of lines
has been successful in some passages, but as the book
falls outside the strict limits of andarz literature, and
as many difficulties still remain with regard to the
text, it will not be discussed here* A very clear poetic
passage, however, has already been transcribed and
translated by J. C* Tavadia, but his treatment is not
27quite satisfactory*
Some sentences from the beginning of the book will 
give an idea of its contents: 'A happy man is manifest
28from this: he pays attention to the effort of goodness
and to virtue, he is diligent in living in righteousness so 
as to make a weapon, he desires good deeds greedily and 
makes lust powerless over his mind and dismisses it, he 
throws away from himself corruption (? nagtagih) and 
love of self, he abstains from small-mindedness •••’
(PhlT 162.1-6).
xxviii. Xv5&kari [i] radaka (Schulgespr&ch)^
A pazand text which contains precepts for school-
¥
children: this is andarz in its most proper and most
elementary form* The text seems to be made up of two 
original compositions combined together, the second one 
beginning with § 25: andarz kunom oi Sum a kodaka, • • *
Most of the precepts are concerned with the simple 
ritual duties of purity and with the requirements of 
respect for the elders and the like*
— 1g. The sixth 'book of the Denkart (Dk vi)
Denkartvi is the largest collection of andarz
literature, and is also the most important compilation
from the point of view of its contents#
It was written in the ninth century A.D., hut there
is no doubt that much of the material contained in it
2is based on traditions of the Sasanian period. The book 
is introduced as being concerned with 'what has been done 
and held by the orthodox and the utterances of the 
Mazdaean religion1. The orthodox, uoryotkeSan, are 
explained as being 'the early sages1 (danagan peSenigan)
The sayings in the first part of the book are introduced 
by the formula 'They held this too thus’, which relates 
them to the same traditional source. Similar formulae 
are used in other parts of the book. Besides these vague 
attributions there are some sayings which are
specifically ascribed to a sage by name. The names thus
~ _ 1l —. — — — 5
mentioned are Adurbad i Mahraspandan, Adurbad i ZarduStan,
—  6 —  —  *7 — ► 8Xusro of immortal soul, Baxt-afrid,' Adurfarnbag.
Besides these names which have already been encountered
above as authors of andarz we come across some less
familiar figures: Ohrmazd I Sijlg,^ Wehdad I Adur-Ohrmazdaii
—  —  11 —  —  —  12Adur-Mihr and Adur-Narseh, Adur-bozed. Of these names
those which are known to us from other sources can be
1^ 5ascribed to the Sasanian period, and it seems that 
andarz was not much composed in the post-Islamic period, 
or perhaps rather, that dndarz composed in that late 
period would either be left anonymous or would bear a 
pseudepigraphic attribution#^
The existence of Avestan andarz, which must have
served as starting-point for the composition of andarz
in Sasanian times has already been suggested by some
scholars#^ Dk vi does in effect have passages which
16derive undoubtedly from Avestan sources, although those
which are clearly Avestan do not seem to possess the
character of the andarz literature# Many of the sayings
in Dk vi seem to have developed es£ a system of commentary
on Avestan phrases and notions, which may be designated 
17midrashic# '
Dk#vi is thus obviously a compilation from various 
sources# That it is not a homogenous collection by a 
single hand can perhaps be seen from the fact that it is 
naturally divided into a number of separate collections 
which are distinguishable by external marks, such as the 
opening words of each saying, which are remarkably uniform 
in the different parts of the book# Sanjana based on this 
feature the division of paragraphs and sections in his 
edition# Although this system of division is, in principle,
the best, as it prevents the prejudices of* an editor 
from interfering with the text, it is clear that in some 
points the structure of the book has suffered by this 
procedure* It is clear that, in some cases, the sayings
T Q
do not begin where the formula ia ' found, and that in other
cases different sayings have been grouped together merely
19because the formula is not found*  ^ In the division of
sections the shift from one formula to another does not
20always mark the beginning of a new collection* Despite 
these deficiencies, it has seemed best to retain Sanjan^s 
system of numbering the paragraphs for convenience of 
reference*
Another fact which shows that Dk.vi is not the work
of a single original compiler is the existence of a
number of identical passages in different parts of the 
21book* Many of the sayings must have circulated
independently or in different collections, as can be seen
from the fact that some sayings of Dk vi are found
22isolated in the Arabic collection of Miakawayh.
Ihere are certain phrases which seem to mark the end 
of an original collection incorporated into Dk vi* Thus, 
for example, the saying;
*He who knows to consider these several chapters
which are written, in this hook comes better to know 
himself and others9 (Dk vi.66), 
would be an appropriate closing or opening sentence of 
a collection, but appears strange and out of context in 
the place where it is found* Similarly,
‘(This) copy, which was from the book of Adurbad 
son of Mahraspand, they came and stood to do it 
through consultation with the orthodox9 (Dk vi.A*6).
It is clear from this remark that here ended one of the 
collections which were put together by the compiler of 
Dk vi; as often happens in such compilations, the final 
editor does not take the trouble to smooth out the 
stitches which show the original components of his book*
As far as can be judged from the present state of the
book, the whole group of sayings from the beginning, §i» to
§A.6, forms one large section, devoted mainly to religious
matters, with emphasis on inner piety and devotion to the
gods* It does, however, contain smaller groups of sayings
23which deal with related subjects* ^
There follow a number of shorter units: §B*1-B*47 is a 
collection which begins with the statement of the 
difference of the creation of Ohrmazd from that of Ahreman, 
the function of Zoroaster for the Renovation, the
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difference between truth and lie, righteousness and 
sin, and the two kinds of wisdom, which leads us into an 
enumeration of the various practical applications of the 
faculty of wisdom in the discernment of the excesses from 
the qualities which are in accordance with the measure 
(payman); this section ends with a warning for great 
circumspection in one's behaviour in this world#
£b#U7-C*4? Is & large section which contains sayings
which have identical structure: 'One ought not to #«•# for
one who does #**#•' It may have belonged to the same
collection as the previous section, for both sections are
mainly concerned with judging the various human qualities#
One should, however, observe that, in contrast to the
order and deliberate selection of qualities in ^ B#U7“G.U7,
which is somewhat pragmatic in character, the approach
of ^B#lUff. is very much more systematic, based as it is
ok
on the principles of Aristotelian ethics.
^C# *^8-0.83 might have belonged to one collection#
Much of this section consists of sayings which enumerate 
various qualities or activities which lead to other 
qualities or attitudes, good or bad* This section 
concludes with a number of lists of various qualities#
£d .1-D.12 is a distinct group of sayings which
is characterised hy the fact that most of the paragraphs
refer to authors by name and that it contains a number of
short stories which are presented as exempla with a
moral.
£e.1 to the end is again a collection of miscellaneous 
sayings on religious subjects, mostly anonymous.
Despite the fact that Dk vi is thus made up of 
a number of distinct sections, and that the order of
25sayings in each of the groups is more or less arbitrary, 
the sixth book of the Denkart is not altogether an aimless 
collection of miscellaneous sayings. It is almost 
exclusively concerned with religious matter, and its 
general character is much more contemplative and 
devotional when oomparoa— the andarz compilations 
discussed so far. Most of the other andarz texts are also 
pious, but they are mostly concerned with the ceremonial 
duties, with the confession of faith and the right beliefs, 
and with the moral duties which form an essential part of 
the Zoroastrian religion. But in none of them is there so 
much emphasis on inner concentration upon the gods and the 
effort of retaining spiritual joy. These points will be 
further demonstrated in the second part of this work, which
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can be regarded as a detailed commentary on Die vi*
Apart from the interest which Die vi holds from 
the point of view of its contents, it is also a very 
important collection for the study of methods of exegesis 
and literary structure in Sasanian times* Some 
observations oft the subject are offered in the next 
section*
3. Types of andarz books*
The most useful criterion for deciding what books
belong to the andarz genre should be the question of
their literary structure. Most of the books which are
referred to as andarz are compositions of gnomic
character, consisting of fairly short sentences on
miscellaneous subjects and often addressed to a second
person or persons whether specifically named or defined
as 'people of the world9 or left without any explanation#
This seems to be the proper, or original, structure of an
andarz composition: these are also the characteristics
of the wisdom books in the Assyrian and Babylonian sphere 
1of culture* Some of the books have a frame-story, 
usually consisting of no more than a sentence or two, 
which establishes the collection of sayings as one said 
by a famous sage on his death bed or in advice to his son
A somewhat different type of andarz composition is 
presented by the collections which are constructed round 
a number - ten admonitions, five characters or the like - 
or in answer to one basic question (AdPriv, Osnar)* 
Others are addressed to a type of man school-children, 
for example (Sehulgespr&ch), or priests (Abar 5 xem* * *)*
From the point of view of subject-matter the various 
books are roughly divided into two groups: those which
offer mainly pragmatic advice and those which are 
basically religious books* The distinction is not 
absolute, because the pragmatic collections would also 
contain religious sentences, for there is very little 
purely 'secular* literature in Middle Persian, while the 
religious books include advice concerning matters of 
everyday life, like marriage, agriculture or even business, 
for there is no field of life in Zoroastrianism which is 
not affected by the religious attitude* The distinction 
nevertheless holds some practical validity and may enable 
us to see the intention of the various books with more 
clarity* It is interesting, for example, to notice that the 
two main compositions attributed to Adurbad i Mahraspandan 
and which have, moreover, strong family relationship 
between them, AdMah and WazAd, clearly belong to two 
different types from the point of view of their main 
preoccupation, the former being mainly pragmatic while the 
latter is markedly more pious* The three other pieces of 
andarz attributed to Adurbad i Mahraspandan also belong to 
the second type, the religious andarz* The only other 
andarz compositions which can be said to have pragmatic 
character are Osnar and Wehzad.2
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It is thus clear that of the andarz which survived 
in Pahlavi the great hulk of hooks he longed to the type 
of hooks which could he used in religious instruction*
That much else existed in Sasanian times is certain from 
#he fragments preserved in Islamic hooks, as well as from 
hooks whose character is akin to andarz, such as Xusro ud 
redag or Wizarign i catrang,
Among the andarz hooks of religious character the 
difference between Dk vi and the other hooks is striking# 
The other religious andarz hooks have the character of 
general, exoteric, popular-religious compositions# They 
greatly emphasize the value of wisdom and make much of the 
transience of this world and the shortness of man*s life, 
for which reason it is not worthwhile to expend too much 
effort# in matters of this world#
The preoccupations of Dk vi are quite different* In 
the,second part of this work it will he attempted to show 
that Dk vi is not a collection addressed to the uninitiated 
lay Zoroastrian, and that it contains esoteric material 
couched sometimes in ambiguous language, which can he 
grasped only by the few who are in possession of sufficient 
spiritual powers and who have the knowledge of certain 
secrets#
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The large group of popular-religious writings 
contains one or two texts which are primarily addressed 
to priests. Such is naturally the case of Abar 5 xem i 
ahronan. There is no reason, however, to assume that the
text was not supposed to he read hy non-priests.
There are also texts which may have been meant chiefly 
to serve as school texts for the education of the young. 
Apart from the SchulgesprMch. which is an obvious case, 
there is PN, which in its systematic treatment of subjects, 
and especially the catechism which forms its first part, 
would appear to be ideally suited for this purpose, 
especially as it states at the beginning that knowledge 
of the contents of the catechism is incumbent upon every 
one by the age of fifteen. A text like Radih kardan (No. 
xxii) seems like a didactic chant with a primitive rhyme 
which may have been used in the education of children*
Two of the texts discussed above do not have gnomic 
structure at all, and would not be regarded as properly 
part of the andarz literature, but their discussion of 
contentment (Darug i hunsandih, No. xxvi) and of the 
character and wisdom of a happy man (Abar xem ud xrad,
No. xxvii), make them close in spirit to the andarz books.
Another text which has some kinship with the andarz 
literature is the Dadistan i menog i xrad (MX),^ which, 
as it has the Spirit of Wisdom as its main spokesman, and 
as it touches ppon a variety of subjects in much the same 
spirit as the andarz texts, has been drawn upon in the 
discussion of certain themes in the second part, although 
it cannot be considered an andarz book from the point of 
view of its structure.
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U# Remarks on style and literary techniques in the 
andarz hooks*  _______
a* Similes, parables and other devices*
Despite their reputation to the contrary, the andarz 
hooks are not all completely dry, and do not consist merely 
of insipidly phrased advice# It is clear that at least some 
of them were not meant only to he read with solemhity and 
boredom, hut that they were also read for pleasure# This 
is certainly true more of the pragmatic worldly hooks, which 
have hardly come down to us, than of the more serious- 
minded religious andarz hooks* Thus the two pragmatic hooks 
preserved in Pahlavi contain many more examples of the art 
of pleasant moralising than the religious texts. We have 
had occasion to point out the little parables which abound 
in AdMah and the numerical plays which 0§nar indulges in#
In this respect these hooks are akin to the other kinds of 
wisdom literature of the non-gnomic type, like Draxt A 
asurig or King Xusro and his hoy, which were mainly
for entertainment#
Dk vi also indulges often in figurative speech. Some 
examples are: character is numerous like the grass on hills 
and plains (§186); joy should he kept with as much
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gentleness as a young "boy: when he desires something
harmful, a date or a walnut is substituted ($189* 222, E*30b): 
a teacher is like a mirror (§224); one pays for one’s 
disobedience like a warrior who fights contrary to his 
orders in a safe place and is beaten (§234)1 people m-evo* 
awar from poverty, just as they fight shy of the expenses 
involved in providing a well to store rain-water, or in 
building a fortress and making provision against a siege 
(§304); religion and the sacred word are like flesh and 
skin (§324); the body should be made like a cavity, not 
like a peak (§208, E.35b)*
Besides these more obvious literary tools the sixth
book of the Dk* uses a number of other devices* To force
a point, a sharp and exaggerated contrast is deliberately
made between two notions* The distinction between 'shame’
(Sarm) and 'bad shame’, or 'disgrace’ (nang) is said to be
that the former 'does not let one commit a sin’, while the
latter 'does not let one do a good work’ (£7); the point
%is here somewhat too sharply made, because nang I often oemes* 
a- oynonym- of sarm and does not always have a bdd 
connotation* The sharp contrast, which was no doubt 
considered witty, is a thing which evidently delights 
the author and the readers* The difference between
'character^ xem, and 'wisdom’, xrad, is thus that the 
former is typical of one who does not deceive anyone, while 
the latter belongs to one who does not deceive himself <K). 
.Another saying in Dk vi makes a similar witty verbal 
contrast:
'If a man lives by the religion of the gods, the 
gods see his toil in this world, so that even if 
he has come into pain by foot, he lives rightfully 
on his work, done by hand’ (#106).
There is no need to multiply examples. The device is 
an obvious one, and other cases will be found in the 
second part of this work. It is very likely that this 
taste for putting things in sharp opposition to each other 
is here fortified by the general inclination of the 
Zoroastrian theology which tends1 to see the world in black 
and white.
Another device favoured by the compiler of Dk vi is 
the phrasing of a sentence first in obscure words, as a 
puzzle, which is solved afterwards by a following 
explicatory sentence. A good example is:
'There is that thing which he who is in it does not 
move away from it, and he who is not in it moves 
towards i t* ($57).
7k.
'Every one who is in religion does not move away 
from where he stands1 (§58)•
The first paragraph is completely incomprehensible 
without the second one, and there is no doubt that it is 
deliberately phrased so as to be unintelligible at first 
sight. The practice of using this device seems to be 
explicable best from the habit of oral speaking in the 
form of sermons. Preachers in various cultures have had 
recourse to this device which is calculated to captivate
their audiences. 'An. alternative explanation may possibly
be that some of the loftier secrets of religion were 
couched deliberately in obscure language; the master 
would perhaps give these shrouded hints to his disciples 
to ponder about, and after some time, when they haj* 
grappled with the problem and shown themselves ripe enough, 
he would give them the correct solution. This is again 
a practice which is well attested in other cultures. If 
the solution offered in the case of the example given above 
seems to be too trivial to deserve so much effort at hiding 
it, it is just possible that the solution itself is no 
more than a hint and is not completely explicit#
The first proposed explanation seems on the whole the 
more likely one, especially when we consider some further
examples of such riddles in Dk vi:
* Every person ought to desire a seed of good 
deeds. When he has secured a seed of good deeds, 
from then on good deeds he come abundant and sins 
become few. nA seed of good deeds1 was said by them 
to be this: to accept a wise authority of religion 
and the association of the righteous’ ($53).
*A man is to put in order a place the size of a 
fathom. When ihat one place of a fathom is in order, 
then all the world is in order, and when that one place 
of a fathom is not in order, then no place at all is 
in order. They said: That one place of a fathom is
one’s own body’ (|131).
* Every person has had a poor one at the beginning, 
and that poor one is his own soul * (JA.3).
4 One is not little and a thousand is not much: 
one is the thing1* of the spirit and a thousand is 
earthly things’ (£B*13, and cf. S.lU).
fc. The midrashic technique*
One common device of the andarz hooks is that of 
playing on the similarity of word sounds* This may be 
useful in some cases for the modern investigator, because 
if it can be established that a pun was intended, it may 
teach us something about the pronunciation of certain words 
at the time when the saying was first said, A case in 
point is the following:
pad kar I fraz rased meh-karih nigiri&n, ud ke 
meh-karih ne daned, wid-karzh nigiri^n
'In a case which comes about, one ought to contem­
plate great action* One who does not know great action 
ought to contemplate being aloof**
In this case, the fact tlrat1 a play on the similarity of 
the words meh-karTh and mid-karih lends some support to 
Bartholomae*s vocalisation of the latter word with a front 
vowel*^
Other examples of puns in Dk.vi* are: a play on the
double meaning of ox: 'essential being* and 'lord* ($30)*
The play on the word kar / kar ah is the basis of the 
following definition:
kar i xwe§ ed bawed* fce abag druz i xwe§ ko&ed, 
ne abag druz i karah, ce ardig-kamag bawed ke
abag druz 1 karan kosed (§132)#
'One*s work is this: one who fights against his
own demons, not against those of other people, for 
he who fights against the demons of other people is 
a seeker of battle*.
A similar use of pun caused the following definition: 
mandag hah bawed T be maned (§37)*
*Mahdag (a kind of sin) is that which remains** 
Similarly:
ka ci£ pad xem i fraroh nigirihed eg hamag hog 
ud ahog be wenihed (£260)•
'When a thing is looked at by character, all habit 
and fault is seen*, 
the coupling of 'habit* and 'fault* is no doubt due to 
the similarity of sound.
An example where this technique is used outside 
Dk vi occurs in Ad PRiv, where the term baristanih, 
'patience*, is explained with reference to bar 'burden*.
19om baristanih han bawed ke bar i ruwan o tan 
abayed, ka-§ skeftih abar rased u~£ o kas tawan 
spuxtan ne spozed, be baristanihfa] xwad abar 
padired (PRiv 62. 2h, p*198f.)*
'19th, patience, is this: one for whom the burden
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of* the soul is incumbent upon the body, and when 
misfortune comes upon him and he has the power to 
transfer it to another person he does not transfer 
it but accepts it upon himself patiently.*
It must be clear from these examples that the attempt to 
explain words through such similarities does not 
necessarily involve an effort at etymological interpretation. 
Words coupled in this way may of course sometimes be 
philologically cognate, but for the authors of these andarz 
sayings the satisfaction was derived from the fact that 
they managed meaningfully to associate iwo different words 
which have similar sounds, and to arrive as a result of 
thAsc acrobatics at some new expression of religious wisdom.
It is necessary to insist on this point because one so often 
comes across scornful references to the Pahlavi authors, 
blaming them for not being familiar with the principles 
of Indo-European comparative philology, especially in the 
exegesis of the Avesta. Once it is realised that their 
object was not to give a historical interpretation of the 
text of the Avesta, but to read into it some important 
meaning, the whole subject of the ignorance of the Pahlavi 
authors can be seen in a different light. We have seen how 
the definition of different Pahlavi terms, such as kar, 
mandag, baristanih, rested on words which have the same
sounds as the one which is to he defined* The defined 
words are among the most common in Pahlavi, and a simple, 
elementary explanation of them would be ludicrous* The 
whole point of the definition is to pour some new meaning 
into them, or to point out some hitherto unnoticed aspect 
of them, which may benefit the reader* The explanation 
is in fact an exercise in creating new facets of wisdom*
It is clear that the same activity is carried out in many of 
the supposed Pahlavi translations of Avestan passages*
Pun is of course not the only way by which new meaning can 
be imparted to a common concept* The technique of 
contrasting concepts, discussed shortly above, also gives 
the same results: our understanding of nang and sarm, of
xem and xrad gains something in subtlety or in depth by the 
opposing juxtaposition* A case where both a play on words 
of a sort and the technique of contrast are at work is the 
following:
hunsand-xiran ahunsand I xrad ud daniSn* (§197)
1 Those who are satisfied with things are dissatisfied
with wisdom and knowledge*.
The translation can hardly do justice to the play on words* 
The compound hunsand-xir is in meaning synonymous with 
hunsand, 4content*, but when it is contrasted with what 
follows the second part of the compound must assume some
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independent meaning. Hie play with ideas in this case 
will perhaps he better appreciated when the following 
paraphrase of the thought behind this saying is given. 
Contentment is an expression of the highest ideal of this 
type of pietist religion, but it is not a mere passive 
spiritual state, for it involves effort in the field of 
inner perfection. It is therefore not paradoxical to say: 
'The contented are discontentft^With (their) wisdom and 
knowledge’* To sharpen the contrast between the two parts 
of the sentence, the subject is expressed by the compound 
hunsand-xir rather than by the simplex hunsand*
Having noticed that the sayings of Dk vi are
characterized by a deliberate manipulation of words and
concepts, it is not difficult to realise that the techniques
employed by the authors of Dk vi are very close to those of
the authors of the Jewish midrash, who flourished in
2Sasanian times in Palestine and Babylonia. It would seem 
fruitless at this stage to attempt a comparison and still 
less to try and show historical dependence of the one on the 
other.
One aspect of the midrashic technique as employed by 
the authors of Dk vi is worth going into in some detail, as 
it has crucial importance for the understanding of many
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fragments of texts. For lack of a better word we 
propose to call it here 1 spiritualized interpretation.9 
The process is basically that of endowing a common 
term or notion with meaning which it does not possess 
in normal parlance or writing; this meaning is usually 
of a higher religious order, bordering in some cases 
on the esoteric#
A simple example for this is the following saying, 
which consists apparently of a quotation from some 
traditional source which advocates certain things with 
regard to eating, and thesdphrases are later interpreted; 
(f,He has eaten a hearty mealu was said (to mean) 
this: he is content with that which has come. uHe
has eaten pure (food)*1 is this: he eats of that
which is his lawful share as is befitting to him 
according to the custom# #♦#* (§319)
Most of the definitions of terms in Dk vi give the terms 
they define some specialized, higher meaning which they 
do not possess otherwise* Typical of this trend are the 
definitions in §23 and §91* An example from the latter 
is:
Generosity is this: one who surrenders himself
to the gods only because of love for the soul and 
religion*•
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Such definitions are of course not to be taken as final 
and binding statements on the subject. They are made up 
for their context; it is therefore not rare to see 
that the same term is variously defined in different 
sayings. G-enerosity, for example, is defined in ^ 23 in 
the following words: 'On© who gives a present to a
person from whom he does not hope for any reward to come 
to him in this world, and of whom he does not even have 
the hope that he should hold him abundantly in gratitude 
and favour9•
Topical midrashic statements are found in a paragraph 
which begins: 4People have three things which are very
good, these are, drinking haoma, drinking wine and 
oawylng the sacred girdle1. The three activities are 
then explained as follows:
'Drinking haoma is this: when one stands upon one's
essential being. Drinking wine is this: when one
stands on peace. Carrying the sacred giidLe is this: 
when one is separated from the wicked'. (fl08).
The three terms are thus used as symbols of spiritual 
attitudes.
Vices are also capable of midrashic interpretation: 
'Evil thinking means one who considers evil to
811-
good people, righteous men and good friends#
Theft means one who shows himself different from 
what he is* Bobbery means one who says of a thing 
which is not his, "would that it were mine"• 
Lustfulness means one who does not desire the virtue 
of another person. Bad soul means one who speaks 
right but does not do it himself*’ §269)
The definitions here seem deliberately to seek the 
witty effect by the reversal of most ordinary acceptations 
of the words. Bobbery is defined in terms of greediness, 
while lustfulness is explained as the attitude of having 
no lust for the things which are really important, virtues*
Some other, shorter examples for the use of this 
technique may be given*
4 "Selecting11 means to select one's thought, speech 
and action away from the power of aliens towards 
the help of one’s kinsmen’ (|267)* 
where the terms used seem to be allegorical references to 
the demons and the gods, respectively. A combination of 
the midrashic technique with the device of posing a 
riddle and its solution can be found in ^ 322:
4The three greatest duties of men are these: to
make an enemy into a friend, a druwand into a 
righteous man and an ignorant person into a wise
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man* •
The explanations which follow show that making an enemy 
into a friend should he taken to mean 'one who holds the 
things of this world in front of him and becomes a friend 
to them in his thoughts'. The explanation of the other 
two terms make© them refer to one's own 'conversion, one's 
education of oneself*
Some other definitions of terms, partly in a 
midrashic sense, are found in 1^13* An example from 
there is: 'Lordship is this, one who keeps himself hack
from doing sin'* In £3 the midrashic process has given 
the following result: 'Se a friend to every one, and this
to you is wisdom' etc* A string of midrashic definitions 
is found in ^D*lc, of which we may quote: 'Peace is
one who is in peace with his own soul'*
PART TWO. RELIGIOUS IDEAS IN THE AHDARZ TEXTS.
I* Knowledge and Wisdom.
1. Self-inquiry.
One of the recurrent themes in the andarz books
concerns the duty of every person to set to himself a
number of questions with regard to his religious
adherence. These are the opening phrases of PN:
'The orthodox, viz. the adherents of the first 
1wisdom , have said by the revelation which is 
2from the religion: every man, when he reaches
the age of fifteen years, should know these several 
things, "Who am I? whose am I? from whence did I 
come? whither do I return? of what lineage and 
seed am I? what is the duty of this world from me? 
what is the reward of the other world? did I come 
from the other world or did I originate in this 
world? do I belong to Ohrmazd or to Ahreman? do 
I belong to the gods or to the demons? do I belong 
to the good or to the wicked? am I a man or a 
demon? how many ways are there? which is my 
religion? what is my benefit, what is my damage? 
who is my friend, who is my enemy? is there one
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principle or two? from whom is there goodness and 
from whom evil? from whom is there light and from 
whom darkness? from whom is there fragrance and 
from whom stench? from whom is there lawfulness and 
from whom lack of law? from whom is there forgiveness 
and from whom lack of compassion?* (PhlT Ul)*^
There follow in the text the answers which ought to he 
given to these questions, and which combine together to 
give a review of the main tenets of Sasanian Zoroastrianism# 
Leaving aside for the moment an examination of the answers, 
we notice that the same pattern of questions occurs in 
many other places in the literature with which we are 
concerned. Thus a much abbreviated sequence of questions 
is given at the end of AXus:
'This too has been said: gvery person should know:
‘'From whence did I come? ,for what reason^ amu 
I here? whither do I have to return? what is 
required of me?* (PhlT 57 53*1)*
Compare to this the formula attributed to Adurbad 
in Dk vi, D,9 which consists of three basic questions, 
summarized, (1) whence? (2) wherefore? (3) whither?
A similar series of questions is given in Dk vi, 298; they 
are left there unanswered, apparently assuming that there 
is no need to provide them with the obvious replies. The
8 8 .
number of questions there is fixed at five. These 
questions can be summarized as follows: (l) one’s essence;
'What am I?* (2 ) one’s origin: (3) one’s belief: 'Vt/hat do 
I stand by?’ (U) one’s company: 'Whom do I follow?’ (5) 
one’s reward: 'Where do I return’?
It does not seem accidental that both formulae in 
Dk vi are more systematic than those of either PN or 
AXus. In PN there is a proliferation of unorganized 
questions, and in AXus the fourth question is already 
implied in the second and is therefore superfluous.
The questions which a man ought to ask himself 
are part of a duty of constant self-scrutiny:
'Every man should surrender himself to the gods 
three times a day, when the sun rises, and speak 
of the existence of the religion and the gods and 
the non-existence of Ahreman and the demons. He 
should be contrite towards the gods and repentant 
with regard to every sin which he thinks he will 
be guilty of that day in thought, speech and deed.
He ought dach time to reckon with himself: uWhat
have I enjoyed and possessed today? What have I 
done? In what manner have I done my business?
Have I been today an instrument of the gods or of 
the demons?"’ (Dk vi. 227)^*
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This activity of self-scrutiny is one of the 
three '"best* things a man ought to do, and he is required 
to do it *at least three times a day* (Dk vi* 302)* It 
is also the 'most profitable* to a wise man (Dk vi* D*6a)* 
More practically, one is urged to ask oneself with regard 
to every desire which one has whether it is good or bad 
(Dk vi* 136)*
The requirement that every individual should probe 
into himself is only part of the wider principle of self- 
knowledge; but it underlines particularly the fact that 
in Zoroastrianism one is never quite certain about one's 
adherence in the battle between good and evil, or at any 
rate one always needs to be reassured of one's place and 
to be told that one does not fall short of what is 
expected of one*
Such self-knowledge can also be achieved through 
another person* One of our texts advises te appoint^ 
another man as a censor over oneself* This is a furc tion 
of the faculty of religion:
*The faculty of religion is this: one who has faith;
faith is this: one who makes a friend who is of
good nature, pure and a good man a ruler over 
himself, says to him, nSpeal£ to me of whatever
fault you should know, so that I may correct itH, 
listens eagerly and willingly, and is obedient to 
what he says.' (Dk vi* 115)•
Religion (den), defined as 'one who has faith', seems 
to contain, as an essential aspect, this constant worry 
concerning one's failings and shortcomings* We shall see 
that den signifies the religious conscience itself : the
definition of it given here is therefore not at all 
inappropr iate *
The piety of the andara books lays great stress on 
knowledge, wisdom and related concepts* In this context 
it is interesting to point out that an important definition 
of wisdom, xrad, is 'one who does not deceive himself'
(Dk vi* U), besides the more worldly definition of 'one 
whom no one can deceive' (ibid* D* lc).
The connection between wisdom and self-scrutiny 
comes out in the following quotation:
'One who for a long time follows wise men, and 
is himself wise, this one knowledge is most 
beneficial to him, (namely,) if he constantly looks 
into himself (asking): uWhat am I, what do I stand 
upon, what am I after?H' (Dk vi* D*6a)*
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2. Wisdom.
The theme of wisdom, expressed by various terms 
to be discussed below, occupies a central position 
in the andarz books*
It would be convenient to begin the discussion of
this term by a reference to its occurrence in a book
outside the strict limits of the present survey:
Dadistah T Menog i Xrad. Although it contains
many andarz elements MX would hardly qualify to be
considered an andarz book; it resembles in general
conception and structure more closely a book of the
Rivayat type.*** In its great emphasis on wisdom, however,
2
MX has special interest for us. Here are some quotations 
from the first chapter:
'They said through the revelation of religion: Of
the good things which come to men wisdom is best, 
for it is possible to conduct this world through 
the power of wisdom and it is also possible to 
make the other world one's own through the power 
at wisdom.
This also is manifest: Ohrmazd created this
creation which is in this world with innate wisdom. 
Hie management of the visible and invisible worlds
is through wisdom' (MX l*45-\50).*. ■
The introductory words of the two sayings indicate that 
they are accepted as quotations from some authoritative 
religious text* The author of MX’ goes on to elaborate 
on these sayings, making the- spirit of wisdom a nearljr 
independent agent, worthy of worship in its own right::
'When he (viz. the author) saw in this manner 
the great merit and worth of wisdom,, he/became 
more grateful to "Ohrmazd the Lord and the 
Amahraspands and the Spirit of Wisdom; he 
took the Spirit of Wisdom as protection, and 
rendered more reverence and adoration to the 
Spirit of Wisdom than to the other;Amahraspands* 
lie also knew this; . it is possible to make 
all the good deeds and the righteous’ actions one's 
own'by the power of wisdom, and one should be 
diligent in satisfying the Spirit of Wisdom.,
From then on he was more diligent in worshipping 
the Spirit of Wisdom' (MX 1*51-56)*,
The Spirit of Wisdom,; as a personified concept, is here
elevgted to- the sublime company of the Amahraspands 
and is even raised to a position above them. It
is, admittedly, not completely out of place in the ./. 
.company of the/Amahraspands, for, they are basically 
also, a set of personified abstract concepts; Yohu 
. Manah in/particular may be' regarded as a Spirit-of. 
vWisdom. ' MX,is- nevertheless unique; in .this treat­
ment of the Spirit of Wisdom,,, and its particular 
approach is greatly stressed and amplified in Ch. 57#,- 
which is a long/praise of wisdom,//identifled-:-niore 
specifically with asn-xfad- 'innate wisdom' • .
The place of wisdom" in Dk vi Is markedly .differ­
ent.^ . The attitude of adoration and the attempt to 
make of wisdom -a personified mythological figure are 
totally absent. A. reference/to the function: of 
wisdom.;ih helping G-od create the world occurs . also in 
Dk vi,\ biit this is-'followed, characteristically enough 
by an interpretation-which twists the meaning in a. , 
significant/-mahhe’r *>= f .
'They held this tool* The Lord Ohrmazd.
■ created this world by knowledge and He 
; keeps it by. wisdom and manliness* Ulti—
- ■Z
mately it is held by them* • f-- 
. (Dk vi .311)
This saying seems to be based on an ancient tradition, 
of the type quoted also by MX. ’ Despite some uncer­
tainty with regard to the last words, the idea of the 
sentence is clearly;the.same as that found in MX, 
namely that wisdom, (here represented by danaguh and 
xrad, 'knowledge*' and 'wisdom'")*; made it possible 
for Ohrmazd to create the world and preserve it,; with 
the aid of - manliness' (mardabagih). : When we
read on, however,, we notice that the author of Dk vi 
is anxious to impose on the text some, specific,, and 
far from, obvious,, interpretation:
'They held this toor. The wise men said^
The things of wisdom, insight and 
manliness . are the hope of
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the Renovation** (Dk vi. 312)
That this is an interpretation of the preceding saying 
is seen from a number of signs: it uses the same notions,
and it adds to the usual opening formula 'They held this 
too* the phrase, 'The wise men said*; this phrase 
presumably indicates that the saying originates from 
a secondary, human source* For 'knowledge* and 'wisdom* of 
§311 we have here the sequence 'wisdom* and 'insight*
(xrad and frazanagih). The two sets of terms seem to be 
more or less interchangeable*
The best way to explain the interpretation of 
£312 is by noticing that it does not comment at all on 
the first sentence of §311: it only explains the last words'
According to the commentary of ^312, the words ud abdom 
padig da&t bawed 'and it is for: will be] held ultimately 
by them* indicate that the three notions mentioned before 
hold the world at the end, hence they are the hope towards 
the Renovation of the \Norld. The interpretation is 
typical of the well-known midrashic technique of 
highlighting one single feature of a text and enlarging 
upon it* It is also characteristic of the conception 
peculiar to Dk vi of the eschatological aspect of knowledge.
The emphasis on this aspect is indeed a frequent theme 
in this book. In the passage which follows wisdom is 
likened to fire because it 'is seen from a distance and 
it makes manifest the saved and the condemned.* The 
text goes on to explain that 'one who is saved by fire 
is saved eternally, and one who is condemned by fire is 
condemned eternally* (Dk vi*313)« Wisdom is obviously 
identified here with the ordeal of fire at the end of the 
world, presumably because it is capable of bringing out 
the fundamental religious distinctions, just as fire can 
in the ordeal*
Another saying which clearly shows the connection 
which is felt to exist in Dk vi between wisdom and 
eschatological ideas is the following:
'A man full of wisdom is one who remembers at 
every moment the end of the world** (Dk vi.199)
In the words of yet another text, 'best knowledge* 
occurs 'when that which one knows one knows in a manner 
that is full of salvation* (Dk vi*S*UU).
The same concern with eschatology in connection with 
wisdom may also underlie the following saying:
'Ghrmazd the Lord created these creatures by 
character, He holds them by wisdom, and takes
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them back to himself by religion#* (Dk vi.ll)#
There isacertain ambiguity in this saying, which
lies in the fact that the phrases 'by character*, 'by wisdoflfi
'by religion* may syntactically refer either to Ohrmazd
or to the creatures# To attribute character, wisdom and
religion to men rather than to Ohrmazd seems better suited
to the context of Dk vi and also to the sense of this
passage; xem, besides, is not attested as a quality of
Ohrmazd* The phrasing here however uses (perhaps on
purpose) the same structure as that of the traditions
concerning the creation and the end of the world and the
b
tools used by the Creator in accomplishing his task#
Knowledge is identified with the religion in both 
Dk vi and MX. The same saying, with minor variations, 
occurs in both texts;
'They held this too; The desire of Ohrmazd the Lord 
from people is this; "Know me", for He knows: "If 
they know me, every one will follow me". The desire 
of Ahriman is this; "Do not know me", for he knows:
"If they know me no one will follow me" * (Dk vi#31;
MX !+0.2^-28).5
Being a good Zoroastrian means, in effect, 'knowing* the 
two principles#
Many of the definitions of wisdom in Dk vi emphasize 
the point that the primary aspect of wisdom is complete 
candour with oneself* It is wisdom, says one of the 
sections, to ask about what one does not know (Dk vi*15U)* 
'The highest knowledge*, says another passage, 'is the 
apprehension of a thing; the best apprehension is to know 
of that thing which one does not know; "I do not know it" (Dk 
vi*B*36)* This theme is also emphasized in the following 
saying:
*He who says of a thing which he does not know: 111
know (it)'*, as a substitute for that saying a thousand 
things which he does know will depart from him* (Dk*vi. 
183).6
One is also enjoined to speak only as much as one knows 
(Dk vi* C*2)•
Of the functions proper to wisdom we have a clear 
statement in a passage of Dk vi, where xrad, 'wisdom*, is 
contrasted with wir and hus, which here seem to signify 
'perception* and 'memory* respectively* The function of 
wisdom is 'to make distinctions, to recognise the good and 
the evil, to do that which is good and to abandon that 
which is evil* (Die vi* 64)* The moral attributes play an 
essential part in the definition of wisdom: both that of
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absolute truthfulness with oneself, and. that of the 
ability to make moral distinctions. This quality 
distinguishes wisdom in the last passage from the other 
two intellectual concepts, wir and hus, which are purely 
concerned with the perception and storing of knowledge.
Wisdom is chiefly a moral and religious faculty 
(cf. Dk vi.6U- and 56). In the words of one text 'wisdom 
is the abode of goodness5, just as 'earth is the abode of 
water5 (§C.83)* Character may eliminate the desire for 
forbidden things, but wisdom acts as a restraining force 
even when man desires the illicit (£l5U).
The faculty admired as wisdom is not a contemplative 
or passive one. Its active character is emphasized a 
number of times: 'Wisdom is manifest in action5 (^24).
Character, in relation to wisdom, is like a well which can 
only be brought into action by a diligent man who knows how 
to make the best use of it (^314)•
Wisdom is not good in itself. Even a very perspicaciouj 
and wise man is likely to fall in the trap of heresy (f128). 
The warning is put even more severely in WazAd;
'Wisdom which has much knowledge, when there is no 
goodness with it turns perspicacity into heresy and 
wisdom into tyranny5. (PhlT 151f* ^68).
In contrast to MX, wisdom is not given in Die vi the 
highest position. It Is defined in one passage in almost 
utilitarian terms as 'one who knows how to eat the fruit 
of a good thing which has come and does not carry a price 
for an evil thing which has not come5 (Dk vi. 2).^ The 
selfish character of wisdom in this definition is particu­
larly marked in comparison with the definition of xem in 
the same paragraph as 'one who does not do to another that 
which is not good for himself5 (ibid.). This supremacy 
of 'character5 over 'wisdom5 in religious matters is 
strongly outlined in another passage:
'Character is not in wisdom, but wisdom is in 
character, and religion is in both wisdom and
Q
character. Spiritual things are known through 
disciplining the character, the body is preserved 
by wisdom, the soul is redeemed by the union of both5 
(Dk vi.6).
Wisdom is concerned with man5s body, although its 
participation is evidently indispensable for salvation.
This conclusion as to the secondary position of wisdom 
in Dk vi is supported by a sufficient number of texts.
In Dk vi E.8 wisdom is dependent on character, and religion, 
in its turn, is dependent on wisdom. The instrument of
■being, says §2 5 3* is character; ;that of : character , 
righteous custom and- that, of custom is wisdom. - 
This, is not an ..ascending hierarchy. The word 1 in­
strument f (ahzar) indicates that the quality to which 
it is applied is subordinate, t'o the one which precedes 
it, and , this is borne out by the fact that the instrument 
of wisdom is stated to be.the consultation of the wise, 
which is evidently an 1 instrument1 in the accepted") sense 
of the term., •_
To make the point about the relative positiomof 
wisdom within the hierarchy of religion according to 
Dk vi more convincing, an abstract of some lists of 
^qualities which occur in various parts of Dk vi is 
* givens ’ :
xem —  xrad ~iwir §2 ( a descending hierarchy) 
xrad —  don — - ruwan §3 (an ascending hierarchy) 
xem —  x r a d ' d e n  5 » H  ’ (descending)
den > xrad- > xem §6
den xem xrad -- hunar —  xwarr " §115
^  ^  ‘i*1"* n
snayisn xem — - xrad — ■ -tawariigih etci&127' . ’
xem ™  xrad —  astTh .—  payman —  dadistan §D.ihc.
xem ' > xrad > den' > winah he kuned etc. §E,8 .
Despite the. flexibility in the order of elements in these 
lists, xrad ' is not given at,the top of any of them.,
One saying, indeed, makes it specifically inferior 
to ’character’:;
!’Everything has a sea. The sea of knowledge
is character, the sea of light is the sun,
the sea of water os’ Vorukas, and the sea of 
the soul is the essential-being ’ (Dk vi.16^ .).,
From the. other examples it -is clear that ’sea’ has the 
meaning of ’origin’, perhaps even ’essence1.,
Let us now compare the position of wisdom in the 
shorter andarz.texts. The definition given to a wise 
man (danag) in Ayadgar i Wuzurgmihr is instructive::
1 Who is the wi sest ?' 0ne who knows the end
of the body, who recognises the enemy of the 
soul, and who best knows how to guard himself 
from the enemy of the soul and. to keep himself
free from fear ’ (PhlT 89 §25-26);.
■" I.t. is interesting to note that here, too, ’the 
end of the body’' is the first object of the wise man’s 
knowledge.. , '
The definition seems, to be religions as opposed 
to intellectual, pragmatic or simply moral. : .Wisdom
is unquestionably the first virtue or faculty to be 
given in any list in AW. Here is one example::
xrad — >■ - menisn —  us —  xem hog —
hunsandih —  1 ummed -—  J ox —  boy —
frawahr (PhlT 32 §53-6).11
The teslt which follows is also relevant::'
|Which of the virtues in man is best?'
Knowledge and wisdom’' (PhlT ’92 §57-8).,
Another definition of knowledge and wisdom follows 
at this point::. .
’’That which knows how to •
guide, one in a manner most
free from fear, sin and pain* (ibid. §60)*
It is evident that the emphasis in Ayadgar i 
Wugurgmihr is different on this point -fro** that of 
Dk vi. Wisdom, in AW, is essentially taken to mean 
knowledge of the basic tenets of religion, and this 
knowledge is the starting point of the religious life* 
Taken in this sense wisdom is the most important of all 
human faculties* Nothing illustrates this point bettex* 
than the following passage from AW:
'The creator Ohrmasd, in order to hold back those 
several demons, and to help man, created so many 
watchful things of the spirit: innate wisdom,
acquired wisdom, character, hope, contentment, 
religion and the consultation of the wise.
What is the function of each one of taese spirits? 
The function of innate wisdom is to guard oneself 
from causing fear, from deliberate sin, and from 
fruitless toil, to pay heed to the decay of the 
things of this world and the end of the body, not to 
decrease that which pertains to the Renovation and 
not to increase that which pertains to one*s passing 
away* The function of acquired wisdom is to 
recognise the righteous path and way and to stand in
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it, to consider that which has passed before and to 
be cognizant of that which comes after, not to believe 
that which cannot be, and not to begin work which 
cannot be completed* (PhlT 90-1 §43-7)*
There follow passages on character, hope, contentment etc. 
The definitions of innate wisdom here are exclusively 
concerned with religious matters, and so, for the most part, 
are those of acquired wisdom#
Wisdom is assigned, in a similar way, fir*st position 
in the treatise PN, where a sequence of the following 
virtues appears: xrad —  hunsandih —  sro§ -- huca&mih —
wedwarih —  a§tih —  rastih (PhlT 46f. §37-8)#
Quite a different picture is obtained when another 
group of andarz texts is studied# Here xrad also occupies 
a position of great honour, but the whole spirit which 
accompanies it is totally different from what we have been 
accustomed to in either the theological and moralistic 
book, Dk vi, or the popular-religious ones, like PN or 
AW# The following instructive passage is taken from 
Andarz i Adurbad i Mahraspandan (AdMah);
'To you I say, my son, who is fortunate: The best
thing for men is wisdom; for if, heaven forbid, 
wealth be gone, or cattle die, wisdom shall
remain# Be diligent in the profession of religion, 
for contentment is the greatest knowledge and the 
greatest hope is the spirit* (PhlT 67 §10Uf#)
The reasons advanced for the importance of wisdom are 
here pragmatic, and the sentences are phrased in terms 
which betray a certain religious naivetS# One gets the 
same impression from the advice to marry one’s daughter 
to a wise man (cf. PhlT 62^50 and65§9l)*
A fragmentary composition in PhlT, attributed to
—  —  —  —  12 
Wehzad i Parrox-peroz, has the following hymn in praise
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of wisdom: 'tatv*
c
*Por I have experienced all evil from the creatures,
and all prosperity and succour from wisdom#
Por wisdom leads man to a great height,
wisdom saves him from the fiercest misfortune#
Wisdom is the preserver and protector of the living soul,
wisdom is the saver and releaser of the body#
In opulence wisdom is best,
in scarcity of possession too wisdom is-the best
protector
Here^ wisdom is best for help,
there, as backing, wisdom is the best protector#
A strong man is more powerful through wisdom,
the embellishment of one’s name is from wisdom#
Generosity through wisdom is the most helping,
a s'" trong man illumines his family through wisdom*
The certainty of religion is evident because of wisdom, 
knowledge is praised more because of wisdom*
The right measure is manifest more because of wisdom, 
knowledge is more effective because of wisdom*
Por whoever has wisdom has also virtue,
for whoever has wisdom has also wealth*
Por every good action
he lays its foundation through wisdom.’
The conception of wisdom which underlies this passage 
seems to be akin* to that of AdMah rather than to that 
of Dk vi or the popular-religious texts* Its capacity to 
make a strong man even more powerful, to embellish the 
name of its possessor and to enable a strong man to 
* illumine his family’ would hardly figure prominently 
in the 'religious’ texts* The transience and worthlessness 
of fame and family are in effect among the central themes 
of Ayadgar ? Wuzurgmihr. The belief in the tenets of 
religion, though mentioned in our Wehzad text, is fairly 
unimportant; it is merely one more field in which wisdom 
shows its supremacy.
The most important of the pragmatic-type andarz 
texts is the one attributed to 0£nar. The following
statement occurs at the very beginning of the book:
'As first virtue in men wisdom Is best’ ($2). That this 
book properly belongs to the same group of andarz as 
AdMah can be seen from the following passage:
'By these five things one ought to regard a man as 
wise and not as a fool: one, he does not oa-rry affliction
for a thing which is gone and departed; secondly, he does 
not think deceitfully of a thing which has come; thjjdly, 
he is content with regard to a thing which has come; 
fourthly, he has hope (only) for a thing which is proper 
to be; fifthly, he does not become grieved by a misfortune 
and not drunk by a good fortune’* (0§nar ^ 39)*
Immediately afterwards there follows a list which gives 
the marks of a fool; he becomes angry without reason, 
does not distinguish a friend from an enemy, speaks much 
without use, cannot keep a secret, laughs out of place 
and trusts everyone (^Uo). Such characterizations show 
that the principal concern of the Osnar text is different 
from that of the 'religious’ andarz of either the popular 
or the theological varieties*
Another short text wholly devoted to wisdom is ,
— - 15attributed to Adurfarnbag son of Parroxzad* It uses
a somewhat obscure allegorical language and almost
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certainly has a serious religious intention which is 
not easily grasped by the uninitiated* It thus belongs 
more to the type of writing represented by Dk vi than to 
that represented by PN and AW*
It seems from the above remarks that the treatment 
of the concept of wisdom can serve as a useful criterion 
for distinguishing types of approach in the different 
andarz te*ts* We have seen that Dk vi in contrast to 
other texts, does not consider wisdom to be foremost$ it 
shares, however, with the popular-religious texts the view 
that wisdom is an—organ chiefly devoted to the perception 
of religious concepts* The pragmatic books, in contrast, 
regard wisdom as a tool which excels both in everyday 
social life and in fulfilling the religious requirements.
As opposed to the andarz texts proper, MX deifies and 
personifies the concept of the spirit of wisdom*
Supplementary note to section 2* 'Wisdom’•
A word which comes in close contact with xrad and 
danisn has caused some trouble in translation. It is 
spelt dxgn or dxy&n, and none of the accepted readings 
of it seems satisfactory. The known readings of the 
word are:
(1) dahisn, the participial form connected with the verb 
dadan 'to give’ or 'to create’;
(2) da&n 'gift’;
(3) jahisn, which is sometimes taken in its participial 
sense, from the verb jastan 'to jump’, but which is used 
more often as a noun meaning 'fate’# (Some remarks on 
this word are given in Dk vi*0.82, translation, note).
The existence of a further meaning to this Pahlavi 
word seems certain in view of the numerous contexts 
where a word meaning some faculty of knowledge or 
perception is required. This is seen clearly in some . 
extracts from AW:
pad mardoman xrad weh ayab dx&n? xrad snaxtarih 
i kar ud dxsn passandi&n i kar (PhlT 92 § 6lf.)♦
'In men is wisdom best or dxSn? Wisdom is the 
knowledge of an affair and dxsn is the approval of 
an affair’*
Uuitrtunately there is no Arabic translation of this 
passage*
dxsn kadar weh? wehih (PhlT 92 §67f )•
'What dx&n is best? Goodness’*
The reading adopted is that of the Ms* TD* The two 
other manuscripts of this passage, JU and JJ (the latter 
being a copy of MK, which is deficient at this point), 
read here the question: dad i ce weh? TD, which often
has better readings than MK (JU is generally unreliable), 
gives here a lectio difficilior* The Arabic translation 
has:
qala ayyu ’1-sayr arda, qultu al-'adl (Misk 32*18)*
'He said, Which behaviour is the most pleasant?
I said, Justice’*
Cur word dxsn is thus rendered here 'behaviour’* It seems 
conceivable that the Arabic translator had before him 
a reading like MK’sJ which he interpreted jahi&q in the 
etymological meaning of 'movement’, giving as its 
literal equivalent in Arabic sayr, which also possesses 
the original meaning of 'movement, journey’. If the 
Arabic does not shed definitive light on the meaning of 
the word, at least it seems to confirm the reading of 
MK. That the meaning it assigns to the word is probably
not the right one can be seen from comparing the further 
instances of the occurrence of this word* Two passages 
in O&nar may serve as examples:
ud ewag pad mardoman farraxwihatom ciS dani&n ud 
dxy&n* (§5).
4One thing, which is meet fortunate for men, is 
knowledge and dxysn* 9
2 perayag pad mardomah en weh, dxygn ud danisn* (^lU). 
4 These two ornaments are best for men, dxygn and 
knowledge9 •
If the passages quoted so far have tended to show 
how unsatisfaetory the known meanings of dxSn are for 
explaining the word, they have not been very helpful in 
pointing towards a positive solution of the problem* Some 
help may however, be found in the following passage from 
Zatspram:
[man] ke ohrmazd hem ka abas nigirem pad zamig, 
ab, urwar, wad pad rosn dxsn be danem, ewag az did 
be snasem* ce pad wisp-dani^nih pad ro^n-menisnih 
ewag az did a’ on wizihem *•• (Zs 3k•16)
41, who am Ohrmazd, when I look back upon the earth, 
water, plants and wind, know by my bright dxsn and
recognise the one from the other* For by all- 
knowledge, ty bright thinking, I distinguish thus 
the'one from the other*«,1
It' is clear that in this context a faculty of perception 
is necessary* This was recognised by Zaehner, who read 
tentatively ' diSisn* This reading is clearly impossible:
It would have to be written in Pahlavi by the spelling 
dytgn and-.not d,:gn / dxsn, dxysn* - As a word meaning /
i f  imEsi'jm iw n u*  m *  ■*.■■■ i ■ ■ »■' ■ r n ™ p — «* *  h m j  h*.j
basfcally 1 sight.1.'would be very acceptable in this context 
one rnay think of ah old-present stem derived from the 
same root as the past stem,, being an original day- 
which' would’ give for our form the hypothetical original
SS tU*.
form ^dayiSn., . This, would have givsn way' oa-rly in- -^ho-
t dCM i'SH crwv AT C \C j
development Middfo—Peroian .to—a. form- 'with -a hi-cftea* 
oe-nooncml ' h .. inotead—erf -fee ']£*•' The-nvord- would- there- 
foiiQ""normally present. arfebolf ...in MP under tho ohee^ e—dahionry 
whi nh i nH-ifli r+inrn'i nh r j n prnmrnrj nti mi- Pmm • the 
£■<■>*?- ^ 'oroation The ’separate meaning was, . however ,
,strictly preserved* For the.sake of clarity we shall 
refer to this word under its historical form,- so. as 
to avoid confusion with its homonyms*
.2o
Ilk*
Passages to establish the semantic connection between 
sight and wisdom will be quoted at the end of this note*
Here are first the other texts where *da,yl£n is indisputably 
present:
getig pad en 6 cis rayenihed, pad zaman ud *dayi&n 
ud dani&n ud hayyar ud abzar ud tuxsagih*•• (Dk vi#C.83b) 
4This world is governed by these six things: time,
sight, knowledge, help, power and effort*.
The text goes on to specify that zaman, ftdayi&n and danign
are * spiritual* (menogig) whereas the other three are
—  z
material. 2aehner*s emendation of ^dayisn into gas is 
unwarranted.
ramisnig-bawih [az] hulcuniSnig, newag-kuniSnTg warzig 
az tuxsi^n, [tuxsiSn-] zayih az *dayiSn. ce ^dayisn 
az xwayisn, xwayisn az hus, hu&ih az menog danisn 
(PN, PhlT 50 §57^)*
(/i translation of the whole passage is given in Part One, 
text No. vi).
A further relevant passage occurs in PRfv p.200 ^28: 
the text and translation are given in section b below. The 
sentence which contains our word, reads:
ce az frahang i xwaday be kard ke *dayisn ahlaw.
'For from the instruction of the erbad one who has
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vision becomes ahlaw*.
The following passage also belongs probably here: 
ud ahang i o rayenisnigih i az han xradig ud hu- 
dx&n rayenidar ud pahrez i az xurdag winah*
(DkM 59*8-10).
'And inclination towards arrangement which comes 
from an arranger with wisdom and with good dxsn and 
avoidance of petty sin*.^
The interpretation of dxsn = *dayisn as meaning 
'sight, vision, perception* gains some force from the 
fact that other words for 'sight* are also often associated 
with wisdom or knowledge. Examples are;
dusxradan fi»aman ma padired ku o wane-budagih ne 
rased, ce b ci§ do Si da gain ray en weS pad kar andar 
abayed; xrad ud hunar, ud didan ud daniSn (danistan), 
tawangarih ud radih, xub-gowisnih ud xub-kunisnih. 
(WazAfl, PhlT li+9 §50f).
'Do not accept the command of fools so that you should 
not come to destruction. For it is necessary to 
perform more these four things by pairs; wisdom 
and virtue, seeing and knowledge, wealth and generosity 
good speech and good action*.
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ce danag pad bun kar daned, dusagah pad sar 
wened. (Weh-zad, PhlT 76 S>21).
'For a wise man knows the affair at the beginning, 
but the fool sees it (only) at the end*.
pursid ku xrad ce ud didar i xx*ad ce? (Adurfarnbag,
PhlT 79 $1).
'He asked, ’’What is \isdom, and what is the seer 
of wisdom?’1*
s
It seems from these quotations that there is no difficulty 
in attributing to ^dayisn the meaning 'vision*. We may 
recall at this point the definition given by AW ^62 according 
to which 'wisdom is the knowledge of a matter and ^dayign 
is the approval of a matter*: it would seem that ^dayisn
acquired a somewhat more specialised meaning, perhaps 
'discerning vision*, vision which passes judgement.
In this context we may also refer to an apparently 
related word, dxyk swxsnyx (DkM 371*17)* which is the false 
virtue resembling the true virtue danign 'knowledge*.
Menas ce translates dahik sohi&nih by ' connaissance sensible 
vulgaire*, apparently taking dahik to belong to deh 'country, 
province*. It is moi?e likely that the idiom means something 
like 'visionary sensation*, perhaps implying 'mirage, false 
vision*•
117.
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3* Consultation the wise*
One way of obtaining wisdom of the traditional, 
acquired, type (go&osrud~xrad) is through the consultation 
the good#
One is enjoined to enquire about^.anything which one
does not know (cf# Dk vi#76). *Even that is wisdom’,
says one text, 'when one asks that which one does not 
know’ (Dk vi#15U). The references to the duty of 
consultation are frequent#
'A man ought to direct his soul##, towards the 
gate of the wise so that he should become wiser 
and one whose body is inhabited more by religion’
(Dk vi#323).
The precise directions with regard to this consultation 
occur in WazAd:
'Every day go forth to the assembly of good people 
for the sake of consultation; for one who goes more
to the assembly of good people will be allotted more
good deeds and righteousness’ (PhlT# 152^70f., also 
PN, U7 §UU).
The manner of this institixtion, if it is a formalized 
one, is not very clear# There seems to be a daily
assembly of people, which may be connected with the
fire-temple. The people who gather there would seem
to be religious authorities, though they are usually
referred to merely as wehan, 'the good*. This term is
however much more significant than may seem from its
2English equivalent#
This assembly is a forum before which one sets one's 
religious problems. This is the impression one may get 
from the following passage:
'A person who is reverent before the gods is one 
to whom this is a great (matter): he does not
withdraw anything at all from the consultation jai& 
the good' (Dk vi.251)*
Some vague idea of what is involved in these consultations 
may be gleaned from another passage of Dk vi:
'No one can correct these things except one who 
corrects them by consultation with the good in 
religion' (§255)*
It is clear that one's faults and shortcomings could 
be brought for discussion with 'the good', out of which 
the way to correct them may emerge# This gathering is
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attended not only by those who have problems and 
require spiritual help, but also by other people, who 
are, in fact, very strongly advised to come as often 
as possible* This comes out clearly in the following 
saying:
*One ought to be diligent daily in the consultation 
of the good, so that one should listen and not seek* 
Por that which is heard from the consultation of the 
good in which there is no daily (participation) is 
digested^more than water and plants’ (Die vi* 29U)*
Only by going daily and listening to the proceedings 
one learns enough, and does not forget, one’s religious 
duties*
Performing the duty of consultation ensures that
one is restrained from evil desires and that defects are
m- . - .
prevented from one’s action (PhlT 91S 51) ♦ Through
the virtue of Consultation, we are assured in Dk vi,
one can gain possession of the virtues of other people as
well as of oneself* (^95).
Prom the fact that participation in these public 
meetings of the good is so frequently mentioned in the
text and is so highly praised it seems, that its importances 
in the daily routine of the religion was considered nearly 
as much as is confession in Catholicism. These meetings did 
not involve, of course, an absolution of sins', but the 
discussion in the assemblies was probably su correction 
which might prevent sins in the man who would be raising the 
problem as well, as in those who were present.
Apart from what one imagine s> to be rather formal 
gatherings; of a number of people there is also the-more 
private type of consultation*. Sayings of the type of the 
following passage’ are fairly common:
’Consult and be a friend to a man of noble extraction, 
skilful, intelligent and of good character*1 
(PhlT 60, AdMahi §31)
This saying, however, is quoted- from: a collection which is 
less concerned with religious ideas than with practical 
advice*
The practice of consultation is part of the larger theme 
of association with the wise or the good. Advice for being 
in the company of the wise is found in all types of andarz; 
cf., e.g*, 0§nar 27; PhlT 99 AW) §202+* There is also advice 
to respect the. wise, cf* PhlT 61. AdMah §36* To ,be a helper 
to the wise, or at least not to oppose them, may lead one
to paradise (Dk vi*205)‘* There is a marked difference 
in flavour between the reasons given for seeking the com­
pany of the wise^ in a book of the pragmatic type, like 
AdMah, and those which occur in the more religious books* 
According to AdMah a clever man, even if he is poor, is 
bound to gain fortune from the gods (PhlT 62" §55)I the 
persistent advice to give one’s daughter in marriage to 
a wise man (PhlT 62 §50; 65 §91) may therefore refer to 
the prospect of material gain*..
A* Education
The connection between education and wisdom is 
obvious:
fBe diligent is seeking education for education 
is the seed of knowledge, and its fruit is 
wisdom* Wisdom is the arrangement of the two 
worlds’.^
frahang, translated here ’education’, is in fact a much
looser term. It means also on the one hand good manners 
a n d
generally,^more specifically chastisement for the correction 
of manners. 'Education* seems however to be the central
connecting notion, and in many cases, as in the passage
\
just quoted, it is the nearest translation*
The same sentiment as in the previous quotation 
can also be seen in a pair of passages in Dk vi:
’’From good education comes good wisdom, from 
good wisdom comes good habit, from good habit 
comes good character, from good character comes 
righteous action, by righteous action the demons 
are driven out of the world* (§C*i+9# of* also 
§0*50 where the opposite series is given*)
f
Education is, if not* at the root of all good and bad, 
gt least the starting point for progress in a good or 
bad direction.
Responsibility for educating the young lies with 
their parents, who bear the guilt for sins committed by 
their children if they did not teach them (cf* PN, PhlT 
46 §34). A man must never leave his wife and children 
without ’education* (frahang)* in this case probably in 
the sense of reprimanding them for evil which they commit 
(AdMah, PhlT 59 §13)* A moderate course is enjoined 
in this respect:
’One ought to treat one’s wife and children well 
and not to leave them without education (Dk vi*B.53)* 
'Treating them well’ and 'giving them education' are here 
obviously two contrasting but mutually complementary
activities* Some further practical advice in this field 
is contained in Dk vi: not to speak to the wife and „ 
children continually of their faults (§C*33)» love 
them., though without "being excessively pasionate, for
this is the best way by which one can educate them (§0*38).
_  T __
• Murbadj,Mahraspandan tells his son,. *If you have a
son send him in his youth to the dibiris t an (;the school 
of writing, elementary school),, for the art of writing 
is happiness* (AdMa&,? PhlT 63 §58)* Children who 
attend the dibiristan ar e those addressed in the 
Schulgesnrachj and they are exhorted to behave/well in 
various ways. . The. end of the Schulfiesprach contains 
some fairly obscure sentences, from which one may under­
stand that at the end of the school training, by the age 
of twenty (?), one undergoes some questioning by wise 
men, priests (harwadaJ and religious authorities 
(dasfura) * which seems like a final test (cf. Schulgesprach
§tl.-U3). /
The other andarz books are addressed to adults: the 
institute of learning which applies for them is the 
erbadistan. a priestly establishment where religious 
subjects are discussed.
*0ne ought not to stop attending the erbadistan.
for one who attends the erbadistan for many years
12k
upon this word, namely that he is without doubt 
as to. the gods, (believing) that the gods are 
and the demons are not, Ohrmazd the Lord does not 
bring punishment upon him*. (Dk vi*96 cf* also §8U)• 
The phrase erbadistan hardan *To do, or attend, the 
erbadisfan1, is the idiom used for this activity, and 
it is curiously applied also to priests of some sub­
stantial spiritual stature, as in the case of Adur- 
Narseh and Adur-Mihr, in Dk vi#D*2* It is doubtful 
whether the phrase should be interpreted in such cases 
as meaning 1 teaching in the erbadistan1* It is not
clear what kind of activity would go on in ah ~erbadlsfan». 
It. may be legitimate to imagine that it is a place where 
sermons would be preached or the scriptures taught•*
An important kind of tuition, in the Pahlavi texts 
is one which consists of personal guidance of a disciple 
by' a master* This relationship is known in Pahlavi by 
. the term hawistih*
t;These several things are best for men: abundance
of patience, abundance of shame, abundance of 
distinction, asking reward from the spirits and 
being a disciple (hawistih kardan)* For in these 
the best thing is being a disciple, because it is
possible to know all these five by being a disciple*1'
(Dk vi.lio).
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The education given by this method is apparently 
specialized religious training. It seems that the 
special learning of priests would fall under this 
heading. We have a kingjl of manual of exhortations 
to priests which is concerned to a large extent with 
one's attitude to the master. The following selections 
are taken from the text Abar pan I xem T ahronan:
'These ten admonitions: First, to behave
in a manner desex^ving good fame, so as to give one's 
chief, master, judge and father their due of good 
fame. (The second admonition contains the opposite 
rule: to avoid bad fame.)
Third, not to impart a thing one has not heard 
from one's master in his name so as not to beat 
one's master with the longest club gnd not to 
aggrieve him*
Fourth, to deliver back to the worthy generously 
that which one has heard from one's master so as 
not to deprive the righteous of the manifestation 
of their name'll 
The first four rules of this code refer^as we see, to 
the duty of a man who has been instructed with regard to 
his instructor and chiefs: his own fame reflects upon:
theirs, and he has to he careful not to quote them falsely 
and, on the other hand, not to avoid mentioning their
v
teachings when that is appropriate*
Ahar pan.i xem "1 ahronaft is a hook apparently 
addressed to priests; hut this kind of high religious 
instruction is almost certainly not confined to priests* 
The master in this personal type of tuition is however 
apparently an erhad:
rHe is not an erhad who, v/hen a man surrenders 
himself to him,- does not make him ahlaw in this 
world* (Dk vi*32f>)*
The type of tuition which would go on in meetings between 
a master and a hawi§t is preserved at least in idealised 
form in a number of texts, such as AdPRiv and 0§nar: 
the wisdom taught could he either of the highest religious 
principles or it could consist of clever insights into 
conducting one*s everyday life in the best manner* The 
attitude to this instruction is seen from the following 
speech of the disciple to his master in the former hook:
*'The disciple said: May the lord erhad he righteous 1
For one who has *vi sion^becomes ahlaw from the in­
struction of the erhad* Only this instruction 
is most helpful for the faculties and most growth-
encouraging to us in particular. If we do not
fail in either wisdom or diligence, then we, all
men, when we carry out this instruction, shall
become^ahlaw by the will of the gods and their
' 5
power, force, beneficence and compassion1 *
The theme of the tutorship and the relationship between
masters and disciples is much discussed outside the
andarg literature in the ninth booh of the Denkart.
Some details from there are quoted and commented upon
6by J. de Menasce. The broadef? questions .of education
7m  Sasanian times have been discussed by A.Christensen..
A small book on the subject of education in, ancient Iran
8was earlier written by J.J.Modi.
To conclude our discussion .of education in the andars 
books the views expressed concerning some side issues 
connected with this subject may be briefly mentioned.
Some passages in Dk vi point out the limitations of 
education. It is impossible to convert bad nature into 
good by education, and good nature will remain good even 
without education. Education really helps only those 
who are in the middle (cf. Dk vi*68). Some natures have 
so deteriorated Hhat even in great application to the
C* £>i it Vij
doing of the law much inofrepamont and education are
necessary until it is possible to make manifest whether 
they are good or bad* (Dk vi.lOlj.)* It is possible to 
test the nature of men by giving them education and 
watching to see whether it gives the desired results 
(cf. Dk vi.l02)*
Dk vi contains a number of passages which point out 
the importance of teaching by personal example:
fIn teaching one’s fellow this one thing is best, 
when one corrects one’s character to do a pact 
with oneself and to keep: it before one’s fellow*
The fellow looks, sees and learns from it’'*3 (Dk. 
vi.223)*
In order to teach someone else it is inevitable that 
one should first correct oneself* This is.justified by 
a simile which compares the process of instruction to 
looking into a mirror: a mirror tells people how they
look like only when it is brighter than the object, and 
so the master must be brighter than his disciple*.
(Dk vi*22ii)J^
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II
Faith and religions
' 1 ■ ' " "’■5. Faith Cwarrawi&n)
Knowledge, according to a saying in Dk vi> gives 
rise to ’belieF in the spirits*, which "brings about.
* Friendship of the soul* and so on up to the point where 
*the soul is saved* C§C*53)* The salvation of the
soul is, explicitly or implicitly,'the aim oF nearly 
every advice given, in' Dk.vi, and -one' 6F the-First steps 
towards it is tee-Faith in the spirits*. SuchFFaith is' 
indispehsible in matters oF religion*. Without it 1 it 
is better For him not to go than to go* (/Dk vl*F*l|-5n) •
Faith is not merely a passive conviction, but is 
rather a perpetual active preoccupation. *A-believer 
in the spirits .[thinks]- constantly oF the good spiritual 
and earthly beings and becomes tired and hungry oF ,other 
thoughts* (Dk vi.E.AjJ* A device For achieving this 
constant preoccupation is to entrust a Friend with the 
task of criticising onefis Faults (Dk vi.E*38a).
Deep Faith is described by adjectives like *hott; 
or ’ardent* which underline its active character:
*Tn the same way as a blacksmith inFlames the
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iron and makes it hot figarm), so also a man 
ought to inflame his mind towards good things 
and keep it hot1 (Dk vi*E*22f)*
When the priest Wahdad was asked by two of his colleagues 
why he was more extolled in priestly matters than they 
were, he answered by using a similar expression: 1 If
I once grow warm (taft) for a righteous purpose I never 
cool off (Dk vi.D.10).2
Devotion seems usually directed towards action, 
though some passages have distinct contemplative flavour* 
The emphasis on action seems also to underlie a saying 
like the following:
fA thousand people cannot induce one man to 
belief through speech in such a way as one man can 
induce, a thousand people through action1 (Dk vi*E*13)* 
As the saying deals, however, with the best method of 
giving an example of faith, its evidence Is not conclusive* 
Another, more ambiguous, saying may be interpreted as 
going against any contemplative tendency*^" Already the 
classical triad of Zoroastrianism, *'thought, speech and 
action* shows that action is an essential aspect of the 
religion: thought seems to lead towards it through the
intermediary of speech, it is realised through action*
It is, appropriately, in the sphere of action that 
’religion keeps its throne1 (Dk vi.lb).
It would, however, he a mistake to regard action 
as an exclusive criterion for righteousness. The dis­
position or intention of man is at least as important 
as his action; in some cases, indeed, the intention is 
regarded as the decisive factor. A man ''who "believes 
that that which he does is righteous, and he does it for 
the sake of the soul*, if his actions are unacceptable he 
is merely regarded as * deceived*, but he is at the same 
time righteous (ahlaw) (Dk vi.27^)* We are left with 
no doubt as to the principle:
*He who does everything for the sake of the gods 
alone becomes righteous by it no matter how he 
does it* (Dk vi.273)*
The phrase *for the sake of the gods*, or, more frequently* 
*for the sake of the soul* (ruw~an ray) is a key expression 
in these texts.
This attitude is carried even further. A man who 
has done righteousness as much as is in his power, even 
these good deeds which he has not accomplished are con­
sidered in the 'assembly of the spirits* as actually 
accomplished. Similarly, even the eyil which has not
1 3 2 *
been committed by a wicked person is taken into account 
(Dk vi.li+O)# The principle can be illustrated by guite 
a number of further examples. G-ood works performed out 
of impure motives are not meritorious (Dk vi.d^ J-); poverty 
is a virtue only when it is practised 'not out of con­
straint, but solely for the sake of the goodness and 
desirability of poverty* (Dk vi.lij-l); if one has the 
right approach and ’stands by the gods alone in faith for 
the sake of the soul*, when one does not observe the 
proper religion *G-od makes this favour to him that he 
makes his head (turn) towards religion and the path of 
the gods* (Dk vi.210)> if a. man, on the other hand* 
worships the gods, but has 'the thought of their non­
existence and that it is not incumbent to keep the 
(spiritual) things', the verdict is: 'That man is an
enemy of the gods and his place is in hell1 (Dk vi.D.lb).
It may be open to some doubt whether faith is entirely 
within the scope of the individual's choice and free-will.^ 
Bad religion, for example, may not be necessarily an 
indication of one's own evil decision: It could be the
outcome of one's having been deceived#. This view is ex­
pressed in terms which disclose some sympathy and compassion 
towards the evil-doer:
1 3 3 *
'A wicked man first has a grief in his soul, then
he knows, "I have heen deceived*' (Dk vi*E*12)«
The common expression for faith in the gods*
apart from the more formal word ah as tan ,Etrustf,> is
the phrase xweg-tan ah spar dan fito surrender oneself '*
Once this act of self-surrender is accomplished, one
9feels oneself under the total care of the gods* But 
this care does not save one from the danger of falling 
off from faith: the matters of the spirit are in the
responsibility of man alone:
'People are in this way deluded, that they strive 
themselves after the things of this world and put 
their trust in the gods as regards the things of 
the soul1 (Dk vi*29l)*=
6* Religion (den))^
a *
Faith* we have seen, is self-surrender* Religion* 
according to a passage of Dk vi, is 'that for which one 
believes one's self must he surrendered* (Dk vi*l66)*
The wording of this definition seems subjective, depend­
ing as it 'does on what one believes one ought to exercise 
self-surrender for* Similarly 'subjective* are also the 
following explanations:
'Every person lias one thing which is to him dearer 
than other things* When he puts that thing in order, 
even though other things are left out of hand, he is still 
. joyful* That thing is to him religion* ' (Dk vi* 33)) 
'Religion is that-which a* man always does.' (§34)* 
'Religion is one who does comfort to every creature.'
(§36).2
It is clear that these definitions are midrashic in structure 
and in intention* They wish to make a point, to push 
forward! a facet of their subject, rather than to be 
comprehensive and balanced. The * arrangement of §33 is like 
a riddle; the listener or reader is left guessing what 
'that thing* is until the end* Despite these considerations, 
we ought to take the subjective aspect of the concept of 
den seriously* Another quotation which shows the wide 
range of subjective approach to religion may be given:
'Every one can stand in religion ...
For if a man is one of those whose desire is, "May I 
become very noble and of great wealth" ... he becomes 
righteous by this very thing.
If a man is one of those whose desire is, "May I 
become very poor ... he becomes righteous by
this very thing*
If a man is one of those whose desire is, "May I
become a school for the instruction of much Avesta and
Zand",'... he becomes righteous by this very thing.
If a man is one of those whose desire is, "May I not
do much Avesta and Zand", ... he becomes righteous
by this very thing.1 (Dk vi. 310).
The passage thus forms a long exposition of the first sentence,
'every one can stand in religion'* The phrase 'to stand in
religion' comes to mean as much as 'to abide in one's own
disposition', provided one does it righteously.
The notion of den as a faculty or disposition of man
is inherent in the word from Old Iranian times. It seems
that a reminiscence of ,this survived in Middle Persian and
3perhaps even came down:, into New Persian* Another aspect 
of the notion in Old Irani am was that of &x double of man, 
an outward reflection of man's religious figure.^ The 
ability of den to reflect man's religious capacity is still 
a very strong feature of the concept in our texts;::
'The nature of religion is like a mirror. When one 
looks into it one sees onself in it. It is indeed so 
that whoever knows how to look all goodness: and evil 
is seen (by him)*. (Dk vi. 261).
It is not clear from this saying whether one looks, outside 
or inside oneself, and this ambiguity seems to he inherent 
in the concept; it is the- pivot of the following saying: 
'Whenever a man thinks:, speaks and does something 
righteous, at the same time a light grows out from; 
it and becomes his leader towards religion*
Whenever a man thinks, speaks and does something sinful, 
a darkness: comes up from it and settles within the 
religion of the man and the religion of the man sees 
less;' (Dk vi. 290.).
In the first part- of this passages den is something outside 
oneself, towards which one strives: to move. In the second 
part it is an organ of sight* This does not break up the 
symmetry of the passage?. It serves* rather,. .to enhance the 
contrast between the two parts;, playing as it does with the 
double meaning of the word. A third sense of den can also 
be discerned in the above passage. Apart from the two 
subjective meanings of the term, one as an object of sight 
and a kind of. conscience, and another as an outward 
projection of man's religiosity, there is of course the 
common usage of den as designating 'religion* as an 
institution, as a sum of doctrines, beliefs and practices. 
The light which grows out from the righteous deed of man
and which leads him towards; 'religion1, probably is ini 
itselfaan aspect, of den which leads towards the orthodox notion 
of religion*
The play on the double meaning of notions, especially 
that which vacillates between the subjective: and the 
objective meanings of certaimi religious terms, is not rare in: 
Dk vi:
'The duty of every person is to do these four things, 
the Renovation, the creation of creatures, the 
resurrection and the future body. The Renovation is 
this: one who becomes separate from the demons. The 
creation of creatures is this: one who does this 
thing best, - thinking, speaking and acting* The 
resurrection is this: one who knows to bring back that 
which has been taken from him. The future body is this: 
one who knows to go back there from where he came' 
(§E.i|,51c).
We have here one of the best examples of the midrashic 
technique in Dk vi: the four central concepts of the 
cosmology are allegorically transformed into symbols for 
the moral activity of an individual member of the community. 
Viewed from a different angle we may say that the religious 
duties of every man are projected on the work of the
Creator; man, by fulfilling M s  religious calling, is put im 
place of God. The work of the individual is a realization 
of the cosmic mythology*.
In §£$0, we may recall, man. aims to approach religion by 
the aid of the light which grows forth from his deeds:.
Movement is often associated with religion. Religion is 
'the king's road', for it leads one who walks upon it safely 
to paradise (Dk vi. 173.)• Religion is a thing which, if one 
is in it, one does not move away from it, and if one is not im 
it one moves towards it (Dk vi. 37^*)* In another text: we 
read:
'Whenever you go forth one step towards religion,., 
religion comes in return a; thousand steps towards (you)' 
(Bk vi. 6l).
The reciprocal action between man and religion is strongly 
reminiscent of the figure of den which embodies: man* s good, 
or evil1 deeds and which confronts him after death, and also 
of the mirror metaphor quoted above (Dk vi. 261)• Religion, 
as the objective conception of orthodox institution, is 
woven in §61 together with den as the idea of man's double. 
This interpretation is made more acceptable: when we compare 
a neighbouring passage:
,:He who turns his face towards religion and- corrects 
his character, religion shows him a thousand sayings 
which he has never heard from anyone, and when he 
discusses; (the thing') with priests and wise men, it is 
right* (Bk vi.. 6 3 )*
f
That den as the concept of a part of man's soul is implied im 
this process is undeniable. But at the same time the fact 
that it has knowledge of the 'objective', orthodox tenets, of 
religion, and ones, at that, which are apparently hidden 
from the average man, shows that this den has the power to 
partake of the nature of the general, common religion. It 
would be reasonable to conclude from this that the two. 
aspects: of the concept of den are much less; distinct im 
Iranian thought than they are in ours. Religion, as the 
general, institutional concept, has a counterpart im a good 
man's soul* The picture of the concept is completed, by the 
idea that den, the religious soul, in man, can be outwardly 
projected. The three notions thus obtained are nevertheless; 
but aspects of the same basic? concept* To show the unity 
of these three ideas it is best therefore to translate them, 
into English uniformly as 'religion', though in some cases 
the result may seem incongruous#
12+0.
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Righteousness;, the achievement of which is religion, 
is referred to as being recognizable by the fact that there 
are 'things which are stated in the world with certainty as 
being righteousness or wickedness:1 (Dk vi. 136). The phrasing 
seems to refer to some consensus of opinion* A reference to 
the general practice as a criterion is perhaps made In Dk vi.
80 by the use of the passive form to indicate an action general­
ly or commonly done.^ Dependence on the opinion of other 
people is also noticeable in contexts where consultation
or taking someone as authority are advised, or the company
7of good people is praised, though these are of course 
types of approach basically different from that which 
advocates reliance on public opinion* There is nevertheless; 
some indication that the community of opinion is a factor to 
be reckoned, with in the behaviour of the individual::
'One ought to govern oneself in such a way as is 
reputed best among men, not in such a way as iseems 
best to oneself1 (Dk vi. C.2+1).
This advice is justified in the following .manner:
'Forhe is always regarded in the world as haughty 
and people are more hurt by him. who does not govern.
himself in such a way as seems best to men but governs 
himself in such a way as seems best to himself* (ibid.). 
It is true that the group of sayings; in which this passage 
occurs? is marked by a certain pragmatic or utilitarian, 
tendency.^
This recourse to the general opinion may be part of the 
reason why religion is referred to as 'the king's road*
(Dk vi. 173)9 for, if one follows this path, one has
9
constantly the support of the common opinion of good people*
There ia, however, evidence to show that the type of
religion which Dk vi presents i's'rot one which is superficially
dependent on the general opinions of society. The concept
of faith as portrayed in the .previous section goes against
such an idea, as well as the distinction which, is carefully
10vmade between classes of religious attitude* Besides,,
Dk vi is imbued with an insistence on the individual's 
whole-hearted, uncompromising attitude towards religion:
'One disposes or does not dispose of the whole of 
religion (only),.. For one disposes when one does not 
commit a sin, and one does not dispose except when one 
performs? good deeds' (Dlt vi. 176).
The saying is meant to contrast with the one that precedes
it (§175>), which explains that there are various ways by 
which to attain the possession of material things, 
for some people are never satisfied with any possession, 
and others have complete possession when they have 
extremely little. Against this there is only one way 
by which one can gain possession of religion, and that 
is to possess; it wholly* In another sense, disposing of 
the soul (which is here a synonym of religion) is.like 
disposing of material things, for with both one' either 
has possession or one does not: there is no half way 
(Dk vi* 172+). Religion, it transpires, requires total 
possession, possession of the whole, and also absolute 
possession, without compromise.
7* Religion and the scriptures
'Religion1, den, is found in contrast to the pair 
'Avesta and Zand' im more than one passage. The relative 
merit of these two items is pointed out in the following 
text:
'One ought to be more diligent in the consideration!
of religion than in the Avesta and Zand, for the
1!consideration of religion is the youth ' of the soul1
(Dk vi* 2 6 6)*
The understanding of this passage is somewhat impaired by 
the obscurity' of the phrase 'the consideration of religion'* 
It may mean either 'deliberation of what one ought to do 
according to the religion*, or * contemplation!, of the 
den* whether in the personal or the institutional sense, 
or else it may mean 'observation through the faculty of 
den'• It is clear, at any rate, that the expression 
'Avesta and Zand' stands here for the body of the accepted: 
traditions against which some type of personal religion is 
contrasted and preferred. This conclusion gains support 
from, a passage already quoted above (Dk vi. 310), in 
which 'standing in religion* was,seen to be an expression 
which embraces; ai great variety of possible attitudes;; 
the teaching of the Avesta and Zand was merely one mode:
.of that, and even with the express, desire not to learn 
much Avestavand Zand it is possible to stand in religion* 
That 'religion' and * the sacred word' (an expression? 
which refers to the Avesta and Zand) forma, habitual pair 
of opposites can be seen from the .following passages
'He who does not consider these ten things together 
but each one separately "is not orthodox but a 
heretic:
menog; and getig, 
body and soul,
innate wisdom and acquired wisdom, 
action and fortune, ,
religion and the sacred word1 (Dk vi*
The passage clearly does not intend to say that an orthodox 
person ought to take all ten things together* The elements 
in the list form five obvious pairs of opposites; the . 
juxtaposition: of action and fortune, which is common?, 
implies, for example, the problem of free-will and fate* 
According to this saying, both members; of each pair have to 
be given equal value* The contrast between religion and 
the sacred word! is thus, apparently, one which exists 
between the inner religious conscience; and the body of 
traditional revelation* The mark of orthodoxy according 
to §E*Ji5d is that both religion and the sacred, word, are 
given their full, weight of importance, whereas a heretic 
would tend to over-value the one at the expense of the 
other* .
It is no doubt because of this distinction that a,, 
number of passages in Dk vi. have to insist that religion 
and the scriptures; are not mutually exclusive:
'Religion is connected to the sacred word and is 
non-contradictory to it in the same way as the flesh 
is hound to the skin and the veins to their 
enveloping hide* (Dk vi* 322+)>
Religion, one may conclude from this, is dependent for 
its protection upon the sacred word which envelops; it im 
the manner of at skini or a hide* A similar Image is 
recorded in another passage:
'Religion consists of seven walls* The farthest, 
out among them are the sacred word and the Zand*
(Dk vi* 213).
The meaning is again clear: the scriptures and their 
commentary provide the best protection for the religion.
A totally different relationship however emerges 
from the following passage: r
'Everything has a sea. [The sea of] the nobility 
of the king of kings? is perfection, the sea of 
religion is the sacred word and the sea of light is 
the sun* (Dk vi. 259)*
'Sea* (zrehj is a metaphor for the origin or the maim 
store of some good; this is seen, in the relationship of 
the light to.the sun and also im another passage of
p
Dk vi. The conclusion required by this saying, that
religion originates, from the sacred word, seems to conflict 
with the impression? gained from the previous texts, hut 
the difference may he merely one of emphasis* A saying 
which strikes a balance and resolves the difficulty raised! 
by this conflict of emphasis may be quoted;
'From the knowledge of religion comes the recitation? 
of the sacred word* From the recitation of the sacred 
word comes the increase of (one's) calling im religion? 
and the worship of the gods* From the increase of 
(one's;) calling in religion and the worship of the 
gods comes the driving away of the demons from the 
vi/orld. Fpom the driving away of the demons from the 
world comes immortality, the renovation! and the 
resurrection: (Dk vi* C*75)*
Recitation of the sacred word is presented here as a stage: 
in the development of the individual's religion*..
It should be noted with regard to difficulties; 
such as the one just raised that Dk vi, being written, in 
a rhetorical style, tends to put things in an exaggerated 
manner. Thus, for example, various virtues; are presented: 
as being 'more important' or 'more necessary* than the
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whole of Avesta and Zand. One passage emphasises that 
knowledge of the whole Avesta and•Zand is not sufficient to 
make one a priest.^ These utterances incidentally show 
how much the Ayestai and Zand are held in veneration, for 
only an object of high esteem can.he used as a point of 
rhetorical comparison.
The plain importance of the scrip turess comes out in 
many passages::*
*That man lives by the command of Ohrmazd who thinks, 
speaks and acts-, according to the authority and know­
ledge of the sacred word1 (Dk vi. E*38e).
The two chief mob ads* Adurfarnb ag; and Adurbozedi, enquire 
of their colleague Wahdad why his reputation in\ priestly 
matters: was higher than theirs. The argument they use to 
show that they too have a claim to a high position in 
the religion is: *We, too, have the Avesta and Zand by 
heart* (Dk vi. D.10). The recitation of the Avesta. and 
Zand in the course of everyday work is a sign of great 
piety ih Dk vi.D.3 and D.5.
A curious passage sets out an aspect of the practical 
importance of the* scriptures:
*One who desires that his word may come well in the 
assembly let him speak the Avesta with commentary (?)
openly1 (Dk vi. 1 2 3).
It is significant that in this passages the familiar
combination 1 Avesta and Zand* does not occur. The word'.
which replaces Zand is not known to me from other texts,
but it seems to mean * explanation*. One may assume that
the omission of Zand, here is deliberate, as Zand was not
to be spoken publicly;
*Good deeds should be spoken to every person. Zand
should be spoken (only) in the household. Secrets
should be spoken (only) to reliable people* (Dk vi. 234)
*G*ood deeds*, *Zand* and * secrets* are arranged here in
5a mounting hierarchy of secrecy. It may seem puzzling 
at first that Zand should be treated with any measure of 
secrecy at all.; but this must be due to the fact that it 
contains some doctrines which cannot be divulged to the 
uninitiated public, and also because, of the danger of 
heresies:
*One ought not to speak, do or arrange the business 
of the interpretation (zand) differently from what 
the orthodox [spoke,] did, taught and brought up.
For heresy comes to the world by one who teaches, 
speaks or does the business of the interpretation 
differently ...* (Dk vi. 0.26)*
This passage is followed by two others, §0*27-28, which
warn particularly against learning the Avesta and Zand
from wicked people or tilling it to them. By discussing
the Avesta? and Zand with wicked people one puts arms in the
hands of heretics and one may he influenced hy them* The
Avesta itself, "being a fixed text and probably accessible
to most learned men, the crucial difference between: orthodoxy
and heresy must have been in the way? it was interpreted!* It
is the orthodox interpretation therefore that had to be
carefully guarded! from the knowledge of wicked people and
6stranger® .in general*
The warning to keep the propagation of Zand restricted! 
seemingly conflicts with such statements which declare:
’Every one who knows how to reflect with innate wisdoia 
knows- best that which is manifest from the Avesta* 
and Zand’ (Dk vi• B* 12)*
But the point of this statement is not, of course, that, 
any sensible person knows the contents of the Avesta and 
Zand intuitively and without learning, but that their 
doctrines are in accordance with reason and are therefore: 
acceptable by any person endowed with innate wisdom*
Similar claims were made by Zoroastrian apologetics as
7
well as by other religions. As innate wisdom is naturally 
disposed to accept the teachings of the Avesta and Zand,
it is not difficult to see the point of the following 
saying:
’The memory of people is of thirty seeds:;. It is 
necessary to know (that) this one seed is the easiest 
which is taught by the Avesta and Zand’ (Dk vi. 217)*
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Menog and getig
The term me nog covers two distinct meanings. It 
is used as an adjective; or ah's tract noun to denote a mode 
of being,. in opposition to getTg; and it is also used, 
as a. substantive, to denote a class of beings, 1 spirits *.
The -latter connotation will he dealt with' in the second 
part of this section; in this part we shall only he 
concerned with the former meaning.- Three distinct,- though . 
complementary;, aspects of the term in the abstract meaning 
may he shown to exist. Its basic idea is that of the in­
visible form of 'existence. This, in its turn,, is used 
to denote also,the higher, 'spiritual1, mode of existence, 
the one which represents pure religious values. The 
third aspect of this notion, closely related to the 
previous one, is that of the next world in the eschatological 
sense.
The basic notion, as.we have said,, is that of the non- 
material, invisible form of being. A\ clear example for 
this usage is found in Dk vi:
1 5 2 * ;
, . i&f'dwahf §t: is seven months' In -getag?-and five b
r months in mehog. - During bhe.-five-. raont|is when 
he is in menog he sits in . the body ; of the plants .
; in menog- form. ' guards the roots of the; .plants . and ;
• 5 . causes them to grow:b ;dnring those; five- months he
b-r:, . creates the -plants* ' During. the; seven months
' ' when he is in getig he comes outside the .body of 
; . • the plants, -the * plants bud. forth and ' give fruit,
i v.‘ .i/C'TJiisq'f/sOb'bepause^ flie; place of the. genius' of the 
godbAfdwahi.pt: is for; seven months, in the’year in; 
manifestatioh and-forfive months nbt*r; (Dk vi.7 9 )•> 
Menog; is here exp Ticitly. defined as- the state of not b ■ ■ 
being in manifestationf ;b . Although^ this, phase; is essential 
for. the .growthbof'-the. plah.ts,; -there.:isbhb"hlnt; that/it is 
a higher state of being. .On the contrary, it may be 
assumed : that :the plants achieve;btheir;proper realisation b 
only in their-final,i-getig share. b: • ■- b ---b
.The contrast■ between menog and getig can still. 
.pephapS' be interpreted as between the vVisible , and,-the ' ■ 
invisibie;vstate.s/ of; being;in ^ the/foil owing interesting 
app1ication of the adjectives: . b ' ; b.
•*;b/’hv..' * Happy' is- one who (gives?) to the worthy and
who- hhowsb to: whom b.e ought - to carry- it
"both religions are his, th& meriog and the getig 
one. * . 1 (Dk vi.1 8 5).
Would the use of these two attributes with regard to den 
refer to a distinction between the den of the individual 
as against its menog counterpart, which would be perhaps 
the idea of den? Or can it be interpreted as the 
distinction between speech and works (material) on the 
one hand against faith (invisible) on the other? Or 
else can it be the distinction between den in this world 
as against one1s den in the next? The last possibility 
seems in this content the most likely.
The second aspect of the opposition menog : getig
is that which uses the two terms not merely as two states 
of being with equal value, but rather as symbols for the 
lesser aiid higher grades of religious existence.
*A man who excessively adorns this world (g^tig) 
is a destroyer of the other world (menog). For 
this reason one must take this world moderately,, 
to the extent that one does not destroy the other 
world1 (Dk vi.E.16)..2 
In order to bring out the full meanihg of the text it 
seems justifiable in such a context to translate the 
two terms by fthis world* and 1 the other world* (using
terms such as * spiritual* and ’material* may he mis­
leading). It is important to note that the text just 
quoted does not advocate complete abandonment of getig 
but only warns not to indulge invit excessively.
The permanence of menog as compared with the transience 
°£ getig are common themes in the andarz books:
*When they considered it, the ancient wise and 
learned sagea saw the transience of the.things 
of this world and the constancy of the things of 
the other world. When worldly matters are con­
ducted, except for conducting those (affairs) which 
cannot be in measure, and when they are not harmful 
and destructive to the other world, this seemed to 
them reasonable. They relinquish (however) the 
things of this world which are-in excess of the 
measure so that they should not, on account of this 
world’s deceit (?),, lose that which is better than 
this world* (ibid.)^
The superiority of the menog world over getig is put in 
clear terms. Whenever there is the necessity of choice 
the other world must be preferred, as it is ’better than 
this world**
Menog and getig are not necessarily incompatible 
with each other*
*[Qne whose] action is for the sake of his soul, 
this world is his own and the spiritual world is 
even more his own. One whose action is for the 
.sake of the body, and who voluntarily abandons the 
spirit, this world is taken away from him against 
his wish* (Dk vi.A.2))
*For the sake of the soul* is the term normally designa-
R
ting the right religious intentions;: one wfeo has them
does not have to give up either of the two worlds. The 
ideal to aim at is to harmonise between the two worlds:- 
f:That man is happiest who thus mixes this 
transient thing of the world with that which is 
intransient* (Dk vi*180).
Despite the possibility of combining the two sets of 
values, there is a hint that getig is likely to interfere 
and disturb in the contemplation of menog:
*'Every person sees that which he thus contemplates, 
hears that to which he thus listens, finds that 
which he thus seeks. When one contemplates menog 
with the work of getig on one’s hahd, one’s menog 
is ineffective, except in some places* (Dk vi.E.39).
The contemplation of* menog evidently requires complete 
dedication, and so one should, at least for the period 
of contemplation, try to free oneself from the work of 
this world.
The matters of the other world fall within the scope 
of one’s own responsibility, whereas in worldly matters 
one may have trust in the gods. Ohrmazd gave this order 
to men:
’Be diligent in saving your souls, but as regards 
your bodies I shall take care (of that). For it 
is impossible to save your souls without you* (Dk vi* 
291).
The saying goes on. to complain that most people are 
deluded in striving to achieve the things of this world, 
while they leave those of the soul to the gods*
The things of the spirit hage considerable power:-.
’In the arrangement of getTg a thousand powers are 
nothing. In the arrangement of menog one power is 
that thing* (Dk vi.E.lU}.
The things of this world are never sufficient, and never 
lead to contentment, and they are made up of innumerable 
divisions. The thing of the spirit is single, homogenous.
and sufficient. The saying which precedes the one just 
quoted is based on the same idea, but is arranged like 
a riddle preparing the ground for the explicit statement 
which follows it:
’One is not a little, a thousand is not much.
One is the thing of the spirit and a thousand 
is earthly things’ (Dk viiE13).
The third aspect of the opposition between menog 
an^ getTg is eschatological:
’Whoever accepts upon himself in this world toil 
and pain in this manner, besides the virtue of
Vx
seeing that toil and pain, the spiritual beings
keep for him in menog even as much as the thing which
he has borne, and deduct it from the other sins which
he has committed’ (Dk vi.8l).
The place of reward is ’in menog’-i.e., in the spiritual
statfe after death, ihi the next world. The idea that
suffering in getig is a virtue and will be balanced by
6bliss in the next world is well established*
The recurrent phrase ’the hope of menog’^ refers 
presumably to the reward expected in the next world*
A man should engage in righteous deeds ,;so that when he
158*.
passes away he may become menog1 (Dk vi.180)* There 
is great urgency about performing the * things of the 
spirit1 , as if one knew: *1 shall live one day (only),
and what I do not accomplish to-day I shall not be able 
to do later1 (Dk vi*15l).
b,
Menogan, the spirits:: gods: 
and demons
Meiiogan, *‘the spirits* is the generic name for the 
class of beings to which both gods and demons belong*
* There is no man born of a mother over whom 
these six spirits do not fight: Wahman and Akoman, 
Sro§ and Xesm, Spandarmad and the demon Taromad*
(Dk vi*77).
The word in this sense is a development from Olr* manya- 
confused with the MP adjective menog 'spiritual*• The 
use of the adjective in contexts which could have given 
rise to such a development can be seen, for example, in 
the sentence::
'One who fights against the spiritual demons 
(druz i menog)* whatever demons they be**.1 
(Dk vi • 23) •-
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or in idioms such as the phrase me hog; an yazd~an ’the 
spiritual gods1
The relationship of the spirits, gods and demons, 
to man is fairly complex* The spirits dwell in.man;
’In men’s essential "being there is a thought, 
there are some in whom a god keeps his throne and 
some in whom a demon keeps his way. . . 1 (Dk vi.la). 
Men can he divided according to whether they serve as a 
dwelling-place for a god or for a demon* Deliberate 
effort should he made to make gods dwell in one’s hody 
and to prevent demons from penetratingit:
’The Joy and splendour which are in the hody 
should he guarded against harm, for one whose 
hody is Joyful Wahman dwells in his hody; when 
Vifahman dwells in the hody it is difficult to commit 
a sin., One should much keep away from distress, 
for one who lets distress into his hody Akoman 
penetrates into it; one whose hody is penetrated 
hy Akoman it is difficult for him to do a righteous 
thing1 (Dk vi•1 9 3)•^
The association between the mood of the person and the 
spirit which dwells in him is very close::: when a man is
Joyful Wahman inhabit® his body, when he is distressed
Akoman penetrates it. In fact the very names of the
god and the demon In this case, Wahman and Akoman, ’Good
Mind’ and ’Bad Mind’, denote roughly -the states of mind
referred to. When Wahman or Akoman are said to dwell in
a man’s body this seems merely.to be a way of figuratively
alluding to the state of the man’s mind* Wahman and
Akoman, in. other words, may be concluded to be terms
denoting both an independent spirit, which exists in the
abstract, and a projection of the subjective attitude in
man. We have already had occasion to establish this double
_  in
meaning fused into the notion of den,
A particularly instructive passage is one in which 
the spirit which figures in such an ambiguous role is 
Sro&:;
Just as among vessels of gold, silver and 
other metals those which are purer and freer from 
faults have sweeter sound, so also a man who is 
purer in the things of the gods and freer from 
faults in himself, and who knows how to care better 
for the small ones, his SroS produces a better sound 
and he is more worthy of greatness* (.Dk vi.90)*
Bros, the name of .the diyinity, is also a word denoting 
the abstract notion ’obedience1 • - It is- hard to decide in. 
this text whether"it is prfe'r ableo-^render. the word as 
the abstract ’obedience’ or to leave' it as a proper name.
In Middle Persian, however, the word is very seldom, if ever:
' ' - i]_ . -used as a common noun. If, as seems almost certain, the .
god’s name is meant here, the use of the possessive pronoun
is remarkable., impiying as it does that every man possesses
a; Sro ^and-- that each- ind i vi dual Srp.s pr oduc e s a sound
which .reflects the degree of righteousness of the man in
whom he dwells, ’ If; • ''Xhf Adth . - •. ,‘ • =:=/ ’ \
.Tbbfamblgrtbus.. nature-'oi: - thet Opirits can be fully
^appreciated-wheh^th©-a^ch-dembh himself -is , treated, in the •
same manner: /’ ■ ~ -
■ "'’It is. possible, to put Alireman out of the." world
. .  in this way, - that eve r y; per son,, for. hi s o wn pa r t,
.'i - .should•chase Ahreman out of- himself, for the dwelling
//; of . Ahremah I-sinthe -bodies of men, , Then, when, there
; is-no; dwelling for him in;.-the-bodies of men, -he will-
be anhihilated from all the world. For; as long as .
there is in this world; dwelling even for a small
demon in a-single person,? .Ahreman is in the. world’ -
(Dk; vi
This, statement is typical of Dk vi, standing as' it does in 
contrast ;to thecosmologi ealtexts* , It would he hardly- 
compatible withlthe. spirit, as rwell-;as -with the actual . , 
utterances: of';thobe texts^ to say that *the. principle /of evil 
'ha;s^nO;,exIstence^in : the world :outside man* I, There; is of V  
course1 the. existenee tof .-the -noxious .creatures, through whom 
..Ahreman manifests ; himself^in •. the world as much as/ he does,. 
ih wicked^mehv^^Mbh ’ls; i^ored^ by ;this ,passage:vpflDk vi* /:
; It • Yifill hot: do, however4, , to disuitss . the ; validity of this - 
' p as sage as / a p i ece .of evidence' bn the ground, that it is an - ;■ 
example of • gross ■ rhetor ical-.exagger at ion,/: as ;ithis so much 
/iniharmony” withhrest of:the; /book*:'; ;Gh :the 'other'hand it - -
c ahiio t - be;' c laimed-;that .the c’ompi ler:. of Dk vi • :di cL. not beli eve 
in the separate existence of the gods and the demons, for
this. would' hav-ef markpd-. himfas a heretic, and. it ..goes against
. ' \ ‘ - ■■ ■- - '  - ■  - ’ 
the7.evidence of t.ome other texts.*,tv, TOat seems clears .
however, is. that, the author of Dk vi.was not interested in
questions of mythology of cosmology* . The great themes
of Zoroastrianism are largely interpreted (partly by the
aid of midrashic ;devices):in terms of individual'morality
and f ellgiosityV •; and . the- f Igures/ of :the gods and the demons1
are-mostly approached as symbols of the various powers in
the;.hunlanY sotrf, v-which- they: alsp : legitimately are*' ;
A conclusion which may be drawn from oury d i s  cuss ion. 
so far is that phrases alluding to aygod or a :demon who 
dwells in the body of a man can be interpreted as 
denoting that the1man possesses a certain quality associated 
with the particular spirit*. We; have practically -a glossary/ 
of * these names iht e rp r e t ed'in.terms- of human equalitiest 
; / ,;One. whose; body is ii^ablfed-fby Wahman this, is his 
mark: he^is ardent in good works, is well;:cohnected
with good people, .is; easy in-^making peace* •*. h 
; y . One whose . body, is . inhabited by, Akcman this is- his  
'iyv mark: he; is cool as regards good works, is badljr :y.-y
; ..connected with good ^people ^ris .difficult; in making ..
peace**^ -y :/y • -/-'V-.- "‘■•-h 7'y --.vyy■-*-b ';."y y . ■
, .-. .One whose body is inliabited by : BroM. *, y .; 
r0ne: whose body i s . inhab it ed;. -t> y.’lte SSm. ;y -
One whose body in inhabited by Spahdarmad* • •
 ^  ^ ‘ - - . " i  ]
. ; One whose body 1 s inhabited by Taromad * *.; *, ( Dk v i * 7 8 } 
This: list’ of definitions ;cah be applied to: the" occurrence y  
of the names in other texts* Thus, for example, in the 
-saying:: . • ./ ’ ;■
f'In authority beat .anger, and in lack’of-authority 
beat cares, -so that Wahman should' take a throne
• in your body* For one in wiiobe/body VYabmah , ' /
. : . does not take a throne., bis soul does not take - .
;.a throne in paradise’ (Dk vi *F*3 1a), . ; 7
the phr as e; ;’ 'W ahm an t ake s . a throne in your body* woul d me an 
’ you are friendlyy hnd peaceful* v  - The structure of the • 
phrase; is basifcally the" same-has the one., which-occurs in 
tte ,f dll owing/ text: V"\ Vb h v. ;
One .who /surrenders- himself to the gods and good: 
people so much goodness: inhabits him .and fault and 
% ;. evil are. odious to him’' (Dk vi*G*77) •. . : :;b ! b
’ Goodness iihiabits/ him’ means, simply ’he is good’,, and need 
hot imply a separatehexistehcenhf:'a spiritvof/: goodness *; : :
A god which is part of/man;’, s . being, in the: world- also 
inhabits the-body: . - ,
;. ’Wonderful is *one Who gives shelter to a god,
worships/him ^nd; is reverent to him, and hebCviz.”. 
the god) .then saves him .from, evil. , They said .of 
that god: It is one* s. own. soul1' (pk vi ^ 57)}*^
Man.’1 s -soul is of: course a spirit, and it is a god,( yasd) 
inasmuch as it i s worthy of worship*, . < The fravaSi, the souls, 
of:the departed righteous, are objects of divine veneration 
already; in-the Avestan. texts*, The soul of every individual 
symbolises for him the.world of the gods, and he is enjoined -
; . ■ ■ • . ' / ■, jy  : :
to. do everything 'for the sake of his soul1.. To call
one Vs soul a. god is nevertheless unusual in the Pahlavi. 
literature9 and the fact that the saying was arranged as a 
riddle, with the; solution coming at the end,, suggests that 
the final statement was expected to come as a.surprise even 
to the Zoroastrian readers of the text* . There is nothing 
sacrilegious in the statement; it is. merely that §237 
draws a logical, though unexpected, conclusion from , 
accepted premisses* . .
- / After death, of course, man is a pure spirit, and may 
hope to he in the company of the gods: ,
f*. •In the Reckoning of:the Spirits the gods would .
’ -not let this man who is in that manner to the .. 
demons, hut would say: uHe is our own, for that’ 
/spirit was created hy usi • *’V 11 (Dk vi * 1 0 1) *, . ,
It is in the context of the judgement of the soul after 
death, that the spirits can he seen to he reflections of 
tendencies and actions in man:'
, "One should never depart from the matter of the gods, 
in one 1s thought...• For always as->long as a* man 
thinks of virtuous deeds’and.righteousnessN^he go^ s.
. who are in his hody remain, in-it and the demohs^are 
 ^ heaten and depart, and when he thinks a sinful thing
the demons rush into his body. If at the time when 
the . man dies there are demons in his body., it will, 
be more difficult for the gods to extract that body 
from the hands of the demons than for some one to 
have beaten the demons away from his body in this 
world by himself' (Dk vi. 236).
The judgement is presented as the strife between the gods 
and the demons who resided in the man during his lifetime.
It is crucially important not to have demons in the body 
at the moment of death, and as that moment'must be anti­
cipated at any time, one realizes the function of the 
constant self-inquiry imposed on every Zoroastrian.
The wording of the questions can be aptly done in terms; of 
gods and demons r
'Every person ought to consider within himself at 
least, three times - every day: "Who is with me, a. godl 
or a demon?" If there is a god. with him, lie ought 
to accommodate, him more in himself; if a. demon, he 
ought to make him powerless over. him' (Dk vi. E.2 ) .^ 
The double•nature of the spirits can be seen with 
particular clarity in a.passage which, shows:/the relationship 
between man* s sin and the demon who both represents and. 
tries: to perpetuate it::
'When - a man corrects; (his adherence to) the law and 
puts it into practice, the demons in front of whom he - 
committed; sins stands out of the body of that man, 
carries out (the sin), rushes to the spiritual demon:
/ and sfands. confronting the spiritual demon. Prom there 
he turns upon-the man from whose body he rushed, forth,
\ calls (to him), raises his voice and shows him (as
follows):."Be repentant of that which you have done ..." 
If the man is. repentant .,., the demon, rushes back to 
the. body and harms him further ... Arid if .... the man 
does not desist from the things: of the gods, . the demon* 
is seised by the spiritual demon himself and is broken,- 
. destroyed and annihilated by him* ,(Dk ;vi.\315)*
The demon *ln front of whomv the man c o m m i t t e d / s i n s *  is 
evidently one whose whole existence is dependent on.the sins; 
thus committed., and he has no right of being outside the sins 
of man. This: demon, the idea of the; sins of the/man, 
confronts 'the/'spiritual demon' (drug il menog), the 'idea, so 
to speak, of all the individual ideas* The context throws 
some light on the text previously discussed, according to 
Which' Ahreman-will be .annihilated, when the least demon is 
chased out of men. Just as each, of the demons exists only 
in;so: far as he- reflects' sins* so one must; assume the arch- 
demon exists.; .merely as a reflection of the - myriad demons ,
who reflect the sins of men* - The passage:, which shows ;how 
the demons are projections of human sins, also.illustrates: 
the way in which they are used as persons in a cosmic drama 
. For a final observation on the sub ject , we now turn to.
' the . beginning;, of Dk vi, whi ch de s crib e s man a s the bat tier, 
ground in flie. fight between, the-spirits:.' ; , . -
. f In the essential being ( ox) there, is a mind:
Ylfahmah, keeps his throne, Akoman keeps his way.
In the” mind there is av desire: Broil keeps his throne,, 
Xelm .keeps. his way* " h ' ■ ; /
' In the desire- there-is --a. thought: Bpandarmad keeps 
i i his throneTaromad keeps" his Way*; ky yyk- ;
• In the thought' there is a f speech: wisdom: keeps its:
■* y - v throne, lust keeps its way. .
In .speech there is avdeedl:.; .religion keeps its throne, 
self-love keeps its/way1 (Dkvi. lb). . >
It is interesting to see in this passage that the group 
of three gods: and.three demons at the beginning of this 
list is complemented by abstract notions which represent 
•human qualities. The:list of those who dwell ini man is:
1. Wahman?. :i , Akoman
2. Bros ’ . Xelm.
3« Spandarmad y ;■ Taromad
i+. Xrad (Wisdom) War an (Lust)
5 . Den; (Religion) Xwad-dosagih (Self-love)
Wisdom and religion do not commonly count as gods, in the
Zoroastrian pantheon, just as Lust and Self-love do not
21figure usually as demons.. It seems that in Pahlavi it is
possible to introduce spirits ad hoc, according to the occasion.
The liberty to invent spirits is significant. It shows,
first, that the idea of a pantheon is not valid at all here,
as there is not a strictly defined group of gods. More:
important, it shows that in Middle-Persian times the names;
of Avestan gods and demons still retained their proper
meanings as abstract notions and were not yet treated as
mere proper names, for otherwise the transition, between
the first group of gods and the group of Palilavi common
nouns would have been incongruous; and abrupt. As gods
and demons stand both for the qualities which they
represent and for the independent spiritual entitles,
there was no difficulty In enriching the latter group
by treating further abstract nouns in the same way as
22gods and demons.
9 * Man and the spirits
a.
Man1s attitude to the spirits
Men are required to have-faith in the gods: and to
trust them,'1' and this faith is supported "by knowledge:
2of the gods. The basic contents of this knowledge are: 
to he 1 without doubt as to the gods, that the gods ares and 
that the demons are not' (Dk vi. 98).3 Both parts of this 
knowledge are, one imagines, a source of.comfort and strength, 
in the fight waged against 'the demons. The statement that the 
demons do not exist seems, however, paradoxical when we recall 
the lifetimes of righteous effort chiefly dedicated to the 
task of eradicating them. The only way by which one may 
try to answer the paradox is by assuming that when the demons 
are said to be non-existent this is not meant in the literal 
sense but as implying that the demons do not exist on the 
same plane as the gods, that compared to the existence of 
the gods, the abject being of the demons amounts to non­
existence. This may be based on a thought such as that 
while Ohrmazd is eternal and a creator, Ahremanfs being is 
merely one based on antagonism and bent on destruction and 
that it is due ultimately to be destroyed.^*
The. two primary duties imposed on man by his Creator 
are as follows:
!,Ohrmasd the Lord created every creature for 
these two benefits, in order to destroy the 
adversay through it and so that it may be a 
withiess to him* (Dk vi.135)*
Of these two tasks the one which is the most emphasized 
is that of fighting the demons. Being a witness for
Ohrmazd through knowing and proclaiming him is much
(S'1less often mentioned*
The battle between Ohrmazd and Ahreman has direct 
bearing on the mode of life prescribed to man:
*The way to paradise is the religion of tor-measure. 
When Ohrmazd set this way, Ahreman laid at the same 
time two ways, one excess and one deficiency* He 
set them both as far as darkness, and from there 
on he can set no more* (Dk vi*172);*
The counter creations of Ahreman are offset, by protective 
creations of Ohrmazd::
’‘Ohrmazd the Lord created a medicine for every single 
illness and disease brought into the world by Ahreman. 
These medicines smite the illnesses and diseases in 
the same way as bread and water smite and keep away 
hunger and thirst* (Dk vi*308)*>
A pious Zoroastrian must be *ftogether* or 1 in. union*
(haniih) with the gods and ’‘separate* (wizThTdagTh)~^ £rom 
3the demons. The clearest expression for these desirable
attitudes is found in the following saying:
’In religion there are three principal things: 
unioh, separation and moderation.
Union is this: one who, in thought, speech and
action, in every righteousness, is together with 
the gods and good people. This union never perishes. 
Separation is this: one who separates himself in
every iniquity and sin from Ahreman, the demons and 
wicked people.
Moderation is this:: one who is a guardian over
that union and separation, and it never perishes*
(Dk vijfi)*
We may. notice here, in anticipation, that *‘gods and good
people* form one object of union, just as ’demons and
* 9wicked people are the unified object of separation.
Another text interprets the terms in a midrashic vein: 
’Union means chiefly one who keeps his thought, 
speech and action righteous together.
Separation means one who drives every demon away 
from his body and does not let them come back to 
it' (Dk vi.320)..
/Union1, which originally refers to association with 
the gods is interpreted here by a phrase which carries 
the notion out of its natural sphere.10 The midrashio 
technique through which this transformation of meaning 
is affected is incomplete, as it was not applied to the 
definition of ’separation*
It is not easy to answer the question.what such a 
union with the gods implies* The only way to seek an. 
answer to it is to survey the passages which describe the 
proper worshipful attitude to the gods and assume that
they may throw light on the question*
• 11 
Faith implies, as we have seen, constant pre­
occupation. ;with the thought of the gods. That this 
leads to an association with* the gods is;clear from the 
following passage:
*One should never depart from the consciousness 
of the gods in one!:s thought. One ought to 
stick to it so much that one never reflects a 
sinful matter in one’s thought...For always as.
. long as a man thinks of virtuous deeds and right­
eousness the gods who are in his hody remain 
in it and the demons are beaten and depart, and 
when he thinks a sinful thing the demons rush 
into his body* (Dk vi*236)*>
To judge from this passage ’union with the gods* would 
imply the dwelling of the gods in one’s hody*. The 
friendship of the gods also seems to imply union with 
them:
’He who is a friend of the gods never .separates 
his thoughts from the friendship of the gods1'
(.Dk vi*20).
Reverence is another attitude which helps to establish
an association with the gods:
’One ought to have reverence (tarsagah) for the
gods, so that if hardship has come they may save
one from it, and if it has not come less may come
(of it) to one* (Dk vi*K*38d)*
One usually has reverence to the gods, it seems, in
connection with a misfortune and the desire to be saved 
12from it*
One of the most important expressions of worship
is that of self-surrender (xweg-tan abspardan):;
’■'Every man should surrender himself to the gods:
three times every day,> when the sun rises, and
13speak of the existence of the religion ^and the 
gods and the non-existence of Ahreman and the 
demons’ (Dk vi*227).v^
fTo speak of the existence of the religion and the gods’ 
is prohahly a description of the manner in which it is 
possible for a man to surrender himself to the gods.
The act of self-surrender is one.in which the worshipper 
comes into close communion with goodness: -
’He who surrenders himself to the.gods and good 
people so much goodness inhabits him and fault 
and evil are odious to him* (Dk vi.0.77)*"^
The fact that self-surrender can cause a spirit to dwell 
in oneself may make it relevant for the idea of the union 
with the gods. Surrendering oneself is an act of giving, 
which makes it apt to be used as a midrashic definition 
of generosity:
’■Generosity is this:: one who surrenders himself
to the gods only because of love for the soul and 
for the religion* (Dk vi*9l).
The act of self-surrender may bring one into a special 
sort of relationship with the gods, in which one finds 
oneself totally under the care and protection of the 
gods:
’When a man has corrected his character and 
surrendered himself to the gods in submission, 
from that moment on the gods guard him and keep
him like a man who has a promising calf1 and who
ties a cord round its horn and leads it. to the
tilled land, keeping it there where there is good
pasture and keeping it away from a place-where-,
there is harm* (Dk vi.El).
The association which a man can achieve.with the gods:
is, as we see, one in which both parties .play their full
share. The reciprocity and tenderness'which .characterize
this relationship are also illustrated in other, texts:;
'The gods keep, the man of godly character ini
this world not by his own desire and as is hest
for his "body, hut they keep and serve him by that ,
which is most salutary to his soul'.,
'The gods serve, the man of godly nature .in such
a way that they do not prepare and do not let him
have the desire of this body,, Just as a man whose
sick son desires food which seems to him very tasty
but if he eats it he will die or his illnessi will
be more serious,, that man does not assist his son
to have his desire with that foodt; (Dk vi.221f).
Both this quotation and the previous one have in common
the fact that the worshipper's surrender of himself is
16answered by the care of the gods*. According to another
text, when men strive for spiritual things, the gods
17provide them with their earthly needs*
Other evidence that contact between mantf. and the 
gods is direct and w§a?m is found in various forms:
'^Truthfulness is this:: one who, whatever he says,
says (only) that which it is necessary to. say, and 
says it with such circumspection as if god and the 
Amahraspands stand before and behind him listening 
to his word.and visible* (Dk vi.9l)*
The reference to the gods listening to man's words may of 
course be merely figurative, but the expression reflects 
the feeling of personal proximity which is often found 
in passages dealing with man's association with the gods* 
The help accorded to man by the gods is not confined 
to material assistance only* Help in finding one's way 
out of religious error for a man whose intention is pure 
is specifically mentioned::
'One who stands by the gods alone in faith for the 
sake of the soul, even though that thing by which 
he stands is not the religion and the way of the 
gods, G-od does this favour to him that he makes 
his head (turn) towards religion and the path of 
the gods' (Dk vi*210).
Apart from help by giving him guidance out of his error
we also hear that the gods disclose certain secrets to a
man who is worthy::
!:One ought to he worthy of every secret of the
battle, of the gods (•*•?)'. For when a man is
worthy ,> the gods themselves inform him of the
secret of their battle, for the gods desire a
reliable treasurer' (Dk vi.2lU)>
The gods. themselves instruct man of their secrets*,
Their interest in this is in keeping with the idea that
18man was created so as to be a witness to god*. People's
knowledge of the gods is by itself in the interest of the 
19gods*,  ^ The passage quoted above can therefore explain: 
'the more people know the more the gods are powerful'
(Dk vi • 21I{-) * - ,
On a less sophisticated level, the association of 
man with the gods is achieved by simply going often to the 
fire-temple:
*'A man ought to go as many times as possible to the 
fire-temple and to perform the fire ritual reverently 
for the Amahraspands assemble every day three times 
in the fire temple and leave there good deeds and 
righteousness. He who goes there.*.the good deeds 
and the righteousness v/hich the gods leave there 
come more to dwell in his body* (Dk vi*30l)*
1 7 9 *
The process is one by which one infects oneself, so to 
speak, with the beneficial residue of the presence of the 
gods. The fact of the gods1 actual presence in this 
world is mentioned several times in Dk vi:
'The coming of the-spiritual gods to this world 
is first to the fire of Warahran and afterwards 
to other places' (Dk vi*230).
We may also recall the statement according to which 
Ardwahist spends seven months in getig and five months in 
me n o g governing the growth of plants throughout the
20 iyear*. . The gods also come to people1 s houses::
.'One ought to keep one's gate open so that more 
people may come to one's house, for he to whose 
house people do not come the gods do not come to 
his house, because the gods always come most to 
a place where people come most, and people1come 
most to a place where they get food and main?- 
tenance* (Dk vi.'Slo}*
Hospitality thus serves.as another means by which one 
can come into association with the gods* The passage als* 
indicates that the desire for the company of men is as strong 
among the gods as the desire of being together with the gods
is among righteous people. In the words of another 
passage r
t;Eor people are after "bread, the gods are after
i
people, and splendour follows the gods* (Dk.vi.l87)-*>
b *3
Man fighting the demons 
The purpose for which Man-was created by Ohrmazd,
21is to fight the demons and to he a witness to Ohrmazd*
The task of making war against the demons is an arduous 
one.:
*;The demons -should he fought persistently and one 
should not he over come, for when the damage (caused, 
by them) comes to nought, the demons fight*’ (Dk vi*268.) 
- Fighting the demons means primarily not to let them 
penetrate into one * s body:: .
*‘This virtuousness is best:; one who fights against 
the spiritual demons, whatever demons they be, and 
does not let especially these five demons inside 
him:; Greed, Envy,. Lust,. Wrath and Disgrace1 (Dk vi*.
23). ,
22Man being.a microcosm, the significance of his 
overcoming the demons who are in his body is enormous::
it amounts to ousting the demons from the whole world*
'The demons should he driven out from that.place 
where, if they are turned out from there, they are 
turned out from the whole of this world... That place
The point of this saying is here presented, again, as a\ solution 
to a riddle: there is an obvious element of surprise in the 
disclosure that what one has to. do in order to banish the 
demons: from the whole world is merely to e:xpel them from 
oneself. But there is another, equally important, though 
somewhat puzzling, aspect to this idea. It is by no means ai 
good,practice to seek to fight the demons who are not in^  
one's own house:
'One should loolt for the demons in one's own house, 
not in that of other people. For one who looks in. 
his own house finds, and when he desires he can drive, 
them out of his house; but,one who looks for them in 
the house of other people does not find them1 (Dk vi.129)* 
A man who engages in fight against the demons of other people 
is;, in the words of another passage, 'a seeker of battle1
such a restriction on the battle ag
one may imagine, one ought- to fight wherever they can be 
found. Two complementary suggestions can be advanced. The
is this: oneself and one's family* (Dk vi. 130)J^
(Dk vi. 132). One may wonder what x^ eason ther'Byis for pi
'*'U
war on the. demons is a personal matter. As the demons 
dwell in man, only the one -concerned with them can advance 
real resistance and ultimately drive them away. Another man 
can no more than explain and instruct, but he cannot fight 
that man's demons.. On the social level, it would seem 
that the practice of fighting the demons of other people 
may easily lead to : the phenomenon of witchr-hunting, which 
must have been \an inherent danger in such a strictly 
dualistic society. The warnings to concern oneself with 
one's own demons'unimot with other people's may be 
calculated to’- avert this, very real danger. r
, 'Ideally, if every one devotes, himself to the task of 
fighting his own demons,, it will be possible to drive 
Ahreman entirely away from the world,- as* his place is only 
in the bodies of men.■ -
Ahreman and the demons constantly try to gain mastery 
..over people by various stratagems* These include worship 
of self, worship of wealth,- hypocrisy and heresy;they 
try to . instil into a person/the-- hope and confidence that
he will not be caught. It is possible to fight the
■ 28 ■ - 29 30:demons by love and friendship', by charity, by poverty^
and by righteous action. = It is possible to defeat the demons
" 32 ' • ■by the sacred fires, to split them by avoiding bad
■ 33 -
character, to smite them by doing righteous deeds- at the
. .': - 31l • . :
appropriate time* When it is difficult to vanquish the
demons by rejecting them. outright, it is still possible to
resort to the device of cheating them by constantly
delaying the commission, of their sins, saying, 'Not today “
but tomorrow I shall do if *, .thus causing them great
distress when they discover their deception* - Other things;
.which protect, a man from the temptations:, of Ahreman are ..
the thought of the chiefs, the meeting of the.good and the
birth of high priests.- v - ; ..
 ^ : -It is -extremely important for av man. never to feel
-himself’.;completely under the sway of the demons.., even
after he has .committed sins: .  ^ -
f 'For' a sin and ;offence. (?) which are committed one
‘ , nhould, not tear oneself away from belonging to .the
gods and should not surrender oneself to the demons.,
-■ . One should not think in this manner: ."As I have
committed a sin, for this 'reason I belong to the
- s demonsM* . f 'v
; When a man commits, a; mortal .sin and does-not surrender
- -himself to the demons, Ahreman and the demons can
/. ; regard him less as their own than a man who has
ft-1 .committed a paltry sin and;, surrenders himself to the
- demons of his- own accord; and regards himself as:-*
■belongingftb.■ the demons1 (Die vi#272). .
The. danger is that despondency for sins committed may lead
one to think, that he belongs to the demons, which thought
would amount nearly to an act of self-surrender to the
demons, the worst enormity which is the counterpart to
37
the surrender of oneself to the gods:.
Despair in the face of the power of evil is unjustified.
as the capacity which Ahreman and the demons, possess; to
38cause harm is limited* The damage which'they are able 
to inflict upon the world. is no more than a/.small, part 
of whatfthey- aim at: :. • iff . f-'\ ,
! If, Ahre.mah and ,:the demons, fere capable of tringing 
into the material world .even a small, discomfort and 
harm; which they desire to inflict; on the creatures;
■ of Ohrmazd just: as' they desire, and prepare, it ini 
the spirit;,. - then all the; creatures of Ohrmazd would
be destroyed* But when, they arrive in the
material world only a;very trifling thing remains 
and little harm is done1 (Dk vi*307)* .
185.
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Reward from the spirit®
The counterpart to fighting the demons is the rewardl 
or hoon which one is not only entitled to expect from 
the spirits, hut which is actually a virtue to expect: 
f The' belief in the spirits is of- many kinds* - This 
too is belief in the spirits: those who, believe the 
spirits to be benevolent, so that they can give the 
goodness.; of this world to men, and they seek the 
goodness of this world from them* (Dk vi• 102) •
The benevolence of the gods; extends to providing map. with
‘ ’ •' 39 ' f - ' :things of this world; To believe in this, and to
demonstrate' this belief by asking the gods:to-provide one
with their•good things is a commendable pious? at1i tude:
?Every person ought to desire things from* the gods,.
for whoever desires finds1 (Dk vi.137)* \
A way of obtaining things from the gods, we are told, is
by worshipping them openly.^0 , -
It is an expression of faith in a high:degree to
j  |
expect, good things; from the gods even after.a misfortune. 
Such an expectation demonstrates, one assumes* the 
continuing trust in the gods and the fact that one is ’
not subject to despair.
The ; common form- under which’ one- expedt® good things; .
from the gods is the desire.for reward for good deeds. To 
desire such a reward, is considered, one of the greatest 
duties of the Zoroastrian:
*To men these three things; are the greatest duties: to. 
have one’s eyes on the world, not to hlame a sinner 
who is guilty of accidental sin, and' to ask the reward 
of good deeds from the spirits* (Dk.yi. 1 3 ),. - -
Other sayings;, specify more clearly that the injunction is 
* to seek .reward, for good things, from the spirits;, not from . 
earthly beings* V
. A more subtle form of.reward: is to have the gratitude 
( spn®) of the. gods: , .. /
*One ought to be a, suppressor of complaint, resigned, 
diligent and confident in doing good deeds, and to 
-seek gratitude:from the spirits* (Dk vi.29)•
That the gods owe gratitude to men for their good deeds or 
sufferings on their behalf in thisworld is also confirmed 
by the words of the two priests who undertook hard labour.. 
One’ of the reasons for* their.-way of life, as they explained 
to Wahdad, ^ son, of Adur-'Ohrmaad,; is that * in this thing there 
is to us even gratitude, and there is consideration and 
approval from material and spiritual beings * (Dk. vi .D.d) * 
Another illustration for this pious attitude is found in 
the sentence of Baxt-Afrxd: * I had no blissful thought
until-I desired,: purity from myself and approval from the 
gods* (Dk vi.Il.22e)*,, ; f
. Although we have had clear reference for;the expectation 
of .good things from the gods in this world, the hope of
reward from the .gods is largely a matter of the -expectation
for the dffe .after death. ; .Various passages illustrate 
how:the gods rescue the spirit of a righteous man in the ;
Reckoning of; the Spirits; from, the hands of the demons., 
claiming that that spirit is their own*- . Part of the 
reckoning consists of questions in answer to which the man 
' has to report: of his desires and deedsrin the worlcU - 
The aim of the reckoning is to achieve ahalance to the 
amount of foil and, suffering undergone by the mail during 
'his life;: . 7'V;; ' v i
' . ’If a man lives by the religion of the gods, the/gods 
seethis toil in this world, so that even if. he has come 
into pain by. foot, he lives rightfully on his work, 
done by hand• Discomfort, hunger, thirst, care and 
i f disease which come to him, —  the spirits carry them
for him at the Reckoning .and preserve them * (Dk vi. 106) • 
The. idea ;of -the balance between the suff ering-(and bliss
of the two. worlds serves to justify the pain voluntarily
; - A ' ' - : • " JLlr- '
accepted, by pious men in this, world. A  • -' . ■
, _ ■ ■ . , .. . , ' . 1 8 8  * . •
• As the expectatioii-of reward is an expression of the
religious, attitude, and .as the- rigilteous . and. the -gods form.- 
a common army against the demons and the wicked, it is 
natural that the life;, of righteousness should, he viewed' ;
in terms of self-interest, for :;Qne. is ensured! of reward!: •
for’ this effort, and one helps, at the same time to vanquish ‘ yy 
one’s enemies: , - . ’ - 1 ' • H'
’Ohrmazd desires of:men t h i s ’’fifhatever you do:, do it 
V ' 1 for:, yourselves^ ahd ; do,’it-;as much as you wish ’ ’ ♦ -y
Ahreman, desires'; this.:;. ’’Donbt dorit for .yourselves* and '1
[doVnot] do it as much as you./wish” ,(-Q^  vi*3 2 )v y
; /’ y ■ y :'J■ V ; \;;ydv yy:y. : '■ ■ - y-y y; y"y : y . :V y {i
Gods: and good people . . A . ' ' - v \
. The frequently used phrase * gods and good people ’ ." •
- (yazdanud welian) has consider able significance for the , yyy
: understanding of the; structure yof the religion of Dk: vi* •
It comes in such sentences'as: .’Union ■ is this: one who is 
together :with the’ gods and goqd p.eop l e ; or: - y
.<■ ' ’One ' who surrenders himself to the gods and good ■ y ■. yyy 
.. - people so. mu ch goodness inhabits him and fault and . f ;
evil are’'odiousytorhim’;: (fk vi•0*77/’) • y y . V ;,y.:
, Ityseems remarkable: that one can surrender oneself not y y yf 
hnly tp spirits but ;also to people* From another quotation yyy
A
it seems that to associate, with good people i s .in itself a 
way of, associating oneself with the. gods:.y.-y
v ’One who is here with the .good will he there with the 
v |0fss.ig , One who Is here'with the wicked will. be there 
with the demons. (On) being here with the good and the 
' -wicked this was! said: Withw^homsoeyer one is in thought,
speech and; deed, one : is the' same .(as he Is) ’ (Dk vi.133)* 
The passage, shows that association with good.people ’here’ y, 
corresponds: .in some way.;to ^ association with the godsthere’: 
the adverbs a^ re as ' usual equivocal, as they;may refer: 
eilher to- the' distinction between the material world and 
the spiritual- world (getig and mehog) or the.distinction 
between this world and theynexty Another, ‘saying in Dk vi. 
shows clearly, howevery: that association with the gods is 
basically of the' same kindyas association with good people, 
though there is a difference of/level. Those who belong to 
the level of ythe. $athai*y;ft. says/, associate with the gods, . 
while those who belong to the . .level of the Hadha manthra 
associate with righteous-people* .and those- who belong to 
the D ad sect ion of the Avesta. associate with worthy p e op1e• ;
Dach of the two: latter -kindslof, association tan be regarded 
as reflections:, on a somewhat lower level, of the highest .y 
idea-1, which is • to be - together with the .gods. - That this
is how the authors of the sayings in Dk vi regarded the 
matter is clear beyond doubt from a midrashic interpret­
ation of a curious phrase::
* ”He has eaten with the gods”1 is this:' to eat 
with good people’ (Dk-vi*319)
The close connection, which is felt to exist between 
gods and good people .is no doubt connected with the doctrines 
we have already had occasion to discuss;, the idea that the 
gods dwell more in good people than in ordinary men is 
certainly a factor which explains the notion. The term 
’'good people’ clearly refers to the group; of human Afeings 
who embody in themselves the.highest religious virtues and 
the greatest proximity with the gods. They, seem almost 
to be more than mere humans:,
Uhrj$azd xwes hem ayab Ahreman? 
yasdan xwes hem ayab dewan? - - ,
wehan.xweS hem ayab w attar an?-' ■ " .
mardom hem ayab dew? (PN, PhlT* I}.1.9”ll)
’Do I belong to Ohrmazd or to Ahreman?1 .
Do I belong: to the gods or to the demons?.
Do I belong to the good or to the wicked?'
Am I a man or a demon?T; .
The order !n this passage:, AinwhichAthe -question with 7 ' v
. regard to, helonging to the good or the wicked precedes 
the one .whichyenquiresy whether. the questioner ..himself/ is a ./
. man or'/adeinoii^ ; seems, to suggest, that wehan denotes' some ;
A being who is more than aAmah.y:It/is! also perhaps: significant
that the question with regard to the- good- andA'the wicked is . y>y
,. y;A .phrased in the same words as-the two .previous ones:, ,and it 
- Ay may.;be v;taken:yo^ . imply " that one can belong to; the go od or to 
■ - A-the wicked/inAthe; same way. as one;belongs wither to Qhrmazdyand A,
y ; the - gods, or .to .Ahreman ;and; the:. demohsV AAfiA seemsy - therefore., y ;
';A y-that;thi s ^ passage - lends' support:; to. theA-imp res sion one.Aget si ;yAA 
■•■•V A ■ AffomAthef p r e v i q u s y q u o i ^ ^ j good ypebp-Le:f;; is. .a-. .' Av; At A A At;
.;y, y Ay:t'~:£echnioak t e ^  denotes* the; smald group of A People ill, y-
A:y y : :- ;, -Atheyeckmiun^  a^ttained; tp Ath0Ahighe'styspirifdal: Af ■ Any ;AA:
A y y ;y • - AA keveiyAto 'hsSbciatii’with; f ^ mAts . ^nearly :as desirable as>. -yy 
AyAyy A toA as sob fate; with the :godh.. ;y^ The A various-injunctions for - y AA:; 1 
. ’;,yA:^ ^ :; bohsUltatiohiof :gqod peopie^bccbme/rniore::p.reaise;. and. definiie AA; 
A.-;.- A Ay Ay : in the light; of this ;re:alization,!!and Aalspvpu'ch - sayingsr as Ay;-AAv 
vyx.AAy;.; A' theAfoiiowihgjiiy; Ay' Ay A ;AAy .AA: AaAA, AA A'-A^ fyyA.'"-'A , /y.vAy-
■" A'yA: AA A y • One ought to be grateful to the gods for a good thing ;
, ,y- .:y: Ay.yA- A;-which:has -cdme:AandAto. sharey if w^bAth^ goody-,;yAA:
- y-yAi. A '- A 'AA; ^ .;people,uhdttb leaveyit Aid tHe;; gods,. for :the-ieward: • A-AA 
A •; V A: A 1 'v-t-AAyV oomesi byy itself:f rdm that;: placeAwherb; itA ought to ; ; AA A
" i f  ■ - /, ■. : ' ■ ' " ; ; • 192.
ccme1 ('AfazAti, PhlT 151 §62)i7
The expression 1tp share things with good,people1 
would thus refer .-specifically to sharing with certain
y known people in the. bommunity,, .and would: cease to he'
. yy.'' A • A A- .■ .A • '"/Ay ^8 V ’ ; - ■" ’ ' ' A A •
a. vague and. general: statement ;The quest!bn: as
toA the identityfof these people is very likely to A
y . • • he related, to that, of the, poor, driyos, . who,, are/
A ’di scussed helow./ Another Aterm . which; sometimes refers
: to these people is ahlaw f the righteous*, hut .usually
’A A A  ', :•••: -A-.,'- A A. ’ , A 1±9 ■ A'* • .- A A"A->
■ .. . •: this is afmuch wider/termyA''"AA ■■-■AA" ; .-A , AA ■
' / R i ght e o u sne s s: -
10 * ; Alilaw! and druwand.. A Al v y
A . -!!,Ahlawxh;/ds the condition:of being righteous, ahlayihi 
denotes the idea:of righteousnessv They come in opposition,, 
the first. to druwandfhi,and the, second to druzfh, or 
druzanih* ? The: :notion .of. righteousness ini Zoroastrianism 
does not indicatean.ideal state pf being the attainment 
/of "which viaAalmbsi/impossible in thlswworld* It represents: 
fatherya -pdiie .of^ iAiith andf^ v
‘phAeyery' member' of the community^' A-nYA/a 'A‘. i \
' f A,*Highteousnesslis principally’ that :thing which . - ‘
A; .A every ;;pneA;is Acapable of ;doing, and which Ohrmazd. -v 
the Lord also requires of every one* He who does 
not do it /is under guiItf (Dk vi.10).,
Hot only is: this. aVconditiohi which is open- to.: every one, 
it is also within free.;reach of every one, for it is one 
of the two things' which fall, within the category of 
1 action*.;(kuniSn), viz. own or independent action, in
■ _ __ i
the scheme devised by Adurbad* . The heading’ kunlsn 
comprises, apart from being an ahlaw or a druwand., only 
the condition of * being a; (proper) priest?, warrior,, 
or husbandman*. Of the'five categories which make up the 
world only ’action* can be 'regarded, as entirely left: to 
the freedom of the individual.. All the other categories;
• y n  '/'AA' ' 'A7,;'"'" .A vi; yy: ■ y.A;’ y ;.y •' ■ / -194* y y  -
A ■ . . • ' ' ,A:‘ ' A t  A: A-- -AA '1 - ■■ ■ 2
' imply- a:- position, over, .which'-- the.'individual--has-no; power*
1 A / A FveryybheAshould he: able to distinguish between-the .
: two states of Abeing, ahlawih and druwandfh: ' A:
. AA. A-!At ailA times one should distinguish one !s desire,
: A  ' and with, regard .to things. which . are stated in the
- ' c. --A world with- certainty as r-ighteoushessyor wickedness- •
v'A • one should consider: ’’Am I of good or .evil desire?”
■ AA'; 'A.v . r ;(DkV;yi*I36:)-.;v ■ AA--Ay AAy: 'y- A-; y  ,. y ,
y A:;AlhoAcrit asAhas^niheMyAbeen n o t i c e d * i s  the A
.1 ;; - AcommohAppirioh-hf Athpc people;. ,;l;ihis: serves; as :an objective 
A iA : A'sfaiidardAagainst, which it is possible to check one * s own 
■; . A desire * . But f t  may also have been keahtyto help achieve A
' . . the - i d e h l ; ;they;3ointAA’effoirt, of the community. This
• /ideal ranks. so .high that it ■ can, legitimately■‘■offset even 
- a good! action: y ' y ' . A/. ■’ A:WAA-'‘AnV;:. ' A:V. yAA 1 > ; r
- 'A,. 1..A;-TheyAsaid this rconcernihgybne Awho . is cooperative/
h : AAA in thiSi world: ; (It -ls) thafiman who does .not wish 
A ' ■■ A A Ay A.’,; to ;do- anything apart. When he is told to do much
- A . -go od and.! evil, apart, e ven thehi he - does not act -
> -vA apart * (Dk vi.82). ! . A y  ‘ ; A
if' our translation fs;icorrect ;the: saying .seems to commend 
A : d  mah who-rbfusesAtoA abt ;* dpartf , that;is* presiimably, ; 
in: a manner different f  rom' other people ,• even. i f . he is 
: asked to do a good thing.• The passage illustrates; the
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great^.importance attached to. c;611ahprati6n between- people,; 
for which other examples are also found* ^  The gods set 
; the standard for thi a mode, of -behaviour, f or'theyhenefit 
-’e.ach .other1 , ’ for whi ch re as ohthey are eternal,; where as - 
the demons deceive: each othep*^ ••*. ; •
vHighteousnes's its Indeed a ..way of. following the . gods * ;
V It i s the one thing in-, thi s world. whi ch- doe s -not: p.erish, ^ , :
: Doing good deeds means * to do the matter of the.gods*:
(Dk vi *2 6 7) •;' . If a .man J does everything for1 the. sake of 
the gods alone.V b:.he-^ ’hecoiftes - righteous/by it - .no; matter 
H how he, does it,: (Dk vi*273 ) •' - The one binding Condition 
;',;fbr an; action; to^  be ’righteous, isfthat it must: be. inV ■ .qr 
throught religion (pad den,- Dk yi.hl) # ' - . V : :
v . . fhat ighteousness is .principally that thing which ;
every one is ■:cap abletof doingf t(Dk’:vi^  19, quoted above) - : -
; is true ;in ahothen sense as- fell,: Almost; any .' action can.1 
i;be regarded as r i ght e ous if i t ; i s > done with the if i ght_ 
intent!on*.Whether one desires ■ to be, wealthy- of poor,< 
'learned or : one without learning-,- -ii is always ^ possible; for 
V; one to be ahlaw provided 6he has: the^  rightvpious attitude*/ 
■-.’But;alt hough tbherev are various ways by which one, can become 
/ nhlaWf '^ there; are. different vdegrees of:, levels, of this state 
fhe liighest are those who belong to the. G-atlia: they are .
characterized by spiritual apprehension1 concerning 
wickedness. Those who belong to the lladha manthra. - 
division of the Avesta have apprehension from-bad fame*
The .lowest degree, those who belong to Dad, have apprehension 
from an earthly ruler (Dk vi*70). The last attitude is 
specifically discouraged in the. passage v/hich ..comes earlier:
- *?hot. for* anxiety or for f ear' should . a man . ‘
seek escape from" sinfulness1 (Dk vi*69)*
Despite this disapproval,; doing" virtuous actions for fear 
of an earthly ruler is still considered'to be within the 
limits of. righteousness in Dk vi*70*, It . is however the 
mark of the lowest, the most earthly type of piety, the 
one which is, associated with the division.of the Avesta 
concerned with;-giving prescriptions for everyday behaviour*. 
Another passage of the same type gives a threeTfold division 
of,mankind corresponding to the sections of -the Avesta where 
a different set of distinguishing marks for the groups is 
found# Thfeeumarks are made use-,of in this passage; the 
company which they keep-"” gods and not demons, righteous 
and not: sinners, worthy and. not unworthy; the .measure of 
their possession “- evening and m'orningimeal ;f or the first, 
group, what may be done righteously for the second,, and 
what may be done by law for the, third group;; and finally the
punishment forttheir' sins,:'';:w]ilbX^'is:\shamereproof for 
- the Datha groupyrthe whipubf tatoneitfent f or; the middle -group 'A 
- and short life^ f orlthe Mad ; group t{Dk. vi * 206) . The: d'is- 
" 1 tinhtfohs; made.;, dn thi svp ass age;; bmp iffy and: to a certain ex- - , 
tent throw further' light on „the distrihutibn;;of - the' righteous, 
made- in Dk vi.70*. tThe/twoftexts-combinedVgive;.,:ua;;a.'picture- 
of. an estahlished.;.view ofreligious. h i e r a r c h y w h i c h  has.
: nd'thing to do with^ the priestly one , where people are -judged .
■ by . their- spir itual/AchievementV tthb; /highestidegree i s 
/characterlbad;.by:.;extreme- continence, as regards, material 
; pbSsessiohs>/bhti;ln;the field of spiritual ^ attainment;;they 
converse directly with the gods, their apprehension is 
1 spiritual1, :and::All:/ - t ^ ^ - r e g a i r e ^ i B : :  shame ’ 
:;bhdyreprpbf * Onthe;:lbwestilbvei/peppl^ the;.
' regulations. of the' law and;- by the ; fear of a. ruler*^ :
■ .1: : The .divisions /discussed so far af e:;not/the only - ones ;
.■feich we.jfind in.the, -andarz' texts*.: A  threefold division ‘
of .people/is :a favourite thembiwlth the Pahlavi writers:;.-. t 
.; b .^ Feqple consistofthree-:-fybeS::r, ;ohe : is- saved, one 
!,/ is not guilty, one is ' guilty*! Bayed;' is ■ he' who /- 
’*;■: ; V..- hears the thingb/frcrni^he'-;'godbtandfcarries it out •> 
hot guilty is he who fo 11 ows. that man:who,;.;heafd.;;the; 
thing"* ' ' Guilty is he who/ turns away from the dawst ^
Here only the two first "groups are within the-hounds of 
righteousness. The view of society in this passage is. 
simplified, for the division of men contained in the 
previously discussed texts implied, a fourth typef those 
who are outside the pale of religion. Among the virtuous 
we have in our present text the hbsic distinction between 
the godly man, the one 1who hears the thing from the gods* 
directly, who corresponds,: undoubtedly to the first type in 
the previous texts, the one who is in the company of the gods:; 
and the -average; pious, man,- who follows the/teachings of. the 
divine:; this group is divided into two-classes in the 
previous t ext s. ' We see - from this,comp ari son that - although
the number three in the division of men is fortuitous, both 
systems share a certain basic,evaluation of people according , 
to "their degree - of; rightecusness., \.one whi ch recognizes a ; 
degree of spiritual accomplishment high, above the average9, 
while it accepts.and tolerates the fact that,most people 
fall far short of that level*
Other passages dealing; with' groups of people in 
:relation:.to their rightequshess are found* A text which 
de a is. with two types on the .fringe of religion says:; 
iFeople who do not stand in the religion of the 
gods are . of -tw.o kinds ;/- .deceiver and deceived* The 
deceiver is one who- knows himself that what he does
199 •
should not be done, and he does it for the sake of 
lust and bddaly:/de'S:lrevlThe deceived one /is a person 
■who believes., that. what he does- is righteous, : and he 
‘ does it for the sake of the soul* Every one who. is . ;
.a deceiver is druwand, and a deceived person is ’ /
ahlaw1 (Dk vi.27h) • . - i -
In this distinction it is significant.that the. criterion : 
for .-marking the borderline of righteousness; is the man1 s;. 
intention*! The/notion;of righteousness/which emerges from ; 
this text is again!in.,uonformify ;With the 'conclusions'y ■! ;■ ■ !
previously dr.awh.1 It is clear that the concept of ahlaw 
:includesieyery man, who;, is not.' 'actually -draw a n d and that it 
does not by itself denote any particularly high spiritual 
achievement,; although it may sometimes be used intia sense 
, which. makes, it close to the much more narrowly defined term.
,1 good people1, fwehan) *^ ..
Righteousness , it is certain,, is ; a notion which reflects; 
standards of /subjective1 attitude, as opposed to ones which 
are based on legally definable rules. Thus, for example, 
a. text ..says: 1 There are cases when one tells the truth' and 
becomes thereby druwand, and there are cases when one tells 
lies and becomes thereby ahlaw!; (Dk vi.B.8) *. As we remember
that ;truth!ahd!lie.varevbasic /Opposites- of the 
./Zhroas'trfah...reilgiqn;,‘ possible/ ..to appreciate the
• ■ conees si on: made1' by thi s seht ence. , The . element ary 
'position of.tZorQastrianisp Was .phrased in the preceding.
V paragraph! ;lThe/foremost , thing is" truthfulness, . and the ■" 
worst / thing is- de ce i tf ulne s s1 ' (Dk vi. B. 7); never the le s s, - 
• the. re 1 i gious a ignif icance of a lUHnah.;ubterahcel:is; deter- 
mined not only by its beihg- truthfulorotherwise but >aiso ' 
by its context and inteiition.yi-This-/fa;hot:-';1bel.Only\ 
'/pl'aoeqin; Zoroastrian literbthib-WhOrdtherabsoiute^^^ v
’ ; 1 de as; of good, and evil are ; cons idered to b e" c apab le ; of .;. 3..-V 
:unde,f going ;modif i cation-in'bccor d anoewi th; reali tyjb^ut- '/ 
i/lyvmaylwellybe; that;the/tyhbyqfythought ' eucouhtbred ■ Is
.l/pArt!of Ah /elaborate religious-bystem^/Which isl charactef^lf 
1/ istlc of; the cirele /of; readers';.to/whom ' the/. is: >addressed*, 
y t/Apart/lrbm -s^^ of . . : \
. righteoushe ss there s e era ;/bl| o to / be ■ ■ r itual di s t i net ions./ A 
; There is; a scale •pfVvalhes/be - virtuous deeds r ;/ y / i!: ;
!:Many are tho se works/'/ofvirtue .which are ,so petty ., 
'■yyyyvbihat (even) when one- does, them to. very numerous C?)
;f b  /■ l p e op le /oheyhanhbt "become; righteousthrough-them.:; .t- ’/,/
: And - there yareylhosfc are . so.. ,> - ■'
/great'/than;when; one does them to: a single person
.N
; one •'feecomes righteousf’ through; them. .We; men ;
;; ;; shouldyhevvv^ :rhhX^hat;the ^eat works *. ;•
i; : of virtue may.hecome Jour s|J x(l)k .yi #161). '
It is; not.rdesirahle’:^to^ he too^ ;muGh;'£h)sprh.ed:^ f n, the.;-doing
o f pettyvlrtuous bwqntes :,yffoffpjaXyfHb -perferme,ypethy^TO 
"of. qvir, the . overmuhhy.'th^ work xro^ h-vlrttie; he comes
removed from him’ (Dk vi.158). 1 J indulging .:ih: the per~ : 
formanpe of .petty worlcs car r ies- with: it. considerable:
: -j/vV V.\. ,-'*i *:Av petty work of JJyirtue^dh:, a^hitdingtof j;hlns 
 ^-Jj:; ;./Ji ’For a grievous siir.whieh^‘i:s; committed; in less :/. 
v: :; .; vey,identv'lbh ■' ace ouhtyof the pet ty work of virtue - 
q f f  ' and it coines less' to correction* (.Dk vi 
The relative evaluation of works of ./Virtue: hyj/the jorthodbx. ■ 
must have: heCrfcontested.:hy^heterodpx sectS> for--\ah-f eversai•■ 
I; ■ of orthodox values.;in fhis;respect -fs considd^ed he a
mark' of J heresy; (Dk-:^v;ivl59):* : / ' ' r / q f f h  ■ ;h 
• ' Obedience to a ruler has as, much weight as any -
. ; :;virtuous deed': " b f . - - - ;;//;-y y f ; : • - .
byy.vy'; :tf  vehyilievgre^ act: of ,yirtue> : w h e n . ; r,:'
io rd rul e r has ;^yen> one the -order not to ’ '
f f  y f  p’erf orm \it>vdhe ;should-'not;pefform;;-ih> f and: hie*
;y - ' ' W h o  does it is a. knave*.- "for .(if tft is'performed)
; ;.c it is hot tan. .apt .ofvirtue- butte;grievoub?; sin*? and. . •
;/ \..y:y*yyt V ' y j ’ : 'y y'y t:-hy y : V.y f  jf-yyy ' '. ' 202.
y ■ one i s> for one* s o w n : ' f a r t > y r u n d e r / ;v> ■ y yy
y V  ;1 .; y iy; y they!ordshipyis. ektingufshed^q(:D k y v i * : 2 3 ? X « ; •"■'.*
t ' yyy,y.,,y ;* ', y; yy. yy- .y-Cv y y  -y-,y. " :yyvyy y  - . 12 ■ -:
y . Lordship has supreme..religious valueyof its^own^..-,.-which; y.y
yy y  ■-y ,-.; 1 disobedience i s : likelyyt oyundermine * y: • A. spec if 1 g example ' . y , y:
q . y ; , .y'- y'fop; thisyruleyis; given ;in;theypas sage- whichyfollowsythey yy
y,..,- . . y.oneyquotedv where the case of a subgect who asks his ' yi i  yy"'
,yi y y'y • 1 ruler whe the r t o perform' t h e dron r  1 tual lay mentioned*’ vy. ,1 y yj
y . y y M . thoughythe Jruler ought notyto; .refuseypermissionyyif - : y: y:
’ - yy.;. ’' y;yhey:dpesyandthe ,ht$'3ubt;neverthelessy^pebf orms,the 1  itual,; yy: y y
;yy'-y; * ; y t " yit'-iu hotyanted ty Cf/wor yonedis" reminded ' yi-
£ ■ lyl-Vfyy of the - exception clause yihythetandarsypf: Wuhhrgiih^
y'y; y y. ; -'yyf ihkftfe ;desire .tpystriveylnydbl^ ^yyi by
'y. yl v yy hVy ■ t:how , since; mypdesire" is‘ to strive in Jr ightebusne s s ' J fy yy :
y fv/ty v y by ; y and to abstain from sin, lyhave refrained from y y yy -' y
■y tfty-ydy . ; deliberate sin' by my.;desireyasymuch ;asybD ■ ;y iyyfj
y;v . y y yy. excepting that: ( sin) whicli. has arisen from doing f t ;
yy y y f  fy. f t  the commands of they lords ;of-the time and of bad ... :yy t
y.-y y:y y. y \ spvefeightyh with regard^ 1; am helpless,1 yyy vyy
y;/>v;/ -..yy .q ■ ■ y;; yy*yyyyvyyy:. - y
yy- = yy y . yfhis clause^y it-fs. how; olear^tis hot Japologetle in characterl^' 
V y' -because fb;6bey'fhe ruler ih-such matters is :obviously ■ ;■
■|. : ‘ ; iy f  he , correct y thing, ty do*, yy;' y; y ■ .yy; ' • . yy-.':-'l:Jy y v';- iyy-y y ■
5 . The' phrase vhear: ud he w 121 red ’ without remedy .and' - : '
not being able to dispose *1 describes:a state of constraint 
yunder iffiich/oheyis"'freefrom responsibility: fory.sins '/// 
committed - or for good deeds omitted, and it may also y T , :1
,; perhap s refer - prtiiiar ily, ib, constraint under o r d e r s ; 'yyy'’ 
y Mortal sins, ./however;,;. are not covered by this excuse y / / :y
‘ : y One trait'of the concept of /hightepusness .which has ;;
y,;y y not yet been- stfssed,us its character nf;, active, diligent; 
: .'// striving:. * f y f  -/-ly ■ yiy' ■ yy. yy ■ ;/y •'' '; /////;■■; yy/../ y : f  / •
y;y y, /// /’One oug^tyt </%/''diligent. in righteousness, . iy yy-;.■ y . 
// iV- / y beneficent and of good JshareyinVeatingyandy ;/y y- ; i /’/. 
y 'yyy I', pcssesslngv '■£Cr -eyenyiheym^® diligent,*
; , /  / .^virtuous, belief icent ;dhl; Iqas;t pdwerful ,/ when'hey. .
y; ./;. y comes t d t ^  • of ;,the. Spirits his desire - *1
;b ::; y //■■..- isyfhis;:: ..would; that I had eaten and possessed /
; / less/and hadydoneymore ’/(Dk:vl#£Df) ' / / ■ ■ y- ' - \
. :/;/y; There is never, a sense of; satisfaction inyone * s : righteous 
; ; . yachievement when it comes to be/measured- by the scales of '
; ; .■ the; last yfdgemehi:b y;'.'' //- ///yyy. y. -y '/'■";/ . y y ■;•
; ; ’' y^y/dnythe;yReckpnihg; of the;' Spirits people are over- y 
- '/; , {; ;■ comey by cohfritionyandbrepexitJance;* for not. doing *:■ y 
Jyy.. additiphal pious Jdeedsywhicf they/couldyhave' done i m _
/V . / y/yyyf i M s / w b r l f  (jDkyf *,2 19)'*/yb//-:/f/b//by y
• • yy y, y But'this 'feeling of ..insuf f iciencyshould never turn into.;/; /;/ y 
ivy y qne/ofb despaary/for then q/eyisyliiely J toy fhllbinioy yb ;
y.v- liandf o flu/reman jyyhor/:;shou ^ yyyv-yy
one/of;morqs'e;:desppndehcyy;for >this. goes;-against’bthe y'y y.v.; yy/yt 
y -y"; ; y Jaimfhf^ '::Zorpastriah/sm> yt o .adhieveb/o^ .y/'b;
, -. one who Is ahlaw are, visible when he .is drunk::; reverence ,> y ' :
y y ; ' qeacefulhess/bfriendship: tq;; people, vgenerosity -and desire -..y./
b _ y.;. ^ b^y/.ofrpeaqeiy^Jy/b, ' / b /-./ y /-/v/i//ybbb ;,/yyy.\y./yy / - . . y y  ;
yy y y, .y y 11 • Sin,;-ahdyrep.enbahqe;*, yy ;;y byyy by -byy-y^ y- y// /y/byy ■; y.yyy''/y.by yy
, ' bybybb ''-/yyy-' ■ y y ,/ '.y~b by/ra^,// y-; by ■ //by b/b/y/y-y * '■ y ■//: y
yy y by ■ yyy;/ :,,y:y y  _ ..,-// V';yb ' / ' ' Sin.: y/b ' ■ *. ; • b.b/yyy/b b ' :y / v  b yy
fy by/ ■ y . . Freedom fr.oiir ;sin'dsJJus: much "a Rescript ion ypf rights'..  b y
/b : y/; beousness, as -the positiveyaccpmplxshment' -of/ virtueylsf : '"'-yy/ 
; :yb /cyy /The essential thing for the vorthodok is- lack . / yy /,
■ yy y :■ / ;y of sihfulnessi . (Dk vi,8)/^b: / b y  v y //■■
y ' y Ahoihenyexpressiph for the idea ; of. being free from sin is y
J y "  y be ing free from fear ( abehimlh);> ? viz;. > theyf earbuf; the y
y.'; . / finai/gudgemerit:, y/fonbwheh-a man/is freeyfrom sinyhe.has /
/  //y-. yy ;'bho/fe'af'yfrd)hyyah^yqihety_--(;Dky'vi.:319/V'’' Q h e f  hould avoid 
I . . t ./everything-wlthyhegardyto which one* s. desire ultimately. ;. y
;: /'"' wi 11 yv1 Wouldythatbiyhadyhoty;takehf hd-jdbne this-. *rb yb- "y ;-/;
V ;;/<"yy '':KnqWledge; of /sin■■■is impqhtaht >y.ahd dp ing/things y y  by yb‘ 
y y-..bwithhufy;suffieientb;]mowledghyarb/l "b
.1. (xwadb-do k agili) » y /■/ Commo id on ini oh /is here too an imp o r t - . -/'■ yyy;
■ /ant oriterioh fpr/dqdidiu things; are/hinful*^ -// • y ^/. :/;
y , y.The Vexistence /ofV strong;publipy op inipn/against / the; /;/■/■ 
y I ■ y b: cbmrnis aion- - of/ sins - may. he blnf erred;f rom ;tibe - fact: that - sins- /y, 
y b v /byare/said/th^ committedyihyqqprett-:y;by y-./y y / ;/;;/ /yyy/y.. b ;//./•'■■ 
y . yb  ^yy/;:,;-ito pe/dPimTion terms for sin bare/diff erentiatedbyin the- •//
- * ./yy.:y/yf:qllQV^ingy;saying, hut as the treatment ofythemis midraship, - b 
/' b / /.Aheb'insi^i ,into the precise; definition' of the terms;;/ :/
■; : • : is; limited': . - by•;; . ./ ./• S / y  yf/b/ybbb yb/y/y/t I;' //; /./
;y,'yy;;; ■ f  Basagbjs;:;thatbwhich;: concerns the law? wihah ; y y ; 
y: ■,, y. y b b is :;that ;which;is; through negLi gene e and; contempt;;; y ' :* b 
/..;/./y. , b mandag is. that which will remain* (bDk vi:» ^ 7) • : b b . b
;■■•*■ •/'^ The/last-,deff nitioh/ih f helle Bazag bis made '
/;: to :te„ an offence/ against;they law Cdudyj)/yahdyihisyeohld be
y , interpreted; as/meaning-^that ityis ba sin t/picalyof people
.who are on the level of -I? ad;; or ,, what 1 s more -1 ike ly; ythat 
: It is a; sin against;/the,; s/epif^ipally;-legal/regulatiohs;*:f' . by/lb
' Cither/ contexts in ahdarzy:texts:bdoJynot help very much to y ,  ^ b 
/ ! ; differentiate the- precise;meanings of bthe ytermsi./ ;y It seems y
that -wlhah isthey generaltwordfywhich covers any t yp e of .;•;//;/
sin and offence* It is the.common antithesis.to
■ q • - • • ■ - ■ • ■ '
kirbag* Bazag comes by itself much less frequently .
(;though., it yoften accompanies! winah), and is set in
.f- ' "b:y .- _ _ 9 . / io ■ _. - •
opposition to ahlaylh and, to newagih* : Mandag seems
to come mginly in the fixed formula mandag garzidan
’ to confess a , sin1
/ , Const ant effort is exerted in restraining oneself
from doing sin*-’Lordship! is- defined in: a .mid-rashic
context' as ’one who keeps himself back from doing,sin1;
(Dk yi.113)* Concerning a man who accepts/religion
upon; hiinself .we "hear: -’For; fear; of "that toil and pain,
even with regard to a sin which, is being (generally)
cCmmitted, he will hot turn towards sodomy and other
sins of custom which have been committed’ (Dk vi.8o):
from which passage we may;incidentally -conclude that
sodomy -is seen as. a commonand not a very grave, sin, and
a man wlio avoids it. shows a degree of piety above the
average* - Another midrashic text explains the phrase
’do make a druwand into, an ah law* by the words: ’One
who turns himself away from a sin through which he may
become druwand* (Dk vi#322)> - < y
y ^ ■ .The responsibility forya. sin. rests squarely on. the 
man himself: ’It is a man himself who does an impropriety*
'(Dk vi.112), although in the discussion at the time of
the individual judgement after death the good spirits
try cunningly to disclaim this and to put the hlame for 
the sms committed by the persoh on the demons.. On 
the. other* hand, once a,man hahyshown his. good desires, the 
gods direct him further: .b./.n'-b . b, ..-by". . b
1 If a man's action is righteous, the gods come to. 
him and keep-him in-such a. way. as bis best for that 
' . man ' (Dk viyll2-).. lb b
: Despite, the responsibility w h i c h b ' a  man has for - his sins,,. ;
he is exempted .when: he. has '.committed them- in a ‘ state of , •.
' - - 13 '■bb"f ' v ‘ -
helplessness.^ The main deterrent from the commission.'
of ^ sins is shame. . : Two types-,of -shame are , however,
d i s t i n g u i s h e d ,  one of which goes against virtue: - -
'Shame (Marm) is that.which does not let one
commit a.sin. Disgrace (nang) is that which
does not-let one do a good thing* (Dk vi.7) 1^"
. - b., /
Attitude to sinners 
One of the dicta which recur several times in Dk vi 
is 'not to blame a sinner for his sin*u\ Another version
of this.is 'not to blame a sinner who is guilty of an
- ■ v ’* : * v ■ *'■' ’ ' i a ■ -
accidental sin* .Q . " '
One..reason;, why this' id.ea" shbuld receive so much ;■ 
emphasis in,-Dk- vi is perhaps /the/.general desire to direGt 
attention to the, positive, aspects of life rather than to 
wickedness: by -b.y V-;/.-. -y / ; . // '/-by/,;, "
'One odght; 16. speak the gratitude . and; thanks, y; . ; 'y : , 
which;'' areyfrpni good, people, * and - not to . speak ;the : * -
complaint /Which.' is .from’ had people' , (Dk vi*.;286 )' *
f Tb suppress/one's 'Complaint' is a very common phrase ,
y - ■■ / ;/*-';”b 17 ■ ■ :y.y/ ■ .■ ■/-■■ -'•y ■ ,
in the andarz'-teits,.'; ■ ;Beihg-.-given ;to. complaint”under~
mines one' s , joy and perhaps is; likely' to spread gloom' / /
-among other'people*: /--- - --. ; ; /by' :yb .• ‘ . .-  ^'y
b 'Another reason why there/ is so much insistence / on 
not. blaming, a- sinner for .his sins is the -desire that 
people should not be prying ;into* each other1s affairs 
in search of faults. We have already noticed the in­
junctions not to look for demons in the house of other
18 . ‘ 
people* Thus we hear .that one should-consider one's
b ' - -/ 19 b : / “ •.
own fault but the other man1 s goodness;*, . To be Con­
cerned with one’* s . own character!and. not to be spying on. 
the faults of other people are two of the.three duties but 
for the .fulfilling of which a man may be under guilt#:
The third duty; is the obscure injunction 'to keep One's: 
eye upon the world* (Dk vi.228),♦,
A\ thifid point which may. he made to exp lain the
injunction not to blame. a sinner for his sin is that
there are signs of genuine human concern and feeling
of pity towards the sinner: ;-
rNo one should he an enemy and a wisher of evil
to a person.who commits a sin, one should thus
he merciful to a person who is guilty of a sin and
think:; It is indeed grief when Ahreman deceives .
and misleads in this manner* ;(Dk vi *210) • .
The pity: which ought, to be felt towards a sinner is
apparently the clue to this riddle-like saying::
. . 1 One ought not to blame him who is worthy of pity
and not to praise him who is worthy of hlame1 (Dk vi. 15) •
We may also recall; the passage in-which the sinner is
described as a person,who feels a pain and then he knows: .
*1 have heen deceived*
A very delicate approach to the sins of other people
is however recommended in an andarz of Adurbad:
*Beihg well-disposed towards people is this: one
who observes the faults and virtues Of other people,
strives-to correct his own fault, manifests goodness
: to good people and tells them of their faults
privately (?) not with violence hut in a friendly manner
221
so that they may correct them* (AdPKiv 25, PRiv#p*199)
210.*'.
The task, of correcting people ,1s however chiefly the 
business of the orbads;.
flHe is not an erbad who, when a man surrenders 
himself to him, does not make - hi m ahl aw. in thi s. 
world* : (Dk vi*325).*
One of the fthree greatest; duties; of: men* is * to make 
a- druwand into, ahl aw I and the. .original meaning of the 
sentence, must have-been concerned with trying to convert 
the. sinners;*, .‘.In the . text where it /occurs. It is however
. ■ • .-.■ t 22 - -'• - • ■ ■'  ; ■/ ■ . ;/'given a-; midrashic -twist * . Another-passage which seems
to reopghize/ thefpractice pf /tryihg to/improve one * s • .. 
fellows warhs 1 not: to tell. a self-loving, man of. bad mind - 
the faults/which he. tas’/Jtetause of the . adverse reaction 
which may eptoe /from;: the other;.--par:tyv..
Fegative Injunctions against association with sinners
' ■' 23 / ■ 'are also .found* ■ It is particularly important not to
1 e arn the JLve st a and 2"and - from wi eked p eop Ie ; .and not to
Lteach it to them,/because this is the way heresies come
into the world* It is clearly not desii^able to praise
•r-„ - : - 25 ' . : * ■ .
.wicked people* • - < ~
Restraint is advocated in the question of p-Qnishing
the sinner* / One whose - body is inhabited’ by. SraM *does
not chastise one who is 'thus sinless, and him who is
sinful he chastises'with measure*- (Dk vi*78); the reverse
is true of .one whose body is inhabited by Xe&n (ibid)*
*Unjuist; punishment’; is the adversary of ’punishment of 
evil-doers’ (Dk yi.B.lIf.,,/ Ho*26),* Cither andars collections 
-also, have similar ad vice.; oh punishment.: ;. - „
’Be not greedy in punishing p e o p l e ’ (AdMah„
?hi$. 60 §27). 2 .... ' ' ;■
’for fear; of belf^ punish with circumspection’’
(op.cit., iPhlT 6y) §69).27
punishment apparently mayswafy according to the 
people1 :;cone.erhed;.and the circumstance si; ' ' ■
; ’ There are ' somel whom /if ■one/killS'' it- is a sin, ;
/ ;V: - -ahd others whom it is better to ; kill. * ■ ; // ; .
; ’ [Sometimes] it . is not allowed, to-giye; anything /'•
■ to evil men, at other times one ought to give to 
. evil men the best and most delicious food’ (Dk vi.
' - B.9f.) " " ; ■ . ’ ■' , - -
It is not absolutely ..certain that-the, first of these 
sayings refers to the practice to.be followed In: dealings 
with wicked' men. . -’But: it seems ;that. B.l'G is a commentary,, 
in the manner,of a mi dr ash, on it... ,Th e qua s t i on of 
whether one,is allowed ;to give things to,evil people is 
one -which, occupies.; a number of passages in, Dk vi,*, - 
, ’One Ought not to withhold the;-,earthly elements 
for-eating and possessing from men of bad religion
2 1 2 .
/ and. all other, people whom one should regard as 
heretic* (Dk vi*288) ♦ . •/ , '
Against this .we- have.the following: texts: - -
.. /’One ought not to give a present to ungrateful 
and evil people, for there is loss to the property; 
and a. state of wickedness for the; soul of 'one who 
gives a present to ungrateful and evil people' ; : ;
(Dk vl.C.19)v . , / / , . a
’Ohe/ought/riot/to give anything whatsoeverrto/ ' ■■/-// 
p.;/ _. wicked /people when it/can he avoidedgfpr. to his//./
, -./possessions/ there v is/damage/and to hi s sout there / / /// ;//.
/; ■ / . is a state of wickedhess/who; gives anything.to ; / t.//// //
v;/:;/ " wicked/people /when' '/Ikacan'ho'- avoided* ' (Dk viVC.lj.2) * /.: /k 1/ 
1A squahderer is one whoigives; anything to wicked - 
■ people * (.Dk vi*B.2h) * // // ... -■ . ...
/The- seeming conf 1 let/, between - the two /views , may perhap s : 
be reso 1 ved .by po inting- but/ that in the :f irst. ,.quot at ion>
-.§288, the people spoken of are-heretics and/men of . bad- ' 
religion, whereas the; other ..texts speak of . wicked' or, evil 
people* . We have,/however,;- a text: outside/the ’Dk. vi where 
the same lenient view‘is expressed with regard' to evil• 
men:' . /; /. -
*Do not mete out evil to. the wicked, for the wicked./ 
man comes by himself to his own doing* -'/WazAd, PhlT.
148 §34). : :
/ Repentance*:.
A;passage in-Dk vi .shows how;even, a very -heavy 
sinner is less subject to the power of Ahreman after 
repenting than/a/righteous man; who. is , given to brooding- 
over-his'sin: y-- /-'/, ■ ' : . / ■■/■--/ ”
/:./ ’When/a man commits,;:a/tho:usand sexual offences (?)
: - and/is cohtrlte./.and/r epentaht//of them and says: I
. /// belong. no longer.'to/ Ahreman**--* • ,Ahreman holds' him
kk;,.. les's'''‘,-:as'-/his\<qwii .and/is less/capable ofmaking liim 
' •. " his/ow^ who' /is: guilty of a very small /
sin, and because of that siii he. is powerless to do '.
, . good deeds and says: "What is now my good deed, when
I belong after this to Ahreman" *‘ (Dk vi*168)*
The.passage illustrates the particular conception of sin 
which.characterizes Zoroastrianism* It is not only a 
question of the;weight or gravity of sins committed which 
is relevant here,; but also the question of whether, by 
the force of. sin-, one must be considered as belonging to 
the camp of evil, and this depends not only on the objective 
measure of the sin but also on the mental attitude- of the - 
sinner,” Even a'grave sin may be shaken off and put aside 
by an. act of repentance whereby . a. man declares that he does
not belong to Ahreman, but on the other hand even a small 
sin may lie.so heavily upon, a man that he cannot rid him­
self* of it and regards himself as inevitably belonging to 
Ahremanf. •, V .
Repentance means ’to be ,contrite and repentant1 of
. 29a. sin and not to.commit it again. ■ Its function is to
30 31wash and clean the soul from sin,^ to purify it..
Repentance paves the way to paradise. If a man repents
of; his sins it is possible for the gods to claim'him as
their own at the; time of the final judgement* •
Repentance is-a .powerful weapon against-every, ope of the
d e m o n s • "• d ■. ./.V .. 't-''■
■ The. daily routine of self Inquiry consists not only
of repentance for sins committed but also of a declaration
of remission in' advance for sins to be committed:
’He should be contrlte tovi/urds the gods and
repentant with regard to every sin which he thinks
he will be guilty of that day in thought, speech
and deed’ (Dk vi.227j)*\
The formula of repentance includes blessings and curses:
, ’One who confesses of a sin ought to bless Ohrmazd
the Lord and.the amahraspands and the chiefs and
the righteous and the good ones who have1 been born.
and who will be horn, and to curse Ahreman and 
the: demons and the evil one ’. (Dk vi. 123) •
The expression 1 to confess a sin * v mandag’garzldan r.
bccurs usually with the indirect object: -mandago radan
garzidan . * to confess a sin to ; the (spiritual) chiefs1• 
A fairly obscure passage in WazAd says: ' y /
’Do not hold as light confessing a sin to the 
, / .spiritual chiefs, carrying the srogig whip. and.
//, // px^actising. uhiohi and separation (? )/ (PhlT li/8 §bO) 
The :term mandag cannot be/defined precisely*7^- Apart 
from its occurrence, in the formula with gargidan^ it 
comes sometimes .together with wlnah* yy -'■/,.
12* Heresy - . • 7V
.yy-y The great . danger,; which heresy, presents to orthodoxy ' 
lies in the fact that it is not entirely outside the con­
fines of religion but is a ’false associate’ of religion, 
in contraBt.'to - be ing /non-1 ranian or lack of, religion/ ,
(Dk vi.2b6) • This is explained in the following sayings:: 
’Religion consists of seven walls* The farthest 
■ out among, them are the sacred word and the Zand’*, 
’There is no one who is a more serious enemy to 
religion than the heretic,/for except for the
heretics there is no one who is across the wall 
who can come inside the farthest end of religion 
from the very outside. The heretic has come in­
side across the farthest‘wall (equipped) with the 
garment of a carrier of the, sacred word, and he 
comes from the very outsidd into the selfness and 
nearness of religion* (Dk vi•215f.)
The simplest/explanation of the, phrase ’ the, farthest out1' 
is that the Avesta and its authorized commentary, the 
Zand, are the most/external of the-protecting walls of 
the religion, the.others being of more confined or 
esoteric nature. The heretic comes in from '’across the 
wall*, into, ’the farthest end of religion*, his starting 
point being ’from the. very outside’. All this confirms 
the conception of the Avesta and ,Zand as ^ he most , exoteric 
of the elements of the religion, -
The.,.particular quality of the heretic is the fact 
that he is not manifestly an outsider, for' he has on him 
’ the garment of a carrier of the sacred word’ , and so he 
may easily deceive people into accepting his false* orthodoxy,/ 
It is for this reason.necessary to avoid teaching the 
Avesta with the commentary to heretics and.wicked,people .
(Dk vi,C,28), or to learn the Avesta and Zand and other
education fromfwieked people (iDk vi.C.27)*
One of the "best safeguards against heresy is to he 
as faithful, to the: tradition.of the orthodox commentary 
of the Avesta as possible:
*0ne ought not to speak, do, or arrange the 
business of. the commentary ‘differently from what 
the orthodox did... For heresy comes to the. 
world by one who teaches.♦ •.the commentary 
differently.* .(Dk vi.0.26)
'.Not to speak-the commentary: differently from the orthodox1 
wou1d :presumab1y not mean a requirement for verbal fidelity, 
but adherence to the general;..'spirit, of orthodox commentary* 
The: business of the commentaryy. one imagines, was still 
very much alive by late Sasani.an times* : The numerous
midrashic interpretations of both Ayestan and other trad­
itional expressions which are found in.Dk vi > as ?/ell as in 
other books, and of which many are.incompatible with each . 
other.,..show that the art of interpretation enjoyed at the 
time of their composition a considerable amount of freedom. 
Our text,is anxious, however, to stress that it is not . 
allowed to. apply a commentary to-the scriptures in a manner 
which departs significantly from the spirit of tradition., 
Heretics, it is clear, stand on the same ground as
orthodox Zoroastrianism, but depart from the latter in 
.some, important- details. One of the masters of heresy is 
mentioned by name: in a- passage of Dk vi, but little else 
is known about him: •
’There are three kinds of heretics: the deceiver,.,
the deceived> and. the self-lover. A self-lover is 
one. who, says that. Sen is better than Adurbad; and 
- adopts that Sen out,of self-love. A deceived man 
is like the disciples of Sen. A deceiver is like Sen 
' ‘himself who deliberately twists round things of that 
which the e arly orthodox t aught1 (pk vi.G.83d)
It is unfortunately.'not explained how Sen twisted round 
the teachings of the ancient orthodox. '
/ , Of the three groups of human ’seeds1, heretics 
belong to the group whose seed is indifferent, and may 
become better or. worse through education. . Some members 
of that group ’carry out righteous education.into,sinfulness* 
just as the heretics (do with), the tenets of religion,’
(pk vi.68). Heresy.is. one of: the four stratagems of 
Ahreman, together with worship.of self, worship of wealth, 
hypocrisy, (Dk vi.h7),* The danger arising from the subtle, 
stratagem-like character of heresy is constant and it is 
necessary;always to be on one’s guard, against it:
!;One . should beware1 eyen-;after->a ;ipng' ;
time* Even a. very perspicacious and learned man 
; , should not be confident, (thinking:) , uAfe, they
capable of binding me?1' For this.dust, which is 
so small and .soft,; .has all been made; from hard and
solid stones1 (Dk vi•128)• /
Heresy, like wind or water, being slow, and imperceptible 
in action,'-' achieves, its aim after; a long time. . ,
- An ..obviously important buf difficult text*.says the
following: - . •. ' ' . " * ; :* * -
'Heresy has destroyed the;.source*, . • -'When - it’. first 
came into the world,, it made people chiefly believe 
lMvthe jsoul.and. it ■Increased..(that faith), because 
■it had. not come . to power. \ When it re ached power ,; 
chiefly those who;-abandoned faith were with the 
authority which was with it * . Later too, because 
people abandoned faith, it did not increase (it)1 
• (Dk vi.2l).
The translation is offered here without much confidence 
as to.its accuracy. One of the main difficulties of 
the text comes from the fact that. the verb abzayidan ,;to 
increase*,, like its English counterpart> oan be either
transitive or .intransitive,, and much of- the meaning of 
the passage depends on whether it is the one or the other* 
The past tense,of the verbs is also puzzling,; for it 
seems, that a universal fact is established, and not a 
historical event (or was the passage first said at the 
time of the reign of a heresy,, for example that of Mazdak?) 
The general purport of the saying seems to be that;heresy 
gains adherents through feigning orthodox faith in the 
soul, which turns out to be a deceit when ,it comes to 
power. By then it is too late to remedy the-situation: 
people abandon faith under the, influence of the: heresy 
which has’ already gained power., . • ■
One .point on which,heretics ..are said to. differ from 
the orthodox,; peidiaps as a result of the fact; that they . 
possess an independent commentary of. the Avesta,- is the : 
question of the relative merit of virtuous deeds:
t;The mark ;of heresy is this:: One who considers
. a great-work of virtue. a;s petty-and ;a; petty work . 
of virtue as great1 (Dk vi.159)•
Heretics are ' not charged with, denying .the-- importance of 
virtuous works and they are not said to . add to "or detect 
: from. the list of such deeds. -i-VThey differ from .
.orthodox, in the relative value which they attach to certain
acts. Their real error, it would seem, is that they 
over-value the merit, of petty works. ,The first part 
of.the sentence may have been put in merely .for the sake 
of symmetry, fox* the passages' which precede and follow the 
.text quoted-warn only against attributing - too much import­
ance to petty works of virtue:
*One ought not. overmuch to perform' petty, works 
of virtue, for one who- performs the petty works 
. of virtue overmuch the great work of virtue becomes'
; . '-removed from him’ (Dk vi.158) ■ • . .
From the emphasis here it seems.that the controversial 
issue was the undue attention accorded to .small; works ’ '
. rather than deliberate neglect of* great, duties. .
Another error, of a similar nature, which the heretics 
are. guilty of is not to have a balanced view'of certain 
concepts :•
rHe who does not consider these' ten things together 
but each one separately is not an orthodox but ar- 
.■'.'heretic: me nog and getag, body and soul, innate 
. wisdom and acquired wisdom, action and fortune, 
religion and the sacred word* (Dk vi.33.45d).
It is by no means clear what kind, of heresy is referred to 
by this saying. People with strong ascetic'tendencies,, 
such.as the Manichaeans, could be said to prefer menog
to getig#, soul to. body, and thus to ’take them separately* •
Extreme materialists might. be inclined to /fcakd the opposite
' ■ 5 ■ • ' ' ' ;v:' • • ' .
choice* Fatalists would take ’fortune* separately from
* action1. In contrast to the heretics, orthodox 
Mazdaeanism prides itself in having a balanced and compre­
hensive view, which accords -'full weight to each of the - . 
members in. the five pairs, of • opposites*,^'; .: . :
As the. points of difference between heresy and 
orthodoxy;are subtle, and laymen ;may not' be conversant 
with' them, they ought to refrain' from arguing, against rthe. 
heretics: ■ • - ■ • -
’When the heretics come ;to religion and raise k.■■
; controversy over the existence of non-existence 
of .the good religion and the gods, then, but for.
;. -the (religious), .authority whose,- duty it is and who. 
is able to speak his own salvation and the defeat of 
the. heretic, no other-people must .go into the contro­
versy and speak anything by themselves under:their 
. . own leadership except: when they seek them and ask 
of them’ (Dk vi.23l). /
The prohibition on laymen is obviously based on, the fear 
that tliey ,may themselves be caught in the snare . of the 
■ her e t i c;.. -, A note whi ch c one lude s the ab o ve p as sage adds:
: ’But- when they seek and ask them., one must say a truthful.
thing even, unto a small infidel (?), and one Who'does not 
say that is under guilt* ( .ibid) *.
:It is also particularly proper that the priests, the 
religious authorities, should conduct: the argument against 
heresy, as they, are the ones whom heresy seeks.to undermine*.^ 
Heretics, according to -Dk vi, should not. be harshly 
.treated, and one ought not to withhold, from them food*
It is interesting to note that members of other religions 
are not considered by a saying in Dk vi to be druwand (merely 
because of their being of bad religion*• Jews are cited as 
a concrete example in this saying (Dk vi *321) •
. Two references in WasAd may supplement our discussion: 
of heresy* The.last couple in a series of pairs which 
are said to be dependent' upon each other is:
*G-ood speech, when it is not accompanied by good, 
action, is manifest heresy* (PhlT 150 §55).^
This plainly conforms to the idea of heresy as.dishonestly . 
manifesting itself under different -colours from what„it 
actually is. The following passage contains some textual 
difficulties:' - . .
fThe marks; of heretics are six:- Amfenodl- good- . 
character luminosity is (in their eyes): reputed of 
evil character; one reputed of no luck is (ini their
eyes) of evil action; to other people they speak 
- . widely, hut by themselves . they are. of narrow-hand
they seem generous but are of evil disposition;
■ a long-suffering person is disreputable (.to them) 
they have unorthodox thought,' speech and action1 
(PhlT 150 §56).10 .
The translation is doubtful on many points, but the 
general sense can be established:' -heretics seem or 
pretend to be better than they are..
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V.
This world
13• Attitude to this world
a*
It is commonly accepted that Zoroastrianism is not
a religion?, which negates the world, hut it has been claimed
to be possible by studying the Pahlavi books to discover1
1traces of ai Zurvanite pessimistic view of the world,,, or
even to discover elements of moral asceticism which reflects?
— 2orthodox opinion in the sixth booh of the D.enkar.t* An 
objection to both these recent views from the point of view 
of method can be made by observing that it is not a* sound 
procedure to treat passages in isolation from the rest, 
of the text* Books, even in Pahlavi,, do not as a rule 
consist of independent utterances* To set out to look 
for ’pessimistic1 passages, with the aim of showing them 
to be at variance with a preconceived ideai of an ’optimistic* 
orthodoxy, is bound to lead to unacceptable results. It 
is necessary therefore to examine in some detail, all the 
significant utterances which reflect the attitude to this 
world in our texts.*, If any serious discrepancy is noticed 
we may be entitled to conclude that some heresy has; found 
its way into Dk vi.* From the outset this must seem
unlikely, in view of the severe warnings on the subject of 
heresy contained in the book.,., unless it is possible to;
F '
assume that the compiler did not'know what the main 
heresies of his day were. It is hoped to show, however, 
that the evidence of the andarz: books on this.subject is 
remarkably harmonious, though the attitude which .emerges 
is by no means simple,
A common theme concerning the problem of the attitude 
to this world is expressed in the following words: !One 
should not embellish the things of this world excessively, 
for an excessive embellisher of this.world is a destroyer 
of the other world* (Dk vi,ih9)* the terms used for 1 this 
world1 and * the other world* are getlg and mehdg
iwwi> tm utKi i m mm
respectively, and it has been noticed alreadythat the
latter Is recognized as superior to the former*
Whatever effort Is expended, in furthering the interest
of the things of this world, the matters of the other
world should never suffer from neglect*^ :The things of'
this world are capable of delay,,, to the extent that one should
imagine, *1 shall.live a. thousand yearsr and what I do.not do
today I shall: do tomorrow*, whereas things of the spirit
5
should be treated with the greatest urgency*
Utterances concerning the soul, and the body reflect.
the same attitude.* If there' is a ,misfortune it is hest
to give up first wealth and authority, and afterwards, if
further sacrifice is necessary, the body, hut not to renounce 
6the soul. A man can he Joyful- if his den, is in order, even
7though other things . are abandoned*/ The body is to he made:
*a cavity, not the peak of a mountain* .(Dk vi.208J, of. 
also §209). The simile seems to indicate humility, though
. Q
the text interprets it in a different way midrashically* '
The soul being the symbol of the spiritual realm of.religion 
in man, the need to suppress this world from excessive: 
prominence is suitably expressed in terms of opposition 
between the soul and the body: /.The happy man serves: the 
soul. The unfortunate man serves not the soul but the body* 
(Dk vi*207). *When one does not fulfil the desire of the 
body*, says another text, * one does more benefit to one*a 
soul* (Dk vi.89).
• A quality which makes this world worthless: is its 
transience; *within one day It may happen .that a man* 
who was.* healthy, active and of far-reaching hope*, becomes: 
suddenly ill and dies. *People ought to reflect thus:
"It may happen that this man is me,, and in such a manner ■ 
will it come to me, wrhy then' do I strive excessively 
after-.the things of this world?"* (.Dk vi.200). It is. futile
to regard the world as worth anything, ’for it is transient
and one must let it go1 (Dk vi.A.6). To overcome the desire:
of the body it is best to remember ’the transience of the 
body and of the things of the-world* (Dk vi*198). A wise 
man constantly remembers the end of the world. (Dk vi*199).
-The transience of this world seems to have been a. 
favourite theme with preachers and admonishers:. Ohrmazd T 
SiJig said to his disciples ’in admonition*, three words 
which would enable them to acquire spiritual goodness.:
’Always hold thus: "We shall die within tliirty years*>
It is no use at all. to commit sins for the sake of 
the desire and lust of our bodies"..
Think of your wives and children thus; "It will be 
necessary for them to seek bread from others". Consider 
your wealth as dust thrown in the desert.*,
Be diligent in virtuous deeds which can be done and
do not.postpone them* (Dk vi.D.12).
. . .  g
Similar’edifying texts are found in other andarz books.
There is no difference in this respect between the mox^e..
pragmatic texts and the religious books* - AdMah contains
some strong phrases on the transience of this world;
worldly wealth is likened in one of them to a bird irhich.
never stops at one place (PhlT 65 §89)* One passage in
Dk vi mentions" that even Yima, who possessed the things 
of this world more completely than any one else, had to 
part with them ultimately, !and his trust was only in the 
soul1 (Dk vi*152)^
b.
Despite these constant reminders' of, the worthlessness 
and impermancence of the things of this world, there are 
clear indications in the text of Dk vi that a man is not 
expected to give up this world, hut only, as we have seen 
in some previous quotations, to find the right balance 
between the two.
’That. man is happiest who thus mixes this transient 
thing of the world with that which is intransient, 
so that when he passes away from this world he may 
become spiritual1 (Dk vi.l8o)#
In accordance with this conception it is a laudable quality 
of a man whose body is inhabited by Spandarmad that Syhen 
he. has a large share of the things, of this world he does 
not turn away from the things of the gods.1 (Dk vi.78§).
An attractive midrashic commentary puts this attitude in 
the following words>:
1 ’’To make - an; enemy ,«Sfka friend1- is this: One who 
' holds .-the things of thi s world in front of him . 
and "becomes a friend to them in his thoughts’
(Dk vi.322)• .
The meaning of this, passage is probably that, having recognized
the things, of this world, to be an enemy, "one should try and
befriend them so as to take away their sting, .perhaps-by
’mixing* them with.spiritual things, to use the expression
of the previous sentence. This may also be the meaning of. - -
the phrase which’mentions as. one of- three things which, are
’the greatest duties’ the following virtue; ’To have one’s:
in
eye on the-world’ (Dk vi.13)•■ Another concept which may
help to eludidate this ideais that one must strive to
keep, joy with great-gentleness in one’s body and not to let
it. depart. / The simile used for this is the way one treats'
a small child when’it desires something harmful; one tries
to keep it cheerful by giving it some edible -matter as 
' 11a substitute... By careful treatment of one ’ s worldly
desires, it seems, one can fulfil the requirement of ■
’making an enemy into a friend’; . .
In view of this attitude it is not surprising that
12there is positive encouragement to acquire property,
and that, once property is obtained., it should he enjoyed:
1 One ought not to lead a. miserable life with the good 
things, which one has, for he is regarded, in the world 
as miserly- and he himself gets less when it is needed 
who leads a miserable life . ..* (Die vi.C.32)*
A noble person is !one who perfectly possesses., consumes and 
gives away his powerful means .and worldly wealth in dui?y 
and benefit* (Dk vi.lli-2). The consumption of the earthly 
goods is the greatest service which it is possible to 
render to them:• .
'The greatest service of the earthly elements is when 
that person eats and possesses, them who is worthy of that 
which he eats and possesses* (Dk vi.88).
If the good things of this world are used by worthy people 
they fulfil their proper function. The spirits themselves: 
are distributors of good things to deserving people,, and 
it is a mark of faith in them.to desire such goods from 
them.12'1' The right to expect such boon's from the spirits 
may be claimed from a promise put in the mouth of Ohrmazd. 
himself.,^. People are. urged, to give up their effort 
concerning things of .this world, as these are cared for 
by the spirits, and.to concentrate on the endeavour
concerning spiritual things*. 1 When one desires' a; “boon
from the gods after a disaster,‘one demonstrates one * s
17faith m  a powerful manner*. 1
c •
. .. Material success;, increase of. honour and authority, 
can thus “be viewed as a si gn of the gods* favour* The 
achievement of worldly happiness is the necessary outcome 
of piety: 1 -
*From truthfulness and the speaking of truth, in, 
wisdom there is increase of the possession of splendour, 
(xwarr) , and the increase of men is from it* From, 
the possession of splendour and thereby ’the increase 
of men a man comes to the honour of authority and 
to the affairs of this world* (Dk vi*C*69).
Deceit, on the contrary brings about ultimately damage to 
the good things which a man has (Dk vi*C.70). Righteous 
effort,, similarly, causes wealth to last longer and to be 
kept more, easily, and sinful effort brings about the 
destruction of wealth (Dk vi.G.67f.). The possession of 
wealth can therefore be regarded not only as good in 
itself and as part of the religiously pursued enjoyment 
of life, but it/also indicates the favour of the gods:
*The furtherance, goodness and increase in the good
fortune of the good is always in the world because of
the favour of the gods* (Dk vi.E.35c).
Wealth can be'made to be eternal by giving it away in
charity to worthy people. * One ought to regard property as
eternal, that is that they give the remainder of their property
to men, or they let men to their, property* (Dk vi.E.23);
* the remainder* being, presumably what is in excess of what is.
needed for the household* On the other hand, by giving
presents to wicked, people one“becomes a ’destructor* of
18 ■one’s property (Dk vi*E.2i+)v A natural conclusion, from this 
idea is to amass fortune mainly in order to give it away:
’That genereuBsman is most laudable who seeks to be
powerful through the toil and labour which is in the 
amassing of fortune, and who gives it to the worthy*
(Dk vi.S.29)*
Striving after authority and wealth is.thus a righteous
endeavour, provided it is ’for the benefit and good of
men* (Dk vi*138), and the reward obtained is that * the gods.
make him ruler in the world* (ibid.)* It is however
wrong to produce property through sin; in punishment for.this
the property will.decay (Dk vi*C.l). Possessions should
not be kept if they hamper,the man from the fulfilment of
his duty (Dk vi.202), and they should he given up before 
anything else.if there is some distress. (Dk vi.26).
G-ood fame is the direct outcome of righteousness., 
ill-fame is caused by wickedness (Dk vi.14.0)* Respect 
is only accorded to man for righteousness, not for 
authority or wealth (Dk vi.lU8)» It is wrong, however, 
to seek fame for its own sake. - Search of fame may lead to 
poverty (Dk vi.7l)> and it causes one to be devoid of 
fame (Dk vi*E.22c). Worship of fame may lead to hell 
(Dk vi.E.20).
d.
In previous parts of this section it has.been seen that 
the primacy of the other world, the world of: the spirit, 
over this world, is asserted; that this world should not 
be given importance or prominence'because of its relative 
insignificance and impermanence. On the other hand it 
has been noticed that many passages In Dk vi urge man to 
use this world so as to achieve the religious aims of 
joy, dedication to the other world, and charity, and 
that success in this world can be regarded as a mark of 
the. gods* favour. A rather more radical attitude towards 
this world can also, however, be noticed in Dk vi:
’He who does not neglect this does not hold that, 
and he who does not see that does hot neglect this* 
’This1 is getag and ’that’ is menog’ (Dk vi.E.22b)*
The saying uses the familiar device of the. riddle-like 
construction,. with the reader, or listener, left guessing 
what ’this* and ’that’ mean. It presents the two worlds as 
mutually exclusive: if one desires to get the one it is 
necessary to abandon the other* .
Extreme distrust of this world is also expressed in 
the following passage:
’As one is not wholly soul, but is in the world-for 
a period for the preservation of the body, it is 
necessary to act with such circumspection as if one 
were a man without shoes and the whole of this world 
were full of snakes:, scorpions, noxious reptiles, and 
thorns, and one had fear thus: "Let not the reptiles 
bite me or the thorns pierce me" ’ (Dk vi.B.h7)*
Man’s being in the world is for a limited period and for a 
limited purpose, and his presence here is a cause of much 
anxiety, for the world is full of deadly dangers. A, saying 
which seems to go further in this attitude, advocating the 
suffering of pain in this world is the following. Its; 
meaning is not absolutely clear, but the general sense seems
well established:
’That man is happiest who .carries hell in this world
HQ
as far as possible • * By ’’carrying in this world1' 
they meant the pain and discomfort which come in the 
world and' which are unavoidable unless they are thus 
done •..,’ (Dk vi .305) *
The words ’pain and discomfort’ ( arg ud rang, which could 
also be translated, by ’effort and labour’) are further 
interpreted as referring to the occupations which are 
useful but perhaps unpleasant, such -as scribeship, being a 
servant or a blacksmith etc. This may be a true interpretation 
of the phrase, but it is equally possible that it i& merely a. 
midrashic commentary, for the wording ’carries hell in. 
this world’ seems too strong an expression for such, an 
easy matter .as doing one’s work. There is in fact some 
authority for. regarding the reference to hell in this world 
as having, a meaning nearer its literal sense:
’Whoever accepts upon himself , in this v/orld toil and 
pain in this manner, besides the virtue of seeing that
toil and pain, the spirits keep for him in menog
even as much as the thing he has borne and deduct it
from the other sins which he has committed.’ (-Dk vi .81)..
There are two reasons,.according to this saying, for hearing
suffering in this world. One is because there is an inherent
virtue in seeing toil, and pain in this world, and the other
is that, because of the balance of suffering between this
world and the next, suffering borne here is deducted from
that to be endured in the next world as punishment for
sins. The second idea is particularly familiar from other
20passages m  Die vi.
An enlightening story in this connexion is given in 
Dk vi.D.fj* Two priests; (erbad) are seen to be carrying on 
their backs fire-wood from a mountain, a work involving 
physical effort and apparently not considered to be in 
keeping with the dignity of a priest. The chief mob ad 
passes, h>y and, realizing their piety and ability,.asks 
for the reason for this occupation. Their answer is:
’We have heard that every person must, according to his 
degree, undergo the evil created by Ahreman at one place, 
either in this world or the next. It seems to us better 
if we pass through our share (of evil) in this world, 
where together with undergoing evil we also see the light 
of the sun and moon: and get possession of food and medicine, 
a remedy to evil, and much other good. In this thing there;
V 2 1
is to us even gratitude; rather than that we should go 
through (.evil) in -the next world, in hell, where, there: 
is nothing good intermixed, and there is no consideration 
and approval from anyone in the first place (?),-and that 
we should also be separated from a place as wonderful as 
paradise.* . . The two . ideas encountered in the previous 
quotations are•found here too but in a more sophisticated 
form*- The first idea here is that it is better to undergo 
evil, in-this world because there is no pure evil here: 
evil is always mixed with good> and a remedy can be found 
to every evil,.whereas in the next world evil is unmixed. 
The second idea here, as in the preceding quotations, is 
that.there is; approval for evil suffered in this world 
from"the.spiritsV whereas in the next world evil comes 
merely: as punishment,, for which no gratitude is due.
The first .idea asserts, by implication, the goodness: of 
the.good things’in this world; the gratitude of the spirits 
which is given as the second reason, cannot therefore 
refer.to a simple preference which the spirits have for 
the suffering- of;• peoplebut- presumably for suffering ini 
a good cause,' such as, in this.case, doing some beneficnent 
hard work, carrying fire~wood.;
Another edifying story which belongs here;'tells of 
two; pious priests who were on their way to the. court;:.; * to 
settles affairs'*. They apparently used to keep provisions 
in a house on the way, where they would stop. It happened 
once that: they were, left without.food and went .out to collect 
desert leek- and to drink water from a well. As a result of 
this experience.they came to realise that hunger, the 
manifestation of As, the fiercest of the demons, .can be 
overcome by the' simplest and humblest food and drink, leek 
and water. This led them to. the conclusion: • * If. it is 
possible to beat the ,fiercest demon, by the humblest food, 
why should we give ourselves; to: the judgement of this 
world, and be doubtful in,sinfulness?* They did Hot 
continue their journey to- the court but turned back home 
and, ’walked, in fulfilment of duty and discipline* (Dk vi.D.2) 
The point of this story seems to. be; that it is wrong to be 
discontented and to.strive to- achieve more than is 
suffi c i ent.for the-satisfaction of one * s; desires* Since, 
hunger and thirst are satisfied by leek and water it became 
obvious to the two priests: that their journey in pursuance y  
of .worldly ^ affairs,was in search; of things which were, y /  
beyond, their .strict requirements;, - hence it lvas^motiva.tedi 
by greed... The story,., though it sets an example iw piety
far above that required, by other texts, for more ordinary
believers, does not preach mortification or abstinence:: it
only praises extreme restraint and moderation.
Yet another story on a similar subject tells of two
pious and capable priests who were engaged in manual
labour and were; seen, by the chief mob ad. who desired, to
interrogate them,and sent for them to come to him. They
refused to leave their work and. invited, him instead to come
to them.. The mobadl came, was favourably impressed, and
2.Ppraised them (or, tried to give them some present).
They refused saying: '
*To us this thing is not necessary. It seems to us 
better if in mny case (?) we live [by], the labour of. 
our.own hands. But, as we have heard!,.: even singing 
is: beginning to penetrate the house of the erbadi.
  J .
Act in such a way. as to prevent the erbadi from dying 
of too much water and others from dying of scarcity of 
water*.
The chief priest (referred. to, in their speech, as erbad.) 
understood that the words; contained a reproof addressed.
,to him on*account of his great wealth, and when he came 
home; he sent them too thousand drahms* They took two 
drahms each and returned the rest with the message::
*... We have taken what is needed and sent hack the rest;*
Give it to that man who has more expenses than we; have;
and who needs; it more* (Dk vi.D.3)«> Here the story ends,
and the moral, seems to corroborate the interpretation of
the preceding stories. The two priests are dedicated, to
live of work done by their own hands, presumably for conj-
siderations: similar to those of the previous stories;,,
and they disapprove of excessive riches. They also addi.
a note of criticism in alluding to the social injustice
of the chief mobad having so much while other people
have so little. It is interesting,, incidentally, to note
that the symbol for a life of corrupting luxury in this
story is singing, apparently referring to the practice of
23hiring professional singers. There is no sign in this 
storyQoff.anyere jection of earthly goods: In. principle, 
though there is preaching of restraint, simplicity and 
moderation. Excessive enjoyment of wealth is objected, 
to on much the same grounds as excessive^ destitution.
Both are unhealthy and may lead to death, the one of the 
soul, and the other of the body. The importance of physical 
labour is so naturally accepted by the chief mobadtthat 
he. does not regard it as a sign of disrespect, when he is; 
requtoed by subordinate priests to come to them so that 
they may not have to stop work. On the other hand it is
, obvious-• from the story that, the sight of priests working 
was unusual enough-for the chief mobad to stop and enquire 
about them.
- The most remarkable story in this series is the 
■ following: ' ; .
fA man, went, to a mountain and saw another man who 
. lived on that mountain. He asked, “What is your'
. name, what is your action, what is your food?Ui
. . The - fellow answered, "My name is Pain-x*epe 11 ing 
(ranz-spoz); my-food is the fruit of the trees)
, ; - my action is this, that I do not commit' sin".
' . •. : ' The man said, '-Good indeed is this' name, good \
indeed is thi:s action, good indeed is this food". . 1 
The fellow said, "What, do they' take away from, you?";
. ■■': That .man said, "They t ake discontent away from me" r
.(Dk vi.D. 11).. . -
. The story Is obviously an allegory. . No. names or other , 
precise details are given. .. The name -rang^spok. *Pain- 
repelling* ,vis obviously a symbolic one.2i|' The- fellow 
on the mountain is characterized by eating the fruit of
the trees, that is the simplest, most. natural, food,,; and
. by not committing sins* It is not: clear whether seclusion 
is part of his way of life. * The point of the story is
that his three qualities release him from discontent; 
the moral is that one should he content with;.the ^simplest, 
things available, or even that only the simplest things 
in the world can cure one of discontent. The effect 
of contentment is that one can cause pain to vanish: 
this detail- is hinted in the f el loir* s name.
The passages quoted in this part of the section 
seem on the whole to combine to a fairly consistent set 
of ideal requirements with regard to the life of this 
world. Although these requirements seem considerably 
more stringent than those which emerge from many of the 
texts in Dk vi and the other,andarg books, they, can be 
said to be based on the same assumptions carried, however, 
to their logical conclusions. The principle of restraint 
and moderation, for example, is a universal one in all the 
texts. But; the idea that anything beyond the bare 
minimum requirements of the body should be avoided as it 
is corrupting and engendering discontent is fypical to 
these texts and is not shax^ed by the majority of passages 
in Dk vi and the -other andarz texts, although it may be 
argued that moderation and restraint as. regards bodily needs 
means precisely this. The conclusion seems'unavoidable: 
we have in . a certain number of ,passages in Dk vi an example 
of religious behaviour which is typical of men of a spiritual
leyel higher than the ordinary.. It would he misleading
to call this attitude ascetic. . It is merely one which 
consistently tries to partake of this world, only to the 
extent that, it does not interfere with ohe* s pursuit of 
the spiritual world. Passages in favour 'of striking a 
balance between the two worlds have been quoted above: . 
the highest' pious approach, as we. now see,, is to tip tjie 
scales, heavily in favour of the' spiritual world-,, though 
without ever condemning this world per se.: only reject- 
ing all indulgence as undesirable excess. That differ­
ent standards of behaviour towards this world exist in. 
Zoroastrianism;is fortunately Established by a direct 
testimony: . .
V . * The group which belongs to the Gatha is . , ■ ;
. .: (^characterised by) being, together with -the
. gods and separating from the demons;''the . 
standard. of their possession is the evening and 
morning meals....
• The group' which belongs to. the Hadha manthra... the 
standard of their possession is :that which is done 
righteously...
The group which belongs to Dad...the standard of 
their possession is according to what may be done 
by law...1 (Dk vi.206)'.,
We thus can- legitimately expect to find in Dk vi. sayings . 
which represent different standards of behaviour, and it 
is not surprising to see that the exemplary stories which 
tell.of the piety of great religious authorities•would 
describe people- on the level of the Gatha. It. is also 
certain, however,: that the difference between the various ■ 
levels of conduct is only one of degree ana not of principle 
The three levels use the same- scale of values,, but whereas 
moderation for worldly people consists in enjoying'whatever 
they can lawfully obtain.,’ the" same principle1 for; the. more, 
spiritual people prevents .them from accepting anything 
beyond their, two meals ,a day^ ’ The Idea as applied to 
the 'people of Gath a i s. exp 1 ai ned , In it he f o 11 owing p as s age:
; - l;The fruit of the thihgs; of this world'iis r a meal>;;
• and the ffuit of d meal:<;ds the, keeping dfptoefh
body,. The fruit oflthe body is [ the soul].:; and i *1 
the fruit of the soul is the future body. The : 
fruit of the,future body.Is intransient joy which 
always is and . always will-be* (Dk vi*229)*>
Everything in this series depends, on the one which precedes, 
it,; and each item in its turn is subordinate, to and is 
meant to prepare the one which follows* . Intransient joy 
thus ultimately depends oh the one meal which keeps the 
body*.^ . . ■' '
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An.;interes t ing author* of sayings ’ in andarh collections 
is • B ax t~af rid•- .. Ha:offers. advice'on the strategy of dealing 
■' with this world: . ..' • . . ..y- • :
. ,  .' /Until the time- - of. the Penovatioh ail: those, whose 
name in this world is Pain-repelling* , 'when this 
world holds them they let it; go, and when they let 
■ it go it holds them* (Die vi.E.22a). / . ;
People who can he called; *;Pain-repellingt are apparently 
of ’ the highest spiritual class * v, By . renouncing, to strive 
after' this world for the sake of the other world they do 
■not lose this world either, for the world offers itself 
to them and. holds them precisely when they forsake it*.
The.same idea structurally applies also to fame, according 
to Baxt-"afrid: • .* He will heconie . without fame who seeks 
fame* Ultimately fame belongs to one: who does not need 
fame * -(Die yi .E.22c);. Another saying which, betrays1 the 
same playful ...and somewhat. cunning attitude of B ax t - af rid to 
the world is the' following: .
* If all - the /people in the world Jiad one; end of a
. . , . . single rope in their h a n d s a n d  . I (had) the other
.. : . end, they would not be able to separate ,(me from- '
;■ the rope).- For whenever they draw it .'I would let
, , (it) go* (Dk vi.E.22d). - :>
The technique consists in letting, the rope go without 
however loosening one's grip on it. In this way one 
always keeps one Vs end of the rope and does not have to 
fight for it. ■ Although-the style of these fragments of 
advice is unique and charmingly personal, the idea behind 
them is clearly-the one we have come to. recognise.- The 
art of piety consists in not striving after this world and 
in concentrating instead on the spiritual.world, but by 
neglecting this .world one does not really lose it.,
14., Poverty
a..
There are various standards." of conduct in so far as 
the attitude to the things of this world, is concerned.
The highest degree,, it has been noticed in the last section, 
is one in which the renunciation of everything beyond the 
bare necessities of the body is called for, as all those 
. things are regarded at that level as being in excess of 
measure and as causing distraction, from the.task of 
complete absorption in spiritual matters. This voluntary' 
abandonment of all superfluous wealth is highly praised: 
‘Make ready for the best poverty, fpr poverty is 
the. best thing. He who stands in .poverty not out 
of constraint but solely for the sake of the goodness
. and desirability of poverty, Ahrernan and the demons 
;• are; driven by him out .of the ..world,, arid - every .good . 
worlt which he; may .uphold in. the • world may:, proceed 
1 . .like .a .river, .which is always navi gable (? )f (Dk yi.lli.1) 
Poverty, it is; ;clear> is b y ; i.tseif a virtue. Men who .
; undertake, to exercise tiiis .discipline are-; obviously people 
who aspire . to . achieve :the supreme .spiritual position, 
and . they may be inclined to: look .down: up on those who. have 
not attained .their degreevl They have to be specifically;
' warnedf against despihinglthe, rich:-! ; ;; • . - k.-if- ; : t p • •-,'.
11f. the "poor 'correct - this one thing,'; the contempt", Of 
. o-big.■ onesand .the .wealthy, .then.'.in a century hot k
. . one (of them) will come to hell.1 (Dk vi.lh?)*2 
. It is true., that Dk vi contains also the .opposite warning:
.. 1 Even a great:person become s very much druwand by ’ k , 
. U k  : this one sin,.- when he regards the. poor ..with contempt1
.(.Dk v i . 2 8 l ) • -1 'kk;...';kV;' 1 " k :
• but .• the difference: between the two' passage s vis; * significant. ■ 
: Contempt:the wealthy by the; poor is regarded: merely
as., a flaw-- in. perfection^ .whereas .contempt the* •. 
poof by .the -rich is; cohsidered to be a grave sin, enough, 
to make, the guilty * very much' druwand*. V ■' k.M V-;; . ;
. Among the people to whom Dk ?i Is addressed it is
• V \  .
clearly natural to regard the poor^as by far superior to 
one who is not poor, and quite a. number, of passages in 
the hook have, had to be devoted! to correct this superficial, 
view: ' -i■
!Because of one1 s own decrease, poverty and..‘incapacity 
one ought not to think of another person as being 
less; and to regard his goodness as being less than it 
• 1 s • •
’Because of one's own satisfaction, wealth and authority 
one ought not to regard the goodness- of another person 
’•.‘■‘’as more than it is. .. . 1 (Dk vi .G.23f • ) *
Similarly we read: ;
: 1 One ought not to regard’ a\ man as devoid of goodness'
■ .' solely because of his wealth and .much property,, and, .
. ! hot :to. praise (a man) thus for being good because of.
. his. little property and his being, needy, unless the 
thing has been- investigated .and is'knbwni. ini its; - 
principle ..•V (Dk vi«7l)
The text goes; on to explain that it is possible to.mistake 
a rich man who is genereus; and righteous, and think him 
wicked., and on the other hand to' regard a. poor man who has
lost his wealth out of discontent, squandering, laziness; 
and the like.as being good. It may be concluded from this 
warning that when a. man is poor for worthy reasons he 
does deserve respect, and that, on the other hand,' many 
people in society would give honour to a poor man without 
examining- his piety*
The warnings.-quoted merely,serve to.emphasize the 
extreme importance of poverty in the eyes of Dk vi• In 
contrast to preceding quotations there are complaints, 
uttered.about, the.fact that people fail to: see the great 
worth of poverty. The attitude, of people to rain and snow 
or,to the construction of a fortress, with provisions 
against attack is likened to the feeling which many 
people have ;.about poverty. Both the coming) of rain and 
the need to spend money on construction are regarded as 
.unwelcome, hardships at first„ but . afterwards;, when the 
benefit of. these things becomes manifest, all people would 
have had more of them. Poverty too is unpleasant to bear 
in this world, but: at the'; Reckoning of the Spirits ! even 
the poorest of men wishesr ,fWould. that■ I had been poorer , 
and had seen and borne more of the affliction which, comes 
from poverty, so that now I would have a smaller and 
lighter trial1'1 (Dk vi*304)
A, somewhat midrashlc definition: of; poverty-'says:’ .
■ ; *Poverty is this: One whose body-is prosperous and
; ’. who se essential b eing is perf ect ■ wi;th. regard to the •
powerful . wealth - bf the? world, in whose urge) and V/ > \
; \ thinking he is content; and in:whom- there - is no . : V ■?,
d i ' s t r e s s i 1 : ^ ^ ! ) ^ - ^ ! * , ! ^ " ■ ' . v  h  7  —  
The,-; phrase .f whose essential Being;:is. perfect * seems in this- 
context: to mean, like the similar idiom ^ perfect thinkingV?
(h awandag mend Chilli)v’ : * reverence;lr ..,or 1 liumili t y 1.
The point ofkthis;:def ini-tioh/veeems tcybe. thakrthe. poor man., 
ds- content with'humble meMis*>:k':It;is, however, remarkable 
that an explanation of poverty does not mention, the basic 
requirement of poverty, to be1 without wealth: this omission 
is no doubt due to .the midrash-like approach-in this saying 
That the idea of,material'destitution is, an essential part
of the concept, and that ‘the word is not- merely a<
15 . \\ . , '
figurative one, can be seen from a number of texts,
some of which have already been quoted, A clear passage in
the andarz of Wehbad ?says::: ?■'
.. !There are- two discerning wise men who are capable .
authorities. An atithority of wisdom when he has no
property, and a capable man of religion when he is
not haughty' (PhlT 73:U2-h).-
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A curious saying is -attributed. to Adurbdd i. Zardustan:
. . : ! I have come to wealth, poverty: and authority. In. 
■wealth I was generous and a. discerning giver (of 
charity); in poverty I was' diligent and a keeper of 
measure; in.authority I was.humble and non-violent* 
(PhlT 81 §3).7 • ■
Two ways of explaining this saying exist: one can either 
take the use of the terms: to be allegorical, being wealthy • 
referring to the quality of generosity, being poor referring 
to diligence-: and keeping to the measure etc.; ' or it is 
possible to take it literally as denoting successive stages 
•in.the' life of the .speaker. In any case it would not have 
strictly autobiographical value but would be an exemplary 
saying, mentioning ideals to be' aimed at rather than factual
It is not every one’s privilege to be capable of s4ancU»g
in poverty: ' *
. ■ l*Ve
• He can &*feand- in poverty who has-more joy in the
. lowest substance' which is. necessary- for, this body than •
li'*£
in the largest substance. He who acts thus can -ettmefe 
in poverty, and one who acts differently is driven 
away from poverty in the course of time* (Dk vi. 11+1 •) • 
The definition of poverty which mentions'; the preference for
the lowest, or simplest substance, over the largest,
presumably highest and. more refined, is reminiscent of the
- ’ 8 
story of the two priests; with the desert leek and water,
and helps to elucidate it. ; ' .
TO be virtuous poverty must be.undertaken, voluntarily,
l'V«L ,
one has to st-and in it hot out.of constraint but solely 
for the sake of the goodness; and desirability of poverty1 
(Dk vi.li|-l:) • The exalted position of poverty is stressed, 
by -the'use of. the preverb) ul~ 'up1.: 'One. ought willingly
to stand up in poverty* .(Dk. vi .B.30a). ul-estadan. perhaps
. - ■ 9 ■
even implies an active movement towards poverty.
. As; willingness; is the essential, requirement of poverty
in the particularly, high religious , meaning attached to lt,>
poor people who are discontent- with their lot are regarded.
as wicked: ■
* skdhdhi is;, thi s: One who'does not have the powerful1.'
■ ■ wealth of .the world completely, is discontent by
that, regards himself' as unlucky, is contemptuous
of one who has wealth and riches), but strives, constantly
.himself towards'wealth and riches* (Dk vi. Ih5)*
The term &kohi is opposed, in this context- to driyoM.,
which is defined in the parallel passage; §lh3' as one who is
content and undistressed. The contrast between, the two
25k*
terms is not. universal, as in other contexts; gkohi does 
not have a pejorative meaning.
The .last passages referred to form-part-of a. small 
collection of sayings on the theme of poverty which is 
found in Dk vi (§lhl~lW3).. This collection in its; turn
ovv,
is part of a; larger group of sayings the subject of
attitude to this world: it is preceded by three ' 
sayings on fame (§l3B-lli-d) and is followed/by a cluster 
of sayings on the theme of * the things: of; this world *,, 
with the advice not to embellish them,' to delay them 
and not to have trust in, them (glh9-I52)* 'i'^.. The 
collection on poverty begins with a' reference; to the . 
Andars, to Men, which is perhaps the title of an andars 
book, and with ai general call: 'Make ready for the 
best poverty* (§lUl) • This is followed, in the same 
paragraph, by a definition. There follows a description. 
of four ^ types; rGf-peepde,) two good (asad^mardiii 1 nobility}', 
and drivesih 'virtuous poverty* ),, and two bad (kar abdhr . 
a -quality of wicked wealthy people in this -context,, and 
gkoMh, here:; ' sinful poverty' ) .^ The comparison of 
the four t3pes, which occupies §142~-Ii4dr is summarised 
in the following saying (glU6;), where the possible vices; 
of the wealthy , and the poor are enumerated,, two for
each group, with the comment:; 'But for these: adversaries 
they would both together he virtuous, the noble poor would 
be equal -against the noble wealthy' . The:; two .sayings that 
follow warn against- the contempt"of the poor 1m the wealthy 
and state, at the same time, that there is no honour for 
.wealth and authority by themselves (§lh7f•)
The main defect of the poor, we have seen in. ai 
number of quotations, is that they tend to regard them­
selves a.svbeiiig superior' to the rich- and" to despise the . 
lat ter • The 'summary, contained in .§1U6 present s the - two 
adversaries' of the poor 'in .-the-following words: 'One, not
I-v-.
to teach the ones ^in' the; matters of the soul because
yy cLo 'tUou.^ ix/
of ^contempt,; and’ one, .thdrili-iTj-g^  oomp 1 aint' - ..The. second vice
to think complaint, • vis,., to be dissatisfied and to grumble
about' their 'miserable lot , is'-a' comrnoh fault .admonished ■ in f
the ; and ark books* .. The f irst-- vice c on t a I n s a. new e 1 e me nt.
The.contempt of the poor fb^-the 'wealthy-leads-them to avoid
their.apparent duty of. instructing the latter. . The fact
: that they have -such, function shows -that in the restricted 
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technical acceptation of -the: w o r ; d e i ? s  to. people who .
not only-have voluntarily given up material ■p.ossessions and 
are highly pious, but who are at. the same time men of know­
ledge . It. seems, in 'fact, that in. this sense they are the
same people . referred to as ''the good1 .(wehan):: the
numerous sayings which enjoin giving things in charity to 
'good people-' Imply the poverty of the latter. The 
poor have power to bless,} and this is mentioned in an 
Avestan andarwhich is summarised in Dk, ix as- the reason
' ‘ Siwhy it is-"desirable-to share one's good things with them*
'The. poor '- is used in a sense almost like ' the company of 
the' faithful' in a sentence which, occurs in 7PRiv>>'where it- 
is; said that if ^ Zoroaster were to gain immortality !,the 
resurrection and the future body would1 not happen when the 
poor hope for them* (PRiV 3 6 .6 , p.113) * 7 An insight
into' the peculiar use of the word 'poor' . as referring' to a 
semi-divine being, a numinous entity, is gained from the 
following .curious saying: . .
- .. ^ rii]-very .person, has had a poof one at the beginning,
7 and that poor one is hi s , own soul * (Dk vi • A.3 ) •
;We \repalla. saying .quoted. -•©arlier ' in ..a differeht context: ■ 
according to which the soul is a god. Each of these 
..sayings i s'- coneerned, to. hi ghlight one : parti cular aspect of 
the nature of the , soul. . Here- presumably the: chastity and 
sanctity of the. soul are meant. ': The phrase 'at the
beginning' may ref er to' ’the unmixed, state of me nog, before 
man is born. Only the .righteous, one\ imagines, retain their 
.soul throughout their lifetime as *'a poor one'*
It thus seems clear that driyo& is a; term, when used 
technically, which refers to highly revered people who are 
supposed to possess, numin.ous qualities. ... The same 'meaning 
Is attached..to the word in Hew Persian,, and it has' heen
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shown to have■certain antecedents .already in Avestan*
• ' h * • "'/ • ’••
' The particular virtues of T noh i 111 y * , ("az~ad~mardah) 
in the collection of sayings ahout poverty in Dk vi are:: 
!iThere Is no harm to people on account of the 
powerful means of that person. In what ever happens, 
he is an intercessor for the poor and does good,to 
thenn He works.for the poor and acts so.that all 
men regard the wealth and riches which are his as 
open to them and are confident:; if evi 1 and mis-'
;. fortune come - to us he will seek a remedy and*hrtng,,
- it1 ( Dk vi • li{-2) • :
As opposed to this, a man who practises karahih is 
!,‘contemptuous of a poor and contented person,, makes him 
light and worthless,‘and regards poverty as;harmfulr 
(Dk vi.lkb)* - The main merit of.a 'nohle* person seems 
to he that he is an intei>cessor. and protector of the poor, 
and this is stressed hy the yices of karahih as well, as 
hy the two vices of the wealthy,, as summarised in §1^6:
.258*
!One, not. to. respect poverty, and one, not to distinguish 
■ the oppression of. the poor ’ . 1' • ; ■ ■
.The; fundtion pf i-lrisa- protect.iqn^and. intercession,for 
t he ip o o r. has; recently "been the' sub ject of a special: . - . ; 
-..article. hy P,dvde. Mena see*: ; It seems however doubtful. •
whether it was in: fact an office in - its own;“right-, similar-f 
. to' that of a yjudge.,t The texts quoted give the impression : 
that; It was an attribute-;of Judges and similar personalities 
ill MHD it seems ; to have be en- originally used merely as 
the; at tribute of- the mob ads of. Pars, and wa s neve r ' the •: . ,v
.title of an office.-in its; own rigbt'^^ ;. . In the seal. ■
1 \impres si ons: the; expre s s 1 oh dr I yo sin t adag-gdw; :ud dadwar - /»•
or j ad ag-gow ~ dadw ar.: 1 'dr i yo san^is likely, .again to be the ;
t i t le ; of a priest ly ijudg'ey... If such an off! ce as that of : ; /
2k
a mi yah n't gj ; a kind of e thlc ail Insp ec tor, existed,2^ one p ofip: p
his .functions, seems to have, been again to .protect - the .-.p oor.;
"1.1 ;i;. . Whatever .the . actual meaning- of this title ■ iniSasanian. ' 
times, the and.ar.z books'; seem;to take it as -a general virtue 
: of the nob 1 e we althy. > The ;andarz; chapter; of. PRiv lists 1, . -.
. jadag-gowih,.— intehcessioni,-‘-as':the' seventh; ‘ virtue, in. a list 
Which comprises 22• . It. is defined as follows: v ,;0ne who 
■speaks a, word concerning a-widowed;, woman,;, hungry /children* f ■' 
fires, cattle,, sheep and' other helpless ( creatures), partic- 
.ularly. for the sake of his own soul* (AdPRlv. 12, PRiv. p. 19.6) •
There is, curiously, ho-mention of poor men among the . 
recipients of this intercession. In general terms the
^definition corresponds-.to one"that is: given in Dk vij
the latter is more.detailed and it does;mention the poor: v.
’‘Thi^ '-'lnterhe/s.sion/'hs;' bests: One who speaks for ■ v
th-Q he- poop lo ~ wh o do. not ■ sp e ak, • and - who is not 
capable of speaking hi'© own complaints, and groaning. 
That person speaks only for - the sake of his ( own) 
soul and that of the poor and aggrieved (?) people 
.and./of these; six earthly elements* (Dk. vi.23).
PI ere' agnin it: is- emphasized that ■ the intercession should ' 
be hne purely for the sake; of .-the intercessor's soul,,
i.e. out of religious motives alone, to exclude the hope of
: . ‘ ./:" ■. -''V' ' 05 - ■ ■ . . / ' ' • / - '
. any kind ofmaterial;gain. The-same condition is e n ^ ;
countered,/in .-a definition of / Abwhgih, ■ * eloquence *,' which 
employs/the; midrashic; licence of pretending that/eloquence/- 
means nothing b u t V i n t e r c e s s i o n : n  : , ’ Aft/'’
;/ v • *t31o quence 1 s. thi s: one who intercedes/ for that ' ’
. person pin; a .case feen, were he not - to intercede,: -/ ■; ,■
/. there / would be. no inter cess or, and to. int er cede / on
' behalf of ■; that/pdrson! forx the//sake/of-his-/pvm .soul1 -.■/
' (Dk vi.9l)* if \ I /.:; 3 '/ / i:h't/'//;/5 r :''f-’/'
/What is /.common to / all the three definitions■;of intercession
quoted is that the intercessor acts for the protection- of 
people or creatures who have no other means of defending 
themselves. The omission of the specific reference to 
the protection of the poor in many of these passages 
can perhaps he explained hy the fact that these andarz 
texts were primarily addressed to !the poor', in the more 
technical sense, for they can almost he regarded as. manuals 
of ethical meditation for the poor, i.e. the highly pious. 
This seems almost certainly true of Dk vi, and may apply, 
also to AdPRiv.
Recalling the various phrases where intercession is 
said to be spiritually valid only when it is done, '‘for 
the sake of one's own soul'1’, it is puzzling to come across 
the following passage::
'He who believes in intercession for the soul is 
dess bad than one who does not believe in any 
thing' (Dk vi,35X*
If the text is not corrupt, the only way of explaining it 
is by a paraphrase such as: a man who believes, that there
is intercession to the soul at the time of the final . 
judgement, though his. belief is wrong,, is less bad than 
one who has not faith. The belief attributed to this ■ 
man is presumably that although he has done wicked things, 
it will always be possible to plead on. behalf of the soul.
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or for the soul to plead on its own "behalf#. The point
of the passage according to this interpretation is that in the
final judgement only actions count. In this view our text
enlarges on the idea expressed in the passage which precedes
itr ’Religion is that which a man always does’ (Dk vi.>3^ )'«=
This interpretation gains so$e substantiation from a
passage in WazAd where again the emphasis is on actions*
and they are called ’'intercessor’ on the man’s behalf:
’Be content in adversity and patient in misfortune.
Be not confident in life, but have confidence in,
righteous action. For good actions are one*:s 
26intercessor* and evil actions are one’s opponent.
For of thoughts, speeches and actions action is the 
most excellent* (PhlT lU6f. §23-25)*^
It seems, therefore, that the phrase * intercession for the 
soul’ is used in Dk vi.35 in, a sense which confirms the idea ' 
of this passage from WazAd, and thus has nothing to do with 
the idea of interceding for other people or creatures ’for
the sake of one’s own soul’ •>
Apart from protecting the poor by interceding on their 
behalf there is the more common help through charity*
’A poor man, (even) if he is thus of bad religion 
or not of righteous behaviour, yet one oigght to give 
him something. He who gives him drives out of the
world for his own part the demons who clamour f#r 
want, and pushes away from himself adversity and 
damage. From the body of that person there: will 
be born no one who will come to destitution*'- 
(Dk vi.292) •
It is curious to see here, after the numerous passages in
praise of poverty, the promise that the offspring.of the.
man will be saved from destitution. But poverty as mere
lack of material needs, without being a voluntary state
of piety,: is clearly not a desirable thing. This attitude
is of course.very much more characteristic of the pragmatic
books than it is of Dk vi*, A passage in. the popular pious
book AXus, for example, encourages people to give to the
poor, as wealth is transient and poverty and hardship may
easily come to oneself (PhlT 56 §6).■ .
The attitude of O&nar is-on the whole quite hostile to
poverty. Here is a selection of quotations:
281 And one thing which is evil* which is the hardest 
of all evil, and which is impossible to hide:: 
poverty* (§6).^
,rTwo are those in whose hearts.poison is always 
spread: one is a poor man who desires everything 
out of want, and another a ruler who is fierce 
and fickle* (§16
!t0f these two things one must not be ashamed: mf
illness and of a poor relative1 (§19)
But in O'&nar we, also find clear traces of the high reverence 
in which the righteous poor men are held:
’Two things should he held as. most precious: a
righteous;, poor man and a ruler who is well-disposed 
and patient* (§17
’He who is poor, hy what shall, he rejoice?.
In what can a wicked man have hope, when there 
is no goodness which is better than righteousness 
and no evil which is worse than wickedness? For a 
poor man can amass a treasure of good deeds, and he 
who is a helper of the gods how can he be. alone*'1 
(§49)33,
15* Measure
’Religion is measure (payman) * (Dk vi.39)*> This 
is not a mere arbitrary definition, but is, in so far as 
religion is taken to mean the way of life represented by 
the religion, literally correct. The way is prepared for 
this statement by the one which immediately precedes it:
’The essential of sin. is excess and deficiency#..
The essential of virtue is measure* (Dk vi.38)*> 
’Excess* and ’deficiency’ are explained (in Dk vi#,l4-2): as,,
respectively, thinking, speaking and doing things which
ought not to he thought, spoken and done; and not thinking,
speaking and doing things which opght not to he thought,.
spoken and done.. In contrast the* measure is achieved hy
that which ought to he performed hy the three modes of
activity. Religion consists of three principal things,
union, separation and the measure. 'Stee Measure is * one
who is a guardian over that union (with the gods and the
good) and separation (from the demons and the wicked),, and
it never perishes* (Dk vl.U3)\ ®he measure thus serves as
a liinge which keeps together the two main tenets of religion
Great pride is taken in.the high esteem in which,the
idea of payman is held in Iran. A passage in Dk iv says:
’Iran has al way's praised, the™ measure and criticised
excess -and deficiency., In Byaantium the philosophers
have teen mostly praised, in India the knowers, in.
other places the cognisant have "been mostly praised,
those from whom skill of speech, is manifest. The
Kingdom of Iran approved of peojhle with insigfet*
(DlcM i+29.11-15y.1
Despite this great emphasis on. payman. being typically
Iranian, the concept has heen shown to he a borrowing from
2the philosophy of Aristotle.. As is however, often the 
case with borrowings of this type, the notion does not seem
to have been entirely foreign to Iran even "before the
contact with Greece. The term p ayman. which is so 
prominent in 2oroastrian cosmology, itself means etymo’logic-
Besides, certain cases in which the word is used in Pahlavi 
suggest that it has a peculiarly Iranian connotation which 
is not necessarily a development from the Aristotelian con­
ception. of the mean. Thus, for example,, we, have a passage
measure of property of those who "belong to the Gatha is 
1eyening and morning meals1, that of the second group is 
t?what is done in righteousness*> and of those, who belong to
have to collect some further materials before it would be 
possible -to tell whether this usage of the term is not a 
survival - of an. original Iranian notion.
The andars books contain two basic types of lists of 
virtues and vices* The majority.of lists are based.on the 
principle of the mean, and mentions virtues in contrast to 
vices which represent the excess, deficiency or false 
associate of each particular virtue. These lists have, 
essentially, a fourfold structure, even if they refer only 
to two or three related qualities at a time. The second type 
of lists is exclusively Iranian:: these lists are in effect
3ally 'measure1, the meaning 'pact* being probably secondary*
which establishes a different payman three
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levels of religious existence. The 2 , the
Dad it is !i‘whab may be done by law1 (Pk vi.206). One would
collections of human'qualities endowed■with divine or 
demonic character.
A systematic chapter in Dk iii may serve aa a good 
introduction to the structure of lists based on the idea of 
the mean.-^  It is not,by itself, an andarz text, but is one 
which forms part-of the theological plan of’Dk'ili. It 
does however serve to elucidate the approach to these lists.. 
There are two kinds of virtues, it explains, some are; 
forward-inclined (fraz:-ahangig) and others are .'backward- 
inclined (abaz-ahangig:). A wise.man has virtues of both 
types in the right me a sure (p aym anlhai), allotted to him by 
the Creator. There - are also two types of time: ascendance 
and depression! (abraz, niseb)„ the first one requiring 
generally forward-inclined virtues, the other backward- 
inclined ones, though there are exceptions.in both cases 
according to occasions , and people (hangami.ha ud kasiha).
In order to make the.performance of virtues effective one 
has to adjust the two types of virtue to the two types of 
time. Wisdom, which recognizes the right time for each 
virtue, is the leader of virtues. The chapter contains, 
besides the introduction which has been paraphrased in the 
preceding lines, two lists of virtues, each followed by 
its corresponding excess. The defects serve to u.rcl.: 
define the virtues more closely, as they are the qualities
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from which .the virtues must, he ' f r e e * T h e  forward- 
inclined virtues are active, enterprising ones, .like 
swiftness (taglgihj, movement (iumbi&n), diligence
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. (tuxsagih) , generosity- (radih.)The backward-inclined ones 
are passive;, restraining qualities, like circumspection 
( nigTrTdarTh)r endur ahc e .( burdih.), cont entment ( hunsandlhi) *
The two lists are very carefully correlated, so that if we set 
the good, and bad qualities to correspond we get. four 
parallel columns, two for.the two types of virtue and. 
two for their two-particular .excesses. The excess: of 
the backward-inclined virtue is of course at the same 
time a deficiency of the forward-inclined virtue.
The same scheme is repeated in Dk iii ch. 336, 
though the harmony is disturbed by the absence of a- few;
items.^ Dk iii ch. 391 again gives a fairly elaborate
... 7
and nearly complete list of this fourfold, structure,
and the same may be- said of Dk iii ch.. 76'>, where the
8list consists of three series: of four qualities. The
list given in the medical chapter Dk iii 137 is also
based on the same principle, though it is somewhat more:
9elaborate.
The section in Dk vi.B.Hiff. which belongs to this 
type of lists seems at first sight to be merely based on. 
a long string of pairs of opposite qualities*. On closer
inspection it "becomes clean that it must have had as a 
vorlage a list based on the principle of the fourfold scheme, 
as in the previous examples. The list in gB.Hj-, complement­
ed by the items omitted, from it and found in the para­
graphs which follow, has a, definite logical structure 
which can be discovered when it is noticed that it consists 
of 32 pairs of opposites. This can be divided into two 
groups of 16, and within, each group one may distinguish 
two fairly parallel lists of eight pairs each. Although 
the order of the items in each group of eight is totally 
lost, many double pairs of qualities can be re-grouped 
when they are compared to the fourfold designs in the 
chapters of Dkiii. Thus, for example, the first, pair 
in Dk vi.B.l4 is radih v. wanegarTh, and their natural 
complement in all the other lists is fIonian v. panih, 
which pair is effectively found in the corresponding 
group of eight pairs. The pair tuxsagih: ahunsandih 
goes naturally together with hunsanclih: a^gahanih. Other 
groups also form acceptable companions, e.g. wistaxwih.r 
wastarlh. / husarmih.s awistaxwih., In the second division 
of 16 pairs' of opposites the association is between 
groups of two pairs following. each other.. Thus, for 
example, we have wuzurg-menisrilh: abar-1ahlh / niliadagih.s 
obastih, for which cf. Dk iii 68 No. 12.^
These lists do not mention payman itself as one
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of the virtues.. This is appropriate, for payman is the
principle "behind all these lists,, when it is grasped that
its effect is to direct the man to act in accordance
with the right quality which is appropriate to the
particular time. The point comes out clearly in a chapter 
11of Dk iii. which declares, the 1 summary* (hangirdig)
or essence of goodness to he j^ ayman, the essence of which
is the law (dad), and its offspring to he seven qualities:
wisdom, character, shame, love, generosity, truthfulness,-
gratitude. The corresponding 1 summary* of evil is excess,
and deficiency (frehhud ud ahehud)» which give rise to
lack of law and to had qualities: corresponding to the virtues.
12Both the measure and the law precede the list of virtues, 
the whole system heing presided over hy payman.
The list of seven virtues and vices contained in the 
chapter last referred to, Dk iii 203> differs from the 
lists previously discussed in that it cannot he regarded as 
belonging to the fourfold type of schematic: lists which is 
hased on the idea of two corresponding virtues, with two 
opposing vices at hoth ends. It is not in fact- a list of 
the Aristotelian kind at all., for it begins with xrad, 
which would have no place in such a list. This list 
belongs rather to the ancient Iranian tradition of qualities.-
turned into spirits, as a comparison with a similar list
13in AW will show. Here the system is frankly and simply 
dualistic, as opposed to the subtler threefold or fourfold 
scheme^derived from Greek philosophy. It is significant that 
the qualities, good and bad, in Dk iii 203 are not presented, 
as virtues, and vices of the- individual man but as the * offspring 
of the principles of good and evil.. Although the chapter is 
clearly based on a traditional pattern, it is organised in 
the systematic theological way which characterises the 
approach of Dk iii; no such attempt at organisation is 
apparent In the corresponding text of AW, where the good 
and bad qualities, called simply spirits and demons, are 
not made to match exactly, and where they are hot put under 
the general heading of payman.
The notion of measure itself is extremely common
in the andarz books. It Is specifically applied to things;
15 16 17such as; eating,  ^toil, power and wealth, love of one1 s.
wife and children,thinking of onefs virtue,^ honour,^
21and things of this w o r l d T h e r e  are things however1 
which are excluded from the rule of the measure:
'Keeping tte"' measure is this: one who gauges everything 
according to ^  measure, so that.he should not have 
more or less;, for every thing of perfection is tbm 
measure. Dor those things which there is no
keeping of the measure are knowledge, frlend(ship), 
and good deeds' (PRiv 197.7-10, AdPRiv §18).22
Everything which has to do with spiritual matters is 
excluded from the rule of tfre measure hy passages of 
Dk vi:
*As regards the soul, to he ahle in a measure is 
not to he ahle. As regards possessions to dispose of 
them in a measure is not to dispose* (Dk vi.l74)«
The .ability of the soul is compared’, in the passage quoted, 
to the power which a man exercises over material things,
i
where', 'in hoth cases,, only complete possession is valid. Thi
comparison is put forward,, however, in order to point out
? *
the difference between the two fields:
*To dispose of a thing or not to dispose of it changes; 
according to the person. Some people do not dispose 
unless they possess completely a. seat and gold, silver 
and other possessions. Other people can dispose (even) 
when their desire does not go beyond one head of cattle* 
'One disposes or does not dispose of the whole of 
religion (only). For one disposes when one does not 
commit a sin, and one does not dispose except when one 
performs good deeds.' (Dk vi*175f*)»
Only absolute possession of religion has any validity: no 
limited measure is applicable.
16. Contentment and joy
In the attitude to he taken towards this world the 
idea of measure is complemented hy that of contentment..
One may almost say, although there is no text to confirm 
this, that the relationship between the two concepts is 
similar to that which results in the dependence of -ttee- 
doing of good deeds on right intention. Poverty, 
for example,'which is the proper measure of the truly 
spiritual, can be a bad condition if a man who stands in 
it is discontented and strives constantly towards:, wealth 
and riches, for this is the description of the sinful position 
of ^kohih.^ ' ' .
There are two. separate attitudes which combine together 
in the ideal attitude to this world. One is the passive, 
uncomplaining acceptance of whatever comes, the attitude of 
contentment. The other is the active endeavour of joy..
For contentment we may quote the following typical example: 
'One ought to be content with the decree of the 
gods, for he lives always.in discontent and distress 
who is not content with the decree of the gods;*
(Dk vi.C.17)'*
In practical terms this means that 'one ought not to.be 
malignant and upset in crime and distress:' (Dk vi.C-.9)
and that 1 one ought not to have pain and grief over a.
2thing which has not come.1 (Dk vi.C.lo).
It is possible to achieve contentment hy the recognition 
of the inevitability of things, by the knowledge that they 
depend on fate.* Contentment enables one to face calmly a 
misfortune which cannot be averted:
'By (knowing) contentment, when misfortune befalls 
one in such.a manner that it is impossible to seek 
remedy, one becomes willingly content with it and 
does not make evil twofold: one, that which springs 
from misfortune, and another, (that which springs) 
from discontent* (Dk vi.D*^).
The main virtue of contentment is that it may act', as a 
buttress against the fiercest demon, obviously the demon 
of greed (l.z)*^ Thus, in a series of midrashic inter­
pretations of injunctions originally concerned with food 
the first sentence, 'One ought to eat a hearty meal', is 
interpreted, to mean: 'He is content with that which has 
come' (Dk vi#3l(0*
It is particularly emphasized that one ought to refrain 
from complaining* This is among the commonest themes in 
the andarz books. In a mild form the injunction occurs im 
Dk . vi *C*ij.6: ' One ought not to inform many people of the pain,
offence and distress-which have-befallen one ••.' This is 
phrased more sharply,- although with a special intention, 
in another passage::
rOne ought to speak the gratitude and: thanks which are 
from the good, and not to speak the complaint which 
is from the wicked' (Dk vi*286).
The virtue of suppressing complaints is expressed by the 
adjective compound gilag-bbar 'one who. swallows: complaints;' 
The text reader 'One ought to suppress; complaint, be 
resigned (?), diligent and confident in doing good deeds, 
and to seek gratitude from the spirits^ (Dk vi.29)* 
'Complaint' also figures among the 'four faults in man* 
which 'have been said to be enmity' (Dk vi.C*83c).
The active element in contentment is also duly, 
emphasized*
'Let one consider the dwelling in righteousness and 
religion.as the storing up of contentment' (Dk vi•27)• 
Both aspects of the notion of contentment are equally 
brought out in a definition of hunsandih which is found 
in AdPRiv:
'Contentment is this: one who is content and.resigned 
with regard to the authority and wealth which he has, 
and is so diligent and gives up his life so much with
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regard! to that thing from which the inner ease of soul, 
may come about that as long as he is alive he never 
becomes content with it1 (PRiv p. 199 §260.^
Contentment is clearly not taken here to mean a state of 
mere-inactive acceptance of anything, and there is careful, 
differentiation between this-worldly matters, and spiritual 
aims# Similarly?', * those who are content with wealth are: 
discontented with v/isdom and knowledge1 (Dk vi#197)»
The * false associate*1 (dradarod) of contentment in 
various schematic lists is sloth (a&gahanTh), and the virtue
~7
which is associated to it is diligence (tuxsagih)» The 
way to achieve.-contentment finds amusing expression in a: 
short composition by the name of *The medicine of contentment*, 
which is a' sort of elaborate popular midrashic treatment of 
the theme of contentment, making what seems to be ironical 
use of magical conventions#^
An intense expression of the feeling of contentment 
is that of joy (ramisn):
* One .ought to keep oneself in joy, and one ought to 
keep’ one*s joy in righteous things as tenderly as 
one keeps a .child, and to be diligent in it so much 
that joy will never abandon one’s body* (Dk vi.E.30b)*
Joy requires effort and concentration. This point is 
illustrated by the sentences which follow in the same 
passage:
!When joy desires that thing which, if.it is done 
according to -its desire an offence may occur, one 
ought not to do that thing "but another thing which 
: when it is done, the joy increases and an offence, 
may not occur. By no means ought one to allow joy 
to abandon one's body1 (ibid.).
There follows the-.example of the child who sometimes desires 
harmful things. Instead of refusing the desire and upsetting 
the;child one can replace the harmful object by some 
edible thing which would keep the child happy. The desires 
of the soul, treated similarly, Would keep the man in joy 
without complying with his frivolous wishes. The text . 
concludes: 'With regard to a joy as worthy the wise spoke 
of contentment' (Dk vi.j3.30b).
Contentment leads towards joy, the latter being, on 
the highest level, the bliss of the righteous in ultimate 
things. Thus we may recall the saying 'Those who are 
content with regard to wealth are discontented with regard 
to wisdom and knowledge' (Dk vi.197) in which 'wisdom and 
knowledge' are the notions which point towards the end of 
the world.^ Another saying which seems to take 'true' 
joy as being the final bliss is:
'That joy should not be regarded as joy which afterwards, 
becomes the foundation -of worry* (Kirbag kardan ray,
PhlT 78f. §6).10
The eschatological meaning of joy is particularly clear in,
; 11 sayings preserved: only in the Arabic version of Miskawayh,
hut it is also felt to he underlying the whole collection:
of sayings in Dk vi which deals with ramisn (Dk vi*189-199)*
For example:
*The fruit, of every good deed is joy,, and the fruit
of every evil deed is distress1 (Dk vi.195)*^
where .joy and distress: evidently refer to the reward in.
afterlife. That joy is essentially the condition of
ultimate bliss of the righteous^ can also he seen in the
following quotation from AW:
TWho is most joyful? One who is saved from grave
fFeair and misfortune* (PhlT 95 §l'37f*)*
*Fear*, as a rule, refers to the condemnation received for
13'evil deeds:, .again in connection with the judgement.
It is indeed nearly impossible to dissociate earthly, 
material joy in our texts from ultimate, spiritual bliss:.
The two seem to be undifferentiated aspects-; of the same 
condition. Thus joy is sougjat 'on the earthly level, in. 
a good, and obedient wife (Dk vi.127)* on the other hand, 
the thing which .causes, always joy is religion (Dk vi.33)*
For the prototypes of joy and distress one looks, as In
other fields of life, to Ohrmasd and Ahreman:
'The essential thing in joy is contentment and the 
essential thing.in distress, is discontent. For were 
Ohrmazd the Lord not'content with the goodness which 
is his, he would.not have goodness,, and were 
Ahreman not discontented with his wickedness, he 
would not have wickedness1. (Dk vi.196). .
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VI
Beyond this world.
17. Afterlife: judgement and reward.
It is typical of the andarz hooks that they refer
very often to the. impermanence of the things of this world,
to the thought of imminent death, as well as to the
Reckoning of the Spirits. Life is to he conducted in a
way that one is ready at all times for the final trial
and the trial is anticipated hy frequent self-inquiry.
Our texts do not go into detailed discussion of the fate
of the soul after death or of the judgement, hut the
1subject is familiar enough from other texts. These
topics are only approached in the andarz, texts as edifying 
themes for sermons*
Some points however emerge from the andarz texts 
which are worth mentioning. This world and the spiritual 
world complement each other and are in some balance to each 
other. ■ Thus when a man who suffers a disease hears it 
without maligning the gods and is always resigned and 
content, * the gods in the Reckoning of the Spirits take and 
consider that pain and discomfort which have come to him 
through illness and disease and dediict it from the (sum of)
sins committed by him* (Dk vi*306). It is not only the 
willingness to endure unavoidable p ain which counits in 
this passage, but also the pain itself, in whatever 
form it has come upon one, counts in the balance.
The two pious priests who were wearily carrying on their 
backs loads of‘.'fire-wood say .in self-justification: flWe
have heard that every person must, according to (his) 
degree,- undergo the evil created by Ahreman at one place, 
either in this world or in the next. It seems to us 
better if we pass through,our share (of evil) in this 
world. •. * (Dk vi.D .fj) The doctrine of the common 
balance'helps to explain some of the points which cause 
l.durbad joy when he suffers a misfortune (Dk vi.A.5):’
!;The store of Ahreman is full of misfortune, he keeps it for 
good people. What ever has come to me has diminished the 
store of Ahreman and he will not be able to do it again, to 
a good ^an!i* It seems that the idea of the limited store
of Ahreman applies to his powers on both levels, that of
  ^  -
getlg as well as that of menog. This is . certainly the
case with another source of joy with which Adurbad comforts
himself: l!The misfortune has come not to my soul but to my
body, for .it is possible to pass(it) more easily in the
body than in the soul1. The distinction between body and
soul seems to refer to the choice between bearing a misfortune
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in this world, in the body, or in the next world ,■ when, 
one is soul, the implication being that once distress 
has been endured in one form it will not be repeated in 
another*
There is continuity not only-.'between the two worlds 
but also, in this world,--between the generations, for in 
another joyful thought of Adurbad he says: /*;Every evil or
misfortune which (Ahreman) causes reaches either oneself 
or one1s offspring* It has come,to me and will not reach 
my offspring* (ibid). . The idea of th^ mutual responsibility 
of generations is not very well supported by other examples, 
and it does not seem to go well with the scrupulous weighing 
of individual good deeds and sins in the final judgement*
As there is some interdependence of the.two worlds, 
in the matter of the balance- of happiness and suffering, 
the gods have the choice of the place where they will award 
the reward:
*’The gods, however, are knowers of benefit, and 
they know with regard to a good thing done to a 
person which way it is most befitting (to reward 
■ the doer), in this world or in the next* They 
contemplate and consider, and assign the reward of 
the worthy to there where it is best assigned, for 
both the irieriog and getig worlds are theirs|!
(Dk vi *D *7d) *
Other passages.do not echo this idea about the freedom of 
the gods in allotting the reward to wherever they wish: 
’Whoever accepts upon himself in this world toil 
and trouble.in this manner, besides the virtue of 
seeing that toil and pain, the spirits keep, for 
him in meiiog;. even as much as. the thing he has 
borne and deduct it from the other 'sins which he 
committed1 (Dk vi.81, cf. also Dk vi.106).
There.is, however, no real discrepancy between the two 
passages, the difference being only one of context.. The 
latter quotation deals with a man who prefers of his own 
will to undergo suffering in this world, and his. reward is 
sure to come in the next,world*
Life in this world is to be conducted by the pious 
in a way which anticipates at every turn the coming of 
death and the ultimate judgement* The best form of 
diligence is said to be the activity of one *'wh.o does the 
thing he sets out to do in such a way that at every moment 
he is sure in himself that were he even to die at that 
very minute he would not have to do anything differently 
(from the way he has done)1 (Dk vi*23}:* References to the
judgement and the reward are frequent in relation to various
h 5
activities,,, expectation of reward is commended,: and reward
is said, to come from him whom one worships. Expectation
7
of paradise is a goal of the righteous life, and repentance
saves one from hell.^ • The goal of the soul*'s endeavour is.
9the future "body* G-oing to hell after death is not 
necessarily final and iri>etrievable. People who committed 
only small offences are allowed out of hell and into 
paradise after they have completed their period of pTSnish- 
ment. They'walk from hell to paradise on a road which is 
*‘more fragrant than any fragrance which is on earth1 
(Dk vi.287).
It is paradoxical that punishment for sins committed 
belongs to the realm of Ahreman, although by committing 
sdns one really fulfils the devil*'s desire*. The paradox 
.is heightened by passages which refer to punishment as a 
purifying agency:. *!It is easier to wash and clean the 
filth and pollution which attach themselves to the body 
than those which come to the soul which cannot be washed 
and cleaned except through repentance, punishment and 
heavy and difficult chastisement* (Dk vi*E.31b). When,, 
ini the previous quotation, we see that people are taken to 
hell for a limited span of time to complete their period 
of punishment for the sins they committed, it seems almost 
as if Ahreman serves as a tool, of purification in the hands 
of Ohrmasd*. Such an interpretation would of course be
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unacceptable to Zbroastrians, but it serves to show/' the 
incongruity, of the conception which is, however, un­
avoidable, as it arises from the very structure of the 
dualistic system in which every kind of suffering is 
evil by definition#
The significant point about the judgement after 
death Is that the individual soul is not the only one 
that is put to trial. The litigants are the spirits,; 
gods, and demons, and the result of the trial is a triumph 
£0 one 'of ;the camps of spirits. A scene of what happens 
to the soul after death is described dramatically: *If 
when the man dies there are demons in his body at the 
time, it will be more violent for the soul, and as a 
consequence it will be more difficult for the gods to 
extract that body from the hands of the demons*..,f 
('Dk vi#236)'# If the demon who has been appointed to cormipt 
the man in his lifetime failed in his mission and the man 
performs good deeds which he does not regret, the demon is 
seized and 'is broken, destroyed and annihilated1 by the 
spirit M l  demon, himself (Dk vi#315)# Such a failure 
evidently weakens the whole array of the powers of evil'*
There is no doubt about the.final victor in the cosmic 
battle: when Ahreman saw the renovation (fra^kerd) and
the resurrection (ristaxez) he fell to his knees and lay 
afterwards vanquished for three thousand years (Dk vi.258).
The specific contribution which Dk vi adds to the 
subject of eschatology is not, as we have seen, in adding 
any new information; it consists rather in making typological, 
interpretations of texts relating to the Renovation. 
rThe duty of every person is to do these four 
things: the Renovation, the creation of the
creatures, the resurrection and the future body*
The Renovation is this: one who becomes separate
from the demons. The creation, of the creatures is 
this: one who does this thing best, thinking,
speaking and acting. The resurrection is this: 
one who knov^ rs to bring back that which has been 
taken from him. The future body is this: one
who knows to go back there from where he came*
(Dk vi.E.Ifhk).
The technique of this interpretation consists in transform­
ing the cosmic notions into ethical precepts. Just as 
manTls life and individual activities are directed towards 
the ultimate things, so the intellectual pun exercised by 
this saying translates notions relating to the destiny of 
the world into terms of the everyday duties of religion.:
The Circle is thus closed, and the mutual dependence of 
cosmic and individual notions once again asserted* The 
interpretation of the resurrection, *!to bring back that 
which has been taken from one1 , refers presumably to 
repentance; the explanation of the future body as ,(one 
who knows to go back there from where he came* is to be 
understood in the light of utterances such as that of 
l.durb'ad: *1,, for my part, know that I came from Ohrmazd
the Lord ... and I shall return to Ohrmazdt: (Dk vi.D.9)*
Another, but somewhat vaguer, midrashic interpretation 
of terms relating to eschatology is found in. the following 
passage:
'Immortality means to be again just as one was*
The future body means one is born again just as 
one was born* (Dk vi.267)*
The difference between the two terms defined here is that 
the second implies interruption, death, whereas the first 
has continuous existence in the same state* The passage 
perhaps tries to interpret the first; term as being in an 
uninterrupted state of righteousness ( '’immortality') r as 
opposed to righteousness regained after repentance ('the 
future body'). Whatever the precise intention of this 
midrash, the idea of the Renovation as opposed to immortal­
ity is familiar in a more conventional way::
.287.,
^Zoroastex1 asked for immortality.. Ohrmazd said:
"If I make you immortal now it* will be impossible 
to make the Renovation" fl‘ (,Dk vi.B.5> of* also 
Dk vi.B.6) •
The idea is quite clear, for there is no possibility of 
Renovation unless it is preceded by death*.
On a more mundane level the concept of the Renovation 
is used as a symbol of continuation in this world as 
effected between the generations. trThe relationship of 
the Renovation is this, one who takes a. wife in time,
desires children and Arrangep- his rol-eefcionohip* (Dk vi.92}-.,
/
The idea that the continuity from this world to. the next is 
analogous to that which a man achieves through his. offspring 
may be related to the notion of the balance of misfortune 
which takes effect between man and Jris descendants.^
18*. Salvation
The verb !!to save* (buxtan) and its derivatives 
are often used in the andarz. texts, but their frequent 
occurrence is not sufficient to make the religion represented 
by these 'writings a religion of salvation*. The precise 
meaning of the verb will become clear from an examination 
of thd passages in which it occurs..
A tiling by which the. Soul is saved ,ris* vis. is
eternal, permanent, whereas that by which the soul is
mac3-e ciniwand 1 is not1 ■ (Dk 'vi.0.80). The use or these
verbs of* • existence is reminiscent of the distinction made
along the'same lines between Ohrmasd and Ahreman. rTo
o
be saved* is often used to replace !ito become ahlaw1'.
The captivity from which the soul is saved is not that 
of this world; it is an escape from the -grip of the 
demons:
t:Men ought to. know bad character and to keep 
away from it, for one who has learnt to .know 
bad character and avoided it has split the demons 
and saved the man* (Dk vi .D.7a).
It is also the escape of man from hell: ^Tenthly, good
completion is best, and in it the salvation of the- soul 
from hell is best1 (Dk vi*127), or from the eschatological 
bridge.
There is reason to assume that the term buxtan has a 
marked juridical flavour, that it primarily implies 
acquittal at a trial* Its opposite is eraxtan (with the 
noun erangih). This emerges quite clearly from the follow­
ing passage:
,f0ne who has the nature of a man should follow that 
one who shows him the salvation of the soul. But
there are times when one ought 60 make oneself qs 
deaf,, blind and For blindness is
better when one has looked at a thing.*•which 
brings harm to the soul; deafness is better' 
when one has heard a thing which may bring about 
the trial and the interrogation of the soul;; 
muteness is better when one has said a thing through 
which one becomes ultimately condemned and doomed 
(eraxtag ud abogiSnig)tf (Dk vi.18.34)*
Other instances of the use of the verb buxt an in. purely 
legal contexts have been noticed.^ That salvation in the 
Pahlavi texts is principally a negative blessing, a> state 
of escaping from evil judgement, is also seen in the 
following definition: ’'Separation from-the demons is the
salvation of the soul* (Dk vi.E.45f)* The ability to be 
acquitted in the final judgement is made the principle 
according to which three classes of men are distinguished:: 
*l'One is saved, one is not guilty, one is guilty* (Dk vi.2Q4)*<
The prominence in which the terms for salvation arb
■ . <> f
held in these texts is therefore another illustration to the
fact that the final judgement is very much the goal of man’s
religious activity according to Zoroastrianism*
19 • Xwarr
The notion of xwanr, with, its Avestan antecedents and
cognates in other Iranian languages has heen fully treated
1
hy H.W.Bailey, The primary meaning of the word was shown 
hy him to he ,fa good thing, a desirable thing, possessions, 
good things1 , from which the meaning *fortune* , 1 royal 
fortune1 is. assumed to have developed. This was often 
associated with light, as in the case of Zoroaster. The 
personal and.psychological concepts connected with xwarr 
are considered to he a late development of the notion.^
It may however he suggested that as far as the Zoroastrian 
texts are concerned xwarr has the same complex structure 
as so many other concepts in Zoroastrianism, that is, 
basically, the threefold ramification of a concept into, 
first, an abstract notion, secondly, an independent menog 
hypostasis, and thirdly, an entity which resides in the 
individual person, and has the character of a ^psychological* 
spirit. AIT three aspects are well documented in the 
texts brought together in Zor.Pr.- and if this structure 
. does not emerge from the discussion with complete lucidity,, 
this is due to the fact that the main concern there is to 
distinguish between two other aspects of the notion, the one 
being * material gain, riches, prosperity* and the other
\ ■ (T
’fortune1 as an abstract idea. As Professor Bailey
himself*, remarks concerning the difference betv/een ’riches*
and ’prosperity*; ’It may even he that the speakers did
6'not seek to distinguish between the two*. It seems ‘ 
probable that in such cases the original idea may already 
have possessed some of the complexity of later developments 
As regards the distinction between the abstract notion 
and the material objects signified by the same-word 
hvarnaliv (xwarr), one notices that the corresponding 
Sanskrit terms laksml* and sri also have the same double 
meaning, which is a feature of words meaning'’fortune* 
in several languages. One wonders therefore whether:it 
is not simpler to assume that such notions already carried 
some complexity of meaning in their primitive stage, 
rather than regard the complexity as an independent 
parallel accretion in the different languages.
8The three hypostases of hvarnah, in the Avesta 
do not spoil the clear threefold structure of the 
notion. They do hot form a category of meaning im 
themselves but are an’example of the constant process: 
of turning abstract notions into independent spirits.
The xwarr of a group of people (the A^ans or the 
Kayanians), or the individual xwarr of an outstanding
.person such as Zoroaster are the externalized menog
-entities derived'from the. personal xwarr of- the people
: 9
whom they represent.
further contributions to the understanding of the
10concept of xwarr have been made by R. 0:. Zaehner, and
11also.by M. Mole, in whose book a number of important 
texts are given and discussed., ■
Some remarks arising from the examination of xwarr 
in the andarz texts may still however contribute towards 
the understanding of the subject. A passage in Dk vi 
says:
*The satisfaction of the joy of the gods is the
IP
splendour “ of the body of the good1 (Dk vi.192).
The passage may hot be immediately clear. One notices a^ 
parallel, between the gods and the good: siiayish, ;
* satisfaction*, applied ,to the gods, is paralleled by 
xwarr1, connected the. good*, The point of the saying 
becomes much clearer when it.is noticed that it follows, 
another saying with very much the same structure;:
*The satisfaction of the joy of the gods is that 
after.which there: iS'no more distress* (Dk vi.191).
The wording of.Dk vi.191 is vague, it contains an allusion
which calls for an explicit explanation, and this
comes in the following passage (Dk vi.192), quoted before).
293.
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The relationship between the two short texts is like/a 
riddle fro t» solution. 1 That , after which there is no. 
more distress* is explained by the phrase- * the splendour 
of .the body of the good*. The xwarr of the good in this 
world is seen by this parallel to be identical with the 
final bliss of the righteous. This xwarr is *the satisfaction 
of the gods* joy* ( ghayisn. i . yazdan. ramisn), which phrase 
may mean either the joy experienced by men at..coming into 
contact with the gods or the joy of the gods themselves.
The former meaning is apparently the one which should be 
adopted, as it is. confirmed by a text which belongs to 
the same group' of sayings:
*The joy and splendour which are in the body.should 
be guarded against harm ...* (Dk vi.193)*
*Joy* and * splendour* are here parallel notions,, both 
found in the bodies of men.. As the passage goes on to 
explain, their presence in the body can help one to 
avoid.sin. In what sense one should understand the 
relationship between the. gods and such qualities which 
reside in men can be seen from another passage.: -
*One ought 'to keep the door open-to people, for 
one who does not keep the door open to people, 
people do not come to his house. One to whose 
house people do not come,, the gods do hot come
to his- house either. One to whose house the gods 
do not, come does not possess.splendour• For people 
are after bread, the gods are after people and 
splendour follows the gods.* (Dk' vi. 187).^
The possession of xwarr is seen,thus; to depend on the 
favour of -the gods.” This same conclusion may be drawn 
from another reference to xwarr;' 'The enclosing, wall.
j^ warr is the performance of the - ritual in the presence 
( of the gods) *. (Dk vi • 109) •
A number of passages stress..the dependence of xwarr 
on truth: 'The instrument of splendour is truthfulness:*
(Dk, vi.253); * The life of splendoui1 is from truthfulness.* 
(Dk vi.C.8l); 'The faculty of splendour is this: truth- 
fulness: and being of good promise*. .The dependence is 
established in causal terms: 'From truthfulness, and the 
speaking of truth in wisdom there is increase of possession, 
of splendour, and the increase of men is from it* .-(Dk- vi. 
C.69)* The opposite of this is found in the passage 
which follows (Dk vi.C.7 0 ), where the bad notion which 
corresponds to xwarr is zad-brehih, lit. *having (one's) 
radiance smitten*, hence *bad luck*•
Of the various other qualities which are connected 
with xwarn one may particularly mention eloquence, wise
and timely speaking, which increase it (Dk vi.C.63 > :the 
opposite is in Dk vi.C.64), gratitude, which brings, 
about possession of xwarr which in its turn brings kindliness, 
and peace (Dk vi.G.fjl)* opposite in Dk vi.C.5 2 ). One who. 
keeps a scoffer near himself may find his. xwarr.- diminished,, 
because *he always casts doubts: on people for qualities 
which they lack* (Dk vi.C.U)*
It will have been noticed, that xwarr flourishes mostly 
in contact with people: hospitality,■speaking of truth with 
vi/lsdom, eloquence, gratitude, avoiding finding fault with 
people etc. The connection is put in clear terms: 'From 
possession.of splendour and thereby the increase of men a 
man comes to- the. honour of authority and the affairs of the 
world* (Dk vi.C.69)* It would seem that the main earthly 
mark of the possessions of xwarr is the popularity which 
one has among one's fellow human beings.. -
One final sentence concerning xwarr may be considered: 
'There is nothing more beneficial than religion,: for 
that splendour which religion casts is never injurious 
to men* (Dk vi.74)»
Does this, passage imply that there are kinds of xwarr 
other than that cast by religion which may be injurious?
It seems that the answer to this question is positive.
In a;*passage' of Dk iii we read: 'When (someone) forgets 
the friendship, praise and gratitude of the Creator's, - 
xwarr and forsakes it., he heoomes ‘unprotected "by xwarr, 
and' the xwarr kills, him unprotected,, That is the xwarr 
killer of demons'.. The idea which underlies this 
statement is perhaps that a man who abandons the Creator 
isleft unprotected by his righteous xwarr, and since he 
has turned out to be a demon he is killed by another, 
demon-killing., xwarr. That the various kinds of xwarr
have a function to fulfil in the act of ultimately
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smiting the. demons can be seen from other texts.
The idea oft the harmful xwarr appears also.to be contained, 
in another passage which comes in Dk iii
'On the injury of the Creator's> xwarr (to) a possessor 
of xwarr who scorns' xwarr. Prom' the instruction 
of the-Good Religion. -
The Creator made the creation for a work, the creation 
is an agent of the Creator. The good fulfilment of 
their work is through xwarr and xweskarih. Through 
reverence to xwarr- there is xweskarih, from xwegkarThi 
:there is execution of - the work of the Creator, 
fulfilment of the Creator's work is doing His desire 
' and the satisfaction which ensues from that.,
When they, scorn xwarr through non-duty (axweskarTh) 
the Creator’s .work is hampered, that which is 
according- to His desire, .is undone, and the injury which 
ensues- from that'.^
The concise' language used hy this text caused Mole to 
misunderstand-its intention* The injury (azar) in the 
title of the.chapter and at the end, as'well as the 
satisfaction, which is mentioned at the end of the first 
part of the;chapter, -clearly refer to man, the possessor of 
xwarr, and not. to the Creator's xwarr*..‘
2 0 *, Pate and freedom of the will. . . .
The problems of fate and predestination have attracted.
1a great deal. of attention from scholars of'Iranian religion* 
The two questions are in effect quite separate* .Fate is 
only one, instance of what may be the cause for a limitation 
on the exercise of free will by the individual.,; In . 
Zoroastrianism it seems not- to be the main cause at all; 
scholars who view the Triple question of free will-as- 
depending on the conception of fate seem therefore, to be 
mistaken.
It is perhaps not an accident that there are.not 
many utterances, concerning fate in the long andars texts.
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The main source for a discussion- of the attitude to fate 
has been-the Me hog 1 Xrad* which has:heen described as IL«HIFCT WFWTfc
semi—Zurvanite largely because of its preoccupation with 
2this problem. It is best therefore to start by an 
examination of !the passages concerning fate in MX:
* The wise-man ashed of the Spirit of Wisdom: Why is 
it that sometimes a slothful, ignorant and bad 
man reaches great honour and prosperity;, and that 
a capable,: wise and good man sometimes reaches, 
griev.ous distress, misfortune and want?
The Spirit of Wisdom replied: When fate helps him, 
..that sloth of the slothful, ignorant and bad man 
becomes like diligence, that ignorances becomes; 
like wisdom, that badness becomes like goodness*
When fate opposes him, that wisdom of the wise,- 
capable aiid good man turns into lack of wisdom and 
foolishness:, that capacity into ignorance* . His 
knowledge,- virtue and capacity appear to be a weak 
(MX 51).3
If the chapter is read carefully one notices some 
significant points of phrasing. The qualities which change 
are as follows:
From load to good: slothful, ignorant'had;
From good to had: capable, wise, good.
The first items in the two lists’, do not form a pair, for 
Capable* is not the opposite of * slothful** We further 
notice that sloth (&Sgahanih) becomes !like*^ diligence, 
whereas capacity (sayandaguhi) turns into ignorance
• •  "  ’  n u j n n iT TH i» »iI'h i w i i  wl lih m T i i i »
(dusagahlhi). . This lack of symmetry is apparently not
fortuitous, and the explanation of it is unwittingly
given by R. C. Zaehner, although his words, were meant to
have the opposite effect. Energy* (tuxsagihO » 1 .says
Professor Zaehner, !is the very source and fountain-head
of action, the quality by which salvation can be won,
and in which, for the Mazdeaiv, fate should have no part*.
But,Professor Zaehner did not notice that diligence is
indeed outside the scope of fate in this passage. Under
the influence of fate, our passage says, sloth can become
like diligence, that is, it obtains without effort the
same desirable results as are normally obtained by diligence
6but it is not the quality itself which changes. - 
Another passage in MX has the following text:
'The wise man asked the Spirit of Wisdom: Is it 
possible to fight against fate with wisdom and 
knowledge or not?
The Spirit of Wisdom answered:-Even with the valour
and strength of wisdom and knowledge it is not
possible to fight against fate. ., When the decree comes,
forth}., for- good or for its opposite, a wise man is
led astray in his work and an ignorant man becomes
7skilful, a coward becomes courageous and a courageous
man coward.,, a diligent man becomes ‘ lazy, and fa lazy man]
becomes diligent, in such a way that in every thing
which has been decreed there comes to it an occasion
8which pushes away every other thing* (MX 23 )• :
The last sentence of the chapter explains how the decree; 
of fate takes effect in the world., For the decree- to 
materialize it needs an foccasion1, where it can, intervene 
and turn the tide of events in its;, direction, but it does 
not change the natural order, of cause and effect. The . 
occasion, vix. the coincidence of various; causes,, provides, 
the ground for the action of fate, and this answers the 
question put by the wise man: it is. not possible to fight 
against fate with wisdom and knowledge,, because fate, 
from the moment of its intervention (the * occasion*), 
governs the course of events through the. concomitance^ 
of natural causes; and not as an imposition coming completely 
from the outside. Under such conditions: the wise man 
may find himself ignorant, as he cannot foresee or prevent
the direction of events; the coward may find'himself 
courageous under certain circumstance si, and the diligent 
man may turn out to have accomplished as rauoh as a slothful, 
man* . Nothing can avail against fate* There is no hint, 
however, that any moral faculty is impaired by the intervention, 
of fate, only the effects are changed. There can be no 
doubt that the two chapters of MX. make no statement which 
implies any limitation-of the.moral responsibility of 
the individual; they merely state than man cannot hope to 
achieve pragmatic; results against the -power of fate. The 
question in MX 5'1 was why a slothful., ignorant and bad., 
man sometimes reaches great honour and prosperity and - 
the opposite happens to a man of1 great ability; the 
question in MX' 23 is very similar in content.. The.problem • 
is properly answered, by attributing to fate powers1 to 
direct natural developments. There is thus no trace of 
any unorthodox fatalism in the Menog 1 Xrad.;
The Ideas of MX about fate conform remarkably dosely 
to those found in the other Pahlavi texts., To quote a 
clear passage.' from AW:
’That which , comes t’o man is it by fate- or by action? '
Fate and'action together resemble body and soul.:- for 
a body without soul is an inactive shape,, and a 
soul without body is a wind which cannot be grasped,
and when they are mixed together they are powerful 
and greatly beneficent1 (PhlT 9U §105-107)
The interaction of these two factors upon each other is 
further explained in the following manner:;
. 'What is fate and what is action? Fate is the 
reason and action is the occasion of what comes 
to man'. (Ph.1T. 91+ §108f. ).10 '
The term wahahag; 'occasion* occurs also: in the chapter of
\ ~n 1 ■■«! 1 Hi 1 lutWiW ’J-
MX quoted, earlier (ch. 23). Fate, as we see hex^ e, is 
expedited with, being the 'reason* of what happens, it 
leads the natural causes in the direction which they ought 
to follow, v/hei^ eas action provides the occasion, the 
frame, in which the effect of fate can take place., The 
Arabic,translation of this exchange' is intei^estingly 
different:.
■ 'He said:- What is fate? I. said: Fate is the cause 
of what is existent and action is the cause of what 
is not' (Mislt 33..Of.)12 
This translation may of course merely beti^ay the lack 
of understanding of the translator, but as in other places 
the Pahlavi is usually render'ed adequately it seems that 
the Ai^ abic translator chose in this case to make a 
meaningful paraphrase of the text:,. The distinction 
between fate and action may be said to be that action
provides the various possibilities from which fate selects; 
those which can be carried out. Action may therefore be 
called the cause of things which either.exist or do not 
(i.e. possibilities), whereas fate established only that 
which exists. The wording of the Arabic saying is therefore 
somewhat inaccurate, but this is done in order to achieve 
a shaxq? contrast between action and: fate. .
This kind of interaction between the two principles is 
fully borne out by.another,passage .of,MX:
'The wise man asked; the Spirit, of Wisdom: Is it possible 
■ y to appropriate worldly. wealth and possessions through 
; diligence, or not?.
The Spirit of Wisdom answered:. It is not possible to 
appx^opriate that good thing which has not been decreed,
. but. that which has been decreed will come soon on. 
account of diligence. Diligence, when time does not go 
with it, is fxniitless in this world, but aftex*wai>ds, 
in the next world, it comes to. the help. (of man). . and 
increases in the balance*. (MX 2 2).^ - 'fh 
The' idea that the effect of diligence is greatly, enhanced, 
by a favourable decree of fate and .that it is thwarted by 
adverse fortune is .in perfect agreement with, previous texts., 
quoted, and even more so the emphasis on the fact that 
diligence counts in the next world, even if it doe's not
achieve its end in this world* The other various passages
011 the relationship of fate to action are all in keeping with
what has been‘seen in MX and AW:1 the Epistle of Tansar likens:
the two to the two bales on the back of a mule, which have to
be equally heavy if the traveller wishes to arrive at his
destination*  ^ The classical epitome of the Z.oroastrian
attitude on this question is the phrase getig pad baxt,
me nog pad kunisn !:Mat&rial things are through fate, spiritual
16things are through action* .,
. Dk vi shows much less preoccupation with fate than
do some other books, but there is no doubt that it takes:
the overwhelming power of fate for granted:
'One ought not to carry a price for this world for..
anything, and not to hold it as anything, and not
to let it go from one's hand* "Not to carry m
- price", because all that which has been decreed will
come**. It is possible to avert everything except the
decree of the gods**.' (Dk vi.A.6 ).
The lesson to be dravm from a recognition of the power of
fate is that it is not worth while to cling to this world
In the words of another saying 'from knowledge of one's
fate comes contentment* (Dk vi.C*57)* The knowledge of ;
fate brings to resignation concerning everything which is
governed by fate, and, in. thb case of highly pious men,,
17it actually brings about o^y#
The notion of fate lives somewhat uneasily in the
religious system of Zoroastrianism* The irregular nature
of the world is already explained to a large extent hy the
hattle between gods and demons* yet fate is an extraneous
force. Sometimes it is identified with the decree of the 
18gods* hut often it is associated with the movement of the
19 20planets or with the idea of time. It does not seem
possible to identify these various attributions with., any 
sectarian views; much depends no doubt on the level and 
intention of the particular boohs. Dk vi, which evidently 
addresses itself, mainly to the spiritual members of the 
community, allots very large authority over fate to the 
gods:
1f0ne who is respectful towards the gods because of 
a misfortune which has come or one which has not 
come, they will save him from that which has come 
and the one which has not come earlier will not 
reach him* (Dk vi.126).
f,Good people should have trust in the gods so that 
they may be without harm from the demons and wicked 
people... And even when the demons become fierce 
and bring upon them destruction, that (the gods) may 
make effort in restoring them...! (Dk vi.E.J38f).>
The second of these passages attributes the misfortunes which, 
come upon man to the demons, and man can be saved from them 
by the gods. In the first the gods are said to have the 
power over misfortunes which are presumably caused by fate.
It seems the decision whether to blame’fate or the demons
with any particular misfortune would be a fairly arbitrary
;\in
matter,, but tha^a book like Dk vi, the main concern of 
which is religious devotion, fate cannot be a very prominent 
theipe, and. so the demons would be regarded more as the 
direct agents of evil things, rather than fate.
A scheme of the world where fate has its proper place 
together with other factors is reproduced in- one passage of 
Dk vi:
!fThe venerable Adurbad son of Mahraspand established 
the things of this world under twenty-#!ve headings:: 
five under fate,-five under action, five under habit, 
five under substance and five under heritage*.
Living, wife, children, lordship and wealth are 
mostly under fate;
being ahlaw or druwand, being a priest,; warrior or 
husbandman is mostly under action; 
eating,, walking, going to women, sleeping and dis­
charging one’s (natural) functions are mostly under 
habit;;
character, love, goodness, generosity and -truthfulness 
ar'e' mostly under substance;
intelligence, memory,, body, luminosity and seemliness
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are mostly under heritage* (Dk vi.D.la)-.
Under this scheme fate is confined to one-fifth of the
elements which.make up man*s whole life, . But this is not
sufficient to ensure man of much freedom of action, for
the.-things controlled by ''habit*,, i.e. what we would call.
instinct, substance and heritage are equally out of any *
man's control. The only.field in which a man can truly
exercise his' freedom of will is the one labelled * action*,
and it comprises essentially two things: whether he is
ahlaw or druwand and whether he fulfils the functions of
23his class properly*, Of the great variety of human 
activity a man is held responsible for two things only: 
the way he accomplishes his religious as well as his social 
duties. This is sufficient to endow man with the attribute 
hhad-kam * of free will* which forms the subject of a chapter
^  2 k .m  Dk 1 1 1.
21. Esoteric doctrines
Q. •
It is possible to.show, I believe, that Sasanian 
Zoroastrianism, in so far as it is. reflected in the Pahlavi
texts, possessed a body■of esoteric teachings confined to 
a small circle of people, although this has not been 
noticed so far.^ The idea that secret doctrines formed 
part .of the-Zofbastrian system of religion would seem less 
surprising when the various texts which point out the 
different levels.of religious perfection are considered.
Such a.group of sayings is found: in Dk vi* 20U-206,.where 
the division, in the first passage, is into three classes; 
'saved', 'not condemned* and 'condemned*. The second 
passage has a.division into.'wise', 'helper of the wise' 
and 'non-opposer of the wise*'. The division contained in 
the third passage is: *those who belong to the Gatlia* ,
-'those who belong to the Hadha-manthra* and 'those who 
belong to Dad* .-. Despite the obvious difference between 
the three sayings the principle is the same;: the community
of the orthodox'is not regarded as homogenous; the division 
in mankind is not simply in two, the good and the wicked. 
There are a number of grades among people. In the first 
passage, Dk vi.201-!-,, the gradation encompasses both good 
Zoroastrians and sinners, whereas in the other two, §205 and 
§2 0 6,; the distinctions are made only among 'the saved' of 
the former passage. A threefold division based on the 
sections of the Avesta occurs also in Dk vi.70,. where the 
yardstick for distinguishing between the various classes is
the object of their fear, whether it is spiritual, worldly 
or fear of the ruler. The threefold division of the 
community following the Avestan sections; is found also
■- 2m  .texts, outside Dk vi* A similar text, containing a 
division into four classes,- not referring to the sections 
of the Avesta, is given in Dk lik 140. It consists of 
the following groups: those who are with the Aryans, those 
who are With men of.good religion, those who are with the 
good and finally those who are with the. gods*^
These various texts suggest.that the idea of inner, 
exclusive circles of devout people is not strange to 
Zoroastrianism. These groups arc distinguished, by various 
signs of piety, and poverty, but .they were apparently not 
organised in any formal way. They do not seem to be 
connected particularly closely with any social class, 
although there are certain indications, which suggest that 
they were in the main associated with priestly circles*
The pietist anecdotes; of Dk vi*D are centred round erbads, 
but from the-discussion which ensues with their superiors: 
in the priestly hierarchy it is clear that their mode of 
conduct was by no means natural for the majority of priest 
It. is .doubtful whether some of the great figures- of 
Sasanian pietistic wisdom, like Wusurgmihr, were. priests;. 
On the. other hand a book like Abar panj xem 1. ahronan,
which addresses itself to priests, seems also.to contain.
5 'the notion of esoteric teachings.
The divisions of men according to their degree of 
piety were almost certainly not institutional* organisations 
hased on social conventions like classes or professions.
This seems abundantly clear from the fact that the various 
divisions which occur in the texts, referred, to are not by 
any means uniform in conception. They vary in.the number 
of classes- (from two to four) and in their scope (some 
embracing all mankind, others confined to righteous 
Zoroastrians). They also vary in the criteria employed 
for the division, the allusion to the sections of the Avesta;. 
being only one method of classificationw. All this goes: 
to show that the distinctions; contained in these texts do 
not reflect any consensus of opinion, or even any firm 
conviction of. one author, but are only used (or invented.) 
in each case.to drive home a point. Thus, for example, 
the point is clear when the lowest kind of piety based on 
fear of worldly authority is contrasted, with the highest 
type;, which comes from spiritual apprehension (Dk vi.70).^
The only type of piety which-seems,- nevertheless., to be 
represented by a fairly well-defined' group of people 
is that of the highest spiritual, level, that represented by
~7
f the good*, or, more precisely, by * the poor* (dtriybsan).
who have to he materially supported*, hy other members of*
the community* . '
: It seems therefore probable; that if any esoteric'.
doctrines: of a- spiritual kind are found in Zoroastrianism
: .the
they would he restricted to this group of/devouts, the poor.
The simple member of the community is encouraged to aspire,
as his highest goal, to he Twith good people', whereas the
8good, people find themselves in. company with the gods.,
The evidence for the existence of esoteric doctrines
must.now be considered.
'One ought to say the word ('only) to reliable people,,
discuss the religion (only) among those of the same
religion:, and. speak, about good deeds and sins to every
one* (Dk vi.55)*
The. passage is constructed in the. we 11 “-known'pattern of
a descending hierarchy. What 'the word* means can be
guessed when we notice that the next item is- 'religion'
and the last one is 'good deeds and sins'. It seems certain
that 'the word' does not refer to a. trivial personal.
matter but to something closely related to the core of
religion. The second subject, 'religion*, i.e. probably
9the inner religious disposition, is open to discussion 
only among people who share the same religion; as all the 
people involved here (even in the last group) are in any
case Zoroastrians, people of the same religion'are presumably
those on the same level of spiritual attainment as oneself,
10to exclude the more vulgar.
The passage which follows throws some further light on the 
theme of 'the word':
'One ought to say the word (only) to a person who 
has such comprehension that he grasps It, and who has 
such awareness that he does not forget (?) it, and who 
has such wisdom that he is capable of doing good to 
his fellow* (Dk vi.5 6 ).
This passage tells us what the author means by the term 
' reliable people' which occurs, in the previous passage;.
The qualities which characterize such people are intellectual, 
but have an unmistakably religious flavour. This comes, out 
in a .neighbouring passage which defines the three; terms:
.'The function of comprehension is this, to seek a
thing. The function of awareness- is this, to do the
work, of a treasurer and to look after the thing 
vrilich comprehension has sought. The function of 
wisdom is this, to make distinctions., to recognize; 
the good and the evil, to do that which is good and to
abandon that vhiieh is evil* (Dk vi.64).
The first two faculties possess an object of knowledge and 
preserve it in the memory, while the third faculty puts it
into practical use, that is, makes use of it in the 
practice of morality# Thus 1 the word* seems to he a 
notion of knowledge and awareness; which can he applied, 
practically in the moral field.
Another passage' which belongs to the subject of 
the esoteric doctrines, and which.may help to elucidate; 
their contents to some extent is the following:
’■One ought to he worthy of every secret of the . 
battle of the gods; and the gods’ ’dyn’y, for when 
a man is worthy, the gods themselves inform him. 
of the secret of their battle. For the gods desire 
,a reliable treasurer. The ’dynfe of the gods and the 
secret of their battle is not hidden from any one, 
for they know that the more people know (them) better,
vwore, jootAiC-r" J-tvf cauT~& *iU e
the are mqre-p-ows r f u 1. ‘’To be worthy” was
said by them to mean this, that a man becomes so 
good that the gods have a way into his body, and 
• that they show him the secret of their things’
(Dk vi.2lU)*
The passage unfortunately contains an unknown, word. 1 dyn’y 
2.dynyx; looks deceptively like the ideogram ADYh (~eg), 
’then*, but is obviously some, other word. It can 
conceivably be an anomalous spelling, or a dialectal 
variant, of ayen, even,, normally spelt in. Pahlavi ’dwyn
3X4.
C -a wen), Parthian 'course, manner, hah it'..
It may seem strange that the secret of1 the hattle of1 the
gods is 'not hidden from any one', hut this should he
understood in the sense that the gods desire to have as 
many people share their secrets as possible, hut they can 
divulge them only to reliable people.
It is clear from the last passage that some esoteric 
knowledge is connected with the knowledge of the secret 
of the hattle of the gods, apparently with the demons.
The special relationship of a man who is worthy of 
association with the gods implies direct contact, the 
gods entering his body*, It seems probable' that in other 
cases where there is talk of the gods communicating 
with or residing in the body of people the implication
is that the relationship is similar to the one described
here..
We have seen that raz» -'secret', was used in the 
last passage- in a phrase which combined it with the 
battle of the gods. Two quotations from texts outside 
the field of the andarz literature may help in. determining
the sense of the term more precisely;:
12 _'And it came to Kay Syawaxs the Brilliant. He-
built it Kang-diz:, the wondrously-made,. by beneficent
keeping and protection of the great miracle, splendour
and secret, of the religion.O Fromvthis was manifest 
the organization of the time and the restitution of 
the lordship of Iran/and the attachment of power 
. ■ . and victory hack-to the religion of OhrmazdL*
(DkM 598.15-20).13 .
raz comes here.’ in company-with two other words charged:
With meaning of particularly numinous character*/ All. 
three.terms seem in this context to represent the aspect 
of force and-power’ in the religion, ;and are thus probably 
related to the idea of the battle of the gods. A much 
closer relationship is seen in the other passage-:
*He [Yiin<J. took some .ofthe great miracle and 
splendour of - the Creator, went in bodily form to 
hell, and spent thirteen winters in hell in the 
form of a demon. , By miraculous and skilful means 
he brought back from, the demons the secret and the 
weapon by which the demons can be vanquished and made- 
powerless over men. He smote and vanquished..the 
demons by this very weapon, made them powerless 
over men and removed them away from men' (DkM 296*
17-297.1).11*'
The interest- of this passage lies particulai^ly in the 
fact that it combines the use of the three:- words:- 
encountered in the previous text: Yam, armed with warz
and xwa r r goes.to the,demons to retrieve, from them the 
raz which would enable him to-vanquish them. In these two 
passages, as in the one quoted from Dk vi.21h> the secret 
has to do with, the battle of the gods with the demons. 
Knowledge of the secret enables hue. to vanquish the demons.. 
It is not certain whether the secret always refers, 
to the same technical concept .of the battle against the 
demons. ,A,passage of the hierarchical type which again, 
makes use of the term 'secret1' may be considered.:.
'Peace and love should be .given to every creature.
Good deeds;, should be spoken to every person. Zand 
should be said (only) -in..the household. The secret 
should .be spoken ( only) to reliable people* (Dk vi.25U)* 
.This is the first part, of a saying, and it: contains four 
phrases in mounting order. The text is strongly reminiscent 
of Dk vi*55? quoted' above;’ the term 'secret* comes here 
instead of 'the word* in that passage. The vague term 
'religion* in Dk vi;55 is here paralleled by the more;
"1 • p**
defined 'zand'. That the secret here too. is a notion 
which implies a high degree of intimacy with the gods may 
beeseen, by a comparison of the second part of the same 
passage, which contains an independent hierarchy:
'The discipline and the law should be kept in public. 
Joy should -be experienced in the myazd. ritual. The
■ worship of the gods should be done in discretion (?)\ 
(Dk vi.25k)* -
The meaning of the : last v/ord. in this saying- is not quite
16 - established. -It is however certain that it denotes
some degree of* privacy, in contrast to ’joy* , which is
experienced in the myazd. ceremony, or the discipline,
‘which is open, and public. This saying seems, to parallel
the last three phrases in the first half of the.same
passage: ! good . deeds:1-: correspond to *discipline*; * sand*
occupies: the same position .as * Joy*, which has here the
specific religious meaning discussed above; and *the.
secret/ comes in place of. * worship - of the' gods** The
term rsecret* thus again implies, if we rely on this
correspondence', a kind of personal, experience of the
god s. ■ ’ -
An allusion to mystery doctrines’may also occur in
the following sentence: .
*Religion. consists of seven walls* The farthest
out among them are the manthra- and the zand*
(Dk vi.215)•
The sacred word and the commentary are the farthest wall
of the religion, presumably-meaning that they' are the '
most easily accessible* They are called a wall because
17they are not open to every one, but.,, as. we already
know from other texts, they are' much less: restricted than 
* the word* or * the secret*. The number seven given here 
can be regarded of course as purely conventional,, not 
indicating a precise value.
Needless: to say, the word raz is very often used 
also in the plain meaning of a commonplace secret, without 
referring to a-religious mystery., Thus, for example:
*One ought not to tell a secret (raz) to gossips and. 
women, for the secret will become widely known and 
he will come to regret it who tells secrets to 
gossips and women* (Dk vi.B.lj.8); 
or, in another passage:
*One ought not to tell a secret to.many people, 
for the secret becomes public, and many people 
have to keep it secret., / and. he. lias to fear from 
many people, who tells a secret to many people*
(Dk vi •
These two q.u°tations come from a section eta- Dk vi which
is concerned with more mundane matters than those of
18other parts of the book. . A similar usage of the 
term for practical mahters occurs in the folloviring . 
passage: • - . :
*The best. virtue and faculty in the service and 
attendance of the -lords and chiefs* is discretion (?),
which is obedience and the hiding of secrets ■#•#.*
(Dk vi .E.lj-3b:).
The term raz. is similarly used, in a non-andarz text, in 
connection with secrets which.are revealed through 
confession:
TThe person before whom repentance is done ought to 
listen well (to' the repentant), not to blame him 
and not to convey his secrets. For if he blames 
him for a sin committed or conveys his secrets, he 
becomes equal to him* (Sn2 8.9? P* 107)*^
Here the secret or secrets are of course those referring to 
the repeaitant*s affairs or sins#
The last quotations' show that the word raz is used
a-U * WW' I’.lfcjMH
even in i^eligious contexts in all the wide, variety of
..associations that go with the English word. * secret*.
That it did.possess also the narrow technical meaning of
‘religious mystery seems nevertheless certain from the.
. texts quoted previously as well.as from the fact that it
tended, as a loan-word in; other - languages, to be
20specifically used for this purpose#. ,
. ■■■' : k., ■ , i.;-'.
If the existence of a body of esoteric doctrines in. 
■Zoroastrianism’ is recognized, it is clear that;special 
techniques of teaching would have been adopted by the
masters so as to test their disciples and. to- ensure that 
they divulged their instruction only to the deserving.
There is perhaps a slight hint at discriminating instruction 
in the wording of one; of the * characters* of priests,:
*To keep religious authority, like at most wise and 
truth-speaking chief who is rt aught by the know ledge 
of the .religion and who teaches truthfully* (PhlT 129 §4) 
The fact that he is' not expected to teach *by the ioiowledge 
of the religion*, but merely /truthfully* may indicate that 
he is not expected.: to teach his knowledge to every one.
' Dk vi is a book which is largely built on the principle 
of cryptic-, m i  dr ash-like utterances., and this seems very 
likely to' be a reflection; of the oral methods of instruction, 
in the course of which many of the most important themes 
are merely alluded to, and the discmple is left to work 
out the solutions- largely by himself. An example of this 
may be found in the saying: • .
-’There is that thing which he Yvho is in it does 
not move away from it, and he who is not' in it moves 
towards it* (Dk vi.57)> 
which is explained in the paragraph which follows as: being 
the religion. This seems a typical case where oral 
instruction is committed to writing. The solution of the 
riddle posed in this passage may have been considered
a secret, the inference from it being perhaps some 
kind of union with religion, as is more explicitly said 
in a passage'not far from the last one quoted: 'He who
turns his face towards religion ....religion shows him a 
thousand sayings which he has never heard from any one, 
and when he discusses (them) with priests; and wise men,, 
they are right* (Dk vi.63). Here religion conveys to 
man certain hidden things. These two sayings, significantly 
form part of a whole group of paragraphs which deal with 
the mysteries. We have already discussed in the first 
part of this section the sayings contained in §35-56, and 
also §6i|, which explains the faculties of 'reliable men*.
In the same collection of sayings we also find the 
following passage:
'If you are true of tongue’, should you say to a. 
mountain,,fdo forward11, it will go* (Dk vi.6o).
The mystery flavour of this saying seems undeniable, 
though its precise significance escapes us. Another^, 
saying which strikes me as alluding to;something which 
is not transparent from its actual wording is the 
following:
'Unless one has done oneself, or one's ancestors did, 
some specific good deeds.,, one has; no union, with 
orthodoxy' (Dk vi.62).
It is possible,, if* the translation is correct, that the 
obscurity of* the .passage is deliberate.
There are other passages which look as though they 
may have been deliberately intended to be cryptic:
'Selecting means to select one's thought, speech and action 
away from the-power of aliens towards the help of one's 
kinsmen' (Dk vi.267), which apparently alludes to man's 
relations with the gods and the demons, but perhaps with 
some further veiled reference as to the method., which 
only the initiated understand. In the -name paragraph, 
the definition. 'Being righteous means to be clothed in ' 
righteousness.', which looks like ,a tautology, has perhaps 
an underlying allusion which-eludes us. The same would 
apply to another definition, 'Being spotless^ means unity* 
(ibid.).
The whole of that.passage in fact is not improbably 
a kind of catechism for the initiated. The introductory 
phrase is significant: 'Among good people there are some 
who asked and some who explained*. Good people, as we know, 
is often used in a technical sense for people on the 
highest level of perfection, and their exchange of questions 
and answers- can hardly be trivial* Given this assumption 
we may.try to consider the whole structure of that saying. 
The definitions are:
'Being righteous' means to he clothed in righteousness:; 
'Good deeds' means to do the matters of the gods; 
'Purity' means separation from the' demons; ■
'Doing, one's duty* means being free from sin; 
'Selecting' means to select one's thought-, speech 
and action away from the power of aliens towards the 
help of one's kinsmen;
'Being spotless' means unity;
'Being a giver* means mainly one who owes goodness; to 
every person;
.'Truthfulness.,' in summary means, not to lie in anything ' 
.concerning anything;
'Deathlessness:* means to be again gust, as one was;
'The future body' means one who is born, aj^ ain just as 
one was born. (Dk vi.2 6 7).
The list seems to have a certain order, leading as it 
does from the state of preparation for spiritual advancement 
to the goal which is expressed by the last' two items*
Thus one may assume that 'righteousness'* and 'good deeds'- 
are the two initial steps to be taken, 'purity' and 'duty' 
signify the release from the adverse- effect of -the demons, 
'selection' and 'spotlessness* show the motion towards; 
union with the gods, 'giving'.and 'truthfulness* are 
allusions to two supreme virtues, the precise meaning of
32k.
which is impossible to guess,. The ultimate achievement is
represented by * deathlessness * and - 1 the future body1,
which are. here interpreted' in a way which shows that they
are not taken." in the eschatological sense. The word
hangerddg1 in summary1, which follows 1 tmithfulness1 , -
may perhaps be explained on the ground that it introduces;
22the last stage before the goal is reached.,-
All this is of course hypothetical, and no validity 
is claimed for the interpretation of the passage offered 
here. It is only suggested that this type of analysis of a text, 
based on the assumption that it. conveys some ''mystery which 
is concealed from the casual reader, . can be" one way of 
coming to at closer understanding of such obscure texts..
c o n c l u s i o n ;
At least one important Iranian scholar, E. Herzfeld, 
held an extremely negative view of the value of Persian, 
literature in Sasanian times* 'Sasanian literature,* he 
said, * reveals a poverty of mind almost inconceivable 
and rarely attained elsewhere* (Archaeological history 
of Iran* London 19559 100 )• This harsh judgement standsi 
in no relation to reality: one can-he sure of this even 
from the little that has withstood the calamities which 
befell the Zoroastrian community after the Muslim 
conquest of Iran. But the fact that it could have been 
uttered demonstrates how inaccessible the material, is 
even for well-informed people. Part of the reason why 
this literature is not more easily accessible has been 
suggested above. In Sasanian times, and perhaps already 
earlier, there appears to have existed a tendency to 
conceal certain.basic ideas which bear upon the mode of 
devotion of the pious and to write about them in. a 
language which is not readily assimilated by one who is 
unprepared* It seems indeed not unlikely that this way 
of writing had some influence in the development of the 
sufi style in Islamic times*.
The second part of the present work has tried to
give a composite .picture of*' the -religious world of the 
main andarz texts. These, texts have, he eh treated.'as, 
far as possible in isolation from the rest of Zoroastrian 
literature. Hot only is this method more, expedient 
for a work which has had. to be completed within certain 
limits of time, but it has also seemed to have the 
advantage of enabling one to notice, the characteristic: 
marks of this type of literature. Although, .one cannot 
expect to find great differences in substance-' between 
andarz and theological writing, there obviously exists, 
some marked difference in emphasis and approach.
A group of short, studies on the use of a number of 
terms relating to. man, , such as. ox, warom.- kamag,, .tan, 
ian, ruwan,: has been prepared, in the course of the 
present work but has not been-finally included in' it,, 
as it seemed pointless, to base such a discussion only on 
andarz texts; to do it on’the basis of an exhaustive 
collection of passages: on the' other hand, would not be 
approapriate in a work on andarz.
One of the problems which faces anyone who wants to 
deal with the andarz .type of literature was pointed out by 
no less, an authority, than Noldeke. His words, said in 
apology for not having undertaken a comprehensive study of 
parallel passages of andarz, are: 1 ... aber freilich erfordert-
die Untersuchung dieser ermudenden Stucke. ein ungewohnliches/ 
Maass von Geduld1 (of. his. Persische Studien II, 
Sitzungsberichte Wien* Akad* GXXVI,, Vienna 1892,, 29)*
It is hard to disagree .with him*. One may at-least hope 
that the discussion of themes from the andarz literature 
contained in this work has not taxed the patience of the 
reader beyond endurance*,
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Appendix AV 
Texts on wisdom and contentment from PhlT*
1# Hymn on wisdom, PhlT* 74f • (Wehzad, Text)
2. Some words of Adurfarnbag son of Parroxzad,. ■ 
PhlT, (Text add translation)
3* The remedy of contentment, PhlT* 154 (Text 
and translation)'
4* ■ Poem in praise of wisdom-, PhlT, l65f* (Text, 
and translation)
(.1) Hymn on wisdom
PhlT. 7^f# §6-18. CP. above, Part Two, section 2, 
’Wisdom’, where the translation is given. I n ■the 
following reconstruction the division of sentences in 
PhlT. had to he ignored, and the text was often restituted 
from the variants in. the footnotes. As it would he very 
cumbersome to reproduce here the apparatus given in PhlT, 
one is advised, to. consult, it together with the. transcription 
offered here.
The metre of the hymn consists of three stresses to 
a hemistich. The two parts of a line are for the $ost 
part well paralleled both in sense and in wording* The 
last line is somewhat too short and cannot'easily he 
divided intoctwo* It may be merely a prose summary of 
the contents of the poem.
ce-m uzmud harw wad az dam,
hamag. fraxwih ud friyadi&n az xrad.
ce mard o wuzurg afraz xrad nayed
^  _  1 _ _ _.. 
ud az shift tom oreh xrad bozened.
xrad da&tar ud panag i jan
xrad buxtar ud friyadag l tan.
andar tawanigih xrad weh,
ud padiz kem-xirih xrad panagtar.
    /
edar pad.hayyarih xrad weh,
anoh pad pust xrad paiia'gtar..
abzar pad xrad padyawandtar,
nam perayag az xrad* 
radTh pad xrad friyadi&nlgtar (xrad)',
dudag-abroziSnlli abzar pad xrad wised, 
den-ewarih ta&tTg xrad ray,
dani&n xrad ray stayidagtar. 
payman paydagtar xrad ray,,
daniSn xrad ray karigtar. 
ce'harw ke-& xrad ast hunar~iz ast,
ce harw ke~§ xrad ast' xwastag-iz ast. 
ce harw kar i new ag . .
bun pad xrad wised.
' ' pUM
1. For. this word cl. note to Dk vi*0*9,-translation.
(2) .Text on wisdom by &durfarhbag son of Farroxz~ad
PhlT. 791* Gfm above, Part One, text ho.xii and 
Part Two, section 2, ‘'Wisdom*
Saxwan ecand 1 Adurf arnbap; T Farroxzadan 
purs id leu-xrad ce ud didar T xrad ce? 
u~& lian .awi^ [ guft ku] mard-e danag abag 
xem hunar; wehTh ud wabar husrawTh ud ostwarih. ■ 
xem andar amad u-s gyagE...] be kard,.
hunar andar amad u-M gyag pale be kard,-
wehih andar "amad u~M be gah arayed,:.
husrawTh andar "amad u*~M gyag hubby be kard,
ostwar andar amad ud pad gah be niMast,
ud wabar andar ~amad ud rastih ud ostwar be padiriPt*
pursid leu kistan 1 xrad ce?
u-M guft leu kistan. i xrad amoxtarih ud ab han T
niyoMidarih ud bar han 1 wizidarih ud gyag han wahist 
i roMn i hamag xwarih*.
anb.M-ruwan bad AdurParnbag i Farroxzadan lee-M 
en saxwan guPt.
PrazaPt.
Some words oP idurnParnbag son oP Farroxzad• -
He asked, 'What is wisdom and what is the sight oP 
wisdom?*
lie told him, *'A wise man is with‘ charactervirtue,
goodness, credibility, good Pame and reliability.,
Character came in and made him a [....,?’] place;
virtue came in and made him a clean place;
goodness came in and adorned him a throne;
.’him
good Pame came in and mad^ a Pragrant place;
reliability came in and.seated him on the. throne; 
credibility came in and accepted truthfulness and 
•reliability.!i ■ '
He asked, 'What is the sowing- of' wisdo®?1.
He said,., tfThe sowing of wisdom is learning,, the 
water1 is listening, the fruit is discernment, the place 
is that bright paradise of all bliss.*' '
May Adurfarnbag son of. Parroxzad,., who said these 
words,, be immortal. .
Completed.,
(3) The remedy of contentment
PhlT. lf?U* 'Cf. above,,- Part One,, text No* xxvi and 
Part Two section lljb. *'Contentment*'.,
D“arug T hunsandih
n i . M n w i i i ) w V i v w * r h 4 m i K n t a a m n d w  n . m .  i «. -
pad ham 1 yazdan.
darug.i hunsandih pad cis 1 carig he. baxt. ested;
ud lianiz 1 chrig d arm an ‘as’ahih en 1 jahed*
darug-b bawed ed dram -sang nieniMnig amixtan: daniMhi gTha.
snaxtan 1 hunsandih dang-e sang, 
ud ka en he kuhem ce kuhem dang~e• 
az im ros ta fradag v/eh Maj^ ed budan dang-e sang.,
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ma agar az en wattar sayed budan dang-e sang* 
pad en 1 mad ested hunsand budan man aslmtar dang-e sang* 
ud ka hunsand n*e bawem pad kar he weh ud man duSxw*artar 
dang-e sang.
en darug 1 sah andar haw an 1. skebagTh kard an, pad haw an
dastag 1 niyayi&nih kustan: ud pad parhlgan i wedv^arih 
wixtan ud harw roz azer 1 hhmd'ad 2 kahcag pad kahcag 
l ah as tan i yazdan ^ ^as-dnnko dalian ahgandan ud ah l 
: ce Sayed kard an az pas xwardan, pas ahegumahllia hunsand
‘^4 - _ _ ^ _hud an, ce pad tan ud nuwan aher sudomand* 
frazaft.
The remedy of contentment 
In the name of the gods*
The remedy of contentment has not heen distributed for 
something which can be escaped. The. remedy for a thing 
which can he escaped, moreover, is this relief which comes 
about.
This is a remedy:, to mix in thotight a dram weight (as follows): 
one weight of a dang of * recognition of contentment by know­
ledge*; one dang of * if I do not do this, what shall I do?* £ 
one weight of a dang of *From to-day until- tomorrow it may 
be better* ; one weight of a dang of !iIt could have been worse
than this*; one weight of a dang of fIt is easier for 
me to he content with that which has come to me1; one 
weight of a dang of 'If I am not content, it is no better 
for the matter and it is more difficult for myself'
Put this royal remedy in the mortar of patience, pound 
it with the pestle of ritual, sift them with-the silken 
sieve of resignation, and every day under dawn put two 
spoons (of it) in the mouth for every spoon, of trust in the 
gods, afterwards drink the water of 'What can one do?'1 
then be content without doubt, for this is very beneficial. 
for the body and the soul.
Completed.
(d) Poem in praise of wisdom
PhlT. 163.l4-l66.il.. Cf. above,. Part One, text No., 
xxvii* The. metre seems to consist .of four stresses to 
the half-line. Here too the lines are easily divisible 
into two symmetrical halves.,
ce raft hem andar 'awam was-am wazid kustag kustag,
was-am just az den mansr was-am az nibig-ud. namag kard,,
man dastwar ud v/izhrdar kard,., man hampursagih stayTdag did.
[he] dahag 1 xrad ’az'ad ne-z wizidar did. acarag,;
ne husraw andar oreb^a  ^ . ud ne pad niyaz mard X pad xrad,
u-m an j am an did 1 wuzurgan, pad guft ud uskar ud wXr ud
xrad,
u-m den-dastwaran purs id ku xwastag well ayab xem ud xrad,
neSandpad hamag caStag guft lai ham padiri^nili[[az] zohr 1 xrad, 
ce xwastag ud ganz 1 amar xem pahrezed ud xrad dared,
pad mard hangadTh xrad weh, ' handoxt 1 pesag arzomandtar.
fFor I have lived much In time,
I have much travelled from region to region, 
have much sought from the sacred word of religion, 
have studied much scriptures and hooks,
I have made myself an authority a discerning man,.
have seen consultation praised.
Never have I seen a free learned man of wisdom 
or a discerning man without remedy.
Never have I seen a man of good fame in trouble, 
or a wise man in want.
I have seen an assembly of men, great
in speech, deliberation, wit and wisdom,, 
and have asked the authorities of religion:’.
Is Y/ealth best or character and wisdom?
They said with all their teaching:;
The attainment of fame is from the power of wisdom,
for-.1101111X168 8 wealth and treasure (is this:)!
abstain by character and: keep v/isdom#.,
For the opulence of man wisdom is best,;
the hoarding-of profession is most valuable
a. For this word see note to Dk vi.G.9^
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Texts and notes for *iiie ^ Measurfe1
I. Texts and translation:
1* Dk iii 68
2. Dk iii 76
3 . Dk iii 203 (extracts)
Dk.iii 310
5* Dk iii 336
II*. Lists abstracted from the various passages: 
1-5 • as above 
6 • Dk iii 391
7«> Dk vi B.lliff*
8. PhlT 89f*
I. Texts and translations ■
1* Dk iii ch.68, D M  57.l'U-59 *10«Cf.Menasce »• Encyclopedic ;
k2£.
ahar zamanag rayenTdarih gonag. az nigez l wehden.
had zamanag rayenTdarih £on aberdar pad xrad hunar 
rayenTdan. . ud awe T frazanag ce’on-aM fraz-ahangig 
abaz;-ahangTg hunaran T xweS paymanTha az; dadar hfrisn 
pad cihr hanbardag, u-8 xrad pe^ohay T hunaran.- pad xrad 
zamanag be Phased. . ud zamanag T-& rayeniSn abraz; 
hamargTha pad fraz-ahangig, ud hangamiha ud kasTha pad 
abaz'-ahangTg. han T-S rayeni&n ni^eb ham argahiha pad 
abas;~ahangTg, ud hangamilia ud kasTha pad fraz-ahangTg., 
hunar rayenTdan T pad xub-burdarih T 2 ewenag hunar andar 
2 gonag zaman o kar karTgbnTdar, hunaran 1 sud-kardar T 
karan ud xub-payenidar(ih) T z.amanag handaxtar T xwes husrawTh • 
ud huruwanTh ud bozi&n hawed.
ed a’on ku h"an T-& abraz zamanag xrad pe^obayilia 
rayenTdan aberdar pad
(l) abayi&n [i pak] az az 
(2.) tagTgTh T abezar az xesm
(3) jumbi^n.T pak az; joyagih (?)
(I4.) tux^agTh 1 pak az-warahigTh 
(5) az.ad-mardlh 2 pak az karabTh
(6) ramisn.T pak az redili
( 7 ) azadagili T p ak az; aner-pakih
(8) radih T pak "!az wahegarTh
(9) *hayyarwandTh 1 pak az sturgTh
(:id) *atarsih pak az stardTh
(11). dadTgTh 1 pak az: ^siftarih
(12.) wuzurg-menisnTh 1 pak az abar-menibihilx
(1 3) druSt-casmTli T pak az du^-ca^mih .
(14) ewen-xwayi^hih 1 pak az waranlgTh
(15) cbbukTh T pak az cinagTh;
(16) amawandTh T pak az zij§t~meni^nTh '
ud abarig hunaran T ■ pak az. brbdarbd ahang "0 rayehidarih 
1 ab armand ud xw adTh p as s az ag kard an -1 wuzurg ud dur- 
-namTg ud-pa;ttay kar ud kirbag,*- •.
ud han T-§ ni^eb zamanag rayenTdan xrad pe^obayTh 
aberdar pad
(l) nigTridarih T gpk az. spbzgarTh' \ -
(2;) burdTh T pak az a-ewTh (?)
(3) xamo&Th I pak az tu^t-menisnTh
(4 ) hunsandih T pak ' az agg’ahanlh.
(5 ) driyb&ih T' pak .az-"MkohTh '
(■6) hunsandih T brahmagTh (?) T pak' az .rlmahih
(7) wizinaglh 1 xwayisn 1 pak az anazagih
(8) . fSSoni&n. 1 p~ak az panih
(9) ^arm 1 phk az tarsuglh
(10) pahrez-kar lh 2 pak az v/ireg az kirbag
(11) xwabarTh T pak az bo&Ih
(12) er-menisnih 1 pak az bbastagih
(13) huca&mih 1 pak az waran-ca&mlh
(14 ) bhristanih 1 p"ak az ken-hanbhrih
(15) bwamlglh 1 pak az *gilag
(1 6) abar-passand 1 pak az winah hamih ,
ud abarig hunaran 1 p~alc az bradarod bhang o rayeni&nigih 
1 az han 1 xr adl'g. hujahi^n rayenidar ud pahrez 1 az 
xurdag win ah.,
Translation
On the manner, of the timely governing (of things). 
Prom the instruction of the G-ood Religion.
The manner of the timely governing (of things) is; 
mostly the governing of virtue through wisdom. The wise 
man, as he has forv/ard-inclined and backward-inclined 
(virtues), his virtues are assembled in his nature by the 
creationjof the Creator., Wisdom is the foremost of his 
virtues. He knows the .(.right) time by wisdom. A time 
the governing of which is ascendance, is generally (to be
treated) "by forward-inclined(virtues), though for (certain) 
occasions and people through backward-inclined. A time 
whose governing is decline is (to be treated) generally 
by backward-inclined (virtues),, though for (certain) 
occasions and people through bforward~inclinedi,(vlrtues) •
The governing of virtues which is done by good bearing of 
the two kinds of virtue in the two sorts of time is effective 
in carrying out (its purpose). The virtues which carry out 
actions beneficially and which govern time well become that 
which measures out one’s good fame, the possession good 
soul and salvation*
One whose time is ascendance, wisdom should govern 
him as a leader mostly through -—
( i :
(2) swiftness which is freeLCUJfrom wrath
[b](3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
movement which is free from ••••
diligence which is free from greediness:
Fnlnobility which is free from karabih1 J
joy which, is free from filth (?)^^
freedom which is free from lack of Iranian purity,
generosity which is free from squandering,,
Tflhelpfulness1* Jwhich is free from fierceness.,.
Ce]
(10) lack of* fear which, is free from stupidity,,
f si(11) lawfulness which is free from stiffness,
Phi
(12) great mindedness1 Jwhich is free from arrogance,,
(1 3) severity which is free from cruelty,,
(ll{.) desire of one * s due (?) which is free from greed,.
(15) refinement^^Which is free from fastidiousness.,^^
(1 6 ) strength which is free from ugly thinking,,
and the other virtues which are free from the inclination 
which is their false associate# (This is to he done) so 
as to govern onefs heritage and one's selfness, and make 
seemly the good deeds which are great, of lasting memory 
and abiding.
One whose time is decline, wisdom should govern him
as a leader mostly through ~
(1 . f klabstentionL Jwhich is free from rejection,?
(2
Tilpatience which is free from disobedience (?),>
(3
r
taciturnity which is free from dumbness.,1m]
CU contentment which is free from sloth,,
(5 poverty which is free from misery,
(6 contentment in dressing (?) which is free from filth,
(7 discernment of desire which is free from lack of craving
(8 thrift which is free from avarice-,
(.9
Fnlshame which is free from fear,, J
(10) -avoidance,which is free; from steering away from good 
deeds, • •.
(,ll) "benevolence which is free from vanity
(12) humility which is free from abasement,
(1 3) good disposition which is free from greed,;
(14) long-suffering which is free from storing of 
vengeance,
(13)' timeliness (?) which is free from complaint,
(16) approval of things which is free from complicity 
in . sin,.
and the other - virtues which are free from the inclinations 
which are their” false associates. (This is to he done) so 
as to govern that which is from wisdom. A man of good 
forfune is one who governs and abstains from the small(est) 
sin.
NOTES
r 1 ~ - - ' ^  -uL aj abe2ar ^  whi'cfe vie--o:@sm^.qfepql^ here replaces t&e
in order to avoid the confusion which might have
arisen from the similarity, in writing between the ending
tagTgih and the ideogram for pbh (DKYA)
[b;] This word could be connected with ;justan and be assumed
to mean ''search, uncertainty1 •. It is perhaps -from the same
puzzling verb which occurs in. Dk vi«,56„ 29k$ see ibid. The
word also seems; to occur in a mutilated form in DkM- 1.6*7*
13, 14*
. [c] Cf. the opposition between hzad-ina r dT h and karabih 
■ in Dk vi.142, 144*
;.[d] Cf. also DEM 789*14:* On the verb from which this 
noun is derived cf. Bailey, BSQS 6 (1930/32) 82.
[e] The translation fpurete non. aryenne* (Menasce, 
Encyclopedie 42) does not. seem possible..
[f] In a parallel, list, DkM 372*7, the word is spelt
1 y* lwndyx, which would not, however, be the normal spelling 
for hayyar-. In I5M! 312.22 the word is spelt arwandlh; 
but-in 328.Iff . both hayyarwandlh.and arwandlh, occurs 
and it.is clear that the former represents, the same word 
as ours (it; comes with "sturgih and sarm).
[g] In the parallel list, DkM 371*21, the word occurs:, as
lrplyx, which may suggest perhaps dibirih or the .like..
The.reading proposed here seems preferable as it is 
supported by the occurrence of much the same word in
DkM 419*17 ( sif t~karih^ sif tag-daran) >■ ,419*20 ( s if tag an)»,
* <MiniirtfW>«**8i«>i«.iiMWLiwiiiniMi * . t linn in.a * # ^ \ mi i. ■ iii.n i i iiWhm n - i * *
although the context there does not allow the meaning
to be conclusively established.
[h] wuzurg-menisnih an Iranian compound built on the
™  I I I ■ —  ■■■Mil llll
-model of the Greek megalopsuxia, which has much the:same
Miwpi m. Vi r iiiii i *
position in Aristotle's scheme- of qualities,: cf.- e.g. 
Mchomachean Ethics II.vii.7* ■ '
[l] - chbuklh has this meaning in Pahlavi^ cf. the sequence
rami^n (DkM 357.4f.).. - It also occurs in a . clear context 
a s. =follows:' eh 5 ci§ payman. da S tar ast.casm ud dahan ud 
uzwan ud.- goh ud rpiw,> casm ak zanin ud dahan az xwarisn 
1, anewen ud uzwan az halagnh ud gd§ az huniyamh. ud. griw/
rin m  i> —n  m ‘< w  m . i ■■ i**■     * wb— W n n » l j  ■ n w r ie  ■ >«i' i r n m m f m u m i 'an '.  . ‘ww im i .  j iw m whrflii—^.aaipnift.t
az cabukih (DkM 160.21-161.2, ,cf. Bailey, Zor.Pr* 114- note),
'He; guards these three (read: 'five'.) things in measure:
the eyes, the' mouth, the tongue, the. ear and the neck;.
the eye from women,’the mouth from eating food against.
1
custom, the tongue from, vain speech,-, the ear from.music, 
the neck from refinement'.
1. Bailey, ibid. , differently..
[j] The word is perhaps to be read wizinagih '(over-) 
selectiveness, ohoosiness, fastidiousness*.' Menasce's. 
suggestion 'esprit de lucre' .is also possible, retaining 
the reading cinaglh.
[k] nigiridarih obviously serves in a meaning like 
'abstention, careful and deliberate approach', in keeping 
with the- spirit of the list which consists; of backward- 
inclined virtues*'. One cannot.help feeling that this 
usage' of the word is- connected with the apparent
derivative nigiray.'denying, repudiating', on which cf.
Dk vi.59*
[lj The reading and translation are not certain. Cf. 
also. DkM‘67*5; 329-3; 371-18. The positive form of the 
same word is found in DkM 329•5(?).
[m] Cf. for tust menisnTh; DkM 140.14; 201.4 (tu^tih).
Also Dhabhar, PhlYasna, Glossary 97*
[n] The form of.the word is strange.
bosih is also found in the same opposition in DkM 
371*21, 329*2. The translation here, from NP baujt, 
defined in Burhan-I Qatic karr u farr va xVad-nama,i, 
does not seem quite suitable, - •
[p] Written: gran, this is obviously the same word which 
occurs in Dk vi either as gilag-obar or gran~obar> 
the second form of which is assumed to be a corruption 
(or a variant) of the first,, which Is the correct compound.. 
Cf.. Dk vi.29 and further references; ibid.).
2* Dk iii ch. 76, DkM' 67*3-68*8, cf* Menasce,.
ahar. "asn-xr'ad ud war an ahsaran#, az; nigez T wehden* 
had wisp hunaran liend asn xrad ahzar, u-s rnayagwar 
en 3 hamyuxt hunar —
(1) ewag hawandag-menishlh I pak as; a-ew-nienisnih' l-s 
hradarod'; ud' taguglh I pak as xesmendh I-s hradarod 
pad hamyuxtih
(2) ud ewag tuxsag[ih] 1 pak az, aswarihi l-s hradarod;
ud hunsandih 1 pak as asgalianlh i-s hradarod pad hamyuxt ih.
(3) ud ewag; xrad-doSagdh 1 (i-s) pak as warahig *xwad~ 
dosaguh i~§ hradarod^; ud ahas-pursidar dani&nTh.
(ahangih?) [1 pak] as *nalag~xwahih i-s hradai^od pad 
hamyuxtih•
ud ke asn-xrad. pad ahagih 1 en 3 hamyuxt ahzdr mad 
ested ahardar hurdar asn-xrad padig huxtagtar1 ud 
hursishigtar andar mardom.
ftamag "ahog hend waran ahsar, u~§ masantar (azi§) 
en 3 hamyuxt ahog —
(l) - (2 ) - (3) [The ahove list reversed]
ud ke waran pad hamih 1 en 3 hamyuxt ahog dared 
skifttar hurdar ud arah waran padig erangigtar ud 
koxsldagtar andar mardoman*
ud kegdaran ke ranz; ©rang ud skarwisn ud gamiagih 
I mardom yasd andar mardom kard keg l-san, harw wisand 
ud ahagih 1 mardom as arah T waran paywast ahar yazd., 
ud xrad hairiestarillr-is ud mardoman dugmanTh. guft hawed, 
yasdlh az-is he [...-] guft hawed,.
Translation
On the instruments of innate wisdom and of - greed,.
From the instruction of the Good-Religion.
All virtues are the instruments of innate wisdom, 
the most important of them are these connected virtues: •
(1) one, reverence which is free, from disobedience,, its. 
false associate; and swiftness which is free from wrath 
which is its.false associate through inter-connection.
(2 ) One, diligence which is free from greediness., its 
false associate; and contentment which is free from, 
sloth, its false associate through inter-connection.
(3) One, love of wisdom which is free from lustful love
of self, its false associate; and knowledge which questions 
hack which is free from desire of grief (?), its false 
associate through inter-connection.
One who has become supreme carrier of innate wisdom 
in company with these three connected instruments, 
innate wisdom is most saved, and most honoured among 
men*
All vices.are the instruments of greed, the most 
devilish among them are these three connected vices:
(l) - (2 ) - (3 ) [The vices of the ahove list are 
presented in opposition, to their *false associates*, the 
virtues of the same list.]
One who holds, greed together with these three 
vices, is the fiercest carrier and is devoid of a way, 
greed is the most condemning and most quarrelsome in him 
among men.,
The holders of the belief that the pain, condemnation, 
stumbling and wickedness: of man-were made in man by god, 
all the harm and evil of man is attached to the god 
from the lack of way of greed, and (god) is said to be 
even, the adversary of wisdom and the enemy of men.. 
According to- this view the character of the god is said 
to.be [that of the demons?].
3* Extracts from Dk iii ch. 203*' Of. Menasce, Encyclopedic
' r.n»i ii < i m r  nan n m» i i^r n i 111. ■ ■« n n
i-l-6.
[DkM 222.7ff]
.ud wlmand 1 wehih han i-g frasmisn az xwes ud 
a-frasmign az be-xweg, ce^n zindagih i pad xwadih 
abayignig ud stayisnlg, u-s anabayignigih astignih az: 
be-xwes, i ast winfarih ud wastih ud zarmahih ,ud wihalx ud 
druwandTh. • - .
ud. wahan i wehih andar dahignan xwadig. wehih,.
radih T daman pid ud xwaday ud dadar ohrmazd. . . .
u-g cim ahayign ud kam l-s abar dahisnan sud,.
mad an l-s wehih~o dahignan.
• ud wehih hangerdig payman.
u-s zahag dad. ‘
zahag osmarignan xrad, xem> harm, mihr, radih,.: 
rastih, spasdarih ud abarig hunaran. pad-ig amahraspand 
hamist abarig menogan *yazdan xwadih T. mardom zindagih ud 
drust ud abadih-ud xwadayih ud den-danagih ud kirbag 
ahlawih hamist getlg weh dahignan new a gill winarign,
[DltM 223.10ff.]
ud wlmand 1 wattarxh ;lian 1 pad xwadih a-firaSmiSnlgih
u-s frasmisn az be, ce’on marguh X pad xwadih anabayisnig 
^astiShlh u~g abayisnTgih ud stayi&nigTh az be, 1 ast 
wimhrih ud wastih ud zarm an ud Skbliib'ud be& X wattar 
az marg.
ud waban 1 wattarili andar gbtig ud menog daman 
ham a wadTh bun ganriag menog ebgad. .
ud cim i rasish-i o daman weliih ebgudig, anagXh 
kam l awe druz pad ziyan i spaiiag menog daman ahbgenidan 
l-san pad lian wattarl-h I bun ud wahan i harw. anagnh.
udwattarlh hangerdigih frehbud ud abebud* 
ud wattarih hunusk adad*
hunusk bsmari&nan "az ud xe^mud ken ud arisk ud 
druxtarlh ud dro[.za]hTh ud paiilh ud ansapasih ud abaiXg 
ahogan* pad-ig dew dnuz du&xwadih (u-s) mahdom sastarih 
ud alilamogih ud wXmarih ud skohih ud dubagahih ud winah 
druwandih hamist abarig getig dallhan anagdhwi&obi&n*,
Tpanslation
m  m» iitbw Wn»jaf!»fyg<«W3man>M«>tiMi
(DlcM 1 ' •
, The limit of goodness is that the radiance, of which 
is‘from itself, and its lack of radiance is from-outside 
itself, like living, which is in its- essence necessary
and praiseworthy, and the being of its unnecessary 
(counterpart) is from outside itself, that is illness, 
malady,-decrepitude, sin and wickedness. ■
The cause of goodness among creatures is the essence 
of goodness,, the generosityyof. the father, lord and 
Creator of creatures, Ohrmazd.,
. Its reason is the necessity and the desire which He 
has for the benefit of the creatures, the coming of His 
goodness to the creatures*
The summary of goodness is the measure.
The offspring of it.is the law.
The categories of the offspring are: wisdom, character 
shame, love, generosity, truth, gratitude, and the other 
virtues. By them.the Amahraspands together with the other 
spiritual gods keep, in\order the.essence of man’s living, 
health,.prosperity, lordship, knowledge of religion, good 
deeds together with the. good of the other worldly creatures
[PkM 223.10ff.'] . ; :
.The limit of badness is that which is, by itself, 
without radiance,, and whose radiance is from without, like 
death, which is by itself an unnecessary existence, and
whose necessity, and praiseworthiness is from the outside, 
that is illness,./malady, decrepitude, misery and affliction 
which is- worse than death*
The cause of badness in the earthly and spiritual 
creatures is the root of all evi-l,’ the attack of the Evil Spiri
The reason of the coming of the attack on goodness to the 
creatures is the desire for evil which that demon possesses 
for the damage of the creatures of the Bounteous Spirits and 
for contaminating them.with that badness which is the root 
and cause of all evil*.
The summary of badness is excess and deficiency*
The malformation of badness is lack of law*
The categories of the. malformation are: lust, wrath,
vengeance, envy, deceitfulness, wickedness, avarice, 
ingratitude and the other vices. . Through them the 
deceitful demons corrupt the evil essence of men's tyranny, 
heresy, illness,, misery, ignorance,/sin and wickedness 
together with the evil of other earthly creatures*.
c(- 
‘
U. Dk iii ch. 310,. Bloi 312.15-313.8. 01’. Henasce,
Bncj/c 1 opedie i.|.6f. -
►HP P ||(l«wJirH  HUM I imMwjppiP»H^ m «
ahap harw hunar -I. yazdig den I mazdesn ham zahag*,
harw *ahog T dewig jadugih ham ^wiMudag ast. as nigez
I wehden. '
: _ r ]
had harw hunar 1 yazdig1 aJ den "I mazdesn ham zahagih,
harw ahog i dewdg jadugih ham >%isudagih p.aydag, as han z 
den i mazdesn gehan freh-dadar ud jadugih gehan marnzenidar. 
(ih).
ud hunsandlh ud xweskapih ud tuxsagih ud h a wand a g-
menisnih ud sarm ud ^ hayyapwahdih uddxwiah arih ud dadlgih ud
ahaz-pupsidarih i xpad ud huniyo^ih ud erih ztd wusurg- 
menisnih ud radih- ud rastlh ud spasdarih ud huca&mih 
ud aharig hunaran pad asn-xrad hamnaf1, den i mazdesn 
hgm-sdrih, gelian fx^eh-dadar*
ud azwapih ud kenwarih ud axwegkarih ud asgahanih ud 
tar~menzsnih ud nangwarlh ud sturgih ud ari^kenih ud 
adadih ud anahaz-pupsidarih i xrad ud xwad~dosagih ud 
anerih ud kapahih .ud panih ud drozanih ud anaspasih ud 
duSchsmih ud aharig ahogan pad wapan hamewi^ud, jadugih 
ham-zorih, gehan marnzenidar •>
355 *>
Translation. ' • -
Concerning the fact that all the divine virtues 
together are the offsprings of the Mazdean religion,
I* - i 1
and that all the demonic vices are the" malformations 
of sorcery. Fro® the instruction of the G-ood Religion*
It is manifest,that all divine virtues are together 
the offsprings of the Mazdean religion, and all demonic 
vices ar*e together the malformations of sorcery,; because 
the Mazdean religion is that which causes the world to he 
created forth and sorcery is that which causes destruction 
to the world* :
Contentment, duty, diligence, reveiience,,P shame,, 
courage, benevolence, lawfulness, questioning wisdom back,; 
obedience, humility, magnanimity, generosity,, truthfulness, 
gratitude, good disposition and the other virtues are akin 
to innate wisdom, are of the same power as the Mazdean religion, 
cause the world to be created forth..
G-reed, vengeance, lack of duty, sloth, arrogance, 
shamefulness, stiffness, envy, lack of law, lack of question­
ing back of religion, self-love,, lack of humility, karabih,- 
avarice, deceitfulness, ingratitude, bad dispositioaa and the 
other vices are of the same malformation as lust, of the 
same power as sorcery, and cause destruction to the world*
Notes ■
[ a] This word is pi^eceded in ‘Madan by YATWNyt which 
seems a mere corruption of the following yzdtyk ("which 
looks like y* tnylc). This is confirmed by the parallel 
of the opposite sentence which follows*
[b] The spelling swtk/y*'wik for wigudag is extremely 
common. Cf. note 5 to Part One, section 2, e,? *Pseudep 
graphic andarz1 *.
5* Dk.iii ch. 336, DfcM 327.19-329* 10. Of. Menasce,, 
Encyclop&iie l\3•
abar fraz-ahangig ud abaz-ahangigan hunar an sar ud 
*ahogan kamar. az nigez T wehden.
had fraz-"allangig .hunaran arde^farih ud xwadayih 
xemih sar.
u'-S b^marisnan' en-is: -dadigih ud tagigih ud
hayyarwandih'ud. arwandih ud radih ud yazdan kam handazi^nig 
rast guftarih ud wuzurg-nienisnih ud tuxsagih ud askarag 
warzidarih, hamist aharig xwadayih xem fraz-ahangig 
hunaran.
abbz-ahangig hunar ahrbnig ud handag xemih sar*
u-M b&mari&nan en-iz: xwabarih i dadig, ud bawandag- 
menignih i tagigih, ud sarm X  hayyarwandih, ud nihanbh l 
arwandlh, uct *YsbniSn i radihud sud-guftarih [i] rast- 
guftarih, ud er-menisnih, i wuzurg-menisnih, ud hunsandih 
i tuxsagih,,, ud porybtkeSih i a&karag-warzidarih hamyuxt,, 
hamist aharig handag xem ah a z - ahangi g hunaran.,
fraz-ahangig ahogan kamar sastbrih xem.
u~s ogmarisnan en-izr *siftarih i dadlgih bradarod 
ud xwbbarih hamestar, ud xe&menlh i tagigih bradarod ud 
bawandag-meni&uih hamestar,- ud sturgih I hayyarwandih
bradarod ud sarm hamestar, ud widang-karih i arwandih 
bradarod. ud nihanih hamestar,. ud wanegarih i radih 
bradarod ud fsonisn hamestar, ud rast pad saxwan 
wizin ziyan. guf tarih i yazdan *kam handazisnlh-sudmand 
rast-guftbrih bradarod ud sud~guftbrih hamestar, ud 
abar-menisnih I wuzurgwneni&nih [bradarod ud er-meni&nih] 
hames far, ud azwarih 1 tuxsagih: bradarod ud huilsandih 
-hamestar* : ud pad and-cand gram w.Inah .was ud kirbag
xurdag# - ud lygkarag i desag- judarih 1. a&karag warzidarih 
bradaroddud porybtkeM jam-xemih hames tarih,,. hamist 
ab ar 1g [ frazahangigan aliogun i bradarod udr hamestar 
hend.i 2 ewenag hunaran.
.ud ab az-"ahangl g bhogah ^kamar ahlambgih (u-£) xem.
u~£i ^bMmari^nan en-iz: boMh i xwabarih bradarod
ud dadigih hamestar (ih),= ud *a-9yw-menisnih I bawandag- 
menisnih bradarod ud tagigih hamestar, .ud ^nangwarih 1 
Sarm bradarod -ud hayyarwandih hamestar, ud ’ywnyx i 
nihanih bradarod ud arwandih hamestar, ud panih 1 
f^oni^n bradarod ud radih hamestar, ud bbastgg-meniSnih 
i er-meni&nih bradarod ud wuzurg-menibnih hamestar, ug{ 
a^gahanih ! hunsandih bradarod ud tuxsagih hamestar, 
hamist abarig abaz-ahangig. ahogan I bradarod ud hamestar
3 5 9 ;*
hend 1 2 ewenag hunaran*
Translation
On the head of the forward-inolined and backward-inclined 
virtues, and the demonic chief of the (Corresponding) ’
vices* From the instruction of. the; Good Religion*
The head of the forward-inclined virtues is the * 
character of warriors and lords;*
Its categories are these: lawfulness,., swiftness,, 
helpfulness, courage* generosity, telling the truth so 
as to live in.accordance with the gods* desire/ 
magnanimity, diligence, acting.openly^together with 
the other forward-inclined virtues which have the 
character of lordship*,
The head of the backward-inclined virtues is the 
character of priests and slaves'* . -
Its categories are these: benevolence which is
T alconnected-L Jto lawfulness, reverence which is connected 
to swiftness, .shame which is connected to helpfulness,, 
■humility which is connected to courage, thrift which 
is connected to . genei^osity, beneficial' speech which is 
connected to telling the truth, modesty which is connected 
to magnanimity, orthodoxy which is connected to open 
activity, together with the.other backward-inclined virtues
which have the character of slaves*,
' The .demonic chief .of the forward-inclined- vices . 
is the character of ■ tyranny*. -
Its categories are these: severity; which.is the'
false associate, of lawfulness and the opponent' of benevolence,, 
irascibility which is the false associate of .swiftness and 
the opponent of reverence, stiffness which is. the false 
associate.of'helpfulness and th& opponent of shame,1 causing 
■distress-which is the false associate of courage, and the 
opponent of humility, squandering'which is the false associate 
of generosity and the opponent of thrift, telling the truth 
discriminately for damage which' is the false associate of 
telling the truth for benefit so as to live by the god’s 
desire and the. opponent of beneficial speech,, haughtiness 
which is the false associate of magnanimity and the 
opponent of modesty, greediness which is the false 
associate of diligence and the opponent of contentment; 
in (these) several things the heavy sins are much and the 
good deeds small* Publicly manifesting a different form 
v/hich is the false associate of open activity and the 
opponent of having the orthodox character of Yima, together 
with the other forward-inclined vices which are false
associates and opponent of the two. kinds of virtues*.
The demonic chief of the backward-inclined vices’ is 
the character of heretics* •* ^
Its categories are theses vahiiy(?) which is the
false associate of henevoienee and .the opponent, of lawful­
ness, lack of obedience (?) which is the false associate of
‘V * ' : 5 “  ‘ 1 * < *■ -  * t ,' \ ,
reverence and the opponent of swiftness,; disgraceful attitude 
which is the false associate of shame and the opponent of 
helpfulness* P.«« (?) which is the false assoqiat© of 
humility and the opponent of courage., avarice whi ch is the 
false associate of thrift and the opponent of' generosity* 
abasement which is the false associate of modesty and the 
opponent of magnanimity* sloth which is the false associate 
of contentment and the. opponent of diligence* together with 
the other baCkward^inciined vioeB which are false associates 
and opponents of the two Icinds of virtues0
Hot© - ■ : i-
f a] hamvuxt which comes at the end of the list, is 
Obviously geanf to serve for all the pairs*
II# Lists abstracted from the various passages
a# Systematic lists based on four
elements.
1. Dk III 68 .
f forward-inclined! ’backward-inclined
virtue vice virtue
■ .1 
1 1
vice.
1. abay i Sn "az; nigiridarih, 1 
■ i
spbzgarThi
2* tagigih- xe Sm burdih
?
1 a-ewih ( ? )
3* jumbiSn Joyagih (?) xamo sih tuSt-menisnil
k. tuxsagih \warahigih hunsandih
I
aSgahanTh
5. azad-mardih karabih .. * driyosih'.
j
/ Sled hih
6 • rami Sn redih huns andTh T 
br ahmaguh 1
rimanih
7* azadagih ' aner-pakih wizinagih .1 
xvvdyiSn
aiiazagih
8. radih wanegarih f-Soni sn \ panih
9.. *h ayyarwandl i sturglh Sarm tarsugih
10. ^atarsih stardih pahrez-karih wireg az; 
kirbag
11. dadiguh *siftarih xwibarIh I bosih
12# wuzurg- 
meniSnih
ab ar-meni Snih er~menignih . pbastagih
13* druSt-casmlh duS-caSmTh hue a Sin ih
. ;
waran~casmih
lilo ewen—
xwayi Snih
waranigih
i
baristanTh ken~hanb arih
15. cabukTh cinagih I awamigih (S) gilag
16# amawandih zist menisiiih J abar—pass and w i hah “h am ih
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2 ♦ Dk i i i
* forward-inclined ‘backward-inc lined’
virtue vice virtue vice
1. tag!gill. xe sraenlli;
2. tuxsag[ih] azwarihi
3. abazr- ‘^nalag- -
pur si d ar xwahi siiih;
dani Snih.
bawandag;- 
• ‘ meniSnihi
hunsandihi 
xrad-dosagih.
5* Dk ill
1. daddgiliL ’ - sifturihi 
2 . tagiguli ' xesmeuik*
3* hay^rwarxddlii sturguh 
U. arwandih widang-ltarill 
3. radih Vi/iahegarih
6. rast-gufta- wizin zi^ hir-
rilii grit tar IH
7. wuzurg— abar-meniShlh
menisnih.
8. tuxsagih. azwarlhi
9* aSkarag*** agkarag 1.
w ar 2i darihi d e s ag: j ud ar ih.
a~ew~meni siiih
aSgahanik
waranig *xwad- 
doSagnh,
xwabarih
bawandag— 
raeni SnTh
Sarm: 
nihanih . 
fsouisn 
su&~guf tarih.
er-meni Snih
hunsandTh
poryotkes jam* 
xemih
bosih
a-ew-meni snih 
*%iangwarih
pahlh
I...]
bbastag*-* 
meni snih
asgahanih
[...]
6. Dk ill 391: (Text not given in this Appendix:, Of,
Menasce Encyclopedic' U3f. ) ■ DkM 370.1h-372.10.
! forward-inclined1 , backward-inclined1
virtue vice
’ 1, xradig-'. day!g-sohi Snih
handazi sn .
(= daniSn) . ,
2. tagigih . xesmenih
3 • abayiSnlh wararilglh
1^* tuxsagih. azwarih
3.. dadigih *s if t arih
6, azabaglh ludagih
7, wuzurg-- karablh
menisnih .
8, radih wanegarih
 ^9*a ahaz-pursid ar ■%ial ag-ka Sih 
xraddh
1 0 .  sroslgih awizin- r -
warrawi siiih ^ *
11. xrad-dosagih. xwad-doSagih
1 2 . hayyarwandih sturgih
13. tuxsag- winahenidar
kirhagih '• kirbaglh h 
. ( = kirbag. v : - '
war z l d~ arili.)
virtue . vice
huxemihea f ref tarih .
lam I sn 
(s= xem)
bawandag— a-ew~meni Snih
menisnih
nigiridarih spozgarih
hunsandih aSgahanih
xwabarih 7 . bcSih
dadlg- . winahih
bariSrilh
er-rmeniShih, obastagih
f soni Sn p ahih
hunsand- [.••]
xr adiihi
wizin- awarr awi Snih
warr awl Snih
cimig-karih niranglgih
Sarm " nang
awihahih paderan-
kirhagih
[a] In the second part .of this chapter the list which 
contains the vices, opposed, to the virtues, of the first' 
list has the order of items 10y, 11. and twelve changed. .
7* Die vip B.lhff«; A tentative rearranged list
1 forward-inclined* ^backward-inclined*
virtues vices virtues vices
panlh 
awistaxwlh.
ahlamogih.
du sp adixsaylh
waraniglh
ag-denlh. 
a&gahanih 
sturgih
17 , niihr ud dil- sewag, moyag wi^ad- absosgarih
18 so sag", xandaglh ud
abaxsayi&n xurramih
19,. pakezaglh tan-cinagih dos.tih 1 sand ■ jeh-marzlk
20 I xwes
l.,9o radih v/anegarih
2,13. wistaxwlh was tarih.
dew-1 zagih 
uzdbslh
3 >;14^ yazi&n. 1. 
yazdan.
4?15? atax& 1
Warahran.
3,11. rami&n 1 asrust
mardomaw ud wisandaglh. 
-niwaxtagi 
welian
6,10. menog- uzdes-
warrawlshlh parastih
7 516* tuxsagih ahunsandah- ud
widanglh
8,12? hawandagihi. frehhud
f SSonisn
huharmih ud. 
huskohih
ahronlh
sararih
ddstih
-weh-dehlh
hunsandlh
dil-dardih.
forward—inclined' b ackward-'inclined
virtues: vice s. virtues; vices;
abar-taniki
nazenagilm
21,, wuzurg- 
22 menisnih.
23 f gowagih ud 
2b rastih- 
gowiMnih
25 9 padixsayih: hamahl—
26. 1 weham xv/adayllx
27 9 dadi st anigib. emar-kasilt.
nihadagihi 
das k-kirro gili
padifrah 1 
winahgaran.
erlh ud
28 ud wad-xwahih. delibadalii
padarih.. - 
pad if rail
29, frahang 
30 kardan i 
pad pesag 
pesag
3 1 , azad-mardihi sastarih: 
32. ud meh- 
mardib
zanisn i 
dusmanan
xwari sn ud 
darisn 1 
mardoman
d b a s t l h .  
abe sud-karih
ab arbn-z adarih
arg ud bar
kenwarih ud 
xegmenih
ap aymaB- 
xwarisnih ud 
ap ayman- 
dariSnih:
-The first sixteen pairs in the above list are; 
treated differently from the second group of sixteen pairs.. 
The correspondence can only be established by coupling 
together pairs from the first eight with corresponding ones 
from the second -group of eight but without consistent system- 
In the, second half of the list two consecutive pairs - always 
form a homogenous:, group*.
3.
b. ' Lists, based on the traditional.Zoroastrian.
conceptions 
Dk ill: 203
' good
wimand:
walian: -
cim:
hangerdig: 
z ahag/ hunuslt: 
dsmariShan:
han. -i-g f raSmi &n. 
az; xwe&
evil.
lian 1 • pad xwadih. 
a-fra^mi snigih.
.radih i ‘ daman pid ... gaimag menog ebgad 
abayign. ud kam i-s... kam 1. awe. druz-
p ayman 
dad 
xrad. 
xem.
sarm
mihr
radili.
rastih
spasdarihi
frehbud ud abebud.
adadl
az; '
xesm
ken
ari&k .
p anih .
druxtarih ud 
drb[.za]hih
ana spa sib.
The list, of virtues and vices. (osmarisnan) contains 
seven pairs;.
368.
2|., Dk ill 310-
hunsahdih. 
xwegkarih 
tuxsagih
b awangag-meiii snih
i
sarm
*‘:'h a yy ar w a ndlh_ • 
xwab arih. 
dadlgih.
u
(2
(3
(4
(5
(e
(7
( 8
(9
(10 
(11 
(12 
(13 
(14 
(15 
(16
ah aa-pur si.darlh 1 
xrad.
liuniyh sib. 
erlh,
wuaurg-menisnih
radih
rastlhi
spasdarih
hucasmlh • .
aawarlh ud kenwarih
axwe j^ karlh
a&gahanih.
t ar-meni Siiih)..
hangwarih.
sturglh
ari&kenlh
adadah
anabasc-pur sidarlh 1 xrad
xwad-doUagih 
anerlh 
karahlh 
p ahihi 
dro z anl li­
ana spa slh 
duscasmlhi
A1 though the list contains- elements'- of .the fourfold structure, 
it is clearly "built on the .principle of simple opposition. • 
between good and evil. The good qualities; and vices: are 
not merely human hut are offspring of. the two principles.: in 
the world, just as in the list of Dk iii .203.,
8. PhlT 89f.. AW..' 829-50. 45
kadan ud c and lian druz;? .
, . (1) aa (2) niyaz; (3 ) xesm (4) ariSk (3 ) nang (6) war an 
(7 ) ken (8) busyasp (9 ) druz 1 ahlamogih. (spazgTh. is a 
late additions) •
'Watchful/ spiritual things1r
(l) 'asn-xrad. (2 ). gb&osrud xrad (3 ) xem (I4.) ummedi 
(5 ) hunsandiht (.6) den. (7 ) hampursaglhi 1 dimag:.
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Part One 2 Survey of the Andarz hooks
■ ■ ■ ■  I .«! !■■ 1.1 m. ■ V «iii...ii^-m w m rii I ■  .1.1 I, II. ii^ h i h m i m . ,  „ „
Section 1. Introductory,
1. CTPh. II 75-^ 129^
2. sbjs:5» 18, 2b> 379 KI.
3. of* Tavadia, Mpers. Spr„ u. Lit»„ 103-110), where the 
small, andarz texts; are grouped! together; other text a 
are discussed separately,
Aj-. Am example is the hook, hy Maneck^i N* Bhalla?*
Zoroastriani Civilization, New York 1922„ chapter XLIII, 
'Pahlavdi and Pazandi literature %  pp* 27b~29b*>
3* cf„ chapter ¥1, 'Baa morale1 * pp., 137-166#,
II 678-683,
7* A, V„ Williams Jacksom, Zoroastrism studies New York 
1928, 132—Ii{-2*
8#, Magamlal A,, B u c Nj,, Zoroastriam ethic®, Barodai 1919
9* Christensen., Iran,iQlfff*
10;* cf„ Mena see, Bncyclopedi e „ the chapter entitled ,:Lai 
sagesse: morale1, pp„ 37*~55,#
11* Zaehner, Dawn., chapter® 13 and (pp# 263-301),
12, DuchesmeKauillemim, Religion, 125ff*
13* K, A# Inostrantsev,; Persidskaya llteraiturnayai traditsi.va. 
v; perviye vyekai islama, in Memoire® de l'Academie 
Imperial.e de® Sciences; de St, P^terabourg., 8e; seri&,,
Vol. VIII,, No. 13, St* Petershourg: 1909^
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14* M* A. Inostrantxe’w, Iranian. influence; on Moslem:
literature, Partt I,, translated ... by? G-. K*, Karimam* 
Bombas7 1918*
1 5 G* Richter?, Studien gun Geschichte der alteren.
an ab i s chen Pur s tensuiege 1.,• Leipzig^; 1932 (Leipziger 
Semitistische Studien?, N.P* III)*
16* Of particular interest are the following- articles by 
P. Gabrieli.:; *Etichetta di corte; e costumi sasanidi 
nel Kitab) afelaqi al-muluk di al-Qafyi^1, RSg 11 (1926/28). 
292-305, and *L * Opera? di Ibn al~Muqaffa**, RSQ 13? 
(1931/32?) 197~247 ♦ On Ibn. al-Muqaffa.fc cf* further 
P., Kraus;, fZu Ibm al-Muqaffa\Ct , RSQ'. 1% (1933/34), 1-20) 
and G* A., Rallino>, ibid* pp* 130-134*- 
17* cf*. his articles.:: Kit ah al-taii li^l-Jahdg wa>- calaq atuhu 
bi-Ioitub) ttTa.iinamaitt f 1 !l-adab> al-farisl al-sasani, 
in: Al-Df rasat, al-adablyya / Etudes. LitUeraires, Revue 
trimestrielle; traitant des cultures arabe et iranlennev 
Beyrouth, I, 1. (1959?) 29-67J; Kutuh “S. !Tni riamai" wa'l- 
maqati* al-baqiya? miiahax f 1 f I-ma\sadir al—^arabiyya, 
ibid* I, 2-3 (1959) 15-391 Kitab) al-ta.ji fi_ sTraft 
Anu&lrwani,. ibid* Vol* 3 (1961/2) 237-264.,. 345-37&*
The author has announced a? forthcoming book, of his,> 
to be called. Al—rawafid al-farisiyya fl ! 1-adab, al-
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*ara~b!» ( 'The Persian tributaries in Arabic ‘literature*) 
of which the last mentioned article is an extract*
18 . Atm AA11 Ahmad ibn. M-ahammadi Mishawayhi, Al-hi Inna
al -halidai, Jawl dan hi rad., edited by cAb dur r ahm am BadawH, 
Cairo; 1952# Badawi's edition, is unsatisfactory, 
especially as he did not use the hest manuscript of the 
text, Oxford Ms* Marsh 662* The fact has already heem 
noticed by M. S. Khan., ZDHG 112 (1962:) 309-318, and it 
is specifically demonstrated, by A. J. Arberry ini JSB 
8 (1963) li+5ff•*
19* W. B*> Henning;, 'Ein© arabisch© Version, mittelpersischer 
Weisheitisschrif ten*, ZDM® 106 (1956) 73-77#.
20:. cf * Mena see', Encyclopedie 38fV
21* Some examples, are given in. Menasce, Encyclopedie 67ff*
* .
Z ?k
Section 2* The andarz texts#
a* Texts attributed to Adurbad *1 Mahraspandan 
1* Cf *> the bibliographical data contained in G-IPh. II,
1.12 |72 and Tavadiai, Mpers;* Spr*. u* Lit* 103* The text 
is published in Phil 58-71'-, having been published ini 
India some three times before* A subsequent edition of 
the. text,, made by J. G. Tarapore), Pahlavi. andarz; namalt, 
Bombay 1933# 21-33, does not constitute an advancement 
on. Jamasp-Asana's edition, but there is a translation! 
into English and some notes* A previous translation 
was done by de Harlez in La Mu s.eon 6, (1887) 66-7 8 * A 
recent translation of the text, is in Zaehner, Teachings 
101-110* As this translation is readily accessible, 
it will be referredi to for comments and corrections*,
A recent translation into Persian was made by M* Nawabi 
in RffLT' IT No*, k (Winter 1§38) 502-328*
2* eniz. paydag:1. -a is found in practically all. the
manuscripts. MIC alone has ZNH MB* which reflects, ai 
corruption of eniz;*
3# Mi sis: 26— 28 .
ij,* ZDM8 106 (1956) 75.
5V Compare the terse text: of AdMah: §11:: raz; o zahan ma ban* 
to the longer version of Misk: *Have no confidence in
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women and do not tell, them a secret.1, and to that of 
WazAdl:; pad zananv wistaxw/ mat hawed; to. g> &armi TO. 
paSemandh he rased.;: raa o sanam ma hared, kutan. rang. *31
abebar ne bawedU
6. The corresponding text ini Misk 27*1:0~12.' says:; 'Do 
not grieve) over wealth which you have lost, for 
property is like a bird which moves from one 
elevated spot to another. It is quick to come and swift 
to move away *• ;
7* -• The text im.Misk which corresponds; to this and the
following saying was translated by Henning, loc. cit.
75# Zaehner' s:> translation is incorrect.
8. The correct translation is: 'If you . know we 111 much, 
swimming in. water, do not go hastily; into violent 
water iest the water carry you and you die immediately'*
9# PhlT 67 §10%; 71 §15%* The wording in both places is 
identical.:: to ray gowem. pus; d m a m k e  ,iahfgm-hayyar . 
pad mar do man. aiS d. xradl weh.. This phrase, seems to 
open, and close, a semi-independent section in this 
collection.
10. cf. §117# aiid particularly §;15- where the" edition of 
PhlT* is, unreliable. • Read.: dibahr udi ^ niyufsisn pad! 
paymam. kun. 'Do; anger and merriment immoderation'*:
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The reading of* *niyufsi£m is conjectural, (from, nil + 
gaud- with' inchoative?:?)}, hut its meaning is established 
from: PhlT 6S §130;; OSnaa? §42; ZH' iv. 50 (I owe. the 
explanation 6f the word, to Dr* D. N. Mackenzie).
11. PhlT 71 §150.
12* PhllT 59 §14, read: ahegih. was mai xandl. Z.aehner *s 
translation is mistaken.
13* PhlT 6 0: §27> 65 §69. pad nigirigm. Vwith deliberation,, 
v/ith consideration*..
14. PhlT. 68 §112.,
15V PhlT 71- §l49> QfV WazAdjPhlT I4& §6lf.>„ 150- §60..
16. PhlT 5& §3* read: ham 51 bud ud uzldi framoS kun ...
cf.. Misk p. 26). 15-27.1. The idea and even the wording 
are ai commonplace of. the andarz hooks., Gf. AW, PhlT 
91 §49; O&nar 39 •>
1.7• PhlT 62 §52; 63 §59, read.: saxwam 1. tez; pad nigdrlSm
gowft ce saxwam. ast T guft wehi ud ast, T nadl. ud hami T
padl wehi az ham 1 guf.t;» ’Say a sharp word with, consideration 
for there: are words which are better said and others; whicJm 
are better kept, and those which are kept.are better 
than those which are said*. - /
18. PhlT 60 §31; 65 §91.
19. PhlT. 62 §56:;; 63 §6 7 .
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20. PhlT 58 translate: fBe not self-confident and 
wilful, as regards a, lord and a ruler1);; 59 §6
(ewaganag; means: 1 submissive*, obedient V  cf#. particularly
AW'PhlT 95 §101, which is translated in Misk 33*5 by;- 
tawadu-s; cf# also further in. AdMabi §74) > 60 §33 (’Keep, 
away from a vengeful mam .with authority1); 62 §4.8*
PhlT 67' §103 should be translated: *Bo not curse a 
ruler, for they are guards over. the realm, and bring 
about, good to the people of the world1 • One other 
injunction.which relates: to matters of government may be 
quoted, here:: ’Do not appoint a pitiless man as an
overseer in prison, but make a chosen great (,? most
Mss# have wynlg) person and an intelligent man who is . 
in prison (read:: *1 pad bandl#, which is. in all Mss# but 
Ml6} a prison-wardem (zindnnban.) over the pidsoners;
(abar band) ’ # (PhlT: 62 §57 Zaehnerr Teachings: has a 
wrong translation).
21# PhlT 65- §90)* 66 §9% (the middle of this, saying is not 
completely clear)•
22# PhlT 59f§17ff• is a series: of injunctions not to have: 
a fool, as a confidant, not to take an irascible, man as 
a companion for travel etc:# A comparable series occurs- 
in Misk 27*4-6, but only one saying actually corresponds 
(§2! = Misk 27*4)* PhlT 65 §87 warns not: to sit in an. 
assembly next to a foolish man (duSagah)#
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23 •> 
2k.
25.
26:.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
PhlT 59 §U.
PhlT 59 §'13* reads; zan ud frazand ud *xweSawand ( ?) 
ud bandagv l xwe&~tan jud az: frahang ha ma hil ..
*D.o not leave your wife, children, relativea( ?.) and 
slaves without education, **.t The reading xwegawand. 
is extremely doubtful; that bandag;. should he read, 
afterwards has been seen by Henning, cf*, Nawabi, loc» 
jcit* 519 *!• 9* The translation Education* for frahang; 
is not precise: the whole range of training in good 
manners:; and reprimanding for incivility is intended.*:
A son should be sent to the dibarisifcan,. cf* PhlT 63 
|58*.
PhlT 62. §4:2V.
PhlT 62: §5®, 54:.
PhlT 67f. §111.
PhlT 71 §152:.
PhlT* 61. §431 (Zaehner* Teachings; has an erroneous 
translation) *>
PhlT 64 §82*
PhlT 61 §43 .
PhlT 62 §49.
Phil 60 §22: this saying deals both with giving andi 
tahing a loan* In Mish these are two sentences;, 27#1£*
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a and: 27*12-li|.; the text of the latter saying in Misk 
seema.corrupt*
3b* This seems to he the meaning of PhlT 61. §39*
35* PhlT 65> §86., reads fradorn, saxwam l dugcihn ma row
‘Be not the first to speak a. malicious word).1 *
36* PhlT 6.0f • §3h.
37* PhlT 61 §Ijl|f..; 2aehnerfs translation of is
incomprehensible to me: the last words are clearly 
pad, saxwan. ma a bar*
38* PhlT 60 §29*>
39. PhlT 60; §28.
b0. PhlT 60) §70..
PhlT 62jf* §8 3 , the text should he read.: ka~fr manend 
guft-ijg. carhaha namaz ban* ce gag; namazi hurdam pugt, 
he rie) gleaned ud ag carh) pursddan. dahan gandag he 
Sawed* ‘Even if you have words: left, to you, do 
obeisance politely, for from doing oheisance the hack 
is not broken and from polite asking the mouth does 
not become fouTi • Misk 26.11-13 has only ‘Accustom 
yourself to he submissive t'o people* This, will not 
lower your worth,, hut will rather raise you and add 
to your value*•
U2* PhlT 60> §>3S:> The text should, apparently, he. read:: 
pad; nihard hahr 1  gram abar ma hag:, aben tar & * lax.
battle he not on the heavy part; have much fear* •
43* cf* PhlT. 68 §0.15 ( 'Bo not by any means break an oath), 
lest leprosy [pesenj come to your hand1);: 60 §25 (‘Bo 
not sign a false document before rulers:1).
44* PhlT 59 §10.
45* PhlT 67 §102;* Por ramlgn. in the religious sense cf#.
Part Two section 16*
46* PhlT 67 §106;; cf* also §105 ’the greatest hope is 
the spirit1*/
47* cf*. West, G-IPh II* 11% §80' and Tavadia., Mper&* 3pr. u» 
Lit* 103* The text is printed in PhlT 144-153* A 
translation into -English was done by Sohrab Kavas^ ji 
Das tun Meherji Rana, Bombay 1930s (under the title 
Pena vaiak 1. aichand 1 Atropat- Maraspandah) • A 
recent translation into English is in Zaehner, Teachings: 
110-116, to which reference will be made here:* A 
translation into Persian with notes was done by M*
Rawabi in RFLT 13 No. 1 (Spring 1340) 11-30*
48* Compare the two sayings: PhlT 146j §19s pad, kirbag,
hamdadistan ud pad, wiriah .iud-dadistlm ud pad, newaguha 
spasdar ud pad pet.varag hunsand ud a& dug man dun ud
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wizandgar ud pad wad hayyar ma bawed.
x.
!Be a collaborator in good deeds, and dissociate from 
sm, be thankful- o# a good thing and content in 
adversity, keep aw.ay from an enemy, be not harmful in 
good works,, and be not a helper for evil*.
PhlT 1L\6 §23 5 pad pet.varag hunsand ud pad astanag 
baristan. pad zlndagih wistaxw ma bawed., be; pad! kuniSn 
1C frarbn wistaxw bawed,.,
fBe content in adversity and patient in disaster* Have 
no -confidence in living, but be confident in righteous 
action1 •
The two sayings overlap to a certain degree. They 
both have the phrase pad petyarag hunsandi in g! 9 it comesj 
in the middle, while in §23 it begins the series* The 
corresponding saying in PNi, PhlT' US §35 has the two 
sayings of WazAd combined: it has the same, text as 
WazAd §19 up 'to pad petyarag hun&and and then, it 
continues with the text of §;2 3 , though with an omission 
and some change of wording. It seems more acceptable to 
assume that the version of PH is a contraction of two 
sayings than to make the opposite hypothesis, viz. that 
Y/azAd. has an inflated, version in which a single series 
was split into two and considerably enlarged.
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49* Was Ad §69 has §9 dyndk (=£ayendap;), whereas PH; giiS has 
s^ykyk*
50* Compare the translation of the two versions:
Phi1!?1 15€D §59 Misk 76*15-17
Por this reason that Things are followers of things
every virtue needs wisdom;, All virtues follow wisdom,
every wisdom needs: know­
ledge,
every knowledge needs:. Op ini on!-follows, experience?,
experience,
Pblevery honour needs good happiness1* J follows good fame
fame,
proximity follows friendship,
every action need© action follows fate,^*0^
fortune,
every wealth needs: eating 
and giving,
every Joy needs lack of
fear* ,
spending follows exertion!
[a] Arab. ra*y // Phi* dant&a*
[hi Arab* gibta / / Phi* burzlgn*
[c] Arab* qadar // Phi* jahi&n*
[d] Arab•'iid&a.
51. PhlT 146 820.
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52* PhlT li+8f » §^.1-431 re ad: ewag~*kamag; liedi, mardom hed;; 
ma nigf redl o harw do; kamag, CJe he bawend tarn ud ruwan. 
harw do ham-kamag* Ge tan pad tan-kamagTh grayed daStani 
ud ruwani pad ruwan-kamagih* !Be single-desired,, he 
men, and do not have regard for hoth of the two desires. 
For body and soul are, not hoth of the same desires, for 
it is possible to keep, the body by the desire of the body 
and the soul by the desire of the soul1* Cf* for this 
the similar text In Dk ix:: ud enlz Icu ne harw kas tan. 
abagruwam ham-kamag bawed., xwarisn han tan kamag ud. 
xwastagiz , hanbar 1. ahlayenf darihi ruwam kamag (DkM 
799*17-19)• *This too: not every person1 s:. body and 
soul have the same desire; the desire of the body is 
eating and also wealth, and the desire of the soul is 
the treasure of producing righteousness.1*
53* PhlT IkS §21f 150 §60f*.
54* PhlT H A  §1—2, read: ayad ud pad daxgsag dared.* ud kar
azis kuned ud *harib;ar ma kuned* ku-tan niyag abar ne
rasad, ce hanbar 1 kardl he be o niyas ud kaim ne; rased.* 
Hanbar ewiz ahlaylh we:& tuxsedi. 1 Remember and keep
in mind, and carry it out. Do not amass (wealth), lest 
want come upon you* For a hoard which is not amassed, 
does not come to want and deficiency. Be diligent only
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in:, amassing .righteousness-. , ..* The text, is not corrupt 
(contrary to Zaehner, loc. cit.) and gives a perfectly 
good translations.
55* PhlT 148 §33* Another set of vices to avoid is given in
PhlT 152 §j?4.* 'Keep yourselves away from the sin of deceit, 
from m womans in menstruation, a courtesan, woman and a 
woman in milk, and rigorously avoid them,, lest the evil, 
which is in the soul he added to the harm, which is in 
the body*. Zaehner*s * a harlot in milk* surely makes 
no sense•>
56. PhlT 148 @40.
57*, PhlT 153 §76 (Zaehner translates otherwise), and cf...
the paragraphs v/hich follow there *
5 8 . PhlT 145 §10; 146 §18.
59. PhlT 148 §34-36;. §35 should he translated;; T Remember and 
keep in mind the passing away of the wicked hy the 
power of goodness;1 • rayr is superfluous.,
60. PhlT 144 §3-4* In §4 ud gugared ken, andar war.om i.
xwejg means ’digest vengeance in your mind*, i.e.
suppress it, and not you will (perpetually) hrood
over vengeance in your heart* (Zaehner)*
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61. PhlT lli& §16; 1501 §65.
62. PhlT 152: §69.
65. PhlT 150 §57/.
64. PhlT/ 144?. §5.
65. PhlT/ 149 §47.
6 6 . PhlT 152 §70-73.
67* PhlT 145P. §13-15. The. text should he translated as 
follows: ’Abstain much from the flesh of cattle and 
sheep, lest there be upon you harsh recknniiig in this 
world and the next. For a man who has eaten the flesh 
of cattle and sheep while having his hand in sin, the 
sin which, he is thinking, speaking ahd doing [and the 
grave sin which the cattle or the sheep may. have 
committed1., both will be taken in the account of the man 
who eats the flesh.] When he has eaten even- a small 
fish while having his. hand in sin, if in some other1 
place a camel kills a man, this will be the same as if 
he (sc. the eater) killed him in his own hand.’
The reconstruction of this saying, of which half at 
sentence was omitted in §1 4 * is possible by comparing 
two passages: in PRiv where the same theme is discussed, 
and the same phrases occur. Chapter 14 of PRiv tells 
the myth which explains this cuiinus notion of the
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danger in eating flesh while being a sinner. According 
to that story^  Ohrmazd- told the animals at the time of 
their creation that they would provide food for man*.
When the animals saw the affliction they were going 
to undergo they implored Ohrmazd and He made a safe­
guard that the sins committed by the animals would not 
go to their account but to that of the man who eats 
them while in sin (Qhrmasd guft lux awe, he gost i 
Smah\ hwared ud dast andar winah daredl, hamag; winah i 
gospand huned awe, o bun bawed), Ohrmazd continues;
'For when he has eaten even a small fish (cs *ha-s 
mahlg 1 Idle-6; ^xward estedO while committing a sin, 
if a camel hills a man, even that will be to his 
account1* (PRiv 39f*)* Another passage whichi deals 
with the same subject in much the same, terms as does 
WasAd. is found in chapter 61 of PRiv (p, 192f,), The 
sentence, about ai man eating a fish in sin suffering the 
punishment due to a camel hilling a man is here 
introduced, by the words:- ast he edon gbwedi f Someone 
says1, which probably indicates that this is not a. 
generally accepted theory and is only the view of one 
school of tradition. It is obvious that this view 
was attributed to Adurbad. in: WazAdI| Sdurbad in fact
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goes further, than any explicit statement in PRiv to warn 
against the eating of the meat of cattle and sheep. A 
similar injunction of Adtirbad*s to abstain from killing 
cattle unlawfully (ada.dlh.aO occurs as the sixth admonition, 
in Dk iii. 199 (DkM 216.8^9). An echo fo£ these 
admonitions; also occurs in the passage devoted to the 
wisdom of Adurbad. in Misk 28.6-11, which again advocates 
abstention, from killing animals, though omitting the 
provision Unlawfully*. The explanation, given in the 
Arabic text why the killing of animals should be avoided 
is in the following words;: * consider its bad issue also
o
in this world, for in every place where there is less; 
killing and bloodshed the number of people is bigger; 
evil does not appear in it atrociously, the welfare of 
people is more general, the rule of .bane and affliction, is 
weaker, the corruption of demons and sorcerers; smaller 
and feebler*. The terms used in this saying seem too, 
Zoroastrian to have been the addition of an Islamic; 
editor, although they are not familiar to me from a* 
text in Pahlavi. (Acknowledgment is due to the thesis 
by Mirssa on PRiv for help in elucidating some points im 
the above discussion.)
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6 8 . PhlT 145 §11-12.
6 9 . PhlT 151 §6 3 . '
70. PhlT 149 §48f.
71. PhlT 146 §17 ( from: •padl xwaran **♦; here the division of
sentences .in. PhlT is defective).
72. The text was edited'by Dhabhar,: Bombay 1915# ahd an 
transcription, translation and notes were prepared "by 
Mirza in his London University thesis, 19^ -0*
73* ' cf. PKiv 194* 5™*7: Adurbadi. guft Im ham 22 wazag., 1 Mihr- 
Uhrmazd. man erbad az: Adurag: *asnud andar kar dan ud 
ahlaw baweh* ’Sdurbad said, ‘'Perform those twenty-two.
sayings which Mihr-T3hrmazd, my erbad, heard from Murag,
gnd you will become ahlaw" * •< (Mirza did not understand 
the text and tried unnecessarily to emend it.) The 
reading of -the name, £durag, is not absolutely certain*
7b* PRiv 19U*3~5* Ihe text was slightly- emended by Mirzat to 
read: be-m frahang 1 namcigflg gow; tan luiriem ud ahlaw 
bawem.
75* In the explanations which follow 25 virtues are actually/ 
given: after Ro. 2 0 , mardom-dbstlh* huca^mlh is added 
in §25 (PRiv 199* U~8 ), though it is not given an ordinal 
number*
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76. It confirms, for example, the reading.of the fifth virtue 
as huna r aw and i h, as the same definition in Dk Vi. 2 3 
applies to hunardmandlh. Dh.vi.23 corresponds to the 
first five terms of AdPRiv. The definitions of the first 
two, rastlh and radilp are not so close to AdPRiv as, those of 
the other terms.
77. AdPRiv §25 (PRiv 199.1-4), cf., PhlT 58f. §5 (AdMah) and 
PhlT: 148 §39 (WazAd). A similar wording is found also ini 
Dkvi • 2.
78* See on this below, section 4a in Part Ope*
79* Mirzai reads the first word bahristanlhu ^ dispensation*.
and translates the whole passage differently*
80. DMf 215.20-216.18. Certain phrases from this chapter are 
repeated in the next one, which contains: the alleged 
precepts of Maul against those of Adiwhad, and which has been 
dealt with by a number of scholars. -■■•Cf.J Jackson.,
Researches im Manichaeism, New York 1932, 203-217*
Henning, OEZ- 193k, 755f.J Menasce, SOV 228ft.
81. The wording of this precept is doubtful, though, the sense 
is clear. I reads, azwarihu. hanbar ma sized, ku~t‘an 
ZLqSE ( ? ) ud nivaz abar ne rasad.
82.' The last four words in this.injunction are not. clear. 
he ds he bud; perhaps emend: lcu-t *sez he *bawed,
'so that ruin may not come upon you1.,
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83* There follows an ohscure sentence* Read perhaps:
_ — — 6 / \ _ — — ' __edon *handagjnd (?) ce *on~tam pad tan ud ruwan pahlom
hawed, 'They (sc. the gods) will arrange (things) in such
a way as is heat for your hody and soul**.
8A* This addition is required hy the sense and hy the
parallels in Dh vi., and it also exists in the parallel
chapter, D M  2 1 8*7 *
83* Dk vi.D.l.a; PhlT 8 2 . 9~l6i- (this passage is not
attributed to Adui’bad)*, An Arabic version is found
in Misk 67A-12, and a\ Hew Persia^ one iw GhazalT,
Naslhat al-muluk, Tehrani 1315/17* 123ult*-12A*10 (given.
anonymously)* Cf. also 5(azwinll, TarTx~t. Guglda*
London 1910, 73* 11-17; Salemannt-Shukovsky,. Persische
Grammatik. *Ul; Holdeke, Per si sche Studieni II »; 29 n* 2'*
Text and translation are xm Zaehner, JRAS; 1940* 36-39;
cf* also 2urvan ii07f»; Dawn, 2h3;. Cf*- the observations;
of Henning, ZDMG 10(5; (1956-)' 75 (which helped ini
completing the bibliographical references given here)*
8 6 *. A detailed comparison of the various versions of this
text is made in'the note to the translation of Dk vi.
D.la.
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Id *  Zardust 1 Adurbadan and his son*
1. On the texts and.manuscripts: see West in G-IPh II, lllf* 
870 and Tavadia, Mpers* Spr* u« Lit, 104 • The edition: 
of the text is contained, in PhlT 41-50* Cf* also
A. Seiman, !Pand-namak I. Zarattuxst1 WZKM 20 (1906) 
149-165 , 237-280 (also, apparently published as a: 
dissertation in Vienna, 1906); Nyberg, Hlfsb;* I,
17-30# J* C. Tarapore, Pahl a vi andarz—n a m a k Bombay 
1933# 1-12* The collection was translated into 
English by Zaehner, Teachings; 20-28 * An advancement 
on this translation is made in the book by Ervad 
Maneok Pardungi Kangay, Citak handarg i Poryotkegan, 
a Pahlavi text* Bombay i9 6 0, which contains, besides 
a reproduction of the text from PhlT., a\ transcription, 
translation and glossary* Another recent translation 
of this text is by Henry Corbin, 'Le livre des conseils 
de Zartushti, Prof* Poure Davoud Commemoration.Volume 
II, Bombay 1951# 129-160. Cf. also M*. Nawabir RPLT 
12 No. 4 (Winter 1339) 513-535.
2*> Cf* below, Part Two, section I note 1*.
3* Cf. above in the discussion of WasAd*
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!u The hasic difference is that in PN the association
between. men!gnrgowign-kunisn and the spirits is done
in a mounting hierarchy.of the spirits, whereas im
Dk vi.1 the spirits are arrayed in a descending line:
PIT Dk. vi. Tfeu
meniSn wahman/xesm spandarmad/taromad
gdwism. xrad/waram xrad/waran
kunisni spenag me nog/ den/xwad-do &aglh
gannag menog ■.
5* Cf. NP«. dast har nihadan 'to indicate., point out1..
6 . miyanclgiha is an adverb which seems to refer to the
office of the 'judge-arbiter* miyancig of whose function.
we read ini Arda Viraf:
En ruwan l awe druwand mard ke Sahr pad miyanciglh
awiS *dad^ estad, ud han 1 - sahed kardan ud framudan.
he kard ud framud. ud sang ud kafija ud paymanag; keh-
da^t, u~& az driyd&an ud az karwanugan garzi&u ne 
niyd^id.
(aj Text. dast.
'This is the soul of that wicked man to whom; the country 
was given, for the exercise of the function of miyancig 
and who- did not do and order that which he ought to have.; 
done and ordered. He kept the weight-stone,.the 
capacity measure and the length measure smaller, and
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did not listen-to complaints from poor people and travellers*• 
(AVn. 67* 7-9)
It is not hard to deduce from here what a mlyancig; was 
expected to dp; as: he was evidently in charge of the 
husiness; ethics of the markets and was concerned withn 
protecting strangers he seems to have been ai figure not 
unlike that of the Islamic; muhtasib*, On the function of 
the latter see the article muht a sib; in El ;( written by R*
Levy) and R ., Levy, The social structure.of Islam* Cambridge 
195^ >; 334-338* According to Gaudefroy-Lemombynes, Les 
institutions:1 musulmanes, Paris 1946, '158f*,> this function 
was a continuation of the Roman curule magistrate through 
Byzantine intermediary*.
If the use of the adverb miyancf gihai in our. passage 
of PN is to be taken literally,, it may seem that among his 
functions; the miyanclg was also concerned with the instruct­
ion of religious doctrine; but the use of the word- need; 
not imply more than what may be rendered by a vague 
descriptive adverb; such, as 1 in fairness* (i*e*, like the 
miyancig) ♦ The word - miyancxgihi occurs also In MX. 2*11.8, 
applied to the function of Mi hr,. Sros and RaSn in the 
eschatological judgement* . - .
3'9^
7 * pad rahiT xradi ber following the way of1 wisdom1 r for 
the construction cf. az,, ... be».
8 . PhlT 4hf. §23. The text has not been accurately
translated: !I say: I accept the Good Religion of the 
Mazdaeans:, and am free from doubt concerning it* Neither 
for the love of the body nor for that of the soul, nor 
for good living or for a long life, nor yet because 
consciousness-leaves my body shall I depart from-the 
Good. Religion of the Mazdaeans*. I am free from doubt 
concerning it. . I do not praise or honour heretics,., and 
I do not believe them concerning it*7 PhlT |25> is 
aa difficult text* The best reading seems to mer ce: 
ox, awinast> meni^m [ud Rnwi&noT agriftar, ud ManiSn 
griftarbmand* 'For the essential being is pure, 
thought [and speech], are unseizable and action is 
seizable1 * Nyberg' s emendation-, of ox: to saxwam is 
unacceptable:, saxwan never comes instead* of gowi§n> 
and.1speech1 never precedes 1 thought1 in this triad*
For awinast- cf*= QGV v*3 agunast 'pure* (Slrt*. version: 
anavilaQ, of* Bailey, Zor.Pr* 103* For other series 
in which the sequence ox— men!&n— gowign"kunai.gni 
figures, cf• Dk* vi* 0la*
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9* PhlT 45 §27, cf* above in this section* Kan^ts
translation, of §29 is to "be preferred, to Zaehner* s:.
10* PhlT1 46i §33 should he translated as follows: !Por 
whoever is in this world ought to perforin the yagH 
as many times as possible, and to know-the sins; which 
are in (the region of) the- hand and foot, except for 
one who is deaf or dumb,, who is (considered) without 
ability* But when (that) is. done, this too must be 
done: to attend the erbadistam and to know the 
£5and1 •
11* Por this word. (^dayiSn) cf*; Part Two, section 2, 
supplementary note*,
12* The division of sentences in PhlT is wrong* The 
text, as I read it, is:
(56) tarn ray-' az arm i ruwam be ma hiied, ud ma f rambled. (3 7 ) 
pad azarm, 1 kas frasawandih 1 xihr 1 getig> kamag: abar 
ham. ci& ma bared. ke-tam tan o puhl ud ruwam o padifrah 
rased, be o han ci& bared, ke-s bar rami&n 1. hamaylg* 
rami Shi g-b awlh [az] (5 8 ) hukunisnig,. newag-kuni §nlg 
warzlh azjfcuxsi§n> [ tuxsign] ~zayiht az: *dayi&n; 
ce *dayi&m az: xw"ayi§n, xwayisn az. hus, hu&ihi. azimenbg; 
dani&n, dami&rilg ham. abzar kb ast, bud!, ud bed. (5 9 )
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padi& danlhed, nbg-dadarTh +wirayisn amoxtar* ci&an 
wirastar harw I saged kardan, sud-xwastar d wispan 
pad harw 2 axwan rayeni&nan.
For the last four words cf• the expression xrad harw 2 
axwanlg; rayeni gn in PhlT. k7 §^ 1*- 
13* A translation into Persian, is given hy M. Hawabi in .
RFLT. No. 2 (Summer 1339^ ) 259f* 
ll|.* Of# DkM' 38*21. and Dhahhar>, PhlYasma., Glossary 97*>.
15* Cf* the whole text in DM1. li+O• 12-17* Also West*
GTPhi II, 113 §75 and Mole*, Gulte 52*
16. PhlT 81f* g7s 1 to eat an oath* * sogand xwardan
 ^ ,i]§ of course an idiomatic. egression for *to swear* *
17* PhlT 82 §8 , dadam again being used hoth idiomatically 
and literally*
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o* Xusrd I. Kawadan and other authors; of his period.
The text is published in. PhlT. 55-57 • Of# West, G-IPhi 
IX, 112 §72. A transcription and translation! were made 
by Salemanm, 'Mittelpersische Studien1. Melanges* 
Aslatiques tires du Bulletin.! de l*Academie Imperials des 
Sciences de St. Petersburg, 9 (1 8 8 7) 2k2~-253> CasartellJf.,, 
fTwo discourses of* Chosroes;, the imraortal-souled*, 
Babylonian and Oriental Record I, London 1887, pp. 97-101. 
J. C. Tarapore, Pahlavi Andarz-Namak, Bombay 1933> 18^ 20;; 
a translation; was made by Srvad Maneck P. ICangai, 'The 
testament of* Khusrav I1, Sami Yartamani Annual. 19^ 8*. A 
translation into Persian was done by* M. Mokri, Andarz~i 
Xusri) Qubadan#. Teheran. 1951- (2nd ed.); M. Nawabi,
RPLT 12 No. 1. (Spring 1339) 31^ 2.-lU4*
The word haspam has not yet been satisfactorily 
translated!. It seems however to be connected, with the 
well-established Middle Persian word for 'rest* haspen. 
hasp am, cf» Dd 3 7 *26q kG:. 11. and the other passages; 
quoted by Zaehner, BSQS 9*901.* For MPT *nspyni, hspyd. 
cf. Bailey, JRAS 193^ -i, 14& and Hemming ZII 9*253**
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3* ce'omka en 3an az tarn I man Judag bed, [az] ’em taxt
man abar dared;, ud pad ha spam man hared, ud pad;, ha spam 
man he nihed, ud pad sar i gelaimgam wang kuned ...
(PhlT 55.5-8). 
km PhlT 56 §2 should he read apparently:
mar do mam 2 geham drudomand hawed ud rawed.,
rayeniSm pad;, meni^m 1 rast, ud ^harw warzlgarih pad kar,.
gehanlgam tux&ag zemawand hawed..
The text seems to have poetic rhythm, though no metre?*. 
The end of* §7 should read: ud tarn, ruwam ray he paddredi;: 
be ka was kirbag-; kard.ested enyai fraz; o cinwad puhk 
widardam he tawan., (The last seven words are obviously 
a gloss.) !and he (i.e* the Judge) does not accept the 
hody for the sake of the soul; except when it (sc. the 
soul) has done much, good deeds,, it cannot cross the 
Cinvad bridge.T 
5* The last words> of §10 (PhlT. 57# 1-2) are:
newagTh pad kardan dar, hazag pad ranz,-spoz, menog 
pad xweS-kuni&tQ). *Hold goodness; as something to do,
©
hold sin hy repelling pain, hold the spiritual, world 
as your own doing. 1 A variant of this saying is found 
in Dk vi. 18.
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6. DkM 218*16-219•22.
7* The text (DIM 219*8) 'hafc-ktkt, emend- to krtk*»>r
8 • Readl ewag. yazi &n; aid kerdagani 1 yazdan purr>-paymandha
and a2? eran. delian abzayenidan, azis hamhedlg; dewlg 
(ozlha) uzdes asrust zadan skastan abgandan.
9* The intention is almost certainly allegorical, meaning 
gods and demons; cf* Dk vi*267 and Part Two, section 
21-*
10* The text is published in PhlT.’ 85—101* The beginning
was translated: by F*. Muller in W2KM 12 (1898) 5 5-5 8 ;
the- l-ast-^ aidr^ w-a'S—t-ranrelatedl-int O' ffron-eh■ inr-he-Mu-sdon*
) -265 "2 6 6; a transcription and translation 
into English is given in J. G. Tarapore* Pahlavi andarz 
namak& Bombay 1935 * 38-57* Partial translation was 
also made by A. Christensen in Actai Qrientalia 8 
(1930) 81-128, esp. pp. llJi-118. A translation into 
Persian was made, by M. Nawabi in KELT.1 11. No. 3 (Autumn 
1338), 3Q2-333 ( a translation into Arabic of Nawabi’s 
Persian translation by Abmad Tarjanl Zadahi is given 
in the subsequent number of PPLT). I have made a, 
detailed study of the text of AW in comparison, with 
the available versions in Arabic and Persian, which 
I hope to'publish separately. Detailed observations
ifOO
on the text are therefore excluded from the present 
discussion*
11.* Misk 29~4l* The relevance1 of Misk to AW was first
observed! hy W. B. Henning in ZDMg 106 (1956) 76f*
12. A comparison of the text of the Sahnama with AW has 
been done by Nawabi, loc. cit.
.13* The most interesting perhaps is a version published:, 
by Louis Gheikho under the title, Hikam. Buzur.imihr1 
Maohriq’ 6■ (1903).'P.* 205-207> 250-254;* It is based
on an Arabic version which differs from that of '
Miskawayh.
14* PhlT 81. Cf • West, GIPh II. 113. §75. Persian
translation by Nawabi., RFLT 12#- No. 2 (.Summer 1339) .
259* .
15. See further references on this person in Justi.#. Iran. Nb. 
61.
1 6. roa; seems here to mean either ‘victory* (cf. payrog) 
or ‘power.1, cf. NP. rbz; (Farhang-i Naflsil).
1 7* tawangar may .also mean 1 wealthy*.
if 01
d* Adurfarnbag; and Weh~zad;
1* , , PhlT 79f. A Persian translation was done by M* Nawabi., 
RFLT 12 No* 2 (Summer 1339) 258f* Am, edition of the 
text is given in Appendix A*
2 * On the person of* Adurfarnbag see particularly the data 
collected in A* Barthelemy1s introduction to his 
edition of G-u.jast ah Ah all shi» Paris. 1887 (Bibliotheque 
de 1’Boole des Hautes Etudes, Sciences Philologiques 
et Historiques, S9e, fascicule), p* 1-2* See also 
West, GIPh II, 105, 113, Justl, Iran Nb* ^8f* (s.v.
At a r e x#ar enahhi No* *^
3. B* Faratvashi in An.ioman-e; Farhang-e Iran-e Bastan I,
No* 2 (December 1963) Persian text 56 n* 1,, does not 
even consider the. possibility that the person may be 
of the ninth century* 
k• PhlT 73-77* Cf* West, GdPh II, 113. See also a
discussion and an abridged translation of the text; in:
B. T* Ahklesaria’s introduction to PhlT 27£V .
5 * Ku~m uzmud hed xrad^mweh menog, kuni&n T getig harwz 
ci&-e pad xrad: baxlt estedV
This observation was already made by B.T. Ankle sari a, 
loc. cit» 2 4 * '•
2 hend danag 1 wizidar I abzaromand dastwary xrad- 
dastwarka ne xwastag, den-abzaromand ka ne abartan* 
Of * Zaeliner, Zurvan, 257 n* 1, who construes this 
differently*,
• •. abng ,tuxsag bawed ud kirbag; handozedi,,
ud az xweskarih be he warded,
wedwar bawe&l pad baxt;.
pad xwes-tan wistaxw ne bawed.
ud pad. nihangtom wihah ahunsand.;
pad;abartom abzar he drayehed,
ud pad abzar 1 kas> kan ne kuhed.;
a^gahanih baxt ne be kuni&n amarened,
pad sud tux^ag wizldar.,
ud pad baxt wistaxw hukamagv
As as. rule, the readings of TD have been preferred!*.
The text is reconstriicted in Appendix A, translation 
given in Part Two, section 2 , *Wisdom*•
e. Pseudepigraphic andar&
Dk*, iii. 195# DkM 209#.
Die. iii. 197# DkM 212.8-213*15• The name in the text is 
corrupt, hut it was recognised to represent Sen already 
hy Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta II, 53Q; n. 181.
On Sen see Jackson,' Zoroaster 137 > where references are 
given*
It is interesting to compare here the version of this 
admonition which is given in the parallel chapter 
which follows Cch‘.198). The term dadig is replaced hy 
getig and the two other terms are rendered here hy 
menop; (cf. DkM' 214.10-11 )* This alteration was re­
quired so as to make the contrast with the belief of 
the heretic RaSn Re§ sharper, for according to him 
the material law is in opposition to the spiritual one. 
The text is not very clear. The word rendered here 
1 demonic1 is spelt in the text dxwtyk., which could he 
rea(^- Jahudig 1 Jewish1 , hut this seems here out of 
place. I read the word *:wi£udig;: a similar corruption 
of the same word occurs in DkM 312.16 (Menasee, 
Encyclopedic 108, transcribed it Yahutak hut did not 
translate it at the bottom of the page). The version 
of chapter 198 throws some light on the meaning: *The 
enlarger of the world ought to praise the law, the ruler 
of the time ought to choose the law, and to rule over
the world* The disturber (?) of the world is the 
sorcerer, the ruler ought to abstain from him and 
to command his extinction* (DkM 214*18-21) *,
6 , Edited and translated by Ervad Bamanji Nasarvanji 
Dhab&ar under the title Andar.j-i Aoshnar-i Danak»
Bombay 1930 (Pahlavi Text Series No*4)* The text 
was transcribed into Arabic characters and translated 
into Persian by Rashid R'asimi, Andarz~i TJgnar-i dlmak, 
Tehran 1313* Of. Tavadia, Mpers. Spr. u* Lit* I0;6f*
7* On the person of U&nar see especially in Dhabhar,
op»cit*. Preface p* v, xff.
8 *, A variant of the name in Pahlavi is Hu|war, cf. loc.cit* 
xiii*.
9* Misk 6-18.>
10. Gf* the remarks by Henning, ZDMG- 106 C195&) 76*>
1 1. pursTd haSagerd o&nar i dahag ku ewag ta 1000 harw
marlg ed ray saxwan pad frahang be gow.
12. Misk 12.Iff.
13* Of. Part Two, section 14> fPoverty*•
1 4* (pad) xwastag i was pad harw kas was ziyankartar ed ray
ce frehbudlh ray be az, payman.
1 3 * u-S en+iz guft leu mardoman "azarmigtom ci& ud kas hgrw
roz andar kahiSSn. - pas [ke] pad han T spasahigtom ne
tux&ag xwe^-tan pad getig sud zindag he dariSn. (Dhabhar 
construed this sentence differently)’*,
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1 6* farrox awe tan ke wuzurg bfrTn 1 yazdan bfemid
ested o ezbayi&n ud SnayeniSn ud panaglh ud da&tarTh 
ud unrnied o ohrmazd 1 xwaday ud menogan T mahist 
amahraspandan ud harwisp menog 1 weh. rayenTdarTh 
1 menog ud getig azi§ paydagened ud amah mardoman xwas 
stayenddarlh ud spas o&mardarTh 1 andar ohrmazd i xwaday 
ud amahraspandan ud harwisp menog 1 weh tux&ag abayed 
budan. (Dhabhar*s translation of these sentences is 
somewhat different)*
f* Anonymous andarz texts
1* PhlT. 29*. Persian translation by M.Nawabi,RFLT 12 
No.2 (Summer 1339) 256. See also B.N.Dhabhar, Sir 
Jamset.iee Je.ieebhov Madressa Jubilee Volume, Bombay 1914* 
73-74.
2 . PhlT. 39f* The title AndarzTNa T PegenTgan (which is in 
any case an addition of the editor) does not apply to 
this text or to the following two, but it will be used as 
a convenient designation. A Persian translation of this 
text is given by M.Nawabi loc.cit. 256*f.
3 * ce en getig espanj T ewag-rozag humanag, ud jawed an.
ahoh abayed bud an, ud pad kirbag ud bazag “amar bawed. ce 
harw ke~8 kirbag weS ku winah egi& sroS-ahlay dast gired 
ud o wahi&t nayed* awe ke winah weU ku kirbag egiS§ 
wizard dew dast glired ud o du&ox nayed. ka griyend he
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, abax£fa;^end ud ka wang kunend . ne . niyo Send• '
4. PhlT 40. 6-11 • A Persian'translation, is given by 
M.Nawabl. loc.cit. 257*
5. az en.hamag awe wattar ke ruwan ne d*ared.
.6# PhlT 40.12-20.: A Persian translation is given by 
. M.Nawabi, loo.cit.257*
7* as en hamag awe wattar Ice be mired ud xwaday az awe
hu^nud nest* ud harw Ice xw&day az\awe huSnud nest .awT§ 
ray andar wahiMt l bamig gyag nest-*.
8* PhlT gl-54* J.C.Tarapore, Pahlavi andarz-namak* Bombay 
1933* 13-17* Translated by Ervad M.P.Kanga, San.1 
Yartaman Annual. Bombay 1947* Persian translation is 
given by M.Nawabi, PELT 12 No.l (Spring 1339) 136-141*
9* Text woBid. read ^wizinend*, .cf# MPT woyd— woyn-.
10. pad kalbud T mardom. a1 on humanag ce!on draxt-e ha 
karend ud royed ud abzayad ud waxsed Skanend ud brinend 
ud *wizdnend ud abar 15 ataxS nihend, ud ataxS soz'ed ud 
gugared ud wad 1 arday andar o geh an. af^aned* pas be 0 
awe ke kared *enya did ew.iz ne daned ku xwad bud ayab ne.
11. W/.B.Iienning, 1A Pahlavi poem*, BSOAS 13 (1950) 641-648, 
cf. esp* p.647P*
12. PhlT 7 8 * t A  Persian translation is givem by M.Nawabi 
in RFLT 312 No.2 (Summer 1339) 251 f*.
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13* PhlT 78f. A Persian translation is given "by M.Nawabi 
loc.cit.258.. His translation of §6 is to he 
corrected. Read: ud han ramisn ne pad ramisn ah a ye d 
dastan he" pas az han.andoh fragan hawed ’One ought not 
to hold as joy that joy which becomes afterwards the 
beginning of worry1' (thus already Zaehner, Zurvan 2 8 9}.*
li-U PhlT 121-127* Dastur Kaikhusru Jamaspji Jamasp-Asa in.
Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy Eadressa Jubilee Volume, Bombay 
1914* 38-88. A\ comparison of this text with the 
version of Vijden is made by B.T.Anklesaria in his 
introduction to PhlT ifLff.,
13# The title is not in the manuscripts and was .given to
the text by Jam asp-As ana. Gf. PhlT, Introduction i+l*
16., PhlT 129-131; 2s chapter 27 (p • 94-98 Vi jDen* 13~1;6.
The first section (§2-6) is given in transcription and 
translation in Bailey, Zor.Pr.i5 8f* Cf. West, GIPh.,
11,113; §79.
1 7 wizin-kerdarlh seems to mean practising discriminately* ,, 
rather than ’niceness;1 (Bailey).,
18., There seems to be a distinction between den-agahTha ‘ambxtedl
and rastiha amozed. the first phrase referring to the j
learning ’according to the lmowledge of the religion1,
^op a dastwar is obviously required to possess lmowledge 
of theology; and the latter phrase speaking of ’teaching
k08
truthfully*, for a teacher does not have necessarily 
to teach the contents of den-agahTh to all his 
disciples, he merely has to teach them all truthfully, 
not to mislead them, while he may reserve .the more 
esoteric lmowledge of. religion to those.who are capable 
of grasping it (cf* further on this Part Two, section ’ 
2l). Even if this interpretation is regarded as far­
fetched, there seems certainly to he a distinction in 
meaning between the two verbs ambxted and amozed (the 
former being a secondary present stem formed from the 
stem of the past participle). Bailey, ibid.. 
translates them both *'teaches* •
■ 19 • > nam paydaglh az ahlawan he appurdan ray.
20. ahlayih dax^ag andar xweg man mehman hardan ray.
21., druz andar warom - ahu&iha he wax&ehidan ray.
22* maglndlh: for this word cf. the remark in BSOAS 27 
(1961,'.) l+J+9.
23^ PhlT 154* Text reproduced with translation by B.N. 
Dhabhar in Dastur Hoshang.Memorial Volume. Bombay 
1 9 1 8, 193-195 (reprinted in B.N.Dhabhar. Essays on 
Iranian subjects. Bombay 1955# 39-41)# Given in 
Appendix A.
24#. Examples of magical texts in Pahlavi exist in the
Rivayat which follow-Dd, cf. PRiv ch.63-64 (p.201-206).
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Similar Manichaean texts were published by W.B.Henning 
in BSOAS 12 (19.47) 39-57*,
25. Phil* 162-167 and cf. the Introduction to PhlT 52f;
West, G-IPh. II, 114 §84* J.C.Tarapore, Viriarishn i
Chatrang and other texts, Bombay 1932, 9-11, 20-23*;
Translated by M.P.Kanga, Characteristics of a fortunate 
man according to. the Middle Persian text*, Kaiser-i-Hind 
Haoroze Number. Bombay 1951; text and translation are 
given in a stencil fascicule1 by the. same author,
Apar Xem ut xrat i farrox. mart, a Pahlavi text. Bombay 
1953* Of. also Bagliaro, *Note di lessicografia pahlavica* 
PSO 19 (1941), 289ff.
26* Bthl.MirMund.iv.17»
27 •> J.CJ* Tavadia, Khareghat Memorial Volume I„ Bombay 1953# 
271-275; also.printed in Tavadia, Indo-Iranian studies*
Santiniketan 1950, 86ff. Tavadia was constrained in 
the first part of this Vpoem* to distort the normal 
construction of phrases in order to achieve a division 
of lines which would satisfy the requirement of an 
equal number of syllables to each line; this conception 
of Middle Persian metre has however been proved to be 
mistaken by Henning, BSOAS 15 (,1950) 641ff* A proposed 
reconstruction is given in Appendix A.>
M O
28., . The compound ranz-wehTh, as well as its opposite
panz~w a11arlh, occur a number of times in this text, 
hut their meaning is not clear.
29*- The text is quoted hy the paragraph division in the
text of Junker. Editions of the text are: PazT 73f* > 
Heinrich F.J.Junker, *Ein mittelfpersisches Schulgesprach*,, 
Sitzungsberichte der Heidelherger Akademie der Wissenschaft* 
en, Philos* - hist. Klasse, 1912, 15* Abhandlung; a 
Leningrad manuscript which was not used hy Junker was 
published, without lmowledge of Junker’s edition, hy
A. Freiman, 'Andarz i Kptakan*, Dastur Iioshang Memorial 
Volume. Bombay 191S, U32-U89* A fragmentary translation 
is provided hy Freiman, which at some points improves on 
that of Junker. The text was previously published 
by J. Dafmesteter, *Les devoirs de I1ecolier1„ JA 8e serie, 
vol. 13 (1889). 355-363*
g. Dk vi
1. The hook is found in the two editions, of the Dk (see 
List of Abbreviations). In San j ana* s edition it is 
spread over the volumes X to XIII. A full transcription 
and translation of the text have been prepared by me in 
course of the present work* Some remarks on the book 
are found in West, G-IPh., II, 9kf .§38 and Menasce,,
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Encyc lope die 37£*f*> ct1* also Tavadia, Mpers.Spr.u.Lit. 
63-66• I have also greatly benefited from a transcription 
of Dk vi done by Bahram Faravachi in a thesis he presented 
to the University of Paris, SScole Pratique des Hautes 
iStudes, for the Doctorat de 3eme cycle}. Paris 1961. This;, 
thesis contains also a glossary, lists of parallel opposed 
or related terms and qualities, proper names, and a table 
of contents. It was sent to me thanks to the kindness of 
. Father J. de Menasce* A portion of the text (,§D.8-D.12) 
has recently been published, translated and discussed by
B.Faravashi in An.ioman-e Iran-e Bast an, 1. No *2, December
I9 6 3, . O t h e r  publications on Dk vi are by Heinrich 
F.J.Junker, ’Collation notes, from Denkart,.B0ok VI1,
Sir Jamset.iee Je.ieebhoy Madressa Jubilee Volume# Bombay 
1914*;106-115> M. -L. Chaumont, ’Vestiges d’un courant 
ascetique dans le aoroastrisme sassanide d’^ pres le Vie 
livre du Denkart*, RHR, 156 (1959) 1-23.,
2. Cf. Tavadia, Mpers. Spr. u. Lit. 6 5 *
3* Dk vi. 1.
k. . §A.5, A.6,; C.8 3, D.l, D.7*
5- §D.8, D9.
6. §D.it-„
7- §A.U, S.22.
8., §D.10.
41 2
9. §D.12.
1®. §D.5, D.6, D.10.
XX • §D • 2 *
12. §B.10.
X3* There may he some douht with regard to l&dur-f a.rnbag, 
who may he identical with the ninth-century compiXer 
of the Dk, hut this is not very XikeXy. Cf* ahove text 
No.xii*
XU. There is a singXe known exception to this, the case of 
Murfarnbag T Farroxzadan, cf • ibid.
15• Cf* Tavadia, Mpers. Spr. u* Lit* 65# and Menasce, 
Enc.vcXopedie 39.
X6* EspeciaXXy §B:.X^ ff., and particuXarXy SB.U*
X7. Cf. below section Ub in this part*
18., Cf. e.g.. ip*8, and also cases dike §575-8, §B.X-B*3,
and aXso cXoseXy reXated groups of sayings Xike §1U2~1U8.
X9. Cf. the cases where it was necessary: to subdivide
paragraphs, e.g., §82a and §S2h, §0.83 ai & b, §DXa, h & cv
20. §B.U8-C*U7 evidentiy form one collection.
2X. Examples are: §13 and XU, 110, 181;; 113 / 118; 9U / E.U; 
115 / E.38a; 119 / E.38b; 120./ E.38c; 153 / E.31g>.
22. §31 / Misk 38.18?.;; §131 / Misk B9..3?.j; §22U / Misk 39.5?..
§127 / Misk 67.18??.; §178 / Misk 75.10-15.
23. For example, §138-152 (c?. ‘ielow, Part Two section ll+»,
’Poverty*).
Cf* "below, Part Two section 15# !The measure*.
It. is not altogether arbitrary, though. Many sayings 
come together because they deal with the same subject or 
by association, thus, e.g. §103-105 Con gohr);§129-132 ; 
§111.1-152 etc* .
• 3* Types of andarz boohs .
Cf. W.G.Lambert, Babylonian wisdom literature, London i9 6 0.. 
Also J.J.A. van Li ok, Las age sse suirnfeo- ac c adi enne *,L e i den 
19535 J.Fichtner, Lie altorientalische Weisheit ini ihrer 
israelitisch-.iudischen Auspragung, Giessen 1933 
(Zeitschrift fur die alttest. Wissenschaft Beiheft 6 2 );
0*S.Rankin, Israel*s wisdom literature. Edinburgh 1936.
Cf. the attempt at classification made in Part Two, 
section 2 , by using as criterion the attitude to the 
-concept of: wisdom.
The.Edition quoted is by^T.L.Anklesaria, Lanak-u Mainyo-i 
Khard, Bombay 1913# the references being to the division of 
chapter and verses by, West, The book of Mainyo i Khard., 
Stuttgart 1871;, of. S m  2k* On the text cf. West, GIPh.II 
107. §55# Tavadia, Mpers. Spr. u* Lit. 98-101,. where 
further bibliography is given.
lib* The midrashic technique
Cf# Bth* gSR 1*42 & n.l; also AirWh*ll8lf.Iii#
For a general idea of* the character of the midrashic 
literature one may refer £o articles in the standard 
Encyclopaedias* Cf. particularly The Jewish Encyclopedia! 
vol*8, 5U8 ff* (s*v. *Midrash!); ERE vol*8, 62iiff* (s.v*
1 Midrash and midrashic literature*)•
Many points of contact seem to exist* Apart from 
several sayings in Dk vi which have the same structure 
and idea as corresponding sayings in Jewish midrashim 
(particulary Pir^e Ahot)* one may quote concepts like 
seyag which is reminiscent of Pahlavi frawand*. The 
numerical andarz sayings of O&nar can he compared to 
those in the Passover Haggadah and Pir^e Ahot, hut 
they also have correspondences already in Babylonian 
literature and in Proverbs*
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Part Two 
1* Self-inquiry*
1« poryotkegan 1 fradom-danisnan cannot, of course, mean 
*rthe ancient sages, in their primeval wisdom* (Zaehner, 
similarly Kanga); fradorn daniShan obviously serves here 
as an explanatory gloss on pdryotkegan, giving a literal 
rendering of the two members which make up the Avestan 
compound paoiryo .fkae^a* This explains the plural 
ending of daniShan* for the two words form together a 
bahuvrihi compound. A similar gloss on pbrybtkettansr: 
danagan pe^ehlgan, 1 the early sages* , occurs in.Dk.vi.l, 
cf* also Tavadia, Mpers* Spr* u* Lit* 63*
2. Some other examples of the construction az • •• be, show the 
following meanings of this expression:
(l) 'coming from, originating from*, e*g* ud aziSS be 
bar da^tarlh T kfgwar 'and the fruit from it is the pre-, 
servation of the clime*, Dk.vi• C*83a; az, yazdan be 
'(comes) from the gods', Dk.vi. E*i+3g.
Hence (2 ) * according to, on the authority of*^  e.g., 
yazdlh azi& be druzlh abar guft ested 1 according to it 
(the term) ’’divinity" has been applied to demonic nature1, 
DkM. 118.15PS ‘ az: dastwaran be gyag~e nibigt ku.:.. *one 
passage, following the religious authorities,.writes...* 
Another meaning is (3 ) 'because of*, cf•>-e*g., DkM.
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297* 1 az loan be.
It therefore, seems that Mole was not right when 
he criticised Zaehner for his translation of the 
sentence nibegiha~z; 1 az den be abar biziSkih ...
(DkM* I£L2.l8f.), which Mole proposed to translate 
’ecrits etrangers a la .religion, snr la medecine • • •f(
(cf. WLolS,' RHR 162, 1 9 6 2 196f., and A.I. on p. 197)*
I know' of no other case of az • • .be signifying * outside 
of, alien to1 ; only the well-known^but different,* idiom 
he az means ’without, except,, outside’.
3* Details of recent translations of this text (,hy R.C.Zaehner, 
M.F.Kanga and others) will he found above, in Part One.
The translation offered,, here differs in some minor points 
from the. previous ones.
4* Mss. MHm = ce-m, obviously a mistake for cim.
5. A similar text about daily self-scrutiny_is.found in APe§
II; §5: ud harw roz abag. xwe§-tan amar he kardan ku im-roz:
ce sud ud ce zivan. ce- kirbag ud ce winah, ud cand pad rah 1 • 
*  ^ ' •„ ,s 
fraron raft 'hem ud cand pad rah 1 aharon.. . (Phi*T.39),;
"Every day one ought to ,reckon with oneself> * To-day what 
benefit and what harm (|iave I done) what good deeds and 
what sins, how much have I walked, in the path of righteous­
ness and how much in the path of sinfulness? “. Very 
muc|r the same questions are also prescribed in Dk vi. E.2,
if 1 7
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E.-3 & E*31e* The duty of self-inquiry is also mentioned 
at the beginning of SGV ch.X.
6. See below section 6.
2. Wisdom.,
1. See above, Part One, section 3> ’Types of andarz; books * •>
2. This subject is discussed at some length in Casartelli, 
Philosophie religieuse. 29ff.» who is mainly concerned, 
however, to prove the dependence of the doctrine in MX on . 
foreign influences.
3. i.e. the world is held by the three qualities* This 
is the way in which the compiler of Dk vi understood 
the last words of this text (cf. the discussion below).
That ’He*, viz. Ohrmazd, is held by wisdom would seem to 
be sheer blasphemy. The. reading saved for dagt, 
favoured by most manuscripts, is. unsatisfactory!; the . 
corruption of da§t into &ayed is easy and common.
A* The connection between wisdom and the Renovation has also 
been noticed,, in other texts, by Mole, Culte 492ff.
5* An Arabic translation of this text exists in Misk:
iraiktu ’Tlahi min al-nas an yacrifuhu, fa-innahum ida ^arafuhb 
a^a^uhu, wa-iradatu fl-§ay$an min al-nas an yajhaluhu, fa- 
innahum id"a ^arafuhu hana ^alayhim fa-^a§awhu. (Misk 
58.18-19). ’The desire of God from men is that they 
should know Him, for if they know Him they will obey Him*
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The desire of the devil from men is that they should . 
ignore him,, for if they know him he would he despised 
hy them and they would disobey him* •> The saying 
forms part of a collection attributed to Busurjjmihr.
6. See also, in a similar vein, Dk vi.2:.
7., On this expression see the note to the translation of 
this passage.
8* Syntactically the.opposite construction of the sentence 
is also possible, namely: “Character does not include 
wisdpm, but wisdom includes character, and religion 
includes both“* The afebiguity arises because andar», 
which is here a postposition, can refer to either of the 
two nouns which precede it. The translation given 
above is however preferable because it alone accounts for 
the sentence which follows:1*Spiritual things are known 
through disciplining-the character1♦ which shows that 
lmowledge is in effect implied in character.
9m- The three sentences which are given last in §253 &o not
belong here. By their construction it is obvious that they 
form a different and independent list, or are borrowed 
from one.
10* This saying has a parallel in Misk 67*l8ff.u
11. Although the question in §85 . (PhlT 93) begins the list 
with char act er’ , the detailed answers (§86ff.} begin 
with xrad.
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12* Cf* Part One, text No* xiii*
13* The text is given in Appendix A*
14. ’Here* refers to this world, and * there* to the next
world..
15* Text and translations are given in Appendix A*
Supplementary note to section 2, ’’Wisdom1
1* It is cei^ tain that the Arabic translator did not have 
dad in front of him, for else he would have rendered
2* BSOAS 10*384* 615*
3* Zurvan 3 8 8•;
4* Cf* also PhlT. 150 §36, discussed in section 12 *Heresy* 
and note 9 ibid.
3* Another text where the word seems to mean precisely
/approval* is the following: ud abar driyoS 1 mustomand 
pahlom darman garsi^n, ud mustgar az: garzi§n 1 mustomand 
ab"az * • • (?') ud a-padiri§hih ud a-wabariganih ud a~dayiSrilh 
budan (DkM 790*1-4) • - *A]ld concerning a poor oppressed 
man, one ought to complain (for him and get him) the best 
remedy* With regard to the oppressor, one ought to keep 
him back (?), not to accept him, not to believe him and 
not to approve (?) of him. 1 ~
6 . Menasce, Encyclopedic 44*
it by either din (as in AW* §9, 10) or amr (as in AW §8 ).,
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3. Consultation of the wise
1. The two injunctions, concerning consultation and 
making frequent visits to the fire-temple., follow ,
each other in Wazad and PN (PhlT 152 §70-73; U7f. §i^-U5)>"
2. See helow, section 9d, ’Gods .and good people1*
3* *'To digest1, gupfardan* means;.to forget, lose or repress.
Of. the idiom ken gugardan. ;
4. Education
1 * pad frahang xwnstarih tux&ag hawed, ce frahang tohm i 
dani&n u-& har xrad, ud xrad harw 2. axwanig rayeni&n;
(PN, PhlT 47 §41).
2 * han i 10 andarz* fradom husrawih T xwe& sarar ud amozglr 
ud rad ud p i d ah ay a s t an r ay hu sr awlh a. r af tan • 
sedlgar Han 1 xweS amozgar pad han l draztar coh ne xadan
ud he hesldan ray ce he a&nawed az xwe§ IMozgar padi& ham 
ne srawehldan.
caharom nam paydagih az; ahlaw“an he appurdan ray ce amoxt az 
xweS amoxgar radiKa ah az; o arzahigan ^ahspardan.
(PhlT 130: §7, 9, 10).
3* Por a discussion of ^dayi&n cf. Supplementtry Note to 
section 2 ahove. 
ii* There is a strange change of person at this point, the 
verh coming in the 3rd person pi* ’
Mirra’s translation in his thesis is somewhat 
different,
hawiSt guft .leu. erbad xwaday ahlaw baweh, ce az; 
frahang T erh ad he kard ke *dayisn ahlaw* pad name i St 
pad amah ewiz en frahang ahz“ar-hayya^enidartar ud 
wax^ehldartar, ud agar az xrad ud.agar az tuxSaglh 
amah he ne maned, eg amah harwisp mardom az en frahang 
ka andar kar darend ahl&w hawand pad yazdan kam oz; nerog 
xwabarih.ud IhiurzidarTh (PRiv p*200, §2 8 )*,
Menasee, Encyclopedia 67ff•
Christensen, Iran lj.l6ff*
J.<J*Modi, Education among the ancient Iranians#
Bombay 1905* A summary of the subject is also given 
in L,H,G-ray* s article Education (Persian)1 in. ERE 5* 
207-208• A. similar general treatment is also contained 
in Aly-Akbar Mazaheri, La famille. iranienne aux temps 
ant e~i si ami cues*. Paris« 1938, 168-1 8 5*
This passage is also found in an Arabic version, Misk 
39*5-6; the teacher is here labelled al-imam al-mu* addib 
’the instructing guide1*
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II Faith and religion 
5»: Faith
1. The verb3 is derived from Av. var- (so already 
Horn, Nners* Etvm* 203) with a-no-* ..suffix*,
2* Of* also Dk vi* 78 (taftig as against ahsard) .
3* Cf* Dk vi.E/i, quoted above*
U* Cf* Dk vi.9.6*,
3 * Cf* below section 8 *
6 . There is however no doubt of man*s responsibility for
his faith. Cf. also below section 20V
7* Cf* Dk*vi*27U> quoted above.
8 * The word occurs in Dk vi.152; E.9 etc. For its use
in. Sassanian seals and inscriptions see some references 
in E * Herzfeld, Paikuli IV Berlin 192^, 1^3*
9* Cf. Dk vi*2 8 ;; E • 1.
6 . Religion
1. On den cf. the summary of the etymologies proposed and 
some further references in Duchesne-Guillemin, Religion 
329-331* Of the reeen6 studies of the subject the one 
by M.Mole, *T)aena, le po.nt CJinvat et 1* initiation dans le 
Maadeisme* , RHR 137 (i960;) 135-185, deserves special 
notice, though its conclusions are too one-sided*.
This saying can also be translated: '‘Religion is that 
which does comfort to every creaturk'• ..
Cf., e.g., the expression dll u din in Sa!idl, Gulistan.
Sehran 1316, 77*
The materials concerning this were gathered and discussed 
in Jal Dastur Cursetji Pavry,., The goroastrian doctrine of 
a future life: from death to the individual .judgment#
New York 1926, 28-48.,
This fits in nicely with the accepted etymology from 
day- *'to see*1.,
Cf. Dk vi.80, note to the translation.
Advice with regard to taking someone as authority occurs, 
e.g.,, in Dk vi.53, 92,> 115*. For consultation see above,* 
section 3 , and for the company of good people, see the 
remarks made below in section 9d. .
Cf. in Part One the remarks on the group Dk vi.§B.47-C.47*
A\ different, though not contradictory,interpretation of this 
saying has been offered above.
For further material on this cf. below section. 21^
'Esoteric doctrines'1.,
7. Religion and the scriptures 
This word, if read *ziwiSnih.should be translated 'life1.,
Cf. not&s ad loc.
2 ., Cf. Dk vi. 164* -
3. Cf. Dk vi.182. The term used in the corresponding 
passage §13 is 'the greatest duties1 (without reference 
to i&vesta and. Zand).
4. Dk vi.E.45.c.
5* Cf. on the subject the remarks in section 21 'Esoteric 
doctrines'.,
6 * On the question of sand and heresy see further below, 
section 1 2.
7. §GV is impregnated with this spirit. Cf. the notion 
of theologia naturalis in Christianity and the idea of 
fitra in Islam.
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III, The Spirits*
8*, Me nog
1* Recent discussions of the terms; are to be found in 
Zaehner, Dawn 200ff., and Duchesne-G-uillemin,
Reli&'ion 31 Iff *
2# The injunction against excessive adorning of the
things of this world is also found elsewhere in Dk vi 
(cf. §l49f.)*
3 * i.e. It seemed to them reasonable to conduct worldly
.matters which can be kept within limits of moderation 
and which are not harmful to the other -world# 
k* , The theme of the transience of this world is discussed 
separately below, section 13 ’Attitude to this world* ..
5 . Cf# above section 3 and below in this section.
6 # Cf# below section 13 ’Attitude to this world’*
7# Cf# e*g. Dk vi#E#33a#
8 . E.g. MX 2.156f.
9# Cf•, in a similar vein, Dk vi#87#
10. Cf# above section 6 # The same figures of speech are used
with regard to den as with regard to the other spirits*
Cf. Dk vi#91: ’'Faith means to make religion dwell in
one’s body and to vanquish the demons from one's body*,,
and also Dk vi.323*
11# I cannot recollect any clear instance of its being thus 
used*,
drives
12. This passage is complemented Toy the .one which follows
it, §265. .. Cf. also: /A' man who stands up in poverty.,
 away?, from the world for his own part Ahreman and. 
his misbegotten creatures* (Dk vi*E*30a), and 'Dk vi.130;.
•.
The same idea occurs also in the admonitions of Adurbad 
in DkM 216.13f*
13* Cf*. below in this section.
Amahr aspands correspond to. ten qualities, is found in 
Dk vi • B *i4-51i. !: The 1 aw of W ahm an * , ac c o rdi ng . t o. that 
passage, is .*desire of peace* .i
,15. The wicked man apparently has no soul, cf-. .ApeS III §6 , , 
PhlT kO. .
16. Ya3§t 13 is devoted to their praise. Cf. some notes
and further references in Duchesne^G-uillemin, Religion 
217f., 3 2 8f..
17.. Of. above note 3 and section 3* Ike expression
corresponds to another,, less common one: yazdan ray 
,:for the sake of the gods* (Dk vi.273* quoted in section
18., See above section 1.,
19. Cf. also Dk vi* 302.
20.. Cf. a similar text in PhlT 45 §27*
2l. That the terms = * wisdom* and * religion* do not form a
regular part of this series can be seen from Dk vi.77f«t
1 4. A somewhat similar text, which makes the seven
5).
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where only the first three pairs of our passage occur.
A fairly arbitrary list of demons is also found in
AW, PhlT 89 §30, countered by a list of good spirits
which includes the two types of wisdom, character, 
hope, contentment, religion and consultation in PhlT 
' 90 §i0.
22. Cf• e.g. the way goodness is treated as a spirit in Dk vi.C. 
. 7 7 , quoted above.
8 . Man and the spiritsrT~faTiTTTiT-nr"i m  1 ■ w ~im i p n  ■■■ ■ i t t i . w  i m w
1. See above section 5, *Paithf.
2. See above section 2, ’Wisdom**
3. Cf. also Dk vi.277-278; AW, PhlT §lu ‘
ij.. A similar problem exists in Christianity with regard to
the conception of the devil representing the evil principle, 
which according to the accepted theology is a mere lack of 
goodness (privatio boni). The question was deglt with at 
length by C.G.Jung, cf. his Psychology and religion: West 
and East. The Collected Works of C.G.Jung vol.11*
Bollingen Series 302, New York-1958, l67ff.
5* This is the only task according to Adurbad son of KarduSt,.
Dk vi.D.9.*
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6 * Though of course all the numerous references to the
faculties of lcnowledge created by Ohrmazd to combat
Ahreman belong, here, Cf., e.g., AW, PhlT 90 §43*
7*- Another word used to express the notion of ’separation1 
3-s * iudlgih (Dlc.vi.2 6 7) • wizdhTdagTh, properly 
'distinctness*, also occurs in Die vi. i+3, 320#
8 ., Cf. Dk vi.206.
9. Cf. below, in the last part of this section.
10, There.is, however, the possibility that the text is
corrupt and some words omitted in the definition, of
hanilh.
11. Above section 5*
12# Cf. also Dk vi.126: 'One who is respectful (tarsagah)
towards the gods because of a misfortune which has come
or one which has not come...' Also: 'Pleasure is
this, one who holds the spiritual gods in reverence 
(bawandag niened) for a good.thing which has come, and 
the gods bring him pleasure which has not come to him 
and take away from him misfortune which has come to 
him. • •' r(tte vi. 1 1 3) *
13# The ambiguity of den is here again in evidence*
1U* A similar saying is found in Dk vi.E.31c*
13* The opposite of this , saying is found in the paragraph 
which follows, §C.78.
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16. Cf. also. 1 If a man lives "by the religion of the gods,
the gods see his toil in this world, so that even if he
has oome into jhain by foot, he lives rightfully on his 
work done by hand* (Dk vi.106). The gods* defence of 
man at the time of the final judgement is described 
in Dk vi.101.
17* Cf. Dk vi.291, quoted above in section 5*
18. Dk vi.l35> cf. above.
19* Cf. the discussion above section 2, ’Wisdom1 .
20. Dk vi.79*
21. Dk.vi *135*
22. On the idea of the microeosm cf. most recently Mole, 
Quite. 4o6ff., where previous literature is mentioned, and 
discussed.
23* More elaborate commentary is given elsewhere.
24* The question will be dealt with below in section 11b 
1Attitude-to sinners1.
23* Dk vi.261j., quoted above.
26. Dk vi.&7*
27* Dk vi.59.,
28. Dk vi *242 •
'29# Dk vi.:292.
30. Dk vi.E.30a*
31. Dk vi.C^9f%h'. 7-^'7;,.,
k 3 0
32% Die vi*323> cf. also §223*
33. Dk vi.D.7a.,
34. Dk vi.D.8 .
35. Die vi.8 9.
36. Dk vi.300.
37•> Dk vi.C.78*
38- Cf. Dk vi.A.5, D.5, D.7"b.
39. Cf.,e.g.,Dk vi*293i>*
40. Dk vi *125.
41. Cf. Dk vi.170.
42* Dk vi.14; cf. the notes to the translation of Dk vi.
13* Also Dk vi.78, E.5*
43 • Dk vi.1 0 1.
44. Dk vi.280.
45* Cf. eg., Dk vl.D.5*
46* Dk vi.,206, ’righteous* used in a sense similar to that 
of * the good* ; cf. also "below section 21 •>
47. pad newaglh 1 mad ested andar yazdan spasdarlh kuni§n
ud yazdan ud wehan azi§ bahr kunisn ud pad yazdan.be 
hili&n, ce padaSn az han gyag ku abayed madan xwad rased.
48*, Cf. also such expressions as: wehan arz~anigan ray ci&
dadan (PhlT 78.5-6), ’To give something to the worthy 
good’ • xwad he xward ud o wehan ne dad ud bahr he kard 
(i&fn 3 1 *7 )> *He did not eat it himself, did not give it 
to the good and did not share it1, mah roz 3 cis ray
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tuxgi&ri IcuniSn, ramign 1 xweM ud uassand 1 wehan ud 
gnayenign 1 kirbag mizd ray (ognar 32), *In the days 
of* the month one ought to strive for three things, one's 
own 3*oy, the approval of the good and the satisfaction 
of good deeds * #, 
if9* Cf* above note i+5 and section 10 below. Also D M  219*
12-lU: padTrign 1. mardan T ahlawan hubarigrilh l ataxg 1 
abzdnig yo&iahrTh I aban 1 wehan az; eran dehan ne wisanidan 
'Not to remove from the-provinces of Eran the hospitality 
of righteous men, the good care of bounteous fire, and 
the purification of the good waters1»
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IV, Righteousness 
10, ‘Ah'"! aw and draw and,
1. Die vi.D*la, and see parallels mentioned in the note to 
the translation* o
2. Cf« on this "below, section 20, fFate* • It is interest­
ing to note in this connection that righteousness is
said to he allotted by. the gods: ce awe ke andar man
i "ataxsan weg Sawed* • ,egis xwastag ud ahlayih .we8 
oaxsend (PN, PhlT i+8 §45).
3* Above section 6b, * Religion* •
4* Cf* Die vi*E*43e: husazagih X ah~ag mardoman, and.cf#
the note, to the translation of Dk vi*82b*.
5* Die vi.E.38d:-.
6* This is a commonplace idea in the andarz hooks* Cf •
Die vi.A.6; AW, PhlT 86 §3*,
7^ Dk vi *310.
8. CP* further on the subject.of the divisions of man below, 
section 21, *Esoteric doctrines* •;
9* . Especially in the passage Dk vi*206, where * the righteous!i 
is clearly used in the specific sense of wehan* Cf* 
above section 9, *Man and the spirits*, d, especially 
note i+7*
10,
11.
12.
13.
14. 
15
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Cf. £>G-V 3*22ff. The context there is however
completely different from the one we have here*.
Cf. below section 21, ’Esoteric doctrines*.
The subject has now been amply discussed and illustrated 
in Mol£, Culte 37ff.
Eun man, ce’onam kamag' tuxSisn T pad ahlaylh warzldan 
ud pahrez I az: winah kardan, edon - ~ be Jian "I andar 
jast ested as kuni&n 1 framayi&n T aw am -xwadayan ud 
du&~padix&ayTh T padi& acarag hem enya, ~ - as winah 
1 nigiriShig pad kam cand-am dani&n pahrixt estem..., 
(PhlT. 86-87§4);.
The definition given to a state of acar ud ne wizTred 
is when, *if one does not commit a perversity, one has 
this fear from it, that one.would not be able to keep 
one’s body alive and healthy* (Dk vi.lOO)..
The excuse of being without remedy or helpless which 
enables one to commit a sin is apparently not easily 
adopted by more pious and sensitive people, who fear 
that they may fall into wickedness. These are warned::
*A man who holds all the people in this world to be 
wicked, but himself he holds &.o be not wicked but 
righteous, (saying:) lfI belong to Ohrmazd", - - Ahreman 
carries him less to himself than a "helpless" man of 
little sin,, who says himself, "I am wicked"1 (Dk vi.l69)/.>
' k6k
The second man is obviously one who committed little 
sin, and that always under constraint, but is yet 
dispirited by this to the extent that he regards 
himself as belonging completely to Ahreman.
16. Cf. preceding note.*
17*> Cf. below, section 16.
18. Die vi.B.ll; a somewhat different list is given in 
Die vi*9h:! generous, peaceful, reverent, speaker of 
wisdom.
11. Sin and repentance
1. Cf. also in AW:: k~amg-@ kadar rarontar ? AwinahTh.
'Yifhat: desire is most righteous? Lack of sin17
(.PhlT 92 §69f •))
2. Cf. AW:: han ke tan abeblmlhatar ud awihahtar ud
aranzagihatar dimed rayenidan * One who knows how to . 
govern himself in a manner most free from fear, sin 
and pain* (PhlT 92,-i§60.)
3 • Dk vi • 17 *>
k* Dk vi.5•
5* Dk vi.303•
6* Dk vi. 119*= .
7* It is clearly based on a pun.
k5b
8* Cf. APeS II„ PhlT 40 §8; oSnar 42: ud ke wiriah ud
i'
bazaR kard ested paSeman ud pad padid bud an ud ane-z; 
winah ne kardan;AXus^ PhlT 55 §1* Dk vi*38, 168 eto.
9m Gfm Dk vi.18*.
10* AXus, PhlT 56f. §10; also in opposition to kirbag 
in O&nar 51*
11* WazAd, PhlT 148 §40; Dk vi.123 etc* Cf.also at the 
end of this section*
12* Cf. the words of the gods: t:(He is) our own, for that
spirit was created by us, then he thought of us and
praised us, and the sin which that demon committed was
created by you* (Dk vi.lOl).
13* Cf. Dk vi.100 and above, prec. section*
14* In. other places too nang sometimes has a pejorative
connotation, e*g. Dk vi.54; AW, PhlT 89 §30, 36, but 
in some cases it is used in a good sense, cf. AW, PhlT
95 §140; Dk vi*18l*a Both garm and nang are used
synonymously in a bad sense in AdMah, PhlT 66 §95*
15*> Dk vi.14, of. also §181, 182*. In the latter of these 
passages the negative particle is omitted, but there is 
no doubt, in view of the parallels and the further
material, that this Is a copyist* s error*.
16. Dk vi.13, cf. also note to the translation.
17* Dk vi.29, §E.30'a.
18. Dk vi.129 and cf. above*
*+36
19* Dk vi.212.,
20)* Dk v-i.33.I2y ■ cf. above section 5*
21* huGaSnflh han tawed Ice ahog ud hunar i kasan be nigTred, 
azjpas ‘ahog i xwe& wirastan tuxiSed, wehan ray wehih 
■*aSkaragf ahog l^an ast xwe&iha he pad sneh be dostihai 
wirastan ray *rawiS gowed* CD* also in a similar 
spirit: andak ahog i xwe£ be wirastan, pas aliog l 
kasan be guftan. !0ne ought to correct one*s own 
small(est) fault, then to speak the fault of other 
peoplet; (O&nar lj-2:J.,
22., Dk vi.32'2.
23., E.g. Dk vi.C.22*
2k* Dk vi.?27f*
25*= Dk vi.289.»
26., pad padifrah; o mardoman kardan warahig ma b'aS.,
27* bxm 1 du^ox ray padifrah pad nigiriSn kun.
28., ma handazed wad o wattaran ce wattar awe xwad rased o 
han T xwe& kuniSn. The opposite, severe view, demanding 
not to show pity towards the wicked, is expressed in 
PRiv ch.33 (p.l05f.).
29. Dk vi.5 0 , cf. §S,31d., .
30). Dk vi.D.31b).if
31. Dk vi.E.28.,
32. Dk vi.30;'.
33# Dk vi.101..
3h» Dk vi*A.Iw*
3 5 *^ mandag o radan garsTdan ud a&tar l -sro^ig burdan ud 
hamlh [ud] vi&idaiti kardan pad xwar ma dared.
36. Cf. MPT m!ndg in TPS: 1944*114* Por the Phi expression 
of * Bthl•, MirMund 2*32, 40ff•
37 •» I have noticed only one occurrence of winah instead 
of mandag; ini this formula*: Sn£> 8.2#,
3 8 *. Die vi.272 (corr*), B*3 1d*
12* Heresy*.
]L*. Attention was drawn to this text hy Menasce,
Encyclopedia 66f*.> The question of Zand and heresy
is dealt with hy Mole in Oriens; 13/14 (l96l) l-2 8r
esp. p. 1-11. The words kar ud dadist~an are taken
hy hoth scholars as two concepts independent of sand, 
the sentence "being translated: *11 ne faut pas dire le 
Zand,ni accomplir les oeuvres ni etablir les lois. 
autrement. . . 1 (Mole). But apart from the fact that 
Zand, Har and dadisfan make an incongruous series, the 
words kar ud dadistan are a well-established idiomatic 
expression meaning simply * affair, .matter, business'*
2. There can hardly be any connection between this and 
the celebrated Sen, the disciple of Zoroaster, as
West seems to. suggest, cfV GKLPh. 11,95* To judge 
from our context S"en the heretic should he a con­
temporary of JLdurbad (who is pr oh ably Sdurhad 1 
Mahraspandan). This Sen is also mentioned in ^nS 6.7* 
cf. Tavadia's edition p.97f*
3. Gf. also Dk vi.160, l6l.
lu Cf. the admonitions attributed to Mani ini Dk iii ch.
.200, DkM 216-218, and the discussion in Menasce, £>GV 228ff* 
5* Siich views are expressed hy the heretic Ra§n Re
Dk iii ch. 196, D M  213^215*. and hy the Dahriyya, cf.
&GV ch. VI.,
6. Cf. .also above section 7*>
7* Cf. Dk vi\,2k5•
8 ., Dk vi*288, and cf. above, prec. section.
9. xuhtteowi &nT h ka-& hukunignT|r abag nest ahlamogih ast T 
a&karag.
1 0. ahlamog'an daxsag 6 : huxembreh du§xem~-srbg; abe-jahiSn—
~*srbg anag kardar; pad kasan fraxw dransiSn ud pad xwad- 
tang dast; rad humanag ud wad-*dayi&n; baristan du&ham;;
o
ud jud-menign ud jud-gbwi&n ud jud-kunign.
Reading wad-Masd^n.one may connect the second word., 
in the compound to the word discussed above, in. the 
supplementary note to section 2, ‘Vifisdom* ., . The compound 
would give roughly the opposite meaning of huca§mTh.
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V*- This worlds
15* Attitude to this world*
1. Notably by H.C.Zaehner in his two major works,
Zurvan and Dawn* The view has been criticized by
Marijan Mol£, ,;Un ascetisme moral dans les livres
pehlevis?-*, PER 155 (1959) 145-190.
2* M.-L. Chaumont, ’Vestiges d!un courant asc£tique dans
le zorastrisme sassanide d ’apres le Vie livre du 
15*6
.Denkart*, HIg/X 1959) 1-23*
3)* See above section 8 *
4. CD* Dk vi*150 and §E.l6 .?
5* Dk vi*151, cf. also §89*
6 * Dk vi.26, cf. also §25*
7*- Dk vi*33*
8 *. The word tan can also conceivably mean in this case,.
as often, ’self1 *,
9* Cf. AW, PhlT 85f, §2f.; APeg II, PhlT 39 §5f*;; Weh-Zad,f 
PhlT 75ff. §19ff. '
10* Cf. also Dk vi.228 and the note to the translation of 
Dk vi*13*
11* Dk vi*189, S*30b, and cf. below section 16, ’‘Contentment 
and joy’•
12* Dk vi.177, and cf. further in this section*,
,■
13. Cf. also :AVn ch.31 the description of the sinner who 
amassed, much wealth, did not engoy it himself and 
. did not share it with good people, . and only kept it 
in his treasure. .
Ik* Dk vi.!02>
13* Dk •vi.291* .
16# Ihid and Dk iii ch. 199t DkM 216.10-13•
17* Dk vi.170.
18*. .The etymological meaning of wane gar» 1 squanderer* , 
is 'destruator! •
19* A phrase is unintelligible here*
20* Dk vi • 106, A.5 > D.7b.
2 1.. i.e., the gratitude of the spirits; cf* section 9 *-
22. The text is not clear at this point. '
23* The practice of hiring minstrels as well as other :
questions connected with this art have heen dealt 
with by M.Boyce, t!The Parthian gosan and Iranian 
minstrel tradition^-JRAS-1957.10-U5.
2k* See note to the translation of that text.
2fj* Further on goy see Dk vi. 189-193 and section 16 "below.
26. One such advice has already heen quoted above, at the
beginning of part d of this section*
if if 1
lh. Poverty
1# Cf. also Die. vi .S. 30 a*
2. The :same idea occurs also in Die vi.lU3*
3* A.. similar corrective intention is seen in §282*
i+. A saying to the same effect is in Die vi.218..
5* As is the concept of rt$ie poor in spirit1 in the
New Testament.
6 . For a. transcription of the text cf. above, Part One, 
text No.xiii.
7 guft leu 0 t awing arlh ud driyosih ud padixsaylh mad
hem. 'andar tawlngarlh rad ud wizldar-dahisn,.ud andar 
, driyo&Th tux^afr ud paymanTg, ud andar padixSayih ermennud 
azadar hud hem.
8 * Die vi.D.2, cf. prec. section#
9* The preverb ul- occurs in both §1^1 and §E.:30a. In
another, but also.religiously loaded text, ul- is used 
with a number of verbs in Die vi.290.
10. Cf., e.g. AdMah, PhlT 62 §33\ huxem ud drust ud klraglh
mard agar ohiz SSkoh had... But it seems true to say that
whenever poverty is to be used in a bad context skoh is
used in preference to driyosih. Cf. AW, PhlT 9I4. §ll^ f#:: 
ud lee mustomandtar? skoh ud duspadexw 1 druwand.
AdMah, PhlT 71 §152: ce 3 3i& pad tan 1 mardoman en
wattar du^agah abag-xwe^-tan kuned...ewag Skoh 1 abarmeni&n
lee abag angad mard nibard bared...Cf. also Dk vi*71#»
£ko.hih comes in opposition to xwarr in DM/I791.2—3 #,
kk2
11* It is of course part of the first large section of 
Dk vi, cf* above in Part One*
12* Though it may he merely, a form of address*
13* A similar, contrast between driypg mardom and azad mardan 
- is seen in Wdbzad, PhlT 77 §29#.‘
1 4* viz*, the wealthy*,
15* See on this helow, section 16 ’’Contentment and Joy1*
16* Cf. WazAd, PhlT 151 §62; . PhlT 78.51.; AVn\ 31*7, and 
above, section 9*
1 6a. loi-t han l xwareh aho&ag Sad-e ku driyo&an bahr kunend 
u-t driyo^ afrTnend.. ud driyo^ l ahlaw dadistan-a| 
pahlom ast afrln. D1£M 791 *22-792*2*,
1 7 *. ud ristakez: ud tan T pasen he bawed ka-& driyoSan.
emed awiS darend.
18. .Dk vi *237*
19*. K. Barr, 'Avestan drogu^y driyu— 1 . Studia Qrientalia 
Ioanni Pedersen* * *dicata*, Copenhagen 1953, 21-40.'*
Cf. also the remarks made by J. de.Menasce in 
Melanges Masse* Tehran 1963*
20)* J. dd Menasce, ’Le protecteur des pauvis&s dans l’Iran 
sasssnide*, Melanges.Mass£, Tehran 1963* To the
references mentioned,by Menasce one may add the seal-
i . _ by
impression fromMa§r~l Abu Nasr, guoted^W,.B.Henning,
Asia ma.ior 2-: (.1951) 144, which reads , stilly dlgwS’n
y*tkgwby W d*twb*l.v* On the word <&£dag~gbw cf • Bthl*.
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AirWb512839, MirMund2 .l8ff., zSR 2.13, 4.52-57* 
Hubschmann in ZDMG- 1^6 (1892X-32U~325, and the 
references to texts which are given further.
21. MHD f acsimile.. 93*^ -~9, Bulsara U3» 12-13 (p.6l0f*),,
cf. Menasce, loc.cit. The text, as I understand
it, is:
f a 1ewag en ku muhrL Ji pad kar framan da&tan han 1 
mohadan [ud] amargaran fr adorn pad framan I k aw ad 1 
perozan, o han 1 dadwaran fradom pad framan 1 
. xusro 1 kawadan./
ka mu.hr mohadan T pars kand mob ad an lie pad ham 
T. mobadih he pad ham 1 driyosan jadag-gowTh xvvand ud 
. nibist* ud pad han cim ahar muhr hamgonag kand 
ested.
!One is.this* The seal for executing orders 
was first instituted for mobads and accountants by 
the order of Kawad son of Feroz. For the judges it 
was first instituted hy the order of Xusro son of Kawad.
When the mohads:> of Pars engraved a seal, they 
called the mobads and wrote (on the ssals) not hy the 
name of the office of mob ad. hut hy the name of the 
capacity of an intercessor for the poor. For this 
reason it has been written on seals in the same manner*. 
According to this tradition1it is seen that the formula
Cm
!intercessor for the poor* was first used hy the 
priests of Pars and was later adopted hy other 
holders of office,
§l] The word is here consistently spelt mwdl. In
the same way it is also spelt in ZWY IV*37*
22. The first in the Staxr seal, cf, Henning, loc.cit.,
and the second in the seal of Shiraz, cf. Herzfeld,
Transactions of the International Numismatic Congress, . 
London 1938* Ul79 and de Menasce, loc.cit#
23*’ Qf« ahove, Part One, text No. vi#
2i+# Cf. AVn 67*10: u~g a& driyosan ud az karwanigan
garzign he niyogld . I:and he. did not listen to complaint 
from the poor and from travellers*.
23* Menasce overlooked the. force of the phrase ruwan 1
xweg ray when he translated it in his article, loc#cit# „ 
hy fpour l*ame de celui-la* •
2 6 # i#e# * advocate* •
27•> pad petyarag hunsand, ud pad astanag haristanj, pad
zlndagih wistaxw ma hawed, he pad kuni&n T fraron wistaxw 
hawed. ce hukunisnan han 1 xweg (kuniSn^ ;fadag*-gow 
ud duslcuni &nan han 1 xwes hamemar. ce [ az]i meniSnau ud 
gowi&han ud kuniSiian kunisn pahlomtar#
[4 The word is out of place, though given hy 
all Iss#
2 8 #, i.e. 1 a hardship*
29* ud ewag ciS 1 anagTh He az harw. anagTh~e dugxwartom 
[ud] nihuftan ne ^ayed driyo^ih.
30)* 2 hend He hamwar zahr pad dil ahgand ested, ewag
driyoS ke harw ciS pad niyaz xwahed ud didlgar 
padixSSa T tund T nazog.
3 1 * az en 2 ci§ &arm. ne ahayed kardan, w a g  az wimarTh ud 
didlgar az xwesawand 1 driyoS*
32* 2 ci§ gramigtar dari&n, ewag driyos.T rast, didlgar
padixsa T weh-ox l hurd*
3 3 * The text seems, "by its style and rhythm, to have 
poetic structure* The following arrangement of 
lines is suggested:.
ke driyoS pad ce xurram?’ druwand emed o ke dared?/ *
ka he wehlh ast weh az ahlayih
ud ne w.attarih-e ast wattar az; druwandih?
*ce hanhar T kirhag driyd^kardan tawan
ke yaz.d an-hayyar ew-tag ce*dn Stayed hudan?:
There seem to he two stresses to a hemistich*
15 * The Measure
1. eran hame payman stayTd, frehhud ud ahehud nikohid*,
pad Hrom fi lo so fay ud pad Hindugan danag ud pad aharig 
*gyag snasag han aherdar stayTd ke ggwi&n nezumanih
azi^ tan paydagThast, frazanaglhi Eran sahr passandid estad.
Cf*. text and translation in Zaehner, Zurvan 252 and n*2, but 
the translation offered here differs from that slightly*
2. Cf* Menasce, SG-V 30f., and Envelopedie 5ki also Zaehner, 
Zurvan 251ff*
3* Ofl the* etymology of payman of* Horn, Hpers. Etym* 80f*
The distinction made hy Zaehner, Zurvan 252 between 
patman as the treaty between the two divinities, which 
is purely Iranian, and the same notion as the mean,, 
which is an Aristotelian borrowing, is therefore perhaps 
too.one-sided.
4* Die iii.6 8 , DhM 57*lU-59*10. Cf. below Appendix B, as
well as Menasce, Encyclopedia i|2f*
5# The word used in the lists to express the notion of
'free* is pah with the exception of the second pair, 
where pith is replaced by abezar. • The reason for this 
replacement seems to be the desire to achieve clarity 
in spelling. The word pah, being normally spelt DKYA, 
is identical in appearance with the ending of taglglh.
In the phrase tagigih I pah az xeSm, pah would seem 
lihe a dittography with the ending of the previous 
word. It is strange however that the copyist did not 
replace the ideographical spelling by the phonetic one,
£ih, where such a confusion cannot arise.
v. .. - W
6 . D M  327.19-329 *10, see Menasce, Encyc lone die k5 and 
“below, Appendix B.
7* DkM 370.14-372*10. SeeMenasce, Encyclopedie U3f*
• and "below, Appendix B*
8 . D M  67*3-68.8. See Menasce, Bncyclopedie 46 and 
below Appendix B.
9* D M  167*3-15* Of* Menasce, Bncyclopedie 47f*
1 0. Of*, the abstract list of §B.l4 in Appendix B.
11* Dk iii 203 > DkM 221.11-224*8. See Menasce, Encyclopedic 
46 and below, Appendix B.
12. . The arrangement of the list in Menasce, loc.cit. is 
therefore misleading.
13* Cf. AW, PhlT 89§29f*, and Appendix B..
14* zahaA and hunusk respectjyely for the good and evil 
qualities*
15* Dk vi.C.15, S. 17-18.,
16. Dk vi.C.16.
17*. Dk vi.0*21*
18* Dk vi.C.3 8 .
19. Dk vi*C.6l~62:*
20. Dk vi.E.31f.
21. Dk vi• 1497 E.16.
2 2. 130m paymahlgiih] han bqwed ke harw ciS be o payman 
handazed ku wes ud kam andar ne abayed, ce. harw xlr
1.
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9*
10.
11.
H 8
hawandagih payman* ce han ci& ke paymanigTh nest 
danagTh ud dost ud.kirhag*
16* Contentment and toy.
Dk vi.lU5*
Cf* also han T hud ud uzud f ramos kun ud han T ne mad 
ested ray timar ud heg.ma har (AdMah, PhlT 38 §3)> 
and AW, PhlT 91 §h9; Osnar 3.9*
Cf. Dk vi.C.37, C.60.
Dk vi.E.28.,
Dk vi.29, S.30a, and Of. notes to translation of §29 •> 
hunsandih han hawed ke xwadayTh ud. xwastag T-& ast u-^ 
awis mad ested hunsand ud haristan, ud pad han ci§ ke-^ 
ahz ay ian 1 ruwan azis Sayed hudan edon tuxsag ud 3an- . 
ahspar i ta zindag hag:fiz azi& hunsand he hawed*
Cf. Dk iii 68, 336,'391, 76; Dk vi.B.lU No. 16 .(all in 
Appendix B).
Cf. ahove, Part One, text No.xxvi.
Cf* Dk vi.199 and ahove, section 2*
han ramisn he pad ramisn ahayed dastan ke pas az han 
andoh fragan hawed* ; .
® * f f *  * . . .  * ~  *
l i U  <J 1  4 . S I O  f ' j t  ,  I B .  <i ' - A . I J  \  I v j  1 . .  ;  ;  U .  ,  J i - /
3"t^ Ofrk *‘ 3-^3 J.V& 3-f^ c>
(,Misk 56.1/-2l). !He (sc .AhuMirwan) was asked: "What
12.
13.
kk
is joy and what is enjoyment?” ‘ He answered: ”Joy is 
that with which there is the hope of the next world*
Any other joy hut this is mirth and impermanence and 
leads to extinction.” He was asked: ”Is there
mirth without guilt?” He answered ”No” (Misk 56.17-21)•
Cf. also Misk U3*l-4* where the contrast is between 
far ah 1 joy’ on the one hand and lahw with lacab fmirth 
and play* on the other, the first leading to the next 
world.
Cf. also Dk vi.E.32.
Cf.,, e.g., ahehxm, AW, PhlT 89§26; abeblmiha. AW,
PhlT, 92 §60; mahist him. -WazAd. PhlT 14U
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VI Beyond this world#,
“ 17♦ Afterlife; .judgement & reward
.1* The materials have heen collected-"by Jal Dastur 
CursetJi Pavry, The Zoroastrian doctrine of a 
future life: from death to the individual .judgments
New Y6rk 1926. Apart from general books on Zoroastrian?- 
ism which devote space to this subject, one may mention
the concise synthesis by Mol£, ’Le-jugement des mor.ts:
dans l.’Irah preislamique’ in he .iugement des morts, 
Sources Orient ales 4, Paris .1961, 1^5-175 ♦>
2. Cf. also the comments above, in section 13d.
3* But cf. below at the end of this section, the remarks 
on Dk vi.92.,
!+• Cf. e.g. Dk vi.17, 219, 280,. 298.#*
5* Cf. the various passages on desiring reward from the
spirits:. Dk vi.13, Ik, 29, 78, 102, 110, 113, 125, 126,/ 
.137, 181, 182, Bj.5, E.30a.
6. Dk vi • $5* 2US.
7•> Religion is the king’s way to.paradise, Dk vi.173, oi** 
also Dk vi,172, 205*
8. Dk vi.50.
9* Dk vi.229,.where the expression is ’the fruit of the 
soul ’
10. Dk vi.A.5, and cf. above in this section.
i+51
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18. Salvation
1. Cf. e.g. Dk vi.278.
2. Cf. the opposition between ruwan hozilied in Dk vi.
C.53 and mardom druwand bawend in Die vi.C.5^ 4-*
3. ke hin I mahist ke Tramoved jan as han X: mahist him 
ho2i?nd pad cih widarg (WazAd, PhlT lljix §i+); Cf. also 
the reference to the ordeal of fire in Dk vi.313*
If. andar pesemarlh ud pasemarlh saxwan rastiha gowed ku 
pad dadistan huxtagtar hawed1 (W^zAd, PhlT li+iff. §5); 
pad pe^emarih ud.pasemarlh dadistan rast rayenidan leu 
pad dadistan buxttar hawed (Dk iii 199 precept No.3*
DkM 216.7).
19. Xwarr
1* The first two chapters of Bailey, Zor.Pr. are devoted 
to this term.
2* %-or.Fr. 2:. . One may add a reference to DleM 791*2-3
which says: abar hax^iSn i o tuxMagan xwarr ud o asgahanan 
skohih, fOn the apportioning of xwarr to the diligent and 
poverty to the lazy* where xwarr evidently means *riches!.
3. Here also seems to belong the interpretation in PhlVd 1.21 
bamig ku xwarromand *radiant, that is. full of xwarr1 
(cf.Zor.Pr.h3).
U. Cf* especially Zor.Pr.33.
k5 2
5* Zor.Pr. 20f ♦
6. Op. cit.20.
7* Op.cit. 13.
8. Op«cit.22ff.
9* Some incidental remarks on matters discussed in. gor.Pr 
in. connection with xwarr may be made here* . In the 
phrase ud- kayan xwarr TTO;. karb, bud (DkM, 816* 13, Zor*
.'Pr* 29) !iand the xwarr of the Kays had the form of**.1, 
the word. TYEA has caused difficulty as the expected 
reading, i.e. jgil * clay* , was rejected by the author 
°£ 2br.Pr.because *it makes little sense* (op.cit.30)• 
The reading is however confirmed from another passage, 
where it was unnoticed:
zardu^t ahdar han l'abezag rosnih hawand 1 
amahraspandan az bun dahisn bron ham-hangerdig ham- 
osmardlg bawandag apargand a^ eSllia padiriftarih ud 
rawagehldarih 1 den andar gehan ray meno gig tasxd 
frayist estad.
ud lea o gil~paymbglh ud sti 1 getigug paydaglh 
: fristThast wuzurg xwarr ud ro&riih a*on abar didarig
. bud 1 ham ce*on andar yim.tohmag (DkM 14-34*9-1^ ; the 
second sentence is given in Zbr.Pr.55; West, SBE XLVII*
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*!Zoroaster was first fashioned in an invisible form 
in that pure light like to the Amahraspands, 
beginning with the first creation onwards, with the 
same composition and measurement witli perfect un­
scattered (?) issues,>a so that the religion be 
accepted and made to propagate in the world*
And when he was sent to appear in a clothing of
b O'clay and in a visible being, ' so much xwarr and
light was visible upon'him even as in the seed of
Yima1 *,
Notes on the text: a* aze^Iha: cf. the abstract
azegih 'issue, upshot, result*, D M  36*21; 203*10;
251*11; 252*1, and the form azegig 'product*, D M  399*4# 
The preceding word is doubtful. West translates: 
'completely unmixed*. b. gi1-paymogih: in view of the 
corresponding TYNA kip in DkM 816.13 there is hardly 
any doubt that our reading is correct. Professor
Bailey emended the text here (perhaps by oversight, as 
the change is not noted), reading karp-patmoklh» whereas 
the text has only one The expression gil-pavmbgih
renders the same idea as pidan-paymogih in Dd 3 6 *25, f^r 
'flesh* is derived from the element 'earth', gil. 
c. stX: the word was considered superfluous by Professor 
Bailey. The existence of this word, distinct from 
though often misleadingly written very much like ffetig„
is well attested*. Sti is said to toe limited in 
contrast to zamanag in DkM 199*6; it is a 
category of toeing in DkM 2 0 7*9 , 17 (tohmagan tohmag 1 
sti tun 1 the seed of seeds which is the origin of sti) 
208.14 (ud sti wimandig ewtagig tarian, ce* on wahman- ci& 
ud wahman has rthe definition of stiiis the separate 
individuals, such as that particular object or person*) 
cf* also DkM 208.19, 20, 21; 203*7, 10; 343* 6 , 7, 13, 
15,-16; 334*8, 10. The concept, of sti» as is evident 
from the definition quoted, is that of a particular 
entity in the world, and so its occurrence in our 
text is appropriate. d. Professor Bailey takes 
anar-ditarik to toe a compound. It seems however more 
likely that atoar is a postposition governing the 
subject of the preceding verb, i.e. Zoroaster.
Towards the end of the first chapter of Zor.Pr. 
(p*50) there is a quotation from AW. The text,, as 
given- Zor.Pr., is: .
ut ce fraxvtar. xvarrah 1 ratan
  Y  _
ut ce tangtar. x arrah T panan.
The reading of the ideogram GDH/YDH as xVarrah. 
though possible, seems to me unlikely. The point of 
the exchange would emerge better if the alternative 
reading, dast, is adopted; the translation obtained 
would then be: ,:What is the broadest? The hand of the
generous. What is the narrowest? The hand or 
the avaricious * *.
10. Zgehner, Dawn 150ffj also Zurvan 371 and 173f.
Mole.Cultfe 434. pointed out with justice that xwarr 
and xwegkarTh are not identical.
11. Culte 434-439.
12. ‘Splendour* is preferred in these translations to
fortune* as it is more neutral in meaning. Cf. its 
opposite, zad-hrehih, Dk vi.C.6 9 * mentioned further 
helow.
13# Gf. the dependence of snayisn on xwarr in the passage 
DkM 343•17-344.3 given helow.
14* A different translation was given by Zaehner, Zurvan
173 n.iw
15. humihrih could also mean, in a different context, ‘love’, 
cf. DkM 248.9*
16. It is worthwhile to reproduce the whole text, as
the interpretation given to it in Mole, Culte 434f.
seems to me mistaken:
abar panagih ud pasih 1 dam. as niges T wehden. 
had kadarce pasih 1 xwes dam xwarr pad abesag 
dostih ud stayisn ud spas 1 xwarr 1 dadar. ud ka 
framo^ldar bawed dostih ud stayisn ud spas 1 xwarr 
1 dadar u~s hiled, bawed xwarr apas, u~s marnjehed
kS 6
xwarr pad apaslfe, han xwarrjl marnjenldar 1 druz.
(D m  3kk.k-9).
'On the protection and defence of creatures.
From the instruction of the Good Religion.
Whatever protection of its own creatures is "by 
xwarr through the pure friendship, praise and gratitude 
of the xwarr of the Creator. When (a man) forgets 
the friendship, praise and gratitude of the xwarr 
of the Creator and abandons it he becomes unprotected 
xwarr, the xwarr kills him being unprotected, that 
is the xwarr the demon-^killer * .
17* Cf. DkM 129*17-130.17> transcribed and translated in\
Mole, Culte 37f*
18* abar azar 1 xwarr T dadar xwarromand T xwarr tarmened. 
az nigez T wehden.
had dadar dahi&n o kar dad, dahisn karegarbmand 1 
dadar. u-gan xub-rawaglh 1 kar pad xwarr ud xweskarih. 
pad xwarr bawandag menidarih xweskarih, az; xweskarih 
rawaglh I dadar kar, ud rawagdh dadar kar saz;i&n 1 o-S 
kam ud snayisn 1 padis.
ud ka pad axweskarih tarmenidar bawend xwarr p"aderaniha 
bawed 1 dadar kar, asbzi&riig 1 o-& kam, ud "az*ar 1
padig. (DkM 343.17-3UU.3).
a. On this word cf. Henning, QLZ:1934* 755*
The text is given in. translation in Zaehner*
Dawn 151f • and in Doth transcription and translation 
in Mole, Culte U34* Both renderings seem to me 
unsatisfactory*
20* Fate and freedom of the will
Among the more recent contributions to the study of 
this subject the following may be mentioned: A.V.W*
Jackson, Zox»oastrian. studies , New York 1928, 219ff • » 
whose treatment of the texts deserved the criticism 
of J*C*Tavadia, 'PahlavT passages on f atfe and free 
will1, ZII 8 (1931) 119-132; H.W*Bailey 2or*Fr*5Uf*: 
Menasce, gGV 223; Zaehner, Zurvan 23^ff• ? and Dawn 
203ff#, 2U0ff*, 271f.;; J.Duchesne-Guillemin, *Miettes 
iraniennes*, Hommages a Georges Dumezil, Collection 
Latomus, vol*XLV, Bruxelles i9 6 0 , 102-103? and 
Religion 130ff• The problem in the Avesta is treated 
in Lommel, Ref*Zar* 156ff*,
Zaehner, Zurvan 2 5 6, Dawn 2^ 3*° Cf* against this Mole,.
RHR 162 (1962) 199-
Cf* Zaehner, Zurvan 403f•» 258*>
The Plxzand text repeats the word humaria three times,; 
after each of the nouns tux sal»dfmaT and vbhj, whereas 
in the P'ahlavi the corresponding humanag comes only 
after the third noun* While the text of the Pahlavi
kSS
seems more acceptable from the point of view of 
style, there is no difference between the two 
versions in meaning, humanag; naturally applying to 
all three nouns#
5# Zaehner, Zurvan 258#
6* It would be meaningless to say that diligence was
acquired by a man through fate, for the term diligence 
implies an effort of.will# The terms of the question 
itself exclude such a possibility of interpreting the 
answer, as the question is why a slothful man reaches: 
honour and prosperity and not why he becomes diligent#.
The same idea, with regard to wisdom, is seen in a 
saying found only in Misk 38.10f#s &  JI% .
; /i (3^*
t;He said: An evidence for fate is the'fact that things
are (sometimes) mild with the ignorant despite their 
ignorance and that they are inaccessible to the wise 
despite their wisdom1• This saying is attributed to 
Busurjmihr# Cf# also Misk 51 *9“" 10, which is attributed 
to AnuSwrwan*
7*■ The text has (d)dldtl/gldtl, read by the B'azandist 
dilortar. which seems an easy emendation of the 
Pahlavi# The comparative ending which has no place 
here makes the Pazand reading particularly suspect*
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Nyberg, trying to retain the Fahlavi. version 
reads dilitar (cf. JA 1929•258)* which is unacceptable; 
Zaehner adopts the reading of the Fas and# A minimum, 
transposition of letters in the Fahlavi would give us; 
the reading *gurd~dir ’having a hero’s heart*, which 
is unattested hut seems reasonably possible* An 
alternative reading could be gurd-gir♦ defined in 
Burhan~i O^ ati* by ga,iac va dilavar glrandah ,;One 
who seizes heroes*#
8# Cf. Zaehner, Zurvan 402f#; the wording of the Pazand 
seems again to be an amplified version of the Fahlavi# 
,9* The text is reproduced in Zaehner, Zurvan UoUf•
10. Text given ibid.
11. It would not be correct to translate cim as ’cause*.,
The etymology (for which cf. Nyberg,- Hi If sbuch II„ 
G-lossar s.v.) and the numerous occurrences in the texts 
suggest the meaning ’reason*. Here ’cause* is excluded 
by the context..
A more appropriate translation of a similar saying 
occurs in another part of the texts translated into 
Arabic from Persian andarz.: u**w /k ^ ^ vr
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’Fate and effort are a pair; effort is the cause 
of fate and fate is the cause of the success of 
effort* (Mislc 77*Uf*)
13*o Cf* Zaehner, Zurvan U02, where previous literature 
is mentioned*
1U* The same idea is also expressed in Dk iii 2 6 9, DkM 
28ij.* 11-20, transcribed and translated in Zaehner,
- Zurvan ^06f. The phrase ce. ruwan wizayi&hig pahrez 
pad han 1 ruwan sbzignig tux^ag mardom (lines 17f*>I 
should not he translated: ’For abstention (from 
action) is injurious to the soul; (yet) to the man 
who cultivates the soul and makes an effort (on its 
behalf)...* (Zaehner), but rather: ’For a man who
refrains from doing injury to the soul through being 
diligent in cultivating the soul...1 ruwan-wisayignig- 
-pahreg and ruwan-sazi^hig-tuxsag are compounds*
13• Tansar cf* Zaehner, Zurvan 405*
16* PhlVd 5*9; cf., in the same vein, DkM ®;84.13f •» The 
sentence which seemed to Zaehner, Zurvan hOS9 to 
represent the opposite point of view, manifests in 
effect the same approach:
baxt-gan abar Kan 1 brihenTdarih pad kuniSn, ud 
kuni^n abar han 1 lterdaran, brln-iz andar menogan
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get!gig xwad e wized. *ham-£f£n guft ba&t abar hanT 
i az m end gan, kani&n ad an han 1 az getigan (DkM 416.* 
22-417.4).
'Fate, according to them, is (manifest) in action 
according to that which is decreed, action is 
according to those who act# Even (that which is) 
a decree among the spirits, an earthly deing may 
choose himself# They also said: Fate is according
to that which comes from the spirits, action is 
according to that which comes from earthly beings
The passage establishes that fate is meaningful 
only from the point of view of the spirits# Man, 
deing unaware of the decree, has only action. Thus, 
an earthly creature may de seen choosing a thing 
which, viewed dy the spirits, is a decree of fate*:
17. Cf. Dk vi.A#5; D#7d.
18#, Cf. Dk vi#A.6#»
19. MX 12 and 3 8 , cf. Zaehner, Zurvan 399ff*,} 254^. and 
the chapter on 'the Luminaries* , ibid# l47ff^
20j. . e.g. MX: 22., quoted above.
21* Cf. also Dk vi.E*38d.,
22. Cf. note to the translation of this passage.*
23* Zaehner's comment on this passage: ’Fatalism in its
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extreme form... was challenged and overcome.•.Thus 
the operation of fate is restricted to a hare 
minimum* (Dawn 2k3> Zurvan 2 5 6) seems to miss 
the point; cf. already Mole, RHR 162 (1 9 6 2)) 198*
2k* DkM 186.13-188.16. The text, which has some
importance, was disappointingly treated hy Jackson,, 
op.cit.„ and Tavadia, loc.cit. Gf. also Menasce,
SG-V 223.
21. Esoteric doctrines
1. It has in fact heen positively denied. Cf. e.g.
the words of Father J. de Menasce: !Ainsi, de meme
que la soteriologie mazdeenne ne nous fournit rien 
qui puisse s1 aligner au type gnostique, de meme,, 
dans le mode de transmission de la revelation, rien 
qui nous rappelle une initiation de caractere selectif 
et occulte. La predication est si ouverte qu’eHle 
s* accommode de la guerre sainte menee au nom de la 
foi par des defenseurs fort hien munis du glaive 
temporal. Bien plus, c!est un des reproches que 
les Mazdeens adressent le plus volontiers aux autres 
religions, que de se propager de maniere=secrete, cachee
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et comme honteuse*. Menasce, * Les mysteres et 
la religion de I’Iran*, Eranos Jahrbuch XI,
19/jlj. (Zurich 1945), 185-166.
2* The texts are. given with a discussion in Mole, Culte 
6lff. Of the three divisions of the Avesta we 
hear also, in the admonitions of §dn, Dk iil 197: 
ewag han 1 dadig d*ad rad panagi-z 1 ahar o hadag- 
mansrig ud gahanig dad 1 padis abezaguh 1 wehden 
hawed ray os(6Tgantar mehenidan ud waxsenidan 
(DkM 2 1 2.19-8 2 ). !One, to enlarge and increase 
more firmly the law of Dad, so that it may become 
even the protector and the.chief over the law of 
Hadha-manthra and Gatha, from which is the purity 
of the G-ood Religion1 * The meaning of this 
admonition is made clearer by.a comparison of its 
parallel in the opposite chapter, ch. 198: en 1 
getig dad padiz rad panagTh 1 o han 1 menog dad 
stayldan ostTg^nenTdan waxsenidan (DkM 21^*10f.).
!To praise, make firm and increase this law of 
getig even as a chief and protection of that law 
nfenotf1 * It is interesting to note that in the 
second quotation Dad is interpreted as !this world* 
and the other two sections of the Avesta as *the 
other world* »
k6k
3. D M  110*2G“14U*6. The text is given in Mole, Culte 
67f« ' The third sentence should read: ud ewag
andar hudenan hamih 1 ahag wehan pad dahisn ezi&nlz, 
*judngTh i az watteran pad' adahighlh anezi&ilhiz*
*One, among men of good religion, heing together withi 
the good hy giving and doing the ritual/and "being 
separate from the wicked (who) do not give, or sacri­
fice*.
k* Two further texts may "be quoted to show the awareness
of distinctions in spiritual classes from Miskawayh's
translation of Persian texts. One passage says:
M  O *  i . L a J \ o »  «<5 J . ^ . h  1
. * ||L^ t ^  5*1j
'Another (sage) said to his disciple: Lower what the
common people elevate and elevate what they lower, for 
they do nothing with complete wisdom or with preponderant 
understanding or with wholesome resolution* (Misk 6 8.,14f*) 
Another passage has the following textr o' J3LJ1 ^
(^ <aaL o* o^U^Lu.  (j-vlill
l»ix» 1 o* asuLj * i j 3 f  j^LlsJ 1 g j /  U  ||.^J
N 1 ILsuhJl 4 Afti I s / vjUaJJl) 3**.^  1 1
^  JjU lj 2gc^Jl ^  45^ 9 (jf,; IjJl ,J*a$ ijg-j
L ji^ uJ 1
fiThe wise man should distinguish two separate Classes 
among men and to clothe himself in t wo different garments;
towards them. As regards one class, the common 
people, he should clothe himself for them in-the 
garment of contraction, withdrawal and refraining 
in every word; the other class are the select, 
witli whom he takes off the restraining attitude 
and puts on the garment of sincerity; kindness and 
consultation. He does not admit into this (latter) 
class more than one in a thousand, so that all of 
them have excellence of thought, trust, in friend­
ship, fidelity in joy and fulfilment of promise in 
fraternity* (Misk 72*5-9)• This passage underlines 
very clearly the esoteric approach of *the wise man*.
5* See "below, note 21.
6 * These considerations throw some doubt, to my mind, 
on Mole*s ingenious attempt to harmonize between the 
facts of the religion of the Achaemenids and those of 
the G-atha, the former being, according to him, an ex­
pression of the Dad type of religion. For the 
solution to be acceptable in this form, one would 
expect the three types of religion to be much more 
formally definable than seems possible from the 
Pahlavi texts which mention this division. The idea 
could of course serve as a working hypothesis in a 
more moderate formulation, namely, for example, that
k 6  6
the Achaemenids were not very observant of religious
practices; but this is not a novel idea* Mole's;
suggestion deserves however some further considera­
tion.
7* Cf. Dk vi.110-1459 and the discussion above, section
14.
8 ., See Dk iii 140, D M  143*20-144.6.
9* It may possibly refer to the zand, the orthodox
commentary, if we follow the parallel of Dk vi*23^* 
quoted below.
10. It could also conceivably be interpreted to mean 'the 
orthodox1 to exclude the heretics*
11. See on this word Henning, TPS: 194U*110f. and Mirisch 
7 1 ; on the HP forms hazard, Langue des plus anc.mon*
1U5*
12* The subject is waxg ' speech*,, or 'the spirit1, 
mentioned on p*5 9 4*1 0.
13>* A few words are quoted in Bailey, 2fcr.Fr* 2 8. The 
central sentence, somewhat differently construed, is 
given by Zaehner, BSOAS 10 (1940/42) 614* The text Is;: 
ud mad o kay-syawax§ i bamig, padiM desTd kang-diz 
l abd-kard pad hugar-dari&hlh ud panaglh T was warz- 
ud xwarr ud raz l den, azi£ wirayisn T Warn ud abaz>- 
ain.[ a] starih T eran xwadayTh ud abaz-paywandi^hih l
■ amawandih ud perozgarTh o han 1 dhrmazd den paydag*
li-U az wuzurg warz ud xwarr T dadar ahar h.urd, pad
tariomandih d duSox mad ud 13 zamistan andar duSox pad 
dew-karbih raft, raz ud ahzar ke padis dew wanihend 
ud az mardom apad‘ixSay[ ih]end .warzawand nezuman 
carllia az: dew an ahaz hurd, ud dew an pad xwad ahzar 
zgd ud wanid, ud az: mardoman apadix^ayehld ud durenld*. 
The text is not given correctly in Zaehner, Zurrean.
2 6 3,; 25G-* (The words which hegin the sentence which 
follows our text, az han he, should he translated 
’because of that1, not merely as Zaehner, ’thus1)*
15* That zand should he confined to a small circle of
one’s kinsmen is also seen in a text outside the
andarz literature* In. ZWY we hear that king Xusro 
called to him the greatest sages of his time in order 
to counter the heresy of Mazdak, ’and asked of them 
promise, (saying:) "Do not keep the Yasnas in confine­
ment, (hut) do not teach the zand outside your kinsmen” * 
(ZWY 11*3). The text is: u~§ payman azi§ xwast ku 
en yasniha (?) pad nihan ma dared, he pad paywand T 
smah zand ma cased*
16* On this word (gkwdgn) cf* note to the translation:
of Dk vi.122 and the references given hy Zaehner in
*4 6 8
BSOS 9* 315* The word comes often in association 
with, sarin, and seems to he the same as hugkohih, 
cf. Dk vi.B.l4,? B.27; AW, PhlT 92 §54; 78; 93 §96;
94 §1 2 1, the meaning of which is established from 
the Arabic translation as bashful* * Cf. also 
Menasce, Encyclopedic 48f •, whose interpretation' 
does not seem satisfactory.
17* Cf. above in this section and sections 7 and 12.
18., Cf. above in Part One.
1 9* ud han ke pes padid bawed as xub be niybi^isn u~s
he awwenisn u~§ raz be he barisn, ce ka pad wihah
i kard be awwened ayab raz be bared as liawand bawed. 
Tavadia's translation is slightly different*
20;* Cf. the references in L. Koehler and W.Baumgartner, 
Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti libros. Leiden 1958,, 
1123; M. Jastrow, A dictionary of the Targumim. the 
Talmud... . New York 1950, 1464** Also the usage in. 
the Aramaic incantation texts, references in 
J.A.Montgomery, Aramaic incantation texts from 
Nippur. Philadelphia 1 9 1 3 0 2 *
2 1* sedlgar dastwar-darih ce*bn han T rad T dahagtar
i rast*-gowi§ntar ke den-agahiha amoxted ud rastiha 
ambzed. Cf. also above, Part One, text No.xxv*,
22:* One might deal on similar lines with the series 
of definitions in Die vi.E*45c* IT that is 
addressed, to the same type of people as Dk vi*267>; 
it is significant that it says that a man who does 
not know the five fspells* (?) may not ’sit in the 
place of priests*, which adds some power to the 
assumption that adherents of the esoteric doctrines 
were largely identified with priests*
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